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SEPTEMBER 3, 2003

Not knocking. It’s a bad habit I have. But to be honest I think
it’s a learned behaviour. It’s so consistently led to
excitement and drama that I have to admit I’m probably
intending to do it on some subconscious level. Bedroom
locks were made for girls like me.

At first, as my eyes adjusted to the light, I thought Lilith was
meditating. My last roommate was into yoga. But Lilith was
on her knees, rather than cross-legged. And she was
surrounded by candles, a thick circle of dozens and dozens
of wax stubs. The window was open; it was cold in there,
the light spastic.

My silly questions died on my lips. A slight movement made
me realize that her palms were uplifted. I hadn’t seen them
at first because they were blackened from the elbows to the
tips of her fingers. The tips flickered slightly as if they had



strings attached.

I might have forced myself to say something louder, except
that her eyes, usually floaty and detached, were very
different. They weren’t underwater anymore; they were
flying.

“Sorry,” I whispered, but she couldn’t hear me. There was
music playing, a creepy kind of singing. It was a guttural
language, one I’ve never heard before. As I slowly shut the
door I saw her dip her fingers into a mound in front of her.
She slowly drew something long and stringy up from it,
something with a greasy glint.

When the door clicked closed I wandered back to the
kitchen, kind of in a daze. I realized I was still holding the
page of the weekly paper that I’d wanted to show Lilith. I put
it up on the fridge and realized I could smell something
burning.

What the fuck was she doing in there?

I decided to go to my room and shut the door. A friend had
asked me to comment on a manuscript he’d written, and I
couldn’t help but notice the things he’d lifted from his own
life. While I should have been thinking about his book I was
mostly thinking, my life’s just as interesting . . . and that’s
when I got the idea to start writing this.

I’ve been wanting to do an online journal for a while, make



I’ve been wanting to do an online journal for a while, make
use of the things I’d learned about blogging from when I
was at Locale, this magazine I used to work for. This is as
good a start as any, I think.

In the rare moments when there’s a lull in the traffic, just on
the edge of audibility, I can hear the music from Lilith’s
room. It’s pure, sustained, and plaintive. I can’t hear the
words, but even the ebb and flow seems utterly foreign.

That’s enough for now. I’m going to figure out how to post
this.

Posted at 9:43pm

Hey! It worked.

So Lilith had a shower, and then went back to her room.
The unmistakable click of her mistress boots passing by
revealed that she was going out tonight. I got up, a little
unsure of what to do, but the front door slammed before I’d
decided.

I must have pissed her off by walking in. We went out
together a lot—not all the time or anything, but a couple
times a month—so it was a little unusual that she didn’t ask
me if I wanted to go. But we’d only moved in together three
days ago, and the patterns weren’t obvious yet. Maybe now
that we lived together we wouldn’t hang out as much



that we lived together we wouldn’t hang out as much
outside the house anymore.

That would be a shame. I love going out with Lilith. For
years we went out dancing on Friday night at this particular
bar. I could wear that cute lime-green skirt of a thriftscore
that would raise eyebrows at work. I could say what I liked
without it turning into stupid office gossip. We’d sit at a
table, sipping our drinks, until some boy or pair of boys
would come and try to chat us up.

Or really, chat Lilith up. She’s gorgeous: generous lips, her
crafted cheekbones and flawless skin, her long black hair
with shocks of white for a little bit of quirk, her green eyes
with the aforementioned floaty quality. And her body, as
curvy as it was trim—a body that had heard of fat, but only
as something that happened to other people.

I, on the other hand, am not gorgeous: brown eyes, brown
wavy hair with a couple of greys that, at 31, I’m alternately
bitter about and proud of. I’ve oft been called cute, by
strangers wanting to smooch, and if I dress strategically I
can get my share of a certain kind of attention.

The cool thing about being with Lilith, once I got over
myself, was that she was the proverbial sex magnet: she
drew them in, and it meant that I met a lot of people. Some
of them were even interesting. And I didn’t have to deal with
the negatives associated with being beautiful, of which
there are some.



Lilith was quite capable of dealing with the drawbacks, I
discovered one night at the bar. As usual the women’s
washroom had a line, so we went into the nearly empty
men’s. When we came out of our stalls, there was only one
guy there, weaving a little in front of the urinal. As we were
washing our hands, he saw Lilith and his lip curled. I
recognized him as last week’s Ill-Fated Pass #8.

“Whattaya—” I saw his little eyes squinting at us. “Whattaya
doon in here ya fuggin’ whore?” he muttered as he pissed.
His chin dropped to his chest after the effort, not even
looking at us any more.

I felt my fists ball up and imagined myself throwing them
against the beefy man’s torso. I could take being hit back—
but what if he just laughed? My fists dropped to my sides as
Lilith stepped quickly behind the man, grabbed him by the
hair and, getting her shoulder against his back, cracked his
forehead against the tiled wall.

She was out the door before he hit the floor, and I was hot
on her heels.

We got downstairs and Lilith went to the bar, ordered
drinks. I watched the stairs, sure that the guy would be
coming after us, and realized that he wasn’t.

She handed me a beer and I toasted her. “That was—
Remind me never to call you a whore,” I said. I took a swig



from the bottle and put it on the bar because my hand was
a little shaky. I cast around for a stool because my legs
were rubbery, too.

She smiled. Her hand was steady, but her eyes were a little
funny. She turned her head as a boy she knew came by
before I could really look. Maybe I would have seen that
quality I’d seen tonight in them. Maybe they would have
been flying.

OK, I’m still smelling that weird smell. I’m going to go check
her room. Maybe a candle’s still burning or something.

Posted at 11:47pm

SEPTEMBER 4, 2003

I know, I probably shouldn’t have. But we don’t even have a
fire alarm in this place.

Naturally I opened her door at midnight, and naturally my
heart was in my mouth. Any decent horror movie can make
me crap my pants; I’m not even a challenge. There was the
smell of melted plastic, and I didn’t have any idea where the
light switch was. I walked cautiously into the room, hands
extended before me, and I finally managed to get a lamp
on.



It threw a circle on the hardwood floor, where an inverted
pentagram was clearly visible. I hadn’t noticed what Lilith
was sitting in. There was a stain where the mound had
been, but there was nothing there.

Aiming the light around the room as best I could, I finally
found the light switch behind a bookshelf.

In the brighter light, the pentagram looked a little silly. It’d
been drawn in charcoal and was a bit wavery where the
floorboards weren’t flush. There were still boxes
everywhere, half-unpacked.

“Better check to see if there’s anything burning in here,” I
said aloud to my twinge of conscience. Feeling like Nancy
Drew, I looked in the trash can by her desk, which was
practically overflowing with evidence. It looked to be a
ritually disembowelled VHS tape—a pile of the thin black
innards coiled up on itself, slightly sticky and gooey where
she’d burned parts of it.

Better than finding intestines, I suppose.

Posted at 12:58am

I’m at Inkling Gallery, where I work three days a week. Like
the pentagram, my previous posts look kind of cheesy in
the light of day.



I’m struck in particular by how much my posts are like
Vixxin’s. Vixxin is a 15-year-old goth girl from Florida. I
forget which town. She was always talking about getting
drunk and boys and doing things she shouldn’t, like doing
witchy hexes she found on the Internet.

It was funny at first how often I would check her blog.
Especially at production time at the magazine, when the art
director was dragging his ass on something or another and
I couldn’t go home until the fucking text was frozen. But then
I remember having a minor epiphany at about two in the
morning: despite her poetry and her spelling mistakes I
related more to this girl than I did to almost anyone I worked
with. What did that say about me, when I was twice her
age?

I remember turning to the exception, a graphic designer
who I did like. “Do you consider yourself young, Jake?”

He barked a laugh. “I’ve been old since I knocked up my old
lady at 21.”

I twirled a pencil. “Well, you’re in your thirties. You’re still
young. Forties is old.”

A copy editor came in and made a hurt noise at that. (It was
freaky that it was a bustling office at 2am in the fucking
morning. Management, who were to blame, were tucked in
at home.) After she left I continued more quietly.



“Although I figure by 36 you’re fooling yourself if you say
you’re not in your late thirties. And late thirties is just a
euphemism for 40.”

He shrugged. “We’ll see what you say when the old three
six comes along. We can have an oldie party for you here.
Pool our money and buy you a walker.”

“Heh,” I said, but the idea made me a little anxious for some
reason. I guess because I could imagine it. I’d already been
at this job for longer than I’d planned: when I turned thirty
they’d gotten me a cake, and the boss had made this
ridiculous speech. “You know I’m quitting once I’ve been
here for five years.”

Jake pursed his lips and nodded, the old sure-surekind of
thing.

I grit my teeth and went back to reading Vixxin’s blog.

But I did quit. In a less spectacular way, admittedly, than
Vixxin quit her Wal-Mart job. I didn’t run screaming and
crying from the place. Or come back with a new boyfriend a
week later and whip an empty mickey of vodka at the
window and run home to blog about it. Jake and I did get
drunk together, for the first time, and something stupid
almost happened but then thankfully didn’t.

See? Almost happened is not nearly as exciting as frantic



worrying that the parking lot might have had security
cameras. And would they be able to lift prints from the
broken glass? And OMG, should she even be writing this
on the Internet?!?

That’s why this blog is about Lilith, not me. I’m pretty sure
that last night she went out and did something dangerous,
or at least risky, like go home with some man she didn’t
know. I didn’t hear her come home, and I didn’t see her
boots at the door today. Maybe she was too annoyed at me
for walking in on her to come home. Or maybe it was
related to the ritual somehow.

I better get some work done here.

Posted at 4:02pm

“That’s hilarious!”

When I got home, Lilith was standing in the kitchen, smiling
and reading the clipping I’d stuck on the fridge. It was from
the weekly, a column called My Style that had featured this
guy Lionel whom we’d just met. Lionel had come to see this
apartment, too, and the fact that he’d come to the showing
with his boyfriend hadn’t stopped me from crushing on his
rugged Irish charm.

“Yeah, that’s what I wanted to show you when I, uh, came



in,” I said.

She didn’t respond to that, just kept reading. “ ‘Into: People
who know what they want,’ ” she said in a bad imitation of
his accent. She arched her eyebrows at me.

I rolled my eyes. Inside I was happy—if she was teasing me
about my crush on him, that was a good sign she wasn’t
angry.

“Too funny. Should bring this in to the gallery, wave it in their
faces that they passed up a famous photographer,” she
said as she put it back on the fridge.

That gave me a twinge of guilt. We got chatting at the
apartment showing and I’d encouraged him to drop his
photos by. On the strength of his sleepy-eyed smile and sly
wit, no more. He did, the next day, much to my surprise.
Even more surprisingly, I liked them a lot. But Anna didn’t
like the photos nearly as much as me, and Graham
complained that he was sick of photography, so it was a
no-go. And I hadn’t called him back yet. It wouldn’t be so
bad if I hadn’t already started to use the pictures willy-nilly to
spruce up the blog. It’s hard to know sometimes who’s
more evil, me or Lilith.

Lilith headed towards her room. “Hey, what are you doing
for dinner? We haven’t celebrated our new home yet.”

“Ooooh,” I said, thinking about the delicious potential of not



having to cook. My hand dropped from the fridge door
handle. “Roti?”

“Yeah!” she called. “Let me get my shit.”

As I waited in the kitchen, I reread the clipping. Lionel had a
grizzle of stubble and was looking over his shoulder. He
was wearing the same jacket he had worn to the apartment
showing.

Style: “Dunno. Try to put something together that has a bit
of flare. A bit different. Everyone following the trend is kind
of boring, yeah?”

I could hear his Irish accent as I read, grinning from ear to
ear. I wondered again if he was exclusively gay. I felt stupid.
I felt giddy. I put the clipping back on the fridge and tried to
think about non-Lionel things. My stomach directed my
mind to the meal I was about to have with Lilith, and I
remembered what a history we had with roti. The first time
Ihad roti was also the first time I’d met Lilith. It was years
ago now. I hadn’t even known what it was.

“It’s like a stew, with a bread wrapping,” Evan, Lilith’s
boyfriend at the time, had said. “West Indian food. You
never had it?” He tilted his head and smiled.

I just sat there and shamefacedly shook my head. We all
sat in the cramped little takeout place. There barely



seemed to be enough room at the table for the Evan and
his even huger friend Francis, never mind Lilith and I. But
there we all were. There was really only room for one-and-
a-half of my buttcheeks, and I remember thinking unkind
thoughts about how it seemed to be enough for the chick
across from me.

“How’d you grow up in Toronto and never have West Indian
food?” Francis said, a laugh bursting out of him.

I felt vaguely racist and felt my cheeks glowing like an
indicator of guilt.

“She said she grew up in Ottawa,” the chick had said.
These were the first words I’d ever heard Lilith speak, and
they were in defence of me.

Lilith and I left our apartment and walked a couple blocks
down to the same roti shop. Someone passed us, leaving
with a big white bag of takeout. There was an old Rasta
lounging in the spot we had sat in many years ago, so we
put in our orders and sat down at the only other table in the
place.

“Damn,” I said. “This is a blast from the past. This place
seemed so totally downtown to me then.” I looked around at
the grease-tinted walls, the tourism board-supplied
JAMAICA poster. “I spent all my first and second year up in
residence at York, so when Evan said I should come I was



—” I shook my head.

“Excited?” Lilith finished.

“Yeah, but also terrified. OK, mostly terrified.”

When our orders were ready, the plastic tray was slid
across the counter in our general direction. Lilith got up.
Instead of bringing them back to the table, she motioned at
the door. “Wanna eat these outside?”

I really just wanted to eat now, but she was already out the
door. I followed, noticing that the old Rasta was giving us a
heavy-lidded stare. Lilith gave him her show smile, a
soothing curve of the mouth that neither encouraged nor
enraged—it was a salve, really, that she dispensed freely,
most often to men. Whenever I saw it, I appreciated the fact
that I can go places and do things without having the
strange, needy interactions Lilith deals with on a daily
basis.

“Sorry about that,” she said. “That old guy was giving me
the evil eye.” She took a swig of Ting and then offered the
bottle to me. “I think he’s Evan’s uncle or relative. He runs it
or owns it or something. That’s why we went there in the
first place.”

She glanced behind her.

“And then I go on talking about him,” I said. “Sorry.”



We turned off the main drag and towards a little parkette. A
bottle tinkled on the asphalt. A bum on a nearby bench
shifted and horked up some phlegm.

“Bon appétit,” Lilith murmured quietly as she passed me my
roti.

I ripped into it, thinking back. “You know, I hardly ever watch
basketball anymore. I was just on a kick in university. That
game against Queen’s . . . Evan just . . .” I shook my head.

“ ‘Slid like an angel from God?’ ” Lilith quoted.

I moved my hand helplessly. “I didn’t know what else to
say!” In place of a write-up about the basketball game I had
written free verse poetry. (I just looked it up: “Slid, as if an
angel/Fresh-missioned from God” was the exact line.) “I still
feel like it was more . . . fitting than some stupid list of
statistics.”

“Oh, I agreed,” Lilith said. “I often quoted it to them.”

I covered my face, quickly going into a slow burn. Lilith’s
laughter filled the parkette.

“So they hated it.” I remember the half-dozen times after
that trip downtown that I’d seen Francis and Evan, how their
eyes bounced elsewhere.



“I think they just expected to have their words immortalized
in an interview,” Lilith said. “I mean, you had a tape
recorder and everything.”

“Well, I wanted to see if they were conscious of how . . . they
were on the court. How amazing they were.”

Lilith shrugged. “They just thought you were into black
guys.”

Mortification descended on me. “They didn’t say that.”

She ignored me with a grin as she pulled a layer of the roti
bread apart and ate it. “I love to see you get all crazy like
this.”

I tried to ignore her. I failed. “Tell me they didn’t say that.” I
shook her arm.

“They didn’t actually say it, but . . . that’s what they thought.
Trust me, I know how those two think.”

“Do you think you were . . .” I struggled for a tactful way to
say it. “Forbidden fruit?”

She exhaled and rolled her eyes. “Of course! At first, for
me, it was all about the parties. I was in high school at the
time. Then I got fond of him, which made things more
complicated.” She crumpled up her bag and took my trash,
too. Barely looking at it, she tossed the ball into the



garbage.

“That’s a shot Evan would be proud of.”

A sour look crossed Lilith’s face. “That was kind of the
problem. He wasn’t proud of me. Fine to have a sweet little
piece of white meat hanging from your arm on a Friday
night, but I never met his family or anything. I mean, we had
been going out for a year.”

“Shitty,” I said. My university years of relative celibacy
seemed less pathetic. Or less painful, anyhow.

“I knew what I was getting into. The odds were against it.”

We headed home down Queen Street. I felt kind of close to
her, and I blurted out, “I’m sorry about not knocking last
night, I just wanted to show you that thing with Lionel.”

“You looked a little freaked,” she said, not looking at me.

“Well, yeah,” I said, smiling apologetically.

“I probably should have told you about the demon thing
before we moved in.”

“Uh . . .” We walked on past a little grocery store, dodging
people picking through bins of produce, and I tried to think
of something to say.



“OK. You know that guy who helped us move in?” she
asked. “Bruce?”

“Yeah,” I said.

We stopped at the doorway. Our doorway. She sighed kind
of sadly and looked at me directly. “Well, he’s kind of
interested in me, and I’ve found that the best way to deal
with that kind of energy is to release it back into the world
with a ritual.”

“A . . . ritual?” As if on cue, a crazy lady across the street
started screaming. I focused on unlocking the door, thinking
to myself: Parkdale’s crawling with demons.

Posted at 9:34pm

SEPTEMBER 7, 2003

I’ve never been good at keeping journals. Some people
don’t like doing it because they think someone will find their
diary and discover all their juicy secrets and desires.
Personally, I’m more concerned by the idea of someone
discovering my diary and finding out that I don’t really have
any.

But I do now. My roommate is a demoness. Or has some
kind of dark powers. At the very least is quite unbalanced.



Either way, it’ll make for some good stories. What’ll happen
when the dishes pile up?

I’ve registered the domain name
www.roommatefromhell.com.

Posted at 10:31am

SEPTEMBER 8, 2003

Nothing daemonic happened today. (Nothing demonic,
either. I guess I’ll go with the more common spelling. I like
the ae, especially when it’s squished together, but it does
feel a tad pretentious.)

I’ve been wondering about that guy Bruce. I doubt he’s
been whisked away by spirits or struck to his knees, mouth
frothing, by the ritual. But maybe he’s found that he no
longer cares about Lilith, that when he thinks about her it’s
like feeling with his tongue for a tooth that’s fallen out. A
little disconcerting, but a relief.

What a strange guy. He was so quiet the day he helped us
move in. After a while, I started to think of him as Lilith’s
zombie minion, his moppy brown hair looking like paint
plastered on his head.

Lilith was a steady worker, I was happy to see. Not a whole



lot of muscle—me and Bruce huffed the heavier furniture in,
thankfully there weren’t any stairs. That goddamned
monster of a desk she has!

We wrangled the desk through the doorway and followed
Lilith’s pointing finger. We put it down. I eyed the space
between the wall and the chest of drawers, the top of the
desk clearly jutting too far. “That’s not going . . .” I said as
Lilith and Bruce slid it neatly in, the top of the desk going
over the dresser.

“You’re good.” I said, blotting the sweat with my shirtsleeve.

“Well, I’m good for something, at least. Thanks. Last time I
moved Evan and Francis hated that thing.”

“Glad to hear it,” I said, and we headed back to the truck.

The first couple of trips we had left someone to watch the
stuff, but as there was no one around we allowed ourselves
to get lazy. It was a pretty great alley, with trees and old
coach house garages and solitude. When we’d arrived full
of energy a few hours ago, the sun was blazing, but now the
shadows and dimming light made it very inviting.

“Let’s take a break,” I said. “You want a beer or water or . . .
well, that’s all I have cold.”

I pointed at Bruce. “Water would be great,” he said.



I pointed at Lilith. “Whatever you’re having.”

I headed back to the kitchen, pleased as punch that I’d
remembered to chill the beverages when we arrived. I
almost always forgot, and it’s such a critical element in the
moving ritual. I was also happy that Lilith wasn’t making me
drink alone. I grabbed two cervezas and rooted through
boxes until I found a water glass.

I looked around the kitchen. As filthy as it was, it still had
more character than my condo ever would. I could clean this
kitchen, but I couldn’t imbue my old place with charm.

I brought out the drinks. Bruce was grinning and nodding at
Lilith. Her smile was a cool, noncommittal one.

“Bruce is of the opinion that this is one of the finest alleys in
the city.”

I agreed, took a swig of the cool cool beer. Bruce slicked
his hair back, wiped the sweat on his jeans. He didn’t say
anything, just leaned against the truck and sipped his water.

Something about the small sips he took triggered a
memory. “Did you used to have white hair? All sticking
out?”I asked.

“Just for a while last year,” he said.

“I think Imet you. At Jan Panner’s. At a potluck or



something?” I had teased him that he looked like Andy
Warhol without glasses, and he had said he had just done
some movie about albinos.

He smiled and nodded. “I think so. I thought you looked
familiar.” He nodded to Lilith. “I met her at one of Jan’s
parties, too.”

“Well, thanks so much for helping out,” I said. Lilith smiled
and murmured appreciation too. She’d told me earlier that
he’d run into her on the street, when she was collecting
boxes for the move, and offered to help.

“We’re lucky there’s not a lot of coming and going here,”
Lilith said. “We’d waste a lot of time moving the truck.”

“I’m just glad we didn’t have to try to get everything in the
front door.”

“Does your front door go out onto Queen?” Bruce said.

“Yeah. It’s got a storefront window, too. Did you see it?” I
asked. “Let’s go look,” I said, suddenly excited.

I headed through to the front of the apartment, with the
others following. There was a dirty white bedsheet that was
acting as a curtain, and I pulled it aside to reveal a window
looking out on the street.

Dust motes swirled in the waning light. Outside I could see



an old man alternately bent over coughing and yelling at
someone I couldn’t see. The glass was streaky and the
raised platform was missing entire squares of linoleum.

It was beautiful.

“Wow,” Bruce said. “What an excellent thing to have.”

I was happy that someone else could see the potential of it.
“Yeah, I figure we can maybe get something instead of this
bedsheet and put some nice fabric over that shit,” I said,
pointing to the linoleum.

Bruce leaned over and picked something up. It was a round
piece of glass that I hadn’t noticed. He looked through it.
“This is a camera lens,” he said, and put it back where he
found it.

I took another contemplative swig and looked around the
room, remembering the day we’d come to apply for the
place. The furniture was different, but I could still picture it:
that’s where the yuppies sat, that’s where Lionel and his
boyfriend were. “I still don’t know how we got this place.” I
looked at Bruce. “There were a bunch of people I personally
would have chosen instead of us. I mean, weren’t you
shocked,” I said, turning to Lilith, “when he called you
back?”

She just smiled and shook her head. “I knew from the
moment we walked in.”



“Oh yeah? Why didn’t you tell me?” I said.

“You wouldn’t have believed me,” she said, a smile on her
lips but her eyes serious as she tilted her beer.

“Do you believe her?” I challenged Bruce.

His face cycled through a few emotions—from thoughtful to
nervous and back again. “I . . . don’t disbelieve her. I think
some things are meant to be.”

I pushed the bedsheet aside again. The old man looked
like he was asleep now. It was starting to get dark. “Let’s
get to the rest of those boxes,” I said.

Posted at 3:11pm

SEPTEMBER 10, 2003

Well, I haven’t written every day. I can’t decide if I would
write more often if I knew there was a legion of people
checking this site every day, or if I would just stress more
about it and write less.

It’s a weird feeling, not knowing if anyone’s reading this. I’ve
written diaries in the past, and I’ve written tons of articles for
the magazine I worked for, but there was always a clear



division between private and public writing. This blog feels
like when I walked around scantily clothed in my old place,
a condo on the fourteenth floor. Sure, there was a big
window, but who’s going to look that far up? And if they did,
maybe they deserved a little peek.

Whether it would have been a reward or a punishment, well,
that’s a matter of perspective.

I have noticed that the times I decide to post something
coincide suspiciously with the times I’m rather bored. Since
I’m working three days a week at the gallery and doing the
work I used to do in two, there?ll be lots of slow time. At the
stupidly overworked position I had at the magazine I
dreamed of slow time, but, to be honest, I do like to be
busy. I just have to learn to come up with stuff to be busy
with.

Grand new projects will have to wait until things get a little
more settled at our place, however. Still not clean, even
though we did spend the better part of a day scrubbing the
kitchen tolerable. It was funny to see Lilith’s hair tied back;
I’d never seen it like that.

“You look sporty!” I said. “Except for the streaks.”

“What’s not sporty about the streaks?” she said, dipping
the mop in the sink. (We don’t have a bucket.)

I shrugged. “Dunno many sporty girls who dye their hair.”



“It’s not dyed,” she said, squeezing the mop.

I eyed her black hair, streaked with white, my sceptical
smile not
wavering.

She leaned the mop handle against the counter and left the
room. I started up with the brillo and the element dishes
again, not feeling guilty in the slightest. If she wasn’t lying, it
was still annoying. I’d had my hair done purple in my early
twenties and it had washed out to a weak pink within days
—apparently my hair “didn’t like dye.” I preferred to think
that Lilith took great pains to maintain those cool streaks.

Lilith walked back into the room and thrust a Polaroid in
front of me.

“I just came across that when I was unpacking,” she said,
getting the mop.

The Polaroid format is so authentic, with its slightly off
colours and its classic shape—it doesn’t seem fakable. I
studied it. It showed a happy little girl bouncing on the edge
of a bed, her eyes red. Her hair was, in fact, streaked white.
In the background were two figures leaning against the
backboard of the bed, the female one with a wineglass in a
slender, Lilith-esque hand. Their faces were burnt, not all
the way through, presumably by a cigarette.



“Those your parents?” I said. Lilith nodded as she
squeezed out the mop.

I touched the circular burns, a tiny black flake falling off.

“Teenage angst,” Lilith said, not turning around.

I started scouring again, took another look at that chubby-
faced little girl. “Red eyes. Is that when you knew you were
unholy?” I said, feeling a tension but pushing anyway.

She snorted. “Don’t mock. I don’t go around making cracks
about how chosen your people are or anything.”

I didn’t know how to respond to that, really. She wasn’t
making a big fuss about it, but did her supposed demon-
ness equate with my Jewish-ness? If she was a practising
demon, and I was a non-practising Jew, did it even out?

I kept scouring. “Did the previous occupants even know
about the cleaning and the washing?” I said, in my best
Bubbie voice.

“We’re getting it done,” she said, squeezing.

Posted at 7:00pm

SEPTEMBER 12, 2003



Bruce just came by.

Or that is, he was walking by the gallery with his bike, so I
went out and thanked him again for helping us move. “I
slept for fourteen hours straight after,” he announced. “It
was a miracle. Real work is a miracle.”

I squeaked the little Daffy horn he had on his handlebars.
“Well, it was a huge help. Thanks.” I kept the door open,
since I have to answer the phone if it rings.

“I’ve had pretty bad insomnia recently, so fourteen hours in
my time is like you sleeping for forty hours.”

“How come you know I don’t have insomnia?” I said. These
artists. Think they have a monopoly on suffering.

He blew his bangs out of his eyes. “Please. Look at you,
fresh as a daisy.” Then he pulled his eye down for me so
the red showed.

“Everyone looks awful like that. What are you going to do
next, flip up your eyelids?”

He shook his head. “No, I never, I never could do that. It
made me sick to my stomach.”

With that he was basically admitting that he was an utter
failure as a kid. You gotta like that. “Why don’t you come
in?”



“I forgot my bike lock. I should get some work done
anyway.”

I ignored his polite leave-taking. “What work?”

He bit his lip. “Just some video editing. Not real work.”

I got a flash of a pile of black tape at the bottom of Lilith’s
garbage bin. “Your own stuff?”

He nodded. “Yeah. Just a thing about the destruction of the
working class. And squirrels. Mostly about squirrels, really.”

“Blue-collar squirrels?” I said.

He nodded, looked down, his lank bangs hanging in his
eyes. “Yeah, I . . .” He was staring at the sidewalk, bouncing
his front wheel nervously. “I actually dropped off a tape of
some of my stuff for Lilith to see.”

“Oh?” I said neutrally.

His face twisted. “Ah, I shouldn’t have done that.” Bounce,
bounce.

“Ah,” I said. “Maybe not.”

“Yeah, it’s predictable, I’m in love, I don’t even . . .” He
shrugged. “I . . . I woke up crying yesterday, it’s so pathetic.



I mean, do you remember when we were out at the moving
van and you went to get the drinks?”

I nodded. I remembered him grinning like an idiot and her
leaning, composed, only distantly aware of not being alone.

“She said, ‘The trees make the light so gentle.’ And she
moved her fingers. It seemed profound.”

I rolled my eyes.

He laughed, a bark. “I know, I know.”

“She could have said, ‘I took a shit today,’ and you would
have thought it was fucking Zen poetry.”

The bark again, like I’d yanked it out of him. “Not poetry . . .”
He ran his hand through his hair and looked at me, then
looked at me again with a little evil grin on his small, sharp
features. “But sexy, kinda.”

“Talking about shit is sexy?” I said, appalled and amused.

“Yeah, it’s so . . .” He gritted his teeth. “Base or something.
Dirty.”

He looked at me and shrugged, in a kind of helpless way.

“We should have gotten you to scrub the bathroom, then,” I
said. From inside the gallery, the phone started ringing.



He shrugged again. “I . . .”

I started moving in. “No. Don’t,” I said. “Don’t offer, because
we will use you. Bring those movies of yours by, I wanna
see ’em.” I let the door shut.

He nodded through the window, had his Daffy beep
goodbye.

The next few hours went quickly as I settled into the gallery’s
correspondence. This Edmonton curator wanted to trade
exhibitions, that local artist wanted to know what had
happened to his slides. Then there was the research into
what other, more interesting, galleries were programming,
so I could come up with ideas that could be shot down by
the owners.

That reminds me, I still haven’t gotten back to Lionel. Shit! I
could have written a nice letter to him in the time it took to
write this. It’s quitting time, though. I’m outta here.

Tomorrow, for sure.

Posted at 4:55pm

SEPTEMBER 16, 2003

Pretty great, this roommate thing. I was lying on my bed



tonight, feeling sad and bored, for no real reason. Couldn’t
really get up the energy to do anything.

Lilith came in and smiled down on me. I looked up, my
arms at my sides, doing nothing.

“I’m bored,” I said. I left out the sad part.

“Let’s go out for a drink,” she said.

“What, now?” I looked around the room. “Yeah, OK!”

I got up and grabbed my short leather jacket that I wore
whenever weather permitted. It’s trashy and has great
zippered pockets that are both antistylish and functional.
“All right! Tuesday night party!”

We hit the street and locked up. I pointed to our door
numbers, painted red against the black door. “I love our
door numbers. One apartment I had had those awful gold
sticker ones, you know those ones?”

She nodded. “The ones with the slanty edges? Yeah. Do
you remember those neon ones? Some girl in my
elementary school, her house had them. Everyone thought
she was rich.”

We walked around a homeless guy with his gut showing,
ignoring his request for spare change.



“I don’t think she was, though.” Lilith said.

“What?” I said. The griminess of the homeless guy’s gut
had disturbed me. He burst into song behind us, some kind
of operatic number.

“Rich. The neon numbers girl. Her parents were
schoolteachers or something. But they had the neon
numbers . . .”

We crossed the road. I carefully made eye contact with the
driver in a stopped car before I stepped out in front of it. I’m
paranoid about that kind of stuff.

“The girl actually started acting kind of snobby, too, now that
I remember it. At the time, it seemed totally normal. I
remember she had a Walkman before anyone else. She
would only let certain girls listen to it.”

“Were you among the select?” I said, curious. I would
assume that she would be, unless she was a late bloomer.

“No. I wasn’t very popular. We moved around a lot.” She
opened the door of the bar.

It was a hotel, an old flophouse where you could rent rooms
by the week, with an adjoining bar. It was dodgy, but not
violently so, and thus attractive to people who like their beer
cheap with free servings of weird. We got a table, and I
tried to get a chair facing away from the TV.



Lilith looked at the hockey game, the light slightly flickering
in her eyes. I wondered about her as the new kid in a grade
seven or eight class—even with her looks working for her,
she could have been an unappreciated X factor dropped
into an otherwise knowable social order.

“Wonder if we should go up—Hey, it’s those guys,” she
murmured. “At the bar.”

I looked. It was Lionel and his boyfriend. Shit shit shit!

Lilith waved at them. “Should I . . . never mind, they’re
coming over.”

“Hey!” I said overenthusiastically, desperately trying to think
of an excuse about why I hadn’t called him about the
photographs. “Have a seat!”

They did. “I’m Ron,” said Lionel’s boyfriend, a sharp-
featured guy with a receding hairline. He offered his hand to
us. “What are your names again?” We reintroduced
ourselves.

When he realized Lionel wasn’t going to say anything, he
added, “This is Lionel.”

Lilith smiled. “Sure, he’s famous.”

“At least his style is,” I added.



“Oh god,” Lionel said with a hint of his accent.

Ron gave him a funny sideways look, and then changed the
subject. He refocused on us. “So . . . how goes the
apartment hunting?”

Lilith and I exchanged a look. “We ended up . . . getting that
place,” she said.

They looked at each other. “Geez. You beat out the couple
with business cards?” Lionel asked.

We nodded.

“We didn’t really want that place, anyway,” Ron said, folding
his arms. “It was too perfect.”

Lionel took a pack from his t-shirt sleeve and knocked a
cigarette out. “Yeah. We try to get the ones with lots of
problems. Exploding plumbing, rotted out floorboards, that
sort.? He lit up.

I smiled, proud that I didn’t giggle.

“Are you still looking?” Lilith said.

“Kind of. We were thinking about using it as a studio,
actually—we have a place to live,” Lionel said.

Ron made an annoyed tut. “Don’t let them off that easy!” He



turned to me. “You two stole our only chance of ever having
a good life together.”

The waitress came around, her hair in a half-assed bun.
For some reason she looked at me first. “Uh, you don’t
have wine, do you?”

“Red or white?”

“Red, please.”

Everyone else ordered beer. When the waitress left, Ron
arched his eyebrows at me. “Your kind is driving prices up
in this place.”

“Oh shut it, Ron,” Lionel said good-naturedly. “It’s just as
pretentious to order a 50. ‘Oh look at me, I’m ordering the
beer my white trash relatives drank when I was a kid.’ ”

“Well, when in Rome,” Ron said, indicating the bar.

“It’s true,” I said. “I’m a little embarrassed to order wine
here. But what can I say? I started drinking at art openings,
not . . . bush parties or whatever. I enjoyed a cold brewski
just the other day, in fact,” I said, looking to Lilith for back
up.

Lilith was watching all this with a bemused expression.

The waitress came back and took our money, unconcerned



with the level of irony or sophistication with which we chose
our drinks. She short changed me fifty cents, but then she
yelled at the hockey game and I decided it was a tip.

“So are you two artists?” Ron asked. Without waiting for an
answer, he went on. “You didn’t tell the landlord that, I’ll bet.
Jesus! Beat out by two starving artists! You know we had
our eye on that place for . . . almost three years.”

“Would you quit harassin’ the poor girls, Ronald!” Lionel
said loudly.

Ron tutted and frowned and said, “I’m not . . . I just . . .
you’re not feeling harassed are you?”

I nodded and Lilith shook her head.

“I didn’t say that to make you feel bad, just that your landlord
is kind of strange. Who lets property go unrented for three
years and then, boom, puts it up? I lived in this
neighbourhood when I was a kid, it used to be a photo
studio. I had my grade eight graduation picture taken
there.”

“And Ron became obsessed with the idea of opening up a
photo studio . . . or something.”

“Lionel’s an artist in his own right.”

Lionel winced, flicked off his ash. “Mostly I do product



shots. For ads and such. But I do the occasional interesting
shot.”

“They’re stunning,” Ron said, poking Lionel.

“Yeah, I know!” I blurted out, unable to ignore it any longer. “I
love the suburban portraitures, especially.”

Lionel took a puff, a little smile pulling at a corner of his
mouth.

Ron looked confused, so I elaborated. “Lionel was nice
enough to bring some of his shots by the gallery where I
work.”

“Oh,” Ron said, his eyebrows arching. “He’s such a
secretive little monkey.”

Lionel rolled his eyes. “You know how you get.”

“Well?” Ron demanded of me. “When’s the opening?”

“Uh . . .”

“Y’see, that’s what I’m talking about!” Lionel said, pointing
his finger.

“I actually just talked to the owners yesterday,” I said, giving
him an apologetic smile, “and it doesn’t look like it’s going
to happen.”



Lionel shrugged.

“But I’m working on this web-based art project,” I said
before Ron could start in on me, “and I was wondering if I
could use them for that. I really do dig them. They’re terrific.”

“Sure, do whatever you like with them,” said Lionel,
stubbing out his cigarette. “Least people will see them.”

Ron rolled his eyes. “Mr. Hard Bargain over here.”

Less guilty, I was able to enjoy a drink or three. I was so
dying to tell Lionel about this site but couldn’t chance it,
naturally, in front of Lilith. Even if she is a Luddite there’s no
point in tempting fate. To reward myself for my restraint,
when I got home I wrote a drunken e-mail to Vixxin and
gave her the address. Florida is far enough away to feel
like a safe distance.

Hello, Vixxin.

Posted at 11:45pm

SEPTEMBER 17, 2003

Reading the previous entry, guilt gives me a little poke.
Someone else wanted to do something with this place and I
still haven’t cleaned off the storefront window. Never mind



figured out something cool to do with it. I remembered
when we first saw the place, how ripe it was with potential: I
started talking about it with Lilith the moment we left the
showing.

First I had this idea of putting an aquarium up against the
window, which would be blacked out except for a tiny
peephole into an aquatic wonderland. I was also thinking
we could take off the curtain and just live our normal lives
but with our living room open to the public, like that Twilight
Zone episode where the guy realizes he’s in some kind of
alien zoo. (Maybe I’m already satisfying that exhibitionist
urge through this blog.) But I’ve put it off until we’ve fully
settled in. I can’t believe it’s the middle of September
already and I still haven’t finished unpacking.

I’m out in the alley with a glass of red to get away from my
boxes. It’s twilight, but there’s a light over the door I’m
typing by. On my way home from work, I noticed an old lady
in purple sweatpants typing away on a small typewriter on
her lap. She had installed herself on a bench and seemed
completely oblivious to the world, only pausing in her work
to brush away a fly-away hair. As I biked by I didn’t see any
paper, but Ididn’t really get a good look. I couldn’t tell if she
was eccentric or just crazy, but I want to be her.

My laptop’s considerably more pawnable, however, and I
suppose I’m asking for trouble in this neighbourhood, but
I’m not worried somehow. Lilith’s utter lack of concern has



infected me.

Posted at 6:44pm

Shit. And I say I’m not jumpy. Right as I finished typing that,
a noise from inside nearly caused some seriously pricey
spillage.

It was just Lilith.

I went and joined her in the kitchen. She was eating
Spaghettios out of the can with a side of white bread.

“Classy,” I said, getting the red wine out.

She looked at me a little guiltily, flecks of orange around her
puffy lips. “Sorry, I know these are yours—”

I waved the cork of absolution as I poured myself another
glass.

She was pulling off her work shoes and rubbing her feet.

For a long time, I had a rather interesting theory on what
Lilith did for a living. Not long after we had met through the
basketball guys I noticed her at a party. It was a fine arts
grad party, and this guy was asking me questions about
one of the profs.



“Larry seems radical, but is he really?”

I shrugged. “He’s pretty political,” I said. “I heard him say
once that he doesn’t believe in separation just for Quebec,
he thinks all the provinces should secede.”

He snorted. He had these little round glasses that made
him look like a turn-of-the-century aesthete, which is pretty
much what he was. “I’m not talking about politics. Nothing
so limited as that. My art is truly radical. I just don’t want to
get stuck with a small-minded supervisor.”

Knowing it would be awful, but helpless to resist, I asked
him to describe what he was working on. The little
conversational circle behind us, of which Lilith was part,
was where most of my attention was focused.

“So I asked him, why do you like having me piss on you?”
Iheard from behind me.

A second later I tuned back into the guy in front of me. “. . .
can’t really do it justice in words. However, some of the
themes I’m working with . . .”

“That’s what I said! That’s exactly what I said: ‘You sick
fuck. You pay me double next time.’ And he did!”

“. . . stark landscapes of purity . . .”

“. . . I just drink like, four or five of water glasses before . . .”



“. . . I just drink like, four or five of water glasses before . . .”

“Of course, the simpletons in the fine arts department can’t
conceive of anything beyond . . .”

“Farting, too! Believe me, if it comes out of you, someone
wants it.”

I excused myself to take care of my own bodily functions,
and when I came back—having psyched myself up to talk to
Lilith—she was gone.

Later that summer, I ran across her having a beer with a
really cute guy at a patio on College. I stopped, smiled, and
took off my sunglasses.

“I know you probably don’t—” I started.

“The basketball poetry girl!” she said. She seemed a little
tipsy. “I forget your name.”

“Kate,” I said. “And you’re . . .” I said, knowing full well.

“Lilith. This is Marc. Hey, why don’t you have a drink with
us?”

I glanced at Marc, who was staring off elsewhere, and back
at Lilith who was making quick little nods, and said, “All
right, sure! Wasn’t going anywhere important.”

I went through the restaurant to the patio, enjoying the blast



of aircon. I felt like a geek, but hell, I wasn’t going to miss a
chance to hang out with a dominatrix.

“. . . she asked them all these questions, like she was doing
a real interview,” Lilith was saying. “And then published
these poems to them in the paper. Francis never told you
about this?”

Marc had a thin smile, but you could tell it was an effort.
“No, he never did.”

“They weren’t really poems to them,” I said.

“No, they were like, how beautiful they looked when they
were playing. How graceful.” Lilith laughed. “Really creative.
You think they would have appreciated that.”

Marc rolled his eyes. “Guys don’t go for being told how
beautiful they are. Makes them sound like a faggot.”

The thunk of that word unmoored me from any obligation I
might have had to pay attention to him, and I drifted away. I
looked at Lilith, wondering why someone as good-looking
as her was working in the sex trade. “Did you work today?” I
asked Lilith.

“Yeah,” she held up her beer bottle at the waitress walking
by. “Yeah, for some reason people go crazy in the summer.
Everyone wants it.”



I nodded. “Do you have air conditioning?”

“Oh yeah, it’d be impossible to work otherwise.”

Leather chaps and whip cracking wouldn’t be too fun in this
weather. “What do you wear?”

“I just came from work,” she said. She wore an office
worker’s garb: a tan skirt, white blouse and heels.

“Fascinating,” I said. “It’s so mundane.” I wondered if it was
a CEO with a thing for bossy secretaries.

“It’s a pretty boring job,” she said.

I supposed she was right—after doing them for a while, any
sex act, regardless of the kinkiness, would get pretty dull.

“So can you hook me up or what?” Marc said.

Lilith rolled her eyes, as if it was an old argument. “He
wants me to hook him up for free.”

Marc shrugged, peeled at the label of his beer.

“Ya gotta pay to play,” I said.

“That’s right,” Lilith said. “I’m not going to risk my job just so
you can get free cable.”



I stared at Lilith. Free cable. Free cable?

Since then, I always double-check who I’m overhearing at
parties, rather than guessing.

Years later, same job, I watched Lilith flex her toes in our
kitchen in Parkdale.

“I swear, I’ve got to get new shoes,” she said. “These ones
are torture.”

Posted at 6:24pm

SEPTEMBER 23, 2003

I had just finished writing a funny e-mail to this Boston artist
whose stuff we’d shown, feeling good about myself and
looking out the window, when Bruce sauntered by. I waved
and he crossed the street. I don’t actually know if he was
planning on coming here or not.

“Hey,” he said, big smile on his mug.

“You bring those movies?” I said, looking hopefully at his
satchel.

“Oh, shit, no,” he said, biting the edge of his cheek.



I was starting to think he was all say and no play when he
brightened up.

“What are you doing for lunch? Why not come over to my
place and I’ll show ’em to ya?”

I looked thoughtful, tried to think of a way out. I’ve learned
through many awkward social moments that going over to a
guy’s place is something not to be accepted lightly. “Where
do you live?”

“Baldwin Village. Do you know John’s Italian Caffe? Right
across from there. Lots of cheap places to eat . . . that
Chinese bakery has spring rolls for a buck . . .”

I looked at him. I couldn’t sense any weird energy vibes
coming off him. “I brought my lunch, but I could definitely go
for a sesame ball for dessert.”

He gave me the thumbs-up. I checked the time, and it was
11:30. Close enough. “OK, let me get my jacket.”

I found the little sign behind my desk and hung it on the
door. I set the BACK AT . . . clock to 1pm. “Ever been to
Boston?” I asked Bruce as I locked up.

“Can’t say I have.” He was rocking on his heels, his hands
in his woolen jacket. “One of my flicks showed there at
some festival. They asked me to come, but I think they were
just being nice.”



There was a pleasant crispness in the air as we started
walking. “Nice day for a stroll,” I said. “I’ve been e-mailing
with this Bostonian and he was saying I should come visit.
But it’s practically the same distance as New York, or
Chicago, and I think I’d rather go either of those places.
Never been to New York.”

“Neither have I, actually.” He shrugged, and since he
already slumped when he walked, it was a bit of a
sideways roll. “I’ve actually got quite a few people I’d like to
see there, too. It freaks me out a little, though. I like Toronto
because it’s not New York. When I show my films here and
it goes shit, then I can say, hey, it’s just Toronto. And when it
goes really well, I don’t get a big head about it—it’s just
Toronto.”

I nodded, unwrapped my peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
A guy with a chrome bike helmet rode by, his wheels caked
with leaves.

“But in New York—” he continued, “My god, it’s a NYC
Screening, it better go well!”

Eventually we came to Spadina and College. As we waited
for the light to change, an argument erupted between the
people asking for spare change by the ATMs. “What do you
know about it, Christina told me that she didn’t have it in the
first place—” yelled a shrill girl with clumped dirty blond hair.
The guy she was talking to was wearing a painter’s hat and



sunglasses, and he raised his finger when he spoke. “Now
you—you don’t—first of all, Christina is a fucking lying
whore.”

As we walked away, I said, “It’s true. Christina is a little
deficient in the integrity department.” Bruce’s smile was a
little grim.

We waited for the other stoplight and I watched them crank
it up a notch. “What bugs me is how they hang out at the
bank machine. When I’m taking out money it makes me
nervous and guilty, and then I get mad for being nervous
and guilty.”

Bruce nodded. “Yeah. I was taking out some cash over
there the other day, and I had on my helmet. It’s kind of a
geeky speedy one, all streamlined?”

“I saw it the other day,” I said.

“Yeah, that’s right. And the guy’s all, ‘You must go pretty fast
on that bike with a helmet like that’—kind of making fun, but
not nasty. And then he smacked my shoulder and said, ‘I
challenge you to a bike race.’ ”

“Smacked your shoulder?” I said, looking back at him.

“Yeah,” he looked thoughtful. “Not real hard or anything. And
if you had described that to me I would have thought it
would have bothered me. You know, invaded my personal



space and all.”

I nodded. “If you’re taking out money, sure.”

He did that sideways shrug again. “But it didn’t. It was just,
you know, a guy bullshitting. Mostly for his pal’s benefit. I
just said, ‘Oh, I don’t think so,’ and walked away. I think
they’re pretty normal people, for the most part.”

“Well, not Christina,” I said.

“Obviously she’s psychotic,” he said. “But seriously, half the
time I hear them talking they sound like teenagers.”

I smiled. “That’s a very Victorian attitude, regarding the
poor as children.”

“I know it’s patronizing, but when you listen to them talking,
it’s about who’s an asshole, who’s fucking who, hanging
around to score drugs . . . and I think they’re concerned with
those things, things that adults consider petty, because
that’s their world. It’s a short-term, intensely subjective world
view, but it’s not criminal or even degenerate.”

I nodded, squashed my lunch bag into the garbage. “That’s
true, actually. It’s more of a cultural thing. Even the whole
discussing your private business in public thing . . .”

“Has more to do with not caring what straights think of you
than a lack of control,” he finished.



“And in terms of them being like teenagers—teenagers
intimidate the hell out of me.”

Bruce laughed.

I bit into my apple. “I walked through Central Tech once on
my lunch break? Damn, all my old instincts kicked in. I had
this jacket on?” I said, pointing to my leather jacket. “I was
sure I was gonna get some Michael Jackson comments or
something . . . walking by all these clumps of sneering and
pent-up kids . . . it was terrifying!”

We turned down a side street.

“I mean, I love this thing, I picked it up at a Goodwill . . .”

“And it’s totally cool as a thriftscore in the art scene,” Bruce
smirked. “But in a high school you’d be eaten alive . . .
although, I mean, you can pull off some pretty amazing stuff
as a teenager. If you have the moxie. I was taking the bus in
Scarborough and this young black guy gets on, most of his
chest bare and wearing a silver cross this big.” He framed
an impressively large size with his hands.

We passed a church. There was an old guy, just inside the
gates, smoking a cigarette. “Check out that sign,” Bruce
murmured.

It was a Russian Orthodox church, according to the sign,



that forbade women wearing slacks and a number of other
things. At the bottom, it said: Everyone Welcome! “What
the hell?”

“Just in case you want to pray on your way back, you might
want to find another church,” he said.

“Oh well, it’s not my flavour, anyway,” I said. “There’s
actually a synagogue near the gallery if I ever feel the urge
to commune.”

Bruce’s place was above a café. Its kitchen door opened
onto his porch, a ramshackle but comfy-looking spot with a
few chairs.

“Nice to have a porch in the summertime,” I said as we
entered through another door to a dim hallway.

Bruce shrugged. “Never really use it.” He ran up a flight of
stairs in the familiar way people have with their own
staircase. I followed more sedately along, and he waited for
me at the top. “It’s funny that way in rented places with
common areas—you can forget you have a right to them. It
would feel weird to hang out there now.” He wiped a finger
of dust off the fire extinguisher in the hallway.

I got to the top and looked at the little card the extinguisher
had. It was last checked four years ago.

“Yeah,” Bruce said. “The landlords aren’t real up on



maintenance.” He pushed the door and it swung open.
“Lock’s busted, for instance.”

I looked at the door. “Your landlord won’t pay to replace it?”

Bruce shrugged. “I’ve never asked. Not really any point.” He
pushed on a panel of the door itself and it popped out. He
stuck his hand through the hole and waved from the other
side. “A while after I moved in, I locked the door on my way
out while my roommate was taking a shower.” He pointed
out of the apartment down the hall. “Well, our bathroom is
over there, so he got locked out. And, well . . .” Bruce
shrugged.

“He punched a hole in the door?”

Bruce shrugged. “I wasn’t there. Punched, kicked, elbowed,
I dunno. I just came home and it was like this.” He pushed it
back into place, so it looked like a whole door again. “Bit
extreme, maybe, but I don’t know what I would have done if I
was standing in this hallway dripping wet with just a towel
around me. It was winter, too.”

I nodded, thinking of my own roommate’s unusual habits. I
stepped into the apartment and noticed that the switches
were the round push-button type. “Tell me about these, do
these have a story, too?”

“No,” he said. “Cool though, hey?” When he pushed one
button in, another one popped out. “Old Bakelite switches



from the ’30s.”

The living room was pretty dim even with the lights. There
was a small futon being used as a couch and an old coffee
table.

Bruce opened his door with a tug, and light spilled into the
living room, revealing a small ornate pipe lying beside
some rolling papers on the coffee table. Bruce went into his
room and rooted around in the top drawer of his dresser.

I stood in the doorway, still a little uncomfortable about
being in his bedroom. There was the requisite futon, a
desk, and not much else. It looked a little less dismal than
the rest of the place, but it was probably just all the light it
was getting.

“Check out the window,” he said, opening another drawer.
“It’s the best thing about this place.”

I went over to the window and sat down at the desk. The
branches of a nearby tree, a wonderful mess of fall colour,
bobbed slightly in the wind. Below, the café’s patio patrons
smoked and sipped, their chatter floating up.

Bruce looked at what I was seeing. “Yeah, I’d pay $250 just
for that window.”

“Why $250 exactly?” I noticed some metal amongst the
trees and stood to see better. It was a wheel, a wheel for a



laundry line, attached to the side of the building two storeys
up.

“That’s what I pay. Rent. Shit, I just had the fucking thing,” he
said, yanking open a third dresser drawer. “Ah!”

“No, you don’t pay $250,” I denied. “That’s not possible.”

“Used to be $200 when I moved in,” he said.

I looked at the room with a whole new set of eyes. You
know how a piece of furniture that might have looked
shabby in a store looks great when it’s been left out on the
curb for free? “I’ve never heard of rent that low.”

“I inherited it from someone who inherited it.” He pointed at
his computer now. “I have more recent edits on the
computer, but it’s too bright in here.”

“It’s not exactly my style,” I said. “But $250. Wow.”

“Flophouse chic not your thing?” Bruce said with a smirk.

“Well, you’ve seen our place,” I said. “It’s not a palace, but
the doors don’t have secret sliding panels. I would be
nervous to have all this stuff . . .” I indicated the shiny
computer and digital video camera. “Ever get robbed?”

“Uh, no, not yet,” he said. “Though . . . had an intruder,
once.” He indicated the window, which was open and



screenless. “After a trip, I came back and found an acorn
on the windowsill. I thought it had just blown in somehow,
but then I found another one under my pillow, and then in my
paper recycling . . .”

“A squirrel?” I looked at the variety of old-style logos on
sections of cardboard he had pinned to the wall.

“Yeah, I guess the window had been open and so empty of
humans for so long that he just started to think of it as a
strange hole, a burrow or something.”

I laughed.

He was closing his computer down, and I saw an ad layout
flash by.

“SinglesConnect?” I said, nosily.

“Crappy client,” he said. “I can do a couple of ads for them
a month and pay the bills, though.”

“I was wondering how you made your bones,” I said. “In the
real world, you just ask ‘What do you do?’ and people tell
you. But in the art world . . . it’s such an uncool question.”

“It’s more appropriate to ask someone if they had a good
dump today.” He jiggled his mouse as the computer
continued to shut down.



“Well, did you?” I asked.

“No. But I’m optimistic,” Bruce said straight-faced. “It’s
’cause most people we know don’t identify with the jobs
they do for money. Also, it gets into the territory of whether
they get enough money from their art to live off of. Which is
a pretty coveted thing.”

“Yeah,” I said, looking out the window. “Almost as coveted
as this apartment. $250, and it comes with laundry,” I said,
pointing to the line.

He laughed. “That’s not really for clothes. My friend lives
across the street.”

I followed the line with my eyes, through the trees and
across the way to another second-floor window.

“See if he’s sent me anything,” he said as he leaned out to
unpin something I had missed. “Huh,” he said with a smile.
He handed it to me.

“Wonder how he got it to stay green,” Bruce said. He was
making a note on a clipboard, noting a number on the back
of the clothespin. “Put it in the fridge, maybe.”

I looked at the fresh green leaf, totally different from any of
the other fall leaves in their riotous maturity. “A time
traveller,” I said, handing it back.



Bruce nodded enthusiastically, putting the clipboard and
the leaf into the inbox on his desk. “Shall we?” he said,
indicating the living room and the tape in his hand.

I went ahead and plopped myself on the futon. I was a little
worried that they would be bad—I liked Bruce, and he took
these movies pretty seriously.

“I’ll just be in my room,” he said, an apologetic look on his
face. “I hate sitting through these things.”

“Sure,” I said, surprised but fine with it. I’d seen enough
artists squirming through their screenings to know that it
was a trial. Waiting for the audience’s reaction, measuring
your own reaction—totally strange dynamic.

He pressed Play and went to his room, closing the door.

They were interesting little shorts, to my relief. One was of
different items going across the laundry line, with unaware
people directly beneath. There was one of a girl—a crush,
the camera work made it achingly clear. This one bugged
me a bit, but she was flawed enough to make it tolerable.
There was a really cool one with hilariously expressive
shadow puppets and bittersweet dialogue. My favourite
had footage of a polar bear at the zoo sped up, and a
monkey slowed down, so they looked like different animals
entirely.

I knocked when they were over and gave him back the



tape. “They’re good! Did you do those shadow puppets
yourself?”

He grinned, made a few surprisingly deft moves with his
hands. “My grandmother taught me.”

“I like the polar bear and monkey one, too.”

He nodded. “Yeah, you can’t really go wrong with monkeys.”

Posted at 4:09pm

OCTOBER 8, 2003The laundry line that Bruce and his pal
have set up has gotten me thinking differently about the
storefront space. I’ve been staying away from art, worried
that it’d be a small version of Inkling Gallery—but I bet I can
figure out something more original for it.

My last entry doesn’t really have much to do with my
roommate being demonic, I suppose. Bruce didn’t mention
her once during our entire conversation and actually proved
himself quite interesting in the process. Guys who want
Lilith are all the same to me; it’s only once their desperation
fades I can actually tell them apart.

Now that he’s done with mewling, I think he’s going to be
my friend.



I wonder if he knows it yet.

Posted at 11:30am

OCTOBER 20, 2003

“Omigod, that’s totally like Buffy!” my sister said. We went
for brunch at a place in downtown Ottawa, mostly to get
away from our parents.

“Omigod, you’re totally right? That’s so totally awesome,” I
mocked. It was my only response to the twin indignities of
having my life compared to a TV show and being related to
a Valley girl. I took another bite of my everything bagel,
toasted just right.

“Do you think she has a soul? Because, like—” Abby said.

“Like, what are they doing to you at that school?” I
demanded. “You sound like a sorority girl.”

She rolled her eyes. “So?” She folded her arms defiantly.

I knew it. She was too cute for her own good. When she told
me a few years ago that she was going to stay at home and
go to school here, I knew she’d be assimilated. “They let
Jews in sororities?”



She huffed. “Of course. That doesn’t matter.”

I looked at her bagel. I thought about making a joke about
her friends smelling lox on her breath, but let it drop. I
looked out the window instead. It was an oddly dark day,
just on the verge of a storm.

“So have I ever met her?” she said. “Was she at that party
you guys had?”

I shook my head. “At the Harbord place? No.” Abby had this
picture of my life in Toronto that mostly stemmed from this
one party we had two years ago. She was maybe 19 or 20,
and had ended up making out with this guy Roger I knew
that was kind of a scumbag. Luckily she never got his name
and I never told her. “I met Lilith years ago but it wasn’t until
last year that we started hanging out. I was dating this friend
of hers, kinda. He knew we were both looking for a place.”

“You were dating someone?” Abby said, perking up.

“Kinda. Kinda dating.” I wobbled my hand. “Never really
took.”

She waited, picking up fallen sesame seeds by pressing
them with her finger.

“He was . . . he was actually this kind of old guy, though I
didn’t know it at the time. I thought he was younger than me,
but he was closer to 35.”



“So?” she said. “You’re practically 35. I’ve dated guys that
are five years older than me.”

I tutted, leaned back, and put a foot up on the empty chair.
“That’s a different thing altogether.” I got into it, an old
grizzled sea captain giving advice. “When you’re 20, and
he’s 25, fine. 25 and 30, like I originally thought, still OK. But
30 and 35 just felt . . . it just makes you anxious.”

“Anxious about what?” Abby asked.

“Well . . . there’s the question of settling down. Everyone
around you at that age is fucking running around like it’s
musical chairs. When you’re 25 and 30, it’s still a new
concept. 30 to 35, it’s something you’ve had to think about
for a while. So with a guy who’s 35, it’s this big thing. Even
if they don’t care, there’s all this pressure and expectation
from his friends . . .” I waved it off.

“What was his name?”

“Why do you want to know?” I said. I was just being ornery,
but really: what did she have, a graveyard of Kate’s Failed
Relationships in her head?

“I don’t want to call him ‘that old guy,’ ” she said, rolling her
eyes.

“Let’s call him John,” I said cagily, even though his name



really was John.

“Let’s call him?”

“It’s not that guy that you, you know . . . at the party, if that’s
why you’re so curious,” I said, enjoying myself.

“Oh of course it wasn’t him, he wasn’t 35.” Arms folded
again.

“Yeah,” I said, waiting a few seconds. “He was more like
40.” I rubbed my nose to cover my smirk.

“Shut up,” she squealed, and when I laughed she smacked
me. “You’re such a bitch.”

My sister’s bubbly personality might have been a total
genetic mystery to me, but it sure made it fun to torture her. I
hardly ever get to be mean.

“Oh shit,” she said, looking at her watch. “My step class
starts in fifteen. Wanna walk me?”

We left the bagel place. “Whew, hope it holds off a while
longer,” she said, looking at the blustery skies. It was just
cold enough to be miserable if it started to dump. We
speed-walked along, Abby checking her watch and me
smirking at her.

“Don’t tease,” she said. “This class is popular, so they don’t



let anyone in after the first forty. There’s a lineup.” She
looked anxious. “I have plans with some of the girls
afterwards.”

“Probably won’t be busy today, with the weather,” I said,
feeling slightly guilty for making her late.

“Oh, you don’t know Saturdays,” she said. “All the once-a-
weekers come.”

“That’s me,” I said. “When I was being good.”

“That’s right!” she said. “I always forget you go to the gym.
Are there any cute guys there?”

I smiled, just at the lilt creeping back into her voice. I really
did enjoy how different we were, how even if we were the
same age we would have nothing in common. She naturally
thought it was something else.

“Tell . . .” she said, drawing it out.

“Well,” I said, adopting a confessional tone. “There was this
one guy? Totally hot. Buff as buff could be.” I looked at her
to see if she was buying it, she was nodding and smiling.
“He spotted me once on the free weights, and I knew there
was something there.”

“And!” Abby said, almost hopping beside me.



“But then he found out I was a once-a-weeker,” I finished on
a down note. “Wouldn’t even look at me after that.”

“That’s so prejudiced!” Abby said, her eyebrows furrowing.
“That’s so—what an asshole!”

I shrugged. We walked for a few seconds in silence.

“Did you just make that up?” she suddenly demanded.

“Yes,” I said. “Yes, I did.”

She quietly fumed for a few seconds. “I thought you weren’t
going to do that any more.”

“I thought you agreed not to join a sorority,” I said with my
big-sister voice. It was scary and comforting how easily we
slipped into our childhood roles.

“It’s not a sorority. It’s not like they are in the movies,
anyway.” She plucked at her shirt. “It’s a social club.”

Posted at 8:45pm

OCTOBER 21, 2003

The band was starting. It was time to leave.



Cara and I had been pals since high school. Other than a
guy I saw around town, she was the only remaining high
school pal I had.

“Have a good night, girls,” the bouncer said on our way out.

“Girls,” Cara scoffed as we climbed the stairs to the
surface.

“Do you see anyone else from high school?” I said. I
watched her think. Her cute little blond bangs did make her
look girlish, but I didn’t say that.

“No,” she said. “Not since Lisa moved to Ajax.” She shook
her head. At the time she had been scandalized that
someone would leave a cushy government position like
hers to work in her brother’s auto dealership. I decided not
to tell Cara that I ran into her with her new husband. Cara
had just broken it off with a long-term guy who she’d
considered, her words, “marriage material.”

Cara stopped and looked around. “Well?”

“Well . . . another bar?” I looked at my watch. It was barely
10. “C’mon, there’s gotta be a good quiet and cheap place
around here. This is your stomping ground, no?”

She looked up and down the street, a little curl on her lip.
“Hardly.”



“Your city, anyway.”

She nodded, tapping her toe, looking like a caricature of
indecision. “Well. There’s nowhere else on this street I want
to go. There’s a place on Sparks Street but . . . it’s a little
pricey. Really nice though.” She shot me a look.

I shook my head. “What, you want me to have to work full-
time again?”

She shrugged. Her face suddenly brightened. “Oh! I know. I
have a bottle of wine back at my Vespa. Why don’t we just
go to my place?”

“Ehhhhh,” I resisted. “So far. Plus, I hate riding that thing.”

“How can you ride a bike in downtown Toronto—”

“Howabout this!” I said, holding up my hand. “We get the
wine. We go sit on the steps. We go to the Singing Stone!”

My enthusiasm won her over.

A couple of cute boys of the mod variety caught Cara’s eye
and they headed into the bar we just left. “Nice timing,” she
drawled, and I didn’t know if she meant them or us. “Let’s
go.”

Cara’s Vespa was parked a few streets down, and she
unlocked the seat.



“Should have gone with light blue,” I said, shaking my head
at the “pearl” paint job.

“I get enough shit from my co-workers as is,” she snorted,
taking out a large bottle and handing it to me.

I eyed its liquor store bag with satisfaction. “Classic. So
when I end up getting lost in the bush tonight, you’ll call my
mom and say I’m sleeping at your house, right?”

Cara smirked at the reference to our teenage days.

We started walking back to the steps, backtracking past
the pub we’d just come out of, and I peeked under the
paper, hiding my disappointment that it was white wine.
Then I realized that we were missing something.

“Double classic!” I exclaimed. “No corkscrew!”

“Aw shit,” she said.

“No wait no wait,” I said in a serious tone. “I’m sure I have a
bobby pin somewhere.”

Cara snickered.

“Yeah don’t worry,” I said. “I’ll just poke at it with the pin until
the cork disintegrates and it ends up falling into the
bottle—”



“Shut up!” she said, laughing outright now. “So what, what
was your idea, knock off the top with a rock?”

I mimed spitting cork. “This is—” ptoo “a delicious year—”
ptoo.

She pushed at my shoulder. Then she grabbed the bottle.
“I’ve got an idea. Stay here.”

I sat down at the bench as she walked down the stairs to
the very bar we’d left. Watched her talk her way past the
bouncer (who just love you bringing big bottles of alcohol
into their bar) and disappear into the noisy bar for a good
five minutes.

When she came out, she had a grin on her face. I expected
the mod boys to be trailing behind her, but no go. She
handed me the bottle and sat down.

“You’re losing your touch,” I said.

“They’re just finishing their beers,” she said, opening up her
makeup mirror.

“That’s another thing,” I said. “I’ve never seen Lilith put on
makeup.”

“Lilith your roommate,” she clarified, even though I’d been
talking about her all day. She rounded her lips with her
cherry-red lipstick. “The demon.”



“I’m starting to think she doesn’t wear makeup,” I said.

“You don’t,” she said.

I ignored the accusatory note in her voice. “Yeah, but Lilith’s
face is perfect.”

“Just blessed, I guess.” Her mirror made a businesslike
snap, and she put it away. She turned to me suddenly, her
bangs bouncing dramatically. “Orcursed.”

I looked around surreptitiously and took a swig of the sweet
stuff. “You don’t take me seriously at all, do you? You think
I’m some crazy hobo telling hobo stories.” I took another
swig of the wine, getting into the boxcar mode.

“I don’t know how you can stand having any roommates,”
she said. “Hell is other people.”

Cara only read books that were French or from the ’60s, or
had covers that looked like they’re one or the other.

The two mod boys bounced up the stairs. I watched my boy
carefully, the less attractive one. I was the really cute girl’s
friend, and as a kinda cute girl, I would judge him not on his
appearance but on his disappointment level at my lesser
cuteness.

He hid his disappointment well under his silly porkpie hat.



“So, hey,” Cara’s boy said, sparing me a glance. “Where
were you guys headed?”

“Just up to the steps,” Cara said. “Let’s go.”

We walked in uncomfortable silence. I had a moment to
reflect on how little Cara had changed since we were 17,
the age she realized the power she had to get guys. Any
other interests she had were tiny in comparison; any
friendships she had were just killing time until the next
episode. It was like she was frozen in amber at that very
moment—she even dressed the same. She’d been a mod
for nearly half her life.

“I don’t even know why we went to see that band,” my boy
was saying, “Something to do, I guess.”

I liked his candour. I handed him the bottle.

“Definitely not my kind of music . . .” Cara said, shaking her
head.

“I liked their earlier stuff,” Cara’s boy said. I giggled. When
he looked at me I pointed to the wine. “I’m glad we went to
see them if it meant we got to meet you . . . all.”

I looked at Porkpie, and he rolled his eyes. I gave him the
bottle again.

There was the interminable conversation about which ska



bands they liked, and which shows they’d seen, and all the
other little indicators of how knowledgeable or dedicated
they were to their scene. And really, it was a perfect scene
for Cara: she was much like the original London mods of
the ’60s who kept their hairstyles suitable for the office jobs
they worked during the week to support their weekend
partying. She started buying creepers, headbands, and
two-toned jackets in high school when the rest of us were
shaving our hair off or growing it long and greasy, and we
scoffed at her mild style.

We were on an incline now. I heard “Vespa” enter the
conversation and the boy’s impressed reaction. I took
another swig. The wine wasn’t getting me drunk, it was just
making me nauseous.

And the lifestyle really did work for Cara, regardless of what
I thought. It made her feel special, but wasn’t so different
that it got in the way of her basically conservative life. She
met guys, guys that stayed the same age even as she got
older, but she didn’t seem to mind. If anything, she seemed
to like being the one with the cool show stories, the world-
weary stance, the Vespa.

“That would have been before your time,” she told her boy.
We had arrived at the stairs overlooking the Parliament
buildings, the view of the river and the lights fair
compensation for the walk up.



“Oh yeah,” he said. “How old are you, anyway?” He looked
at her and then at me and then at her again.

Cara chuckled. “Don’t ask, don’t tell,” she said.

“31,” I said, before she repeated the phrase again in
French, as she usually did.

Her boy’s eyes widened. Cara leaned over and said
something to him quietly.

My boy took off his hat. He looked into it for a second, as if
it might have an adult question he could ask me inside it.
“So, do you work in the government, too?”

I shook my head. “I work at a gallery.”

“In Toronto,” he said.

“In Toronto,” I concurred. Cara and her boy had started to
neck. “Do you have a job or anything?” I said so I didn’t
have to listen to the smacking.

“Yeah,” he said. “Computer stuff.”

“Doing what?” I prodded, moving slightly so I couldn’t see
them.

“Like, websites and stuff. Kind of boring.”



“I have a blog,” I said.

“Oh yeah that’s cool,” he said quickly. “Not that websites—
all websites—are boring. I’m doing back-end database
stuff for this bank website.”

“Does sound kind of boring.” There was another roaming
crowd of teenagers, looking for a place to settle, and they
gave us wide berth.

“Pays good, though.” Then, suddenly, as if he just
remembered. “I met this girl through her blog once,” he
said. “E-mailed a bit, then met up. Didn’t work out, though.”

“Why not?” I didn’t really know anyone who had actually met
anyone online, it was definitely a generational thing.

He pulled on his hat, held his hands wide, shrugged. “She
had all these pictures of a really, like, attractive woman on
her site . . . but it wasn’t her. She said that it was, like, her
inner self?”

Cara’s boy woofed. Cara actually laughed, and then they
started to make out again.

Porkpie kind of smile-winced and said more quietly. “It
wasn’t like that, it was just that I thought it was kind of lying, I
guess.” He scuffed his shoe against the pavement.

I nodded.



“So when you going back to Toronto?”

“Kinda early tomorrow, actually,” I said, looking at my watch.
“I better go. Cara,” I called over. “I’m taking off.”

She looked at me a little alarmed. I knew I was breaking the
unspoken rule of leaving her alone with the guys, but this
was so over for me.

“No Singing Stone?” she said. Her voice was a little sleepy,
like she was just coming out of a make-out trance.

“I can walk by there on my way home. It’s out of the way for
you, anyway.”

“What’s the Singing Stone?” her boy said.

“This art thing at City Hall,” Cara said.

“Oh yeah,” Porkpie said. “I never knew it was called that.”

“It’s not,” I said. “I just call it that. I check it out every time I’m
here.”

He nodded, as if that made sense. The other boy stared at
me with a kind of irritated bewilderment that he quickly hid.

Perfect for Cara.

“I’m going that way, too,” Porkpie said, shrugging.



Leaving her with one boy was less of a breach, so I gave
her a hug and the wine, and we were off. Porkpie and I,
against the world. I could hear Cara offering her boy a ride.

“Do guys ever e-mail you?” he said.

I shook my head. “I don’t have an e-mail address on there.
It’s not really that kind of personal weblog.”

“Like, whattaya . . . put on it?”

“My roommate is a demon,” I said simply. “I’ve been
posting entries about it.”

Porkpie smiled, shyly. “A demon, like, for real demon? Or
acts like a demon?”

We were walking at a good clip down the hill, crunching
leaves under our feet. I was feeling better, free of the sickly
sweet wine and Cara. “She said she has demonic powers.”

“Do you believe her?”

“Sometimes.” I nodded. “Most of the time. A few nights ago
I walked in on her doing some kind of demonic ritual.”

“Whoa. Like . . . killing something?” Porkpie said. He
wasn’t smiling anymore.

“No,” I admitted. “She was burning this videotape a boy had



given to her. Singing in some freaky language. Surrounded
by candles, feathers in her hair.” I’d just remembered the
feathers.

“Like a, like a backwards language,” Porkpie said. “Did it
sound like a record going backwards?”

“More like German, except—even more guttural,” I said.

“Wild,” he said, nodding.

“Oh yeah,” I said. “It’s wild all right.”

“What does she think about it?” he said. “Your blog?”

I shook my head. “I haven’t told her,” I said. “She doesn’t
use the Internet.”

Porkpie gave me a frankly disbelieving stare.

I shrugged, thought that it was weird that he was more
skeptical about that than the demonic thing.

“I useta think my mom didn’t use the Internet,”he said. “Then
one day she googled my name and it was Shit City. So . . .”
He looked at me seriously. “You might want to do a
robotsnofollow.”

“A whatnow?”I said.



“If you put a robotsnofollow tag on your site then the search
engines won’t index it.”

We had made it down the hill, and I stopped to look around.
Porkpie pointed, and we resumed.

“She’s not a demon,” Porkpie said, nodding back in the
direction of Cara. “Is she?”

I shook my head. “Nuh-uh. Not nearly hot enough. That’s
one of the reasons I believe her. My roommate is
unbelievably, mind-bogglingly attractive. Flawless. When
she told me she was a demon—came out to me, so to
speak—it totally made sense.”

“That’s good,” Porkpie said. “Wouldn’t want Jason, getting,
I dunno, his heart torn out.”

“I can guarantee that won’t literally happen,” I said. “As far
as breaking his heart . . . well, y’know. Cara . . .” I shrugged.

We walked in front of Ottawa’s city hall, the lighting throwing
weird shadows over the grounds.

“Cara what?” he said.

“She’ll probably hang out with him for a while, might even
fuck him. But if he isn’t ‘marriage material’—like, with a job
as good as hers and stuff—she’ll dump him as soon as
she’s bored.”



I looked Porkpie in the eye, and he looked back. “Well,” he
said. “Who knows? He’s no saint himself.”

“Wise man,” I said.

The Singing Stone was before us: a rock sculpture in the
shape of an arch. I walked into it, and the thrum sound rose
in intensity. I whipped around to look at Porkpie, and the
music shifted dramatically. I waved my arms over my head
and listened to the music their writhing made. Porkpie had
a good laugh.

“I’m really not drunk enough to use this to its best
advantage,” I admitted, giving him a turn.

He threw his porkpie hat through the arch and it shhhing!ed
nicely. I noticed how large his ears were in the silhouette,
and then he started to skank. The classic mod dance made
the audio sculpture sing.

I never could skank. I tried to remember the chorus of that
Madness song: oh yeah.

I called it out: “One—Step—Beyond!”

Posted at 11:34am



OCTOBER 22, 2003

I intended to get home during the day, but then my mom
insisted on one last huge meal. “We hardly got to see you,”
she said.

I was feeling weak and she bribed me with a drive to the
train station.

By the time I stumbled off the streetcar in front of our house,
it was dark. It’s never pitch black on Queen Street—the
storefront glows and the streetlamps give it a permanent
sickly twilight. I wasn’t quite hung over, I really hadn’t drunk
enough for that—I had just ingested more Cara than I could
handle. I guess I was kind of depressed about the way she
had reacted when I told her I had quit my real job. Kind of
disgusted and pitying.

I had more light than usual as I fumbled for the keyhole, and
I realized that it was coming from a display in our storefront
window. I felt a pang of guilt and irritation—she’d begun
without me! I guess it had been nearly two months . . .

The display wasn’t that much, a fatheaded jack-o’-lantern.
The arm bones stretching out from it were a nice touch, but
it really needed some kind of base—didn’t look like she
had even wiped the dust off the cracked linoleum. My
curatorial eye imagined a rich, over-the-top red velvet.

She didn’t even put in the candle! I scoffed. What’s a jack-



o’-lantern without the candle? I looked to see if it had
maybe gone out, crouching a little for a better angle. There
was something in there, glinting, sunken into the rough
triangle eye.

It was a human eyeball.

I stood up quickly, feeling my face go prickly. Then laughed.
Wow, that was a subtle scare. I looked around it for any
other touches. Around the perimeter of the top were clumps
of brown hair sticking straight up. Where the lid had been
jammed into the base.

It took me a second, and then I figured it out. Shit, she’s put
a mask in there!

I unlocked the door. “Hey,” I called.

“You’re back!” Lilith said from the kitchen.

I threw my backpack on my bed and went down the hall.
“Did you get my note and stuff?”

“Oh yeah,” she said. She was at the oven. I hoped she
wasn’t cooking a big meal for us, I was still stuffed.

“That jack-o’-lantern is going to scare the shit out of the
neighbourhood kids,” I said, sinking into a kitchen chair.

Lilith looked back at me and smiled. She took something



from the pot and put in on a plate. It clinked.

“Boiling up some coins there?” I said. I used to boil my
coins in vinegar—made them real shiny.

Clink. “So did you like it?” she asked.

“Very seasonal,” I said. “But I was thinking it’d be better on
red fabric. The arm bones are a nice touch.”

Clink. “Thanks, it’ll be better when I can get his hands there
as well. They’re a bitch to get clean.”

I stood up and walked over to the stove. The big pasta pot
was boiling up a storm. On the plate weren’t coins, but tiny
little white pieces of bone.

“A candle would be good,” I said. “Kind of cliché, but . . .”

Lilith put her hand in the boiling water, felt around, and
came up with a piece of bone. There was still something on
it, but she was able to rub it off with her thumb. “Well,
there’s no room inside there, I can tell you that. That was the
biggest pumpkin I could find, and it barely fit.” Clink.

I realized that masks didn’t have eyes. It occurred to me like
a riddle with an answer I should have been smart enough to
guess, but wasn’t. I watched her hand dip into the madly
boiling water and emerge unscathed with another finger
bone. Clink.



“I guess Bruce came by when I was away.” I couldn’t take
my eyes away from the plate. Some of them looked more
like teeth than bone, they were so small. I tried to remember
what Bruce’s hands had looked like, but couldn’t.

Clink. “Yeah,” she sighed. “ ‘I’ll do anything for you,’ he
said.” She shrugged. “And I needed decorations for the
Halloween party.”

“We’re having a Halloween party?” I said, my voice feeling
as insubstantial as the steam that boiled off the pot.

“Oh yeah,” Lilith said, with a glint in her eye and a smile that
curved like a knife. “This is just the beginning.”

Posted at 7:11pm

OK, none of that ever happened. I got bored on the train
and wrote that.

When I got home from Ottawa, the storefront display was
still empty. When I let myself in there I was hit by an unholy
stench, but I recognized it: it was the garbage turned bad.

Lilith was nowhere in sight when I went down the hall and
found the culprit, a bag beside the back door. I dropped my
backpack and picked it up and headed out the back door.



When I came back, Lilith was there looking contrite. “Sorry,
I was just going to get my shoes on to take it out when I got
a phone call.”

“No sweat,” I said. “I walked into the wall of smell, so I was
motivated.”

“That’s what happened to me, too,” Lilith said. “But after the
phone call my nose got used to it.”

“It’s kind of like the way you don’t hear background noise
after a while,” I said. “Gimme a sec, I wanna throw my crap
in my room.” I grabbed my backpack and brought it into my
room, plugged in my laptop and connected to the Internet. A
small flood of e-mail started filling my inbox. Junkie junkie
junkie.

I left it, going to Lilith’s room. She was reading a
paperback, Bridget Jones’s Diary, I think.

“So anything happen when I was away?”

She thought, shook her head.

“You got my note?”

She nodded.

“Do you have . . . any plans for Halloween yet?”



She shrugged. “This guy Harold said that his friend was
having a rooftop costume party in the Market.”

“Ooooh. Rooftop,” I said.

“Yeah, we should go. Might be a little chilly, but maybe it’ll
be nice.”

I thumped the side of the doorway. “Damn. All my skimpy
outfits are out then: sexy genie, bikini girl, porn star,” I said
listing all the costumes I hated. “Too bad.”

“I actually wore a genie costume once,” Lilith said. “But
more because it was last minute and a friend had one from
the previous year.”

“Did you belly dance?” I mocked.

She went back to her book. I went back to my room, read
my e-mail, and wrote this entry.

Posted at 11:03pm

NOVEMBER 1, 2003

Lilith was spooked. She wouldn’t tell me why. Twenty
minutes after we arrived at the party she suggested we go
upstairs.



“Harold said we can check out the rooftop,” she said,
glancing behind her.

“Yeah, I’m sorry James told you it was up there,” a guy in
round glasses and an apologetic smile was saying. “I used
to have parties up there all the time. But after the last one,
my landlord . . .” he shrugged. “Nice gorilla suit, by the way.”

I danced around and made monkey noises. Lilith shrunk
away from me, holding her hands in front of her face, her
mouth a red O.

Our host laughed nervously. A short guy with red hair
pointed at me and Lilith. “King Kong and Faye Wray!”

I smacked my big ape hands together and grunted happily.
I pulled a banana from the plastic bag I was carrying and
gave it to him, patting his head. He was dressed like a
tomato—I plumped him up, wondering where he got cherry
red garbage bags.

“Um . . . Kong,” Lilith said, motioning upstairs. When I got
her in my sight through the mask nostrils, she was
alternately looking at me and at a place over my shoulder.
Her eyes were glassy.

“OK,” I said. “But let’s do the thing.”

Lilith smiled at me, her eyes focusing. “All right.”



“Araaggrraaaah!” I bellowed, flailing my arms over my
head. The party stopped.

Lilith let out a piercing shriek, holding her hand to her ’30s
blouse and backing away. I started loping towards her. She
pushed through a smiling clump near the door and then
broke into a run in the hall, her frizzy wig flying out behind
her.

I ran after her, bellowing.

She started up the stairs, taking off her heels and chucking
them at me. I shouted my annoyance, swatting them down
like they were mere airplanes, and lumbered up the stairs
after her.

She stopped at the top, shaking the door handle like it was
locked, then bursting through at the last moment as my ape
hands reached for her.

“Whew,” she said, walking across the pebbled tarmac in
her stockinged feet. “That’s more like it.” She tugged at her
wig. “Wish I could take this thing off.”

I could feel a slight breeze through a few places in the ape
suit. “We’re a little overdressed. Maybe you should have
gone with the Faye Wray in tatters after all.” I considered
removing my headpiece, but decided to leave it on. The
nostril eyeholes were letting a good amount of air in.



Lilith wandered around the perimeter of the roof, looking at
the street below. We were maybe three floors up, bicycles
and the occasional car driving by. There was a pizza place
across the road, brightly lit enough to see that there were
no customers. A guy leaned against the side of the
doorway, his apron half tucked into his pants.

“We totally have the best costumes,” I said, crossing my
ape arms and looking out over the city.

Lilith sat down on the little raised edge of the roof and
rubbed her feet. “Yeah. The cowgirl was pretty good,
though, she had a good accent and everything.”

I shrugged. “Didn’t she have one of those fake-out lassos?”

Lilith frowned. “One of those stiff ones? Actually, I don’t
know.”

“I meant to check, but then I got distracted by this jackass
who was saying, ‘I decided that if I couldn’t come up with
something truly original, I wouldn’t bother.’ So that makes
the rest of us, what? Unoriginal?”

“And it makes him sound really deep.”

“Exactly!” I said, getting mad all over again. “As if his
laziness is a virtue!” I hopped up and down on the roof, and
grunted with fury. The door opened and I cooled it a bit.
Two guys emerged and lit up a joint.



Lilith pulled her knees up, looked at her dice bracelet. It
didn’t really go with the costume, but I’d never seen her
without it. Even coming out of the shower, there it was, the
black braid dripping wet. She rolled the dice against her
wrist absently.

I glanced quickly over at the guys, they looked to be
keeping to their side of the roof. I kind of hoped to be
offered a joint this evening, not for the buzz but for the idea
of a smoking monkey. I had read that the monkeys in India
were as common a pest as pigeons were here, that if they
came across an abandoned café table they’d finish the
smoke and sip the tea, pretend to read the newspaper.

“Doesn’t look like they’re coming over,” I said.

Lilith didn’t look at them. “They probably think you’re a guy.”

“I’m not a guy,” I said. “I’m a monkey!”

She shrugged.

It didn’t look like she was planning to go down anytime
soon. “Who are we hiding from exactly?”

She blinked at me. “I’m not hiding. I’m thinking.”

“There’s not some angry jilted guy down there . . .?” I said
suspiciously.



“No . . . well, yeah, but he’s not the issue.” She rubbed one
of the dies with her thumb. They were all old stained ivory
with deep dots. She looked up at me, looking me dead in
the nostrils. “Remember what I told you about my powers?”

“You don’t forget something like that,” I said.

She looked down at the die. “It’s not a big fancy thing. It’s
just that I know the odds.”

“Odds for what?” I said.

“For . . . people. It’s not like mind reading or anything.” She
looked up at me. “But if I think questions about them, I get
answers. Or rather, probabilities.”

“Questions like ‘Does he just want sex?’ ”

She tilted her head. “Yeah.” She stood up, brushed off her
skirt. “Gets more subtle than that, but that’s a classic.”

“Bet you get 100% on that a lot,” I said.

“It’s not a percentage. It’s a fraction of six.” She stood on
the little raised edge, faced me, placed her heels on the
edge of the roof. It made me terribly nervous, but I felt silly
telling a grown person that something they know to be
dangerous is dangerous. Her face was perfectly
composed, calm, her purple eyelids blinking slowly.



She held out her arms, and started to fall backwards.

Precious milliseconds were wasted as my stunned outrage
wore off and I lurched towards her. My absurd mitts of
hands clamped around her wrists—I could feel the cubes
through them—but she didn’t stop. It wasn’t until I leaned
backwards that she jerked to a halt. Her stockinged toes
curled up as I pulled her back with a grunt.

Her face was as placid as before. “5 out of 6.”

I still held her wrists in my hands. “Could you sit down?” I
said.

She did.

I fumbled with the headpiece snaps until I got the fucking
thing off me. I sat cross-legged, with the head in my lap. I
looked at her sullenly. She was looking back at me
patiently.

“That was fucked up, Lilith.” I felt like crying. I rubbed the
soft ape mitts on my face, rubbing some warmth back into
the clamminess.

She nodded, looked at me with a species of sympathy:
understanding but indifferent.

“So . . . some kinda party going on downstairs?”



The pot smokers had come over. One of them offered me a
toke, but my smoking monkey fantasy had lost its appeal in
the presence of these old longhairs.

“Yeah, we were just going back to it,” Lilith said, helping me
up. We walked away. “6 outta 6,” she muttered.

“Like I need powers to know that,” I snorted. “Is that what
was bugging you downstairs? A bunch of horndogs?”

She rolled her eyes. “No.” She jerked the door open to the
stairwell. We went in. Quietly, because the stairwell echoed,
she said, “There’s this guy there. I don’t get any odds on
him at all.”

She looked at me, with an almost tragic look in her eye.
“And he’s really, really cute.”

Posted at 2:32am

 

I wrote it how I wrote it, I suppose, but when I look back on
the last entry it doesn’t describe it the way I remember it.
I’m not just talking about who said what, obviously that’s
never going to be exact. What I remember was a frozen
moment, with my ape hands outstretched pulling at an
impossible weight: the weight of an entire life. And Lilith’s



eyes looking back at me, not even staring at me but looking
unconcernedly back. Waiting for me to choose my order at
a restaurant, not to pull her back to safety.

It was upsetting. It was more upsetting than a gory jack-o’-
lantern. Faye Wray seeking out Kong and crawling into his
uncomprehending mouth because she knew he wouldn’t
bite. But she doesn’t really know. Or does she?Posted at
10:00am

NOVEMBER 2, 2003

On my way back from taking the Kong costume back to the
shop, I walked through Bruce’s neighbourhood. I hadn’t
seen him in a few weeks; I hoped that was enough time for
the poison of his Lilith-crush to have passed out of his
bloodstream.

It was early afternoon, and the small patio beneath his
window was crowded with late-lunchers. I looked up and
tried to see if there was movement in the murky apartment,
but only the bright leaves still staunchly clinging to the
branch waved back.

A few doors down the small Chinese bakery was doing a
brisk trade, so I went in to see what they had that was so
good. A minute or two later I came out with a spring roll and
a sesame ball and sat down on a bench. I ate dessert first,
because I’m perverted like that, and finished with the



greasy and good spring roll. A guy with a Sigue Sigue
Sputnik record sat down beside me and tucked into a roll of
some kind.

I pulled out a yellow sticky pad and scrawled on it: Bruce,
you jerk, where are you? I signed it and after a second put
my number there.

I got up with the intention of sticking it on his door when I
saw the laundry line drooping across the street. I followed it
to the other window and saw a shadow moving inside. I
waved vigorously at the shadow. The shadow didn’t seem
to care, or notice.

I had about given up when I noticed someone unlocking the
green door beneath the window. I went up to the guy, who
was just rehoisting a bag of laundry, and said, “I’m a friend
of Bruce’s, across the street.”

He smiled and nodded.

“I was just wondering if you could send this across the line,”
I said, thumbing upwards.

“Oh yeah, sure,” he said, unsticking the note carefully from
my fingertips and slapping it on his Hostess Chips t-shirt.
“Got some other stuff I gotta send across anyway,” he said.

“Thanks!”



He nodded, all business, and went into his apartment.

Posted at 3:11pm

NOVEMBER 9, 2003November now. November, and I still
haven’t done anything with our storefront space. Soon it will
be so cold that no one will stop on the sidewalk to look
through the window, no matter how beautiful.

Part of the problem is that I’m doing art gallery stuff all day.
Looking through slides, programming shows with
compatible artists, writing applications for art grants,
dealing with the stresses of openings . . .

I know what I’m looking for. Something small. There was
this Dutch artist that would have been perfect. She made
these tiny sickly sweet paintings of stuffed animals—
something I knew would either be too “pop” or too “graphic”
for this gallery’s owners, and I was right. But when I wrote
her to say that she’d been rejected, but that I’d like to show
them in my more modest gallery, she told me she couldn’t
afford to ship out the pieces. She offered some sketches
she’d done, but they just didn’t ring my bells in the same
way.

Fuck, it’s nearly four, I gotta get back to the grant app.

Posted at 3:56pm



NOVEMBER 14, 2003

I’ve got a great idea! I’m just a little too nervous to act on it
now. Got home from the gallery and started making dinner
when I locked eyes with Lionel, who stared back at me from
the newspaper clipping on the fridge. Instead of the usual
carnal ideas that occurred to me, I was suddenly inspired.

“Hey,” Lilith called from the hallway.

“Whattayathinkofthis!” I said, jumping into the hallway. “I’ve
been trying to figure out a show for the window, right? How
about Lionel’s photos?”

Lilith threw her jacket in her room. “Sure. You’re the expert.”
She got out the water and poured herself a glass. “Hey, I
saw That Beautiful Boy at a café today.” She said it like it
was his name.

“The guy from the costume party?” I said. “Did you talk to
him?”

She shook her head, leaned against the counter. “I had no
idea what to say to him. I’m used to knowing something.”
She sipped the water thoughtfully.

I didn’t really want to go back to that business about the



odds, so I kept the conversation on a more understandable
level. “Did he say hello?”

“I don’t think he recognized me,” she said. “I just ordered a
coffee and he gave me change.”

“He works there?” I said.

She nodded. “He has amazingly long lashes. He’s so
beautiful.” She said it like it confused her.

“So are you,” I said, a little annoyed, chopping at the
broccoli a little more vigorously than usual.

“I’m used to . . . like if some guy’s really handsome, I’m
used to the odds colouring it a little . . . this one’s vain, that
one cheats, that one’s stupid. But with him . . . I don’t get
anything. It’s like he’s pure.”

“Sounds like you got it bad, sister,”Isaid. I turned back to my
vegetables. “Want in on this stir-fry?”

Posted at 7:03pm

NOVEMBER 17, 2003

 



It took me a few days to remember to bring the pics home.
I’d scanned a bunch of them in at the gallery for when I post
them here, but Lilith doesn’t have an e-mail address to
send them to, and her terminal at work has no Internet
access even if I did want to point her to this blog. At this
point, it feels a little weird to tell her about it.

It’s not even like I think she’d care that much. It’s not like
she’s sworn me to secrecy or anything. I’m just used to
having more space of my own, so I think this is a way of
carving out some more personal space for myself. Plus it
lets me blab to whoever stumbles by, like that Porkpie kid
—there’s a peculiar satisfaction in being able to tell it like it
is to a stranger. It lets me feel like I’m a straight shooter
when in my real life I feel bound by diplomacy and tact.

Anyway, I finally remembered to bring the pics home by
putting them in my bike helmet. I laid out his best ones on
the kitchen table, in a grid: my favourites were his pictures
of twilight parking lots. A snowdrift across a suburban lot
looking like a Martian landscape in the twilight. A garish
prefab carnival looking lonely and ridiculous in the middle of
so many empty parking spots.

When Lilith got off the phone, I called her in.

She looked at the pictures, nodding. “Cool.”

“Now,” I said, getting down to bigger stuff. “What do you



think of the name Microgallery?” I waved my hand as I said
it, as if I could see it in neon lights.

Lilith kind of shrugged, curled a finger through her hair.

“Like, you know how they call small-time movies
microcinema? Have you heard that before?”

She nodded. “I think so . . .”

“Kind of a riff off of that. And we could, y’know, have little
tiny cards made up?”

She smiled at that. “OK, that sounds like fun.”

I looked back at the computer, looked at my calendar. “I bet
Bruce would make them for us. He’s a designer, that’s
where he makes his money.”

Lilith’s smile wavered.

I didn’t really feel like I had to explain, but I did anyway. “I
know, I know. To you he’s just another boy with a crush and
so he goes into the people-to-be-avoided pile. I went by his
place today, actually.” I told her what happened with the
laundry line and the note.

“I just hope it doesn’t work out like it did with Chavez,” she
said.



“Totally different,” I said, flopping on my bed. “I’m not into
Bruce at all.”

She eyebrowed me.

“I’m not. Plus, Bruce is useful. Chavez is a brainless,
useless pothead.” I put a pillow over my head. “A brainless,
useless, totally fucking hot pothead.” I said through the
pillow.

Lilith’s laugh tinkled through the room. “All right,” she said in
that way that she does when she doesn’t really believe you
but is gonna let it ride.

I sat up in the bed. “OK, Microgallery. When should we have
our first opening?”

She was sitting in my desk chair, sliding around on the
wheels. “What has to be done? You’re the one doing it.”

“I know, I know. I’m just thinking aloud.” I had something next
week at the gallery, and then nothing until the end of the
month. “Lionel probably has prints of these already made.
Wanna have the cards ready by then, too. I wonder when
Bruce could make ’em. Dunno if I want to bother with a
listing or press release . . . we can just spread the word.”

“Tiny flyers,” Lilith said.

“Oooh yeah! I could even do them if they’re small. Print ’em



out at work.” I nodded. “Yeah, two weeks sounds fine. Just
have to get in touch with Lionel and Bruce.” I looked over at
Lilith. “You didn’t put a hex on Bruce or anything that night,
did you? His head’s not going to explode if he enters the
apartment, is it?” I said. When she turned around and I saw
the look on her face I wished I hadn’t.

“It wasn’t that kind of thing,” she said, barely audible. She
looked like she was about to add something, then didn’t. All
the enthusiasm had left her body, leaving her tired looking.

I pretended to look at my computer. I remembered that
night, after she had burned the offering, how she’d marched
off into the night. She was on a mission, but for what? Was
she looking for love that night, a love that didn’t leave VHS-
format offerings, or a fuck, or some kind of unknowable
communion?

Lilith was still sitting there, her eyes a little glassy. “It’s a
way . . .” she started. “A means . . . of releasing energy.”

I looked at her. I remembered how she had been that night,
her face flush and framed by black feathers, that strange
singing, her arms lifted up. The only thing I could compare it
to was when I would watch a boyfriend jack off, such a
private and passionate moment. But I couldn’t say that.
“Whatever it is,” I said suddenly, shaking my head. “It was
an amazing thing to see. Even—beautiful.”



Lilith’s smile was wide. “Yeah?”

It surprised me that there was even a note of doubt in her
voice. “Yeah.”

“Sometimes I wondered,” she said.

It seemed like she was willing to get into it right then. But I
hesitated. Because I didn’t really know how much I wanted
to know—part of me was scared to find out how deep it
went. I turned to my source of courage. “I want some wine.
Do you want some wine?” I said, getting up.

“Um . . .” she looked at her watch. “Actually, I gotta go. I’m
supposed to be somewhere in a half hour.”

And so the spell was broken.

Posted at 9:03pm

NOVEMBER 20, 2003

Bruce and I always seemed to be walking. Walking and
talking. He got too nervous when we were sitting across
from one another.

“I considered hanging up if she answered, but thought it
would be too obvious, so it took me a few days to, y’know,



prepare.”

I nodded. “Sandbagging the shore and all that.”

“I sort of thought about it more like growing armour over
myself.”

We were walking along Dupont, past small factories with
barbed wire fences and signs with silhouettes of dogs.
“S’funny how industrial this area is,” I said. “You’d think that
with the Annex so close by they’d be building fancy lofts and
condos here now.”

“Shh! Not so loud,” Bruce said, looking around stagily. “The
agents of gentrification are everywhere.”

“There’s one,” I said, pointing at Bruce.

“Omigod, there’s another one,” he said, pointing at me.

We laughed for a bit. “Are we headed to Vesta Lunch?”

“Good guess, but no,” Bruce said. “Are you hungry?”

I shook my head. “So, how do you feel about that, really?
About gentrification?”

He was picking at his acne, looking at a flake with fleeting
disgust. “Well,” he began. “Us downwardly mobile artist
types move into areas that are culturally interesting but



economically depressed.”

“Cheap rent, good restaurants.”

“Sure. Even if there aren’t good restaurants, they usually
spring up to cater to us. Cafés, bars, that kind of trade. The
area gets a little more lively, a little less scary. Less dark-
skinned foreigners around, more people that look like the
ruling class. Right?”

I stopped to look at a flyer that was advertising a new
bakery, then nodded.

“So yuppies can visit the area, originally with a sense of
adventure, and eventually they even imagine living there.
Bam. Pretty soon, all the rents go upand force the original
downwardly mobile artist types to move to cheaper
ground.”

“Force is a bit extreme,” I said. “They just have to get jobs.
Crappy jobs, probably.”

Bruce smiled and waggled his finger in the air. “My point is
this: they already have a job. They have a function in society
that generates income and stimulates the economy. They
renovate neighbourhoods. They just don’t get paid for it.”

“Exterior designers,” I said. A tiny blue spot in my
peripheral vision caught my eye. Across the road, a guy in
a t-shirt was welding something. “Do you really think



watching someone weld will make you go blind?” I asked.

Bruce shrugged. “I like the smell of it, though. It’s like
gasoline. Smells like things are getting done. Machines are
getting a move on.”

I liked that Bruce gave the same consideration to questions
of welding and gentrification.

“Here it is,” he said, looking up. On the side of a blocky
orange brick factory was an ornate panel. There was a star
in the middle, flanked by something that looked like candles
or scrolls. It looked old, and maybe made of wood, a kind of
charcoal colour. No writing on it.

“Neat,” I said.

“Yeah.” He walked on. “There’s another one around the
side.” We walked to it, an identical panel, and pondered it.
There was a newer sign on this side that said Wing’s in
faux oriental script. It sounded familiar.

“Isn’t that the company that makes fortune cookies?” I said.

Bruce narrowed his eyes. “I’m not sure.”

“Maybe Wing bought it from Goldberg,” I said. “It kind of
looks like a stylized Jewish star on the panel.”

“Definitely looks more religious than industrial,” Bruce said.



“Well, that was what I wanted to show you.”

I nodded. “Thanks!”

He shrugged. We walked on.

“I lived in one of those yuppie condos for a while,” I said.

“Oh yeah,” Bruce said, interested. “And?”

“Good shower pressure.”

We stopped at the window of Vesta Lunch, looked in at the
diner counter. The owner was adjusting the radio antenna.
There was one big customer hunched over his food. We
watched the scene until we had our fill.

Posted at 5:11pm

NOVEMBER 21, 2003

I was at work, putting off a bunch of stupid forms I had to fill
out, listlessly flipping through an art magazine when I came
across an article about outsider art. It was pretty academic,
and I couldn’t be bothered wading through the jargon and
the smug authoritative tone even though I’m pretty
interested in the topic. I looked at the pictures, mostly. The
mosaic of St. John the Baptist done in tin foil by a janitor in



Newark was my favourite. I read his quotes, trying to ignore
the article’s commentary. Mostly the usual outsider artist
things—grade eight education, never knew it was art, it was
just something he did in his spare time. His first showing
had been when he had his parish priest over for some
cake.

“When he was looking at St. John,” the Newark janitor
recounted, “all I could think about was wishing I’d put the
dumb thing away. When he said he liked it, I thought he was
just being kind. Because he was a priest. But then he
asked me to help with that year’s passion play, the special
decorations for it.”

There was something about the way that the janitor was
ashamed that reminded me of something. I’d just put my
finger on it when the phone rang.

“Kate?”

“Hey Bruce.”

“How big are the photos?”

“Lionel has said he wanted to shrink some down, crop them
differently. I told him mostly small but I haven’t seen the
prints yet. He’s coming by with them,” I checked my watch,
“Now. Anytime now. Why?”

“ ’Cause I think I have a good idea for the cards and the



whole kinda, layout. Of the Microgallery.”

I smiled. I loved to hear other people call it by name.
“Intrigue levels rising . . .”

“Lemme, lemme just show you,” Bruce said. “I can come
over sometime this week.”

It would be weird, with Lilith and all, but it had to happen
sometime. Better like this than in an opening setting. We
made arrangements. Before I hung up, I asked him, “Have
you ever heard of outsider artists doing, like, a
performance?”

“Uhhh,” he said. “Well, there’s bands like the Shaggs . . .
and Wesley Willis was pretty outsider,” Bruce added.

“What if it was more about the performance. Kind of a ritual,
with music as a part,” I said.

“Intrigue levels rising,” he said, but I heard the door so I
rushed him off.

It wasn’t Lionel, it was someone to see the art. I smiled a
smile I didn’t feel at the business-class guy and
disappeared into the office. Then I sat down and wrote this.

He’s almost a half-hour late. There’s the door again.

Posted at 2:04pm



When Lionel came in I was a little annoyed. He stood just
inside the door, an errant schoolboy ready to bolt if I was
too harsh. I leaned against the door frame.

“Do you have the pics?” I called across the gallery to him,
keeping my voice neutral. The business-class looking guy
was still there, surveying the pictures through his round
glasses.

“Yup,” he said, raising his portfolio.

“All right,” I said, tilting my head towards the office.

He walked across the gallery and slipped by, his thin frame
barely brushing me. He smelled like ginger.

“I’m really sorry about being late,” he said, finally meeting
my eyes. He put his portfolio on my desk and opened it up
with a brisk unzipping. “Ron and I had this stupid fight at this
sushi restaurant. He ended up throwing a whole bento box
at me and storming out of there. I had to go home and
change.”

“I thought I smelled something,” I said. I came up to him and
sniffed. “Got some ginger in your ’air, oi think,” I said in his
accent.



Lionel lost his grip on the portfolio, and it slipped off the
desk a bit. A small envelope tumbled out. He reached for it,
but I snatched it up first.

“Are these the pictures?” I said innocently, tapping them
out.

“No actually, they’re—” he stuttered, reaching for them.

“Oh!” I said. “Oh my. These aren’t the pictures at all . . .” I
flipped through the black and white studies of a naked
Lionel pleasuring himself.

Lionel had given up trying to get them back. He sat down in
my swivel chair. “That’s what we had the fight about. Ron
couldn’t stand the thought of other people seeing me
naked. He doesn’t understand that I’ve got to—”

I looked up from a nice shot of him on his hands and knees
to say, “You’ve got to . . . what?”

He smiled bashfully and ran his hand through his hair.

“Miss,” said the business-class guy from the doorway.
“Where’s the price list for these pieces?” He stood there,
broad shouldered in a golf shirt, looking from me to Lionel.

I brought the photos over to him. “How much would you pay
for these ones?”



“Jesus, Kate!” Lionel said, covering his face.

The business-class guy took the stack and flipped through
them slowly. He looked at Lionel occasionally, who
squirmed adorably. “Well, these are obviously faked. His
cock isn’t really that big.”

I concurred.

Lionel looked shocked, then hurt, then outraged. “Whattaya
mean? Course ’tis!” His accent was coming on strong.

I sat on the desk. “Prove it.”

Lionel laughed and looked at us unbelievingly. When he
realized we were serious, he shrugged and stood up.
“You’ve already seen it in pictures, so I guess it doesn’t
matter . . .” He unbuckled and dropped his pants, then his
boxers.

The business-class guy’s eyebrows raised. “Let me get a
closer look,” he said, getting down on his knees and
peering at it through his glasses. “Looks real,” he said.

“How’s it taste?” I asked, purely for scientific purposes.

He slipped the head of Lionel’s cock into his mouth and
gave it a suck. It slipped out of his mouth and he smacked
his lips, seriously. “Like tuna!” he said with surprise . . .



Oh, there’s the door for real.

Posted at 2:58pm

That wasn’t Lionel either. He just called to reschedule for
later this week, at our place. It’ll be good ’cause he can
actually see the Microgallery.

 

Sorry about that previous fake entry. I’m not one of those
gals who’re really into gaymaleporn—have you noticed it’s
all one word these days?—it’s not like I seek it out or
anything. But when a college roommate was doing a paper
on it for a cultural studies class, I’ll admit it held my attention
for longer than could be attributed to casual interest. It
turned me on. Even writing that bit above made me hot,
especially because it featured Lionel.

When Rachel was doing that paper, she naturally had to
conduct a lot of “research,” and it happened in our living
room. I would watch, on the way to the kitchen sometimes,
just to be “sociable.” (We were really into scare-quotes in
the ’90s.) We would make cracks over the action—like
Mystery Science Theatre style, except with gaymaleporn
instead of B-movies—but it was mostly to fill up the creepy
silences.



“C’mon, those pants aren’t for wearing. They’re for being
torn off.”

“Do you think they come in colours other than hot pink?”

Once I heard Rachel breathing, panting almost, her note-
taking pen still. She had a bit of a nasal situation so she
was more prone to it than usual, but still, it’s not what you
want to hear. But despite the social awkwardness I was
drawn in. Partly because I knew that I would probably never
seek it out on my own.

“I don’t know how I feel about ball-stubble. I kind of like it on
the chin, but on the balls . . .” I shrugged.

“Do you like it on the chin because it’s macho?”

“I guess. Kind of a don’t-give-a-damn machismo. But
shaving your balls isn’t very don’t-give-a-damn.”

“I kind of like being able to see them, though. Slapping
back and forth like that.”

Rachel was prone to comments like these. Her eyes would
glaze over or she would bite her pen. I found it appallingly
obvious, and part of me kind of wanted to say, y’know,
making it the subject of an academic paper isn’t a
foolproof disguise. There was even a recurring theme of
older man/younger man to the choice of her videos.



For me, it didn’t matter what their characters were like. I
never could imagine myself in those scenes the way a lot of
guys imagine themselves walking in on a lesbian scene
and joining in. I liked imagining that I was the director of
these videos, telling them what to do and when to do it,
standing off camera, judging and tweaking their
performances. Never letting on how hot it made me.

Some girls need to be the centre of the action. I don’t. I
need to make things happen.

Posted at 8:22pm

NOVEMBER 26, 2003

The Ken doll looked at the picture hanging on the wall in the
Microgallery. Bruce positioned his arm so his hand was at
his chin.

“Oooh, I like that,” I said. “It looks so thoughtful.”

Bruce let go of the doll, cautiously, and went outside to look
at it through the window. He’d enclosed a part of the
storefront space with white pasteboard, so it looked like a
little room with the roof removed. When he got a look at this
handiwork from the street, he smiled and gave me the
thumbs-up.



I looked through his bag of tricks, pulling out some other
dolls and setting them up beside Ken. Except for him, they
were all dressed in army fatigues. Bruce came back and
looked at the scene.

“Yeah, when I can get them dressed up properly I think
they’ll be good,” Bruce said.

“I sort of like how it is now. The military occupation of the
Microgallery.”

Bruce made another adjustment. “I had these guys left over
from a stop-motion thing I did about Iraq—” Lilith’s laugh
floated in from the kitchen. We both looked towards it
uneasily.

“Huh,” I said. I had unfortunately scheduled Bruce and
Lionel to come by at the same time, and now there were all
of these lines of attraction crossing over each other. I was
worried they’d cause a fire.

One of the dolls fell over. “Some glue,” Bruce muttered. “I—I
was thinking, maybe, we could maybe put curtains around it
as well. Dark ones.”

I nodded, trying not to listen to the barely audible
conversation going on in the kitchen. “It’ll be great, what a
great idea,” I said, but I was so distracted it didn’t have any
oomph.



“Yeah, might have to nail down his feet or something,”
Bruce said. As he looked around in his bag, my attention
shifted back to interpreting the burble from the kitchen into
human language. I heard something that sounded like
Lionel saying “You bitch!” and suddenly pointed at Bruce.

“You want a drink? Water, juice?” I said, already moving
towards the kitchen. “I’m thirsty.”

“I’m good,” Bruce said, adjusting the dolls.

In the kitchen Lionel was shaking his fist. Lilith was leaning
against the counter, looking amused and concerned.

“Ahh,” he said. “He should really be bigger than that, but
he’s not. So it’s quits.”

I poured myself a glass of water. “Quits?” I asked casually,
putting the pitcher back into the fridge in an entirely offhand
way.

Lionel pursed his lips. “Yeah. Ron and I have broken it off.”

Talk about how life imitates porn! I raised my eyebrows and
sipped to conceal my excitement. I decided on a
concerned-but-not-horrified “Really?”

He nodded. “Ah, it’s for the best. We’re completely different
people,” he said, rapping his knuckles.



“It was over the thing in the weekly,” Lilith said.

I felt cold fear as I looked over at the fridge, which, happily,
was bare of any clipping. I looked over at Lilith who was
trying not to grin. “Oh yeah,” sip sip sip, “I saw that. Nice
shot, the uh, over the shoulder thing.”

“Oh god,” he said, waving his hands. “Definitely not my
idea.”

I shrugged, smiled, couldn’t think of anything to say that
wasn’t flirtatious, looked at my feet.

“Ron’s a bit jealous,” Lilith said.

“If there was anything for him to be jealous of,” Lionel
exploded. “That would be one thing. But when he saw the
picture it was like it was proof I had fucked the
photographer! I mean, the photographer was a woman, first
of all. Ah,” he said, shaking his head. “Not worth it. Not
worth gettin’ riled up about.”

“How’s Bruce doing with the display?” Lilith said.

“Uh . . . great! He’s got an awesome idea for the—let’s just
go,” I said, making a motion towards the living room. “You’ll
see.”

Bruce was sitting there, looking through Lionel’s wallet-
sized shots. Since I had gone to the kitchen, Bruce had



thrown together a rough draft of the Microgallery. The
soldiers were together in sociable clumps, a couple of
singles looking at the 3 x 4s and a small crowd looking at
an 8 x 10 photo.

Lionel peered over at the Microgallery and laughed. “Ah,
that’s great! That one looks like a gigantic mural. Good for
the ego!”

Lilith murmured her appreciation.

Bruce pulled at his hair. “I’ll dress them differently,” he said
in a low voice. I’d forgotten how quiet he was around new
people.

“I was wondering,” Lionel said with a smile, and left it at
that.

“When you said small cards, I didn’t know how small.” He
opened a front pocket of his backpack and pulled out a
silver plate twice the size of a quarter. “If I made them to
scale with those guys they’d be hard to pick up.” He took a
couple of the tiny cards he’d made and sprinkled them on
the plate.

“Oooh,” I said, and took one. Lilith and Lionel each took
one too. The front side said mg, and the back had our
address.

“I’m going to make a square little pillar and put the plate on



top of it,” he said, pointing to the spot where his mind’s eye
saw it.

Lionel shaded his eyes. “What kind of lighting do you have
in mind?” he asked Bruce.

“I have a lamp,” I piped in. I went to my room to get it and
brought it back. I was looking around for an outlet when I
saw the drawer.

“Wow!” I said. I got down on my knees and gave the knob a
pull, cracking a layer or two of paint. It smelled like wood
and concrete, and there was a thick pile of photos. I pulled
them out. “How exciting, hey gang?”

We looked through the slightly waterlogged and stained
relics. “They must be from the studio that was here. I love
these old shots—” Lionel said.

He stopped suddenly. Looked up at the ceiling with a
bittersweet twist to his mouth. “ ’e put you up to this?” He
looked at all of us.

“To what?” I said.

Lionel poked the shot we were looking at, of a curly haired
boy, maybe twelve, with a gap-toothed smile.

I shrugged. Bruce shook his head. Lilith looked at it,
squinted.



He looked at the picture again. “Nice fucking lapels,” he
snorted.

“It’s Ron,” Lilith said.

“Yes it’s Ron,” Lionel said. “You just found this now, for
real?”

I nodded.

Bruce looked at the other ones. “They’re probably the ones
that were on display, years ago.”

Lionel looked at the picture again, his smirk softening. “Still
got the same fucking dimples.”

Posted at 9:56pm

DECEMBER 3, 2003

“Each?” I squeaked.

Randy shrugged, holding my poster in his hand delicately,
leaning back so he wouldn’t drip sweat on it. It was fucking
hot down in his basement.

He handed it back to me. “Well, it would photocopy well.”
He sopped up the sweat on his brow with a cloth he shoved



back into his jeans and folded his arms. He had the biggest
arms I’d ever seen on an Asian guy, all tattooey and stuff.

I looked at it. “Yeeeah . . .” But when I laid it out on the
computer, I was already thinking how cool it would look
silkscreened, a bright one-colour against a tan sheet.
Photocopying it would be such a letdown.

He opened a slot on the machine, checked something. “It’s
not so hard to learn to silkscreen,” he said. “They have
workshops.”

“I know. I took one once. My shirt ended up looking like a
pink elephant had stepped on it.”



“So you know how much work it is, then!” he said.

“Yeeeah,” I said. “Your stuff is really awesome,” I added
mournfully. On our way downstairs we’d passed his posters
framed on the walls, advertising for gigs and events over
the past few years. Sometimes I’d only seen them once,
late at night, high on a pole or crammed in some awkward
nook, but they’d stuck to my brain as firmly as if they’d been
wheatpasted on.

“Arright!” I said, giving it over. “That includes putting them
up, right?”

Randy nodded. “I don’t do it any other way. I don’t want
anyone putting them over some other poster and them
coming back at me. Or people get lazy and tape or
staplegun them instead of pasting them . . .”

I nodded ruefully, as if I’d never dream of doing such a
thing.

He laid the poster down on a table carefully. “This poster is
going to become part of the city. It’s not gonna be torn
down by some drunk and made into litter.” He looked at it
for a second. “Photo exhibition, Lionel Harkness . . . ‘A
performance unlike any you’ve seen before,’ huh?”

I put on my best mysterious look.



“What is it, a band?” he said.

“I’m afraid I’m not at liberty to discuss theperformance,” I
said in a high-toned British voice.

“I mean, I’ve seen a few things,” Randy said. “In Thailand—”

“If it involves ping-pong balls you can stop right there, young
man.”

He cracked a crooked-toothed smile. “Not like that, huh?”

“Nooooo. Much more original!” I said, the Brit voice staying
with me.

“Hmm!” he said.

On my way back to the gallery I was jubilant at having
tantalized such a veteran scenester. I pumped away at my
pedals, pleased at how things were coming together, albeit
with a bigger budget than I expected.

Now all I have to do is come up with a completely original
performance, and someone to perform it.

Posted at 3:22pm

DECEMBER 8, 2003



Most people think that if you have a poster and stuff,
everything’s set in stone and organized to the last detail.
Most people have never organized an event. Really, all a
poster is is a bold declaration: we are going to get
together, for this reason, at this time, in this place, and
you’re really going to regret it if you miss it!

It’s a bluff, mostly. The first couple I’d organized for Inkling
were kind of a revelation. People actually came and acted
as if it was a real event! Looked at the art, nibbled celery
and everything! But after a few I started to take it for
granted, began to be bugged by the limitations of it. No
matter what font I used to make the poster, it still wasn’t that
interesting: it was just another Inkling opening. Openings
had to bribe people with wine and cheese to get them to
come.

I had a big fight with the Inkling owners early on about one
of the artists in a group show having her band perform. I
didn’t even know if they were any good—it just sounded
more interesting than average.

“They don’t want any money, they have their own PA . . .” I
had said. “It’ll bring a few more people out to look at the
art,” I had said.

They looked at each other, uneasily. “There’s noise
restrictions . . .” said one. “It also gives that artist an unfair
focus,” said another. They all murmured agreement. (I



swear, I don’t even remember who said what. They were
just a big boring blob that day.)

When I had printed out a draft for the poster for the
Microgallery event, I was struck by how similar it was to all
the other posters I’d made up for Inkling—even telling
myself that it would look different when it was silkscreened
didn’t make me feel any better. It felt like my fingers were
moving of their own accord when I added the line about the
performance, but it felt right. The bar set just a little bit
higher, I started to get playful and ended up shrinking the
bold type that took up the whole sheet to Microgallery size
—a two-inch square in the middle of the sheet.

I’m looking at it now. My gut has settled down considerably.
I think I was worried that even without my bosses watching
over my shoulder, I would still replicate their vision in
miniature. But it’s totally unlike anything the Inklings would
have gone for!

Actually, if I hurry, I bet I could photocopy some little flyers
for it before I go home.

Posted at 3:10pm

Shit.

I swear I haven’t seen hide nor hair of Anna since our last



meeting, but as soon as I pressed the big green button on
the copier, in she saunters. It was like pushing the button
summoned her.

“Kate.” She leaned against the doorway and smiled at me
like an adoring aunt. My not-for-work copies started to pile
up.

“Hey Anna!” I chirped, my thumb maniacally mashing the
cancel button. I scooped up the copies, grabbed my
original and went back to sit down at my desk.

Anna came over and draped herself over my monitor. “Are
you busy, darling?” It had taken a while for me to figure out
that Anna looked like Cruella, but as soon as I did I couldn’t
help but see the Dalmatian-killing cartoon villainess every
time I looked at her, hear stagy foreboding music every
time she entered a room. Anna wasn’t actually evil, unless
being a silly old broad was evil, but she had all the
mannerisms and cheesy panache.

“I was wondering, Kate, if you had any ideas for our
upcoming fundraiser. Like the brainstorming we did last
year. The rent-a-man concept was simply delicious.”

Did I say she wasn’t cruel? My memory’s too fucking short. I
looked at the flyers and ignored her for a bit, pretended to
disapprove of the copies. “Have to do those again,” I said,
casually dropping them into the recycling beside the desk.



Face down, of course. Feeling less vulnerable, I folded my
hands. “Pretty busy, Anna,” I said.

Anna looked wounded. “Just five minutes,” she said. “Your
ideas were so pivotal last year.”

I ground my teeth. Last year I had suggested that we do a
raffle. I was really into the idea that art gave you what you
needed, and this only occasionally intersected with what
you wanted. It was after September 11th, so I pitched the
idea that the prizes would be SOMETHING YOU NEED,
and they would end up being dinners at Muslim restaurants,
of which there were quite a few in the neighbourhood. The
other committee members nodded, grinned, shifted
uncomfortably. Then Anna piped up, “What about firemen?”

“How can we top GET A HUNK OF THE NEW
MILLENNIUM?” I said coldly, pretending to look at my e-
mail. “It was ‘post-9/11 hero worship at its best,’ wasn’t it?” I
quoted from the moronic article that had fawned over the
vapid event.

“Well, that’s the problem!” Anna said. “That’s why I’m
starting early! Or,” she said, fishing one of my aborted
copies out of the recycling. “Why we’restarting early.” She
flipped the copy onto its blank side and looked at me, her
pen poised.

I sighed. She’d see it for sure now. Might as well not give



her more reason to fuck me over. “Do you promise that I
won’t have to be here when it happens?” I still had
nightmares of how the old ladies and men had slavered
over the firefighter flesh.

“We’ll come up with a concept so great that people will be
fighting to work that night,” she said, saying nothing.
Classic Anna. I swear her evasiveness is her true art.

She wrote “Brilliant Concepts” on the page, underlined it
twice, and looked up at me, her eyebrows arched.

I gave in. Forty-five minutes later, my brain sucked dry, she
got up to leave.

“Do you want me to type that out?” I said casually, holding
out my hand.

She looked at the page, tightly packed with her loopy
handwriting. I could see the incriminating Microgallery flyer
text clear as day. “Yeah . . .” she said. “But I better copy it
first.”

She made a copy. “Toner’s getting low,” she said, and
handed me the nearly indecipherable copy anyway. Then
she sauntered out, waving the original with the flyer on the
back at me. “Thanks darling.”

I put my head in my hands.



Instead of typing out Cruella’s notes, I wrote this. Then I
made the copies I’m going to be screwed for anyways.
Now I’m going home.

Fuck her, I ain’t no fucking Dalmatian.

Posted at 4:56pm

DECEMBER 11, 2003

A few days later the story was funny. I was telling it to Lilith
at a bar up the street, a little more upscale than the hotel
bar.

“And when she made the copy,” I said, pretending to look at
two pieces of paper, one in each hand. “She decides to
give me the copy.” I hand the ghost-paper to Lilith.

“Oh no,” Lilith said, covering her face.

“I mean, if someone has offered to type it out, wouldn’t you
give them the more legible copy?!” I said, finishing my beer.

“So you ended up having to type it out,” Lilith said, doing
that flash of a grin. “What a fucking day. I hate typing.”

“Still haven’t bothered. She’s got handwriting like a crazy
woman.”



Lilith looked at me askance. “Aren’t you worried you’ll be
fired?”

I rasberried. “Who cares? Another crap-pay job like that is
easy to get.”

Lilith took a silent sip of beer, and I remembered how our
salaries weren’t too far apart. Before I could backpedal,
she said with a slight edge in her voice, “Why’d you quit the
other job again? That paid really good, didn’t it?”

I nodded. It was my first job that the pay was measured by
the year rather than by the hour. “It was . . .” I usually
described it as soul sucking, but as a demoness might
have a different take on that I went with something less
mystical. “It took all my time and all my energy, and still
wasn’t satisfied.”

She nodded.

“And . . .” I was about to complain about how boring and
frustrating it was to work any job for five years, when I
remembered that she had worked a phone job for at least
that long. I shut up.

“Another pint?” said the bartender, pointing at my glass.

I nodded, happy for the distraction. “It’s a bit pricier here,
but at least you can drink the draft.”



“Sometimes old men bars should be left to old men,” Lilith
said, nursing her first drink.

“Thasstrue,” I said. “Omigod, did you hear that slur?”

“Three Beer Kate,” Lilith said.

I surveyed the bar, looking down its oaken length. When I
looked back, there was a beer there. “Last one.” A gust of
wind blew up my back, and I looked behind to see
someone struggling to get the door closed. “Getting ugly
out there.”

“Still isn’t snowing, at least,” Lilith said.

“That reminds me,” I said. “If I tell them now, I can make sure
my holidays overlap with the fundraiser so I don’t have to do
it. They never know when Hanukkah really is, anyway.”

“Silly goyim,” Lilith said.

“Where’d you pick that up?” I said, the beer making me
nosy.

“An ex. He was actually schooling me for Hanukkah, now
that I think about it.” She bit the side of her lip.

“Oh yeah? So you met the fam?”

She shook her head. “We broke up a day or two before. I



think the pressure got to him. He had told them about me
and because my name’s Jewish, they assumed I was.”

“When I first heard your name, I meant to ask you about it.
The only other Lilith I knew was in my class at Hebrew
school. Figured you might be half.”

“No, my parents just . . .” her eyes went floaty, “had a weird
sense of humour.”

“Oh yeah?” I said, remembering cigarette burns on a
Polaroid.

“I was kind of looking forward to it. The ritual. My folks never
celebrated anything. We used to pretend nothing was going
on.”

“Sounds awful,” I said, meaning it.

She shrugged, made little circles with her beer glass on the
bar.

I had to make her eyes stop floating away. “Well, holidays
at home are awful too, but a kind of beautiful awful. You’re
going to come home with me for Hanukkah!” I declared.

That grin, two jerky flashes. “Ah, no, I wasn’t fishing.” She
shook her head, straightened her back. “That’s nice, but—”

“No buts,” I said. “Trust me, you’ll be doing me a favour. My



mother’s dying to meet you. I won’t have to put up with the
‘who is this person you’ve moved in with’ crap any more.”

This guy squeezed in beside me and put an elbow on the
bar. I would have been a bit annoyed but I knew this guy.

“Hey there, lush,” he said. Tom was the boyfriend of this
really cool painter we’d shown at Inkling once, the kind of
guy that wears football shirts and pretends he hates art. He
had a little maple-leaf toque on.

“Aren’t you looking patriotic today, Tom,” I said, pulling out
a flyer for him.

“I’ll have a Canadian,” he told the bartender, just to prove
my point.

I handed him the flyer. “Our new gallery.”

He looked at it. “Your new gallery?” he said, rubbing a
bleary eye. “What happened to the old gallery.”

“Still there, still there. I’m there three days a week now,
actually. But this is like this storefront space, a tiny tiny little
space—much cooler.”

“A microgallery, huh.” He picked up his mug and paid. “You
must loooove art.”

“So do you, you big phony,” I said, pushing his shoulder.



“Just the good art,” he mumbled.

“Like Ellen’s, right? His girlfriend is a wicked painter,” I
explained to Lilith.

He shrugged. I punched his shoulder. “Ow.”

“You better tell her how good she is. Whisper it in her ear at
night.”

He laughed at that. “Oh hunny,” he whispered, wiggling his
fingers. “Your brushwork is masterful. Your vision exquisite!”

I snickered. “Go home and tell her that!”

“She’s over there, actually,” he said, pointing. I followed his
finger and saw Ellen watching us rather intently. I waved
weakly. I hoped she didn’t mind me punching her boyfriend
and drunkenly harassing him.

Tom left and I turned back to Lilith. “I always get along really
well with him, but I get the feeling Ellen hates me,” I said. “It
bums me out.”

After a moment, Lilith said “I gave That Beautiful Boy a flyer
today.”

“Did you!” I said. “Wow. Just went up and gave him one?”

“Well, I—” her brow furrowed. “I said that I wanted to leave



some on the counter, and he was like, sure, go ahead.
Then I was worried he wouldn’t look at them so I gave him
one. I kind of felt retarded doing it.”

“And?” Lilith never told boy stories, this was exciting.

“And he looked at it and said, ‘What kind of performance is
it?’ ”

“And were you mysterious?”

“I tried.”

“Show me.”

She arched an eyebrow. “It will be unlike any you have seen
before,” she intoned.

“Not bad, not bad.”

She shrugged. “He laughed. He said he thought it might be
a band, he was in a band when he lived in Whistler. He
played keyboards.”

“Really?” I said. “I never knew they did anything but ski and
snowboard in Whistler.”

She nodded. “He was a pro snowboarder, apparently.”

“But he felt an irresistible force drawing him to Toronto?”



She tilted her head. “He said he broke his leg and decided
he wanted to concentrate on his music. He originally came
out here in the summer because a friend asked him to be in
their band, but the band got a chance to go on tour when he
was still broken-legged. So they found someone else.”

“You basically got his life story,” I teased.

“Well, you know what Laedi’s is like. It’s a small place. I just
had a coffee and chatted with him.”

“Oh, so you went for coffee with him. This is getting
serious.”

She pushed me, smiling, then went serious. She looked up
at the bottles for a second and said, “Still feels really
strange not knowing the odds.”

I didn’t say anything.

She rubbed her dice bracelet idly against her wrist. “He
kind of has a Keanu Reeves smile.”

“Ewww.”

“Just in that kinda innocent kinda way,” she said with a
shrug.

“Well, let’s hope he’s got more brains.”



She nodded. “He seemed to have a lot of talents . . . and be
really hopeful.”

“Hopeful?”

“Yeah. He was really enthusiastic. Optimistic. He was
excited about our gallery, for instance. He said he’s coming
to the opening.”

“It’ll be like your second date!” I said, happy for her, but
also, in the back of my head, wondering how this would play
into my grand scheme.

“So when are you going to tell me what the performance
is?” she said, fixing me with her eyes.

I felt my stomach flutter. “Better if you don’t know until the
last minute.”

That twitch of a smile.

Posted at 11:11pm

DECEMBER 13, 2003

I’ve been really interested in watching the fluctuations of my
Is She or Isn’t She? poll. It delights me that people are
deciding whether my roommate is a demon, based on the



evidence I’ve been presenting.

It’s pretty neat. All those hours making that stupid website
for Locale (a travel mag I used to work for, if you’re just
tuning in) weren’t totally wasted. It started off as a make-
work project for an intern, one of those hotshot computer
boys that flaked after a month. He started this flashy intro
for it and promptly got a job somewhere else, but by this
time the publisher was so into the idea he got me working
on it. More on the basis that I was the youngest one there
than anything else. I was the recipient of his wild-eyed
predictions on what the Locale site would mean to a
generation of wired travellers.

“It could be a virtual hostel, a locus of . . . relationships and .
. . stories,” he raved, and I tried to pull some threads of
sense from what he was saying, tried not to be bitter at the
fact that I’d had a story idea about real hostels nixed just the
other week. (I wanted to do an in-depth article on how
hostels, with their dorm bunks and common rooms,
represented the idea of public space, while hotel rooms
represented private space. I was told that it sounded a little
“heady.”)

What we ended up with was a discussion board with a
flashy intro. The discussion board turned out to be a party
no one went to, just as I had predicted and warned. What I
hadn’t predicted was how depressed it would make me,
even so. It was a junior high kind of loneliness. (I just went



and checked localemag.com: there’s nothing but an e-mail
address and subscription information there now. Guess
they got embarrassed by the lack-of-discussion board.)

I think I have set up this blog deliberately without contact
info or statistics counters as a result of that experience—I
prefer not to know who isn’t reading this. Luckily the poll
displays percentages rather than tallies.

Posted at 1:54pm

DECEMBER 16, 2003

Bruce squatted down to look at a duck. “You know what
really fascinated me,” he said, apropos of nothing, “is that
you were a yuppie.” He looked at me intently.

“Oh yeah?” I said.

“When you told me that you lived in those condos, it just
threw me.” He shook his head, sat down on the ground.
“First, and I was really surprised by this, I was scandalized.
That you lived there. I mean, I don’t have an us vs. them
mentality. Or at least I didn’t think I did. But then I was
freaked out when you told me, so I guess on one level I do
have that mentality.” He reached towards a duck, but the
duck waddled away.



I went and sat beside him, just off the path. People were
walking by. “Yeah, well, being a yuppie isn’t all lattes and
cell phones.” I pulled my thick-knit cardigan around my
shoulders, though more out of defensiveness than cold.

“Isn’t it? Isn’t it though?” Bruce asked, pulling up a handful of
grass and offering it to the ducks. They paid him even less
attention. “I guess I kind of imagine it to be incredibly
luxurious. Eating out all the time, buying whatever fancy
bauble catches your eye . . .”

I found a flattened chip package on the ground and I waved
it at the ducks. They immediately headed for it. “You start to
feel like it’s not a treat after a while,” I said. A duck snapped
up the salt & vinegar package in his beak and marched
away. “Just the rewards for working all the time at an
unfulfilling job. I found that the worst part was that I couldn’t
complain. With my poor friends, complaining that I didn’t
have any free time, I felt like I was this spoiled whiner. With
my rich friends, complaining about how ridiculously
overpriced everything was, I felt like I was criticizing their
lifestyle.”

The ducks were quacking up a storm. A bigger duck was
making attempts to get the chip package. The duck that
had it splashed into the pond, pushing the package in front
of him like it was a bodyboard.

“It was very constraining. I felt like I’d worked very hard to



lock myself up. Finish-university, get-a-job, pay-off-student-
loan, get-a-place. One of the things that drove me crazy
was that I could have taken extra time off work—it was a
travel magazine, so they were more understanding about
that—but I couldn’t really afford to. Not after the mortgage,
the condo fees, the car payments . . .”

“You had a car?” Bruce said.

“My work was way out in the ’burbs, so it was either spend
three or four hours a day on transit—literally—or an hour in
the car. Even you can’t walk to Newmarket, kid.”

“Wow. So it was the whole deal,” Bruce said. “Car, condo
—cell phone?”

“No, I never had one. I guess I was only two-thirds yuppie
after all. Everyone fucking complained about how hard I
was to get ahold of. I caught all kinds of shit for it. My bum’s
cold, let’s start walking.”

Bruce nodded, pushed himself upright. “I had a friend who
didn’t have an answering machine. It bugged me a little. I
think it’s just a case of consensus. If you don’t have one and
everyone else does, it’s kind of rude. You’re not fulfilling
your societal obligations.”

We started walking again. It was nice to walk through the
park; it wasn’t something I’d done in years, maybe since I
first moved to Toronto. We had spent the afternoon tracking



down these tiny little stickers and eventually found them at
an old printers. Bruce needed them for the Microgallery set-
up, but he wouldn’t tell me for what. I was just happy he was
so engaged in the project.

The sun was going down. “It’s funny about how we don’t
worry about getting caught in the park after dark. This is a
city park, there could be muggers here.”

Bruce shrugged. “There could be muggers anywhere.”

A young chubby couple passed by, hand in hand.
“Muggers,” I whispered when they were out of earshot.

“Holding hands is about the most unmuggerly thing you can
do,” he said.

“Unmuggerly,” I laughed. “Still,” I said, looking back. “Those
fanny packs might be weighted, knock you out like a
blackjack. Whack!”

“Do you know anyone who’s been mugged?” Bruce asked.
“I don’t.”

A jogger brushed by, and I tried not to look at his lycraed
butt too obviously.

“No . . . a couple of friends of mine in Montreal have had
their apartments robbed,” I said.



“Same here!” Bruce exclaimed. “That seems to be big
there. I don’t know anyone here who’s had their apartment
robbed.”

“Our condos were hit a few times, but not mine.”

“It’s weird that there’s more break-ins in Montreal. Do you
think there’s criminal trends?”

I smiled. “ ‘Oh, so you’re still doing B & Es? That’s solast
season. All the cool thugs are doing stickups these days.’ ”

“The cool thugs . . .” he snorted. “When I was doing acid a
lot, my dealer always had these amazing clothes.
Fluorescent bandannas just sort of around his neck. Drove
around on this insanely loud thing. Have you seen those silly
skateboards with an outboard motor?”

I nodded ruefully.

“And the slang, too. These words he expected me to know.
For years I knew this guy, and I could never figure out
whether the style was from some drug culture thing I didn’t
understand or whether he was just an insanely fried freak.”

“So is that your excuse?” I said. “You fry your big brain on
drugs? That why you don’t have a condo, car, etcetera,
etcetera?”

Bruce smiled, shrugged. “No. Drugs are just . . . something I



like to do. I think because they’re bad.” He fiddled with his
satchel, switched it to his other shoulder. “SinglesConnect
wanted to take me on full time, with a salary, and I just saw
it as this gateway to a totally debauched lifestyle.” His eyes
shone, and he looked at me like a religious convert. “You
know, hookers, hot tubs, cocaine, the works.”

I had to laugh at his enthusiasm, gross or not. “And then . . .
?”

“I got my own little cubicle, and they asked me to redesign
the icons for the website sections because they thought
they were too boring. I did that, and they had to have a
meeting about them, but then the meeting was postponed
’til next week. So I surfed the web a lot. I didn’t have any
Internet at home at the time so that occupied me for a while.
There was free coffee, too, I liked that. I heard some pretty
funny ‘watercooler conversations,’ ” he said, making the
quotes. “That was good too. And then at the end of the
week I cashed my cheque and had more money at one
time than I’d ever had.”

“Payday,” I said.

“Yes! And I was, like, ecstatic. I didn’t even go home. I went
straight to an expensive hotel a few blocks from my work. I
called room service and had a martini sent up.”

“Livin’ the life.”



Bruce watched his shoes for a bit, glanced at me anxiously,
and continued. “I have this memory of going into the
washroom, it had one of those mirrors with all the bulbs
around it? I was still wearing my work clothes, and I
loosened my tie, undid the top button.”

“Sounds intense.” I tried to imagine Bruce in a suit.

“It felt like a movie. There was a curved silver basin, and I
washed my face. I was really lonely. Then room service
came.”

“Whew,” I said, feeling too flip.

“I sat down with my martini and started looking through the
adult personals.”

“Uh oh. Why do I think these weren’t the SinglesConnect
kind of personals?”

He didn’t respond, and I quit it with the wisecracks. I felt a
confession coming on, building steam like a diesel engine,
and one part of me didn’t want to derail it. Another part
worried it would flatten my good feelings towards Bruce.

“I found someone that I . . . I found one and called her up.
Then I called my dealer and asked him if he could deliver
some coke.”

I watched his face. He was blinking more than usual, but



otherwise he could have been discussing the wildlife
around us.

“He showed up about a half hour later on his skateboard
thing and tried to sell me a sheet of acid, saying that if I
mixed it with some barbiturates it would be just like coke. I
was pissed because I’d told the girl that there would be
coke, he was pissed because he’d come across town, so I
ended up giving him fifty bucks and telling him to fuck off.”

“Really?” I said, trying to imagine a suited Bruce crumpling
up a red bill and disdainfully flicking it at the dealer.

“Not—I didn’t literally tell him to fuck off. I paid him off,
basically, and he left. I went by the concierge who had seen
us meeting outside, and he was giving me this funny look
that made me feel like a scumbag. It wasn’t until I got back
to my room that I realized that I might have been able to
arrange something through him, for the right price. But
when I was back in my room I was thinking I should wait
around for the woman to call . . .”

I found his use of the word woman instead of girlstrange.
Admitting to seedy acts in sensitive language, that was
Bruce.

“She was nearly an hour late, and I’d begun to really regret
not buying the barbiturates at least just for something to do,
but then she showed up.”



He had paused and was worrying at a nail with his teeth. I
walked on, not sure if I wanted him to go on. After a few
more seconds, he did.

“So I just wanted to get it over with. And I couldn’t.”

Couldn’t bear to? Couldn’t get it up? I raised my eyebrows
but remained silent.

“I couldn’t, you know, come. It just went on and on. It was
such a ridiculous . . . failure. She just laid there, and after a
while, she tried some stuff, but still nothing, and eventually I
was just too raw. I just ended up giving her the money and
apologizing.”

I exhaled. I was glad it was too dark to really see his face
clearly. “Why do you think you’re telling me this, Bruce?”

“I don’t know, I guess because it’s connected with that job. I
never went back to work on Monday. A month or so later I
called and asked to be put on freelance again. They were
pissed, but they needed people.”

“That was lucky.”

“I gave them some shit about a death in the family,” he
shrugged. “But basically, there’s lots of times that I want to
be a yuppie, with a snotty attitude and an SUV and a . . .
claim on the world. But I’m incapable. I mean, I wanted to . .
. have sex with her, but . . . it was so frustrating.”



“Dude, that’s intense. You’re a fucking intense guy.”

“Yeah,” he said, rubbing his face. “I guess so. You probably
don’t want to even hear this shit.”

I shrugged. “It’s kinda sleazy, but . . . prostitution’s not big
business for nothing.”

“I’m not really ashamed of that part so much,” he said. “I’m
just not sure if I’m not a yuppie out of choice, because I
disagree with the lifestyle, or because I’m simply not
capable of it because I’m . . . too weak.” He had to force
these two last words out.

I was starting to get these stomach pains, and at first I
thought the conversation was affecting me. But then I
remembered I hadn’t eaten since breakfast. I saw the lights
in buildings and realized we were almost out of the park. I
pointed at them. “Civilization,” I said. “And just in time. I’m
starving.”

Bruce fished a granola bar out of his satchel and handed it
to me. It was chocolate-covered and I couldn’t get the
wrapper off fast enough.

“Do you want another?” he said, reaching into his satchel.

“Thanks, no. That was good.” I felt better already. As I
sucked chocolate out of a tooth, I said, “The whole weak-



strong thing is, whatchacallit, one of those false
dichotomies. Being open and honest all the time is a
strength.” I punched his shoulder.

“Ow,” said Bruce with a small smile. By the time we went
our separate ways on Queen Street, we were back to our
normal patter, the confession just an occasional shadowy
flicker over his face.

Posted at 7:55pm

DECEMBER 30, 2003

You’d think that with all the holiday stuff I would have had
more time to write, but the last few weeks have slipped
away quite effortlessly. It isn’t that nothing’s happened, it’s
just that nothing really explosive has happened—I don’t
know what I expected. I guess I expected something from
bringing a demoness home for Hanukkah.

OK, that’s bullshit. It’s not just that nothing has happened.
Plenty happened. I figured out how to see how many people
were voting for my Is She or Isn’t She? poll, and I peeked.
The first time I looked it was ten. Ten was great. I could fit
that in my brain. Ten people googled “demoness” or
“roommate from hell” and got my site. But the next day it
was 25, then over fifty, and the day we were packing to
leave for Ottawa it was over a hundred. And it wasn’t just a



leave for Ottawa it was over a hundred. And it wasn’t just a
hundred people who found it—there must have been more,
that was just the people who actually read enough to form
an opinion. So at the last minute I decided to leave the
laptop at home, scribbling Ottawa numbers on the back of
scrap paper and cramming it into my backpack.

I don’t mind being freaked out about stuff; in fact I think I
seek out such experiences. It was as if my conflicted desire
to be public with my private life was causing static in my
brain, and thinking about other people seeing that turned
the volume up so high I couldn’t function. I remember when I
saw Cat Power perform—or that is, agonize on stage. She
obviously didn’t want to be there, but something made her
be there. I was irritated and pissed at the time, but now I
have more empathy. Maybe if she wore a blindfold and was
lead out in front of a silent audience, she’d be less neurotic.

That’s what I’m doing now. Donning the blindfold and
getting on with it. I’ve gotta tell someone, and I can’t really
talk about it with my Ottawa people any more, now that they
know Lilith in person. I’m too worried that they’d let
something slip. I was on eggshells that first dinner with my
sister grinning way more than usual.

“So do you usually spend the holidays with your parents?”
she said to Lilith, forking a green bean.

Lilith looked at her for a second too long and then said,
“No, my parents live out west. BC.”



“Beautiful part of the country,” Dad said. He went on a
business trip to Kelowna when we were kids and had never
stopped talking about it. They might have moved out there,
but Mom didn’t want to move Bubbie.

Lilith nodded non-committally. “These are delicious,” she
said to Mom.

“It’s my mom’s recipe,” she said, nodding at Bubbie. The
old gal wasn’t having a good day, she was just sitting there
with the fork in her hand. “Lilith likes your latkes, Mom!”

“You get potatoes and hot oil together, you really can’t go
wrong,” I said, just for something to say.

Mom ignored me. Uncle Will poked me in the ribs with his
elbow, gave me a raised eyebrow warning look. I rolled my
eyes at him.

“And what’s happening with that gallery?” Dad said.

“Profits are up this quarter,” I quipped. “Art’s back in style.”

Lilith smirked. Dad scowled.

“Nothing much, Dad. I’m there three days a week now,
they’re paying me enough to get by.”

“To get by?”



The basic relationship matrix hadn’t changed in ten years.
Uncle Will acted like a Dad, while Dad acted like I was an
employee. It was kind of comforting to know that bringing a
friend home didn’t change that.

“Yep,” I said, rolling my wine around in the glass, deciding
to be a brat. “Me and Lilith have a storefront in our new
place, so we’re opening up our own tiny gallery.”

“Another one?” Uncle Will said. “Yeesh.”

I waited for Dad to chime in similarly. But he was nodding.
“Your own business. That’s good.”

I was surprised. “Yeah, there’s a lot of things they don’t want
to do at that gallery, it’s too conservative there.”

“Too conservative!” Mom said. The only time she’d visited
was when we’d had a show for a painter who did a lot of
nudes. Quite the trauma.

“Yeah Ma, it’s—”

“Best thing your mother ever did was quit her job and start
Helen’s Good Foods.”

Ah. My mother’s catering business was what he was
comparing it to in his head.

“Be your own boss,” he said. “That’s the way to go.”



“I dunno about boss. It’s not going to make money,” I said.

He shrugged, shoved a forkful of food into his mouth. “Not
now . . .”

I smiled at his stupid blocky head, the one I inherited, not
having the heart to say, not ever. “Counting down the
days?” I said instead.

He shrugged, nodded like he always does, head down and
whole body getting into the act. My dad was a year away
from retirement from his job in computer sales. He’d gotten
into it late, and when we were young he was always
complaining about some schmuck at work who was giving
him a hard time. When we grew older, he stopped
complaining, and I never knew if things got better or
whether he was just embarrassed to complain to us when
we were older. I did know that he was looking forward to
retirement in a way that Mom wasn’t.

“And what do you do, Lilith?” Abby said, in her peppy
sorority interview voice. I tried not to hear insinuation in
everything she said but couldn’t forget the Buffy
conversation we’d had. She was going around the table to
take people’s plates.

“You know when you call to set up cable?” Lilith said.
“That’s me.”



I passed Abby Bubbie’s mostly untouched plate. Bubbie
watched me, a little surprised, but then she settled back
into her uncomprehending self. “S’OK,” I said, patting her
hand.

“On the telephone?” Uncle Will said. “That’s a shame.”
Realizing how that sounded, he blundered on. “Uh, I mean,
an attractive girl like you,” he said, gesturing towards Lilith,
“I thought you’d be in customer service.”

Lilith shook her head, a little sadly I thought. “I find it easier
to deal with people on the phone.”

“And I guess you can wear your hair how you want,” Mom
said, the comment kind of bursting from her. “When Kate’s
hair was all chopped off, she had a job on the phones, right
dear?”

Lilith and I just looked at each other. I considered telling
Mom that her hair was like that naturally, but decided
against it.

Before the silence grew to noticeable levels, Mom said,
“Who wants cake?” She stood up, wiped her hand on her
apron.

“I’m going to have a cigar for dessert,” Uncle Will
announced, getting up. “Delicious as always, Helen,” he
said and walked off to the sunroom. He slid the glass door
closed.



I had to follow him. “I think I’ll pass, too.”

“A tiny bit won’t hurt you,” Abby said to my back. She
always preferred if everyone took part in the calorie binge,
like those annoying people incapable of drinking alone.

“Too full,” I called back. I knew Mom wouldn’t be hurt. She
once told me she was tired of people complimenting her
cooking, ever since she got into the catering business. “It
was good then, for the confidence, but after a while you
know what people will like. Anything fattening.”

As soon as I slid the door closed Uncle Will gave me a
guilty look. “You’ll tell her, won’t you?” He snipped the end of
the cigar and put it in his shirt pocket.

“Tell her what?” I said, flumping down in the armchair. I still
had a good view of the dining table from here.

“That your uncle,” he said, lighting up, “is not a pervert,
hitting on girls half his age.”

I grinned. “Oh yeah, the such an attractive girlthing.”

He covered his face. “Tell her,” he said, his voice muffled. “I
was just—”

“You were just doing what every other male in the frickin’
universe does with Lilith. Makes a fool of himself.”



He sighed, exhaling the pungent smoke, then grinned and
shrugged. I never really know if I like cigar smoke because
of how it smells or because Uncle Will smokes them. Uncle
Will is the best. He’s ten years younger than Dad and he
used to take me out to museums and movies and crap like
that before I had a little sister to hang out with. He was also
the one who never married, so when I was a teenager he
showed me that not having a boyfriend wasn’t the end of
the world.

So I’ve always liked Uncle Will. And since I’ve hit 30, I’ve felt
like we were in some kind of secret club together, since
neither of us have given in to getting married.

“That’s an awful sweater,” I said fondly. It was a dark green
V-neck with white specks.

He plucked it out to look at it, as if he’d forgotten from the
morning. “I think it was Dad’s. It made your Bubbie happy
for me to wear it . . . or used to.” He shrugged. “Don’t think
she gives two shits now.”

“Mmm.”

“And you’re not so fancy yourself there, what are those,
cords?”

I looked at my legs, propped up on the coffee table. “Yup.
They’re cool.”



“You had the same cords when you were 8, how are they
cool?” He flicked his ash into a bottlecap, but it took up the
whole cap. He started casting around for another ashtray.
“You know, your mother’s worried you’re a lesbian.”

I looked out at my clueless mother, her eyes bright as she
chatted with Lilith. “Aaaaah.”

“I know. I know,” he said, shrugging. “I said, ‘Do you think
I’m gay?’ She said, ‘You never brought a man home for the
holidays.’ ” He lifted his shaggy eyebrows. “I tried.”

I sighed. My poor, scared mother. I looked out and she was
getting out the menorah. She caught my eye and waved me
in. I waved her off. It was too comfy on that chair. Uncle Will
was looking out the window to the backyard.

“She is quiet, that one,” he said.

I looked out. Mom was holding up a candle and chattering
on, probably giving Lilith a history lesson in Judaism.
“She’s like you. She chats more one-on-one.”

“So how’s the new place?” he said.

“It’s good.” I said, a little tightly. Uncle Will is actually the only
one who knows what kind of area Parkdale is.

“Clean?”



“It is now.”

He laughed a little.

“The rent’s really cheap,” I said.

In the living room Mom was lighting the candles. From the
angle I was at, I could see that Lilith’s face was perfectly
focused as she watched. Rapt even, the little flame
flickering as Mom held it to wick after wick. I could see my
sister saying something, but Lilith might as well have been
in another house, alone.

After they were lit Abby marched towards us, pulled open
the door. She had a dreidel that she was spinning between
her palms.

“Oh no, it’s the high roller,” Uncle Will said.

Abby sat down on the floor and cleared a space. Will got
out his wallet.

“I’m outta here,” I said.

Abby tugged at my cords as I made my retreat. “Nooo, stay.
Play.”

“I ain’t in the mood to be fleeced,” I said.

“Well, ya better leave then,” said Abby with a smirk.



“. . . and once for a work thing. I didn’t get much of a chance
to see the city, though, we hardly ever left the hotel,” Lilith
was saying to my mom.

“Maybe Kate will show you some of Ottawa’s sights,” she
said, nodding at me. “Although compared to Toronto . . . it’s
not as lively. For young folks.”

“Young folks, where?” I said, pulling up a dining-room chair
and straddling it. Dad had cleared off somewhere, probably
to the basement, but Bubbie was still there, nodding off.

“Kate still acts like a teenager. How old are you, Lilith?”

“Lilith?” Bubbie said. Her rheumy eyes were suddenly alert,
darting.

“Yes, Bubbie, Kate’s friend,” Mom said, reaching forward to
hold her mom’s hand.

“That’s not a good name,” she said, shaking her head, as if
we were discussing baby names.

Mom laughed uneasily. “Yes, well. Do you know that your
name is a Jewish name?”

Lilith nodded. “My parents—”

“Whore,” Bubbie muttered with an unfortunate clarity.



“Mom!” Mom exclaimed.

“It’s OK,” Lilith said. “I used to work in an old folks’ home, I
understand.”

“She doesn’t—” Mom said, her face bright red.

“Of course not.”

Seconds later Bubbie started to snore. “Classic,” I
snickered.

Mom tried not to, but smiled. “Well, now that she’s
contributed to the conversation she’s done for the night.”

Guilty laughter.

“I shouldn’t joke, it’s sad,” Mom said. “You know the story of
your name is that Yahweh made a woman at the same time
he made Adam, but she thought she was equal to him and
wouldn’t be subservient to him in . . . bed.”

I gave my mom a scandalized look.

She shrugged. “It’s the story!”

Lilith continued. “Yeah. When he wouldn’t let her get on top,
she took off and cavorted with demons. And so spawned
the Lilin.”



“Maybe your parents had a Jewish friend they named you
after . . .” Mom said.

“My parents have a strange sense of humour,” Lilith said.

“Still, at least they didn’t name you Succubus,” I said, pulling
out a wrinkle in the tablecloth. “You’d have to spell it all the
time. Crappy short form too.”

Lilith smiled. “True.”

“There was that women’s concert, wasn’t there? Lilith
Fest?” Mom said, taking off her apron.

“Lilith Fair,” I said. “Mom, why are you just taking off your
apron now?”

“I forgot, that’s all.” She shrugged.

“OK, Bubbie,” I mocked.

Mom nodded. “That’s not all. I’m saying things that she
used to say. Whole phrases of hers just popping out of my
mouth. Just a matter of time,” she said resignedly. We
looked over at the real Bubbie, she was starting to drool a
bit. Mom got a napkin for that and said, “Let’s get her to
bed.”

Posted at 9:10pm



JANUARY 3, 2004

I was chasing a grown man in a diaper down the hall of a
mansion. He dropped his top hat, and I almost caught him
as he scrambled to pick it up. I was thisclose—I had the
2004 sash in my fuckin’ hands!

“Almost,” Tom said, strolling casually after me.

“You are the worst partner ever,” I said, shoving his flannel-
shirted shoulder.

“Hey,” he said, pulling out his licorice lolly. “I’m the brains
behind this operation. I got the last clue.”

The last clue, chalked on back of the pantry door, had been
“Behind every great man is a great clue.” And sure enough,
when Tom had pulled the painting of some old
distinguished gentleman away from the wall a flat travel
alarm clock had fallen down.

I looked at it again, wondering if something had broken in
the fall. It wasn’t even a whole clock—everything except the
red LED was covered in duct tape. I looked at it again.
“How is this gonna help us get Baby New Year?” I
lamented.

As if it heard me, the clock said, “Time to go to the great



hall,” in a crackly, creepy voice that made me jump. “Shit
shit shit,” I said.

“Time to go to the great hall,” it repeated.

“Where’s the snooze button on this thing?” I said.

Tom looked at it and squeezed it here and there. “I don’t
know.” It read 11:50pm. “But I do know one thing,” he said
as it repeated itself.

“That it might make sense to mosey on over to an above-
average hall?” I guessed.

He nodded, and we made our way back to the main
staircase. “I love walking down this thing,” I said, enjoying
the darkness and even the squawking alarm. I noticed
movement in the square of light thrown down by the window
and looked through it.

“Wow, it’s snowing.”

Tom’s girlfriend Ellen, Lilith and Bruce came in through a
door and met us at the bottom of the stairwell. “You guys
headed to the Great Hall?” Ellen said.

I held up the alarm clock and let it answer for us.

Bruce showed me a sash, but instead of saying 2004 it
said GO TO THE GREAT HALL. “We were hot on Baby



New Year’s heels, and he dropped it going around the
corner.”

We had been told at the beginning of this party that the
object was to catch Baby New Year or else the previous
year would have to be repeated. Only by stripping him of
his sash could we restore order. “So you thought you’d
won?”

Bruce nodded. “But it was just a clever ruse.” He clenched
the sash in mock fury.

“When he got to the end of the hallway, he pulled another
sash out of his diaper, put it on, waggled his butt at us and
ran away,” Lilith elaborated.

“That’s one tricky baby,” I said. We made our way towards
the hallway that had been blocked before but wasn’t now.
Someone seemed to know where they were going. “Do you
know who he is?”

Ellen gave me a tilted head. “I think I’ve seen that guy
around somewhere.”

I looked at Tom, accusingly, who had denied knowing
anything.

“Sure you have, he’s the physical embodiment of the new
year,” Tom said sternly, hiding behind his beard.



The Great Hall was, as the name implied, pretty great.
Movie quality. High ceilings, ornately detailed arches,
brilliantly lit. I used to think our family’s dining room
chandelier was quite grand, but it seemed a poor cousin
beside these jewel-dripping monsters of opulence.

The central feature was one of those long tables, with
Father Time sitting at the head. He turned his stern gaze at
us and waved his gigantically sleeved arm to a few of the
empty seats. There was nearly a dozen people already at
the massive long table made of some luscious dark wood. I
sat down, running my palm over it.

Tom took off his baseball cap, which read Hastings County
School Bus Rodeo, and set it on the table. “No hats at the
table,” he murmured to me.

I looked at his hat. “Hey, did you get that at Roots?” I
teased. “They’re really trendy now.” I had actually seen a hat
just like it on a mannequin in the store’s front display
window.

“Fuck off,” Tom said. Then, looking fondly at his hat, he
said, “I’m riding it out. I’m going to keep wearing it until it
becomes unpopular, and be the first in on the retro-retro
wave.”

“Brave man.” I’d been a little creeped out by how quickly
thriftstore trucker hats had entered the mainstream chic.



“Another style poached by the . . . whattaya call the people
who follow the hipsters?”

Tom looked at me gravely. “The buttsters.” He slapped his
hips and then his butt. “They’re never far behind.”

I nodded, leaned forward a bit to look at Father Time. He
had one hand on his large hourglass and was talking quietly
to a girl with sparkly lipstick next to him.

“If the beard was a bit shorter, I could believe that Father
Time was a real old man,” I said quietly. As it was, the
beard trailed on the table.

“He’d be the only one,” Tom said, indicating the group of
twenty and thirty something “kids” that filled the table.

“I remember a time when everyone I knew was in their
twenties. Now it’s a little more varied. Do you think we’ll still
be doing these kind of things in our forties? With kids in
their twenties?”

“I’m thirty-seven this year,” Tom said.

“Geez,” I said. Like I usually did with people I got along with,
I assumed they were around my age. Finding out Bruce
was just turning 25 weirded me out a little.

“Maybe they should have gotten me to play Father Time,”
he said, leaning over to show me his grey roots.



I’d been getting greys since my late twenties, so I wasn’t
impressed. “Big deal.”

I looked around at the people at the table and noticed that
Bruce and Lilith were talking together normally, the tension
between them noticeably less. Further down, a girl caught
my eye and waved. I smiled at her, but not too much—I
knew her through an ex, and there was some bad blood
there. Thank god he wasn’t there, but he never would go for
this kind of thing anyway—too adventurous for his
pedestrian tastes.

Jack, the guy who invited us, was talking animatedly to a
guy with messy blond hair and a Weakerthans t-shirt. When
I’d invited him to the Microgallery opening, he had scanned
the flyer frantically and been relieved it wasn’t the same
date as this thing, which he then described enticingly
enough for me and Lilith to decide to go. It was no small
feat, since we had to enlist Bruce to get his parents’ car to
get up to this tiny town an hour north of the city. As soon as
I’d heard it was in a mansion, I was sold, but I thought Lilith
would be worried about spending New Year’s with a bunch
of strangers. As she’d said, “It’ll be different from another
club or crammed house party.”

And it certainly had been, so far. I looked at the little clock,
and it said 11:59. As I pointed it out to Tom, it switched
over to midnight. “Uh oh,” he said.



Father Time rose, his robe flowing impressively. He placed
his hands palms-down on the wooden table. He stared at
his hourglass, which I just noticed was sandless, and then
swept his gaze over all of us.

“You have failed me!” he said, and we all jumped. Nervous
giggles were heard. “This is no laughing matter!” He
glowered at us. ?Baby New Year has evaded you all, and
now we must live the year 2003yet again!”

“2003 was an OK year for me,” I whispered to Tom, out of
Father Time’s line of sight. “That’s not so—”

“Silence!”

“Sorry,” I said meekly.

“The march of time has been halted, and you are allto
blame!” he continued, raising his arms above his head.

I looked around, just in time to see Bruce pointing at one of
the banners that draped down from the ceiling. “Um,” he
said. The purple fabric was shaking. “I think—”

“It’s Baby New Year,” the blond guy yelled. “Get him!”

The fabric was shaking vehemently now, and Jack was the
first to get to it, sweeping the banner aside dramatically to
reveal Baby New Year, quivering in fear. “Goo goo?”



Father Time grabbed Baby New Year by the ear. “Goo goo
is right, you troublemaking little Baby.” He dragged him
over to a small bar in the corner and took out a bottle of
champagne, thrust the hourglass into the Baby’s hand, and
popped the cork. Everyone cheered.

Father Time beamed at all of us as he poured champagne
into the top half of the hourglass, which was open. The
champagne overflowed a little, and Baby caught the
drippings in his top hat, then put it on. Everyone laughed.

“Good work, everyone,” he proclaimed. “And now that time
can continue on its normal course, I declare that it is time . .
. to party!”

The lights dimmed, a disco ball was activated, and
Destiny’s Child started playing all at once. I laughed out
loud. “That’s awesome,” I said to Lilith, who nodded.

Father Time started throwing down, shaking his beard to
“Say My Name.” Baby New Year had retrieved a tray of
normal glasses from behind the bar and was going around
pouring champagne for people. When he got to us, he
pointed the neck of the bottle at me. “Shit, I thought it was
all over, you got so damn close!” he said, pouring with a
grin.

I took a glass and nodded thanks. “I actually touched the
sash,” I said.



“If you can touch it, you can catch it,” said Jack, coming up
to us. “That’s what my football coach would say.”

Baby made a farting noise as he moved off, calling over his
shoulder. “That from a guy who never got within five feet.”

Jack grinned. “It’s true,” he said to me. “Mostly ’cause I was
laughing at him. Never thought Gary would look so sweet in
a diaper.”

“So how much did you know about this?” I asked him.

“Nothing,” Jack said. “I was on the inside last one, but I
didn’t want to be this time.”

I noticed out of the corner of my eye that Father Time was
talking to Bruce and Lilith. I was impressed with the
creative audacity of it. It reminded me how the Microgallery
poster promised a unique performance to people who were
used to events like these . . . and I didn’t even know for sure
that I had a performance, yet. A nervousness rolled over
me, but luckily “Get Ur Freak On” came on and I used my
jitters to bounce onto the dance floor.

A lot of people were dancing. Tom and Ellen were dancing
together and, seeing what they had, I felt a twinge of
something. It surprised me, and not in a good way. I started
dancing with Jack, and his head bobs got more vigorous
until he had to put down his glass. Then he was all the way
in, making waves with his arms. He made me laugh. I was



surprised again, the other way.

It was a whole new year.

Posted at 11:31am

JANUARY 5, 2004

As we were waiting for the Lansdowne bus, I noticed a
Microgallery poster stuck to a green electrical box, haloed
by wheatpaste. Lilith noticed it, too.

“He certainly delivered the goods,” I said. “Coulda just
postered in our neighbourhood, though.”

“Nope,” Lilith said. “I was in Kensington Market yesterday,
and they were there too. One was about ten feet off the
ground. It looked like he would have had to have been on
the roof to get it up there.”

There was something weird about it, and I went closer to
get a better look. “Well, no one’s going to be able to read it
up there,” I said absently, trying to figure out what was
different about it.

“Bus,” Lilith said.

“He changed the typeface!” I squeaked.



“Kate,” Lilith said, a holding-foot on the first stair of the bus.
It jerked forward impatiently.

We got on the bus. “Why would he do that?”

“He’s a bit nuts,” Lilith said, scoring a double seat. “I told
you that.”

One night when we were riding home from a party, I’d
stolen one of Randy’s posters off a street pole. It had a
psychedelic troll head on it, if I recall. I collected his posters,
though I didn’t know who made them—when Lilith told me
she knew the guy it just consolidated her cool factor with
me. This was before I saw how it worked, how little actual
effort it was to know all these people with the swarms of
guys she attracted.

The bus lurched to a stop to let people on.

“So were you shopping for clothes in Kensington, too?” I
asked.

Lilith nodded.

I tutted and shook my head. “Amateur. First Value Village,
then those places when you’re desperate. Otherwise—”

“Otherwise you’re just paying the pickers, I know your—”
she fished for a word.



“Wisdom?” I offered.

“. . .bizarre, hardcore thrifting rules,” she finished. “Truth be
told, I’d rather pay the pickers sometimes than pick through
it myself.”

“Heresy!” I said, covering my ears. A lady in wraparound
sunglasses gave me a strange look.

“I’ve got the money, I’m happy to pay a middleman or two.”
She pointed at me. “You’re the same as him, Randy, and
his posters. Zealots.”

Bringing up Randy again made me think about how I was
going to be asking Lilith about the performance within a few
hours—had to ask her today, it was getting late. My
stomach flipped, and the bus’s stop and go wasn’t helping
settle it.

“Mr. Herky Jerky’s behind the wheel here,” I growled.

Lilith pulled the cord. “We’re here.”

We got up and stood behind a woman who held a cart
possessively.

As soon as we got off I felt better. It had started snowing,
but not the kind that sticks around. We crossed the Value
Village parking lot.



“Looks pretty busy,” Lilith said.

“It’s a weekend,” I said.

Value Village smells sad, but I like it. It’s more melancholy
than anything else, not the miserable tang of a hospital or
old folks’ home.

“So do you have any idea of what you want here?” Lilith
asked.

“Some pants, and something for the opening.”

“I was having trouble with that yesterday. I found an outfit
that would be good for a normal hoity-toity art opening, but
that wasn’t right. What’s the performance gonna be like?
Music, or what?” Lilith shucked a bunch of dresses to the
side and pulled one out to look at it.

We were in the women’s section, and the time of reckoning
was now. “Um, ‘or what.’ ” I said.

Lilith looked at me, the impatience in her eyes suddenly
gone.

“I should have just asked you in the first place,” I began.

She started going through the dresses one by one. Click.
Click.



I looked up at the fluorescent lighting, exhaled. “You know
when I walked in on you when you were doing your . . . right
after Bruce left you that letter?”

She nodded, not looking up from the dresses.

“Well, I was thinking that—oh forget it. Oh my god, what was
I thinking, that’s—I’m an idiot.”

“What were you thinking?” Lilith said calmly.

At the cash, a baby was crying. I had had too much coffee
that morning, and the kid’s wail bore into my skull. “I’ll just
ask someone in a band.”

“How is that a performance unlike anything you’ve seen?”
Lilith said, back to looking at dresses. Click. Click.

“Shit. I don’t know. I’ll ask them to wear big hats or
something. I don’t know how I got myself into this.” I started
to pace.

“Big hats, huh?” Lilith said mockingly.

At the first sign that maybe she wasn’t furious it popped out
of my mouth. “Will you?”

Lilith was inspecting a lacy collar, and was silent. I would
have immediately retracted my absurd request if her face
hadn’t been so placid. As it was I let it hang there,



completely unsure if it was the calm before the storm or
whether she was actually considering it. Right when I was
about to crack and beg for forgiveness, she focused on me.

“You want me to perform my ritual of cleansing at the
opening?”

“Yeah,” I said. “But—”

She held up a hand. A few seconds later she pulled out a
deep purple full length velveteen evening gown. She smiled,
and then she frowned, then she smiled again. “Why would
people want to see that?”

“It’s fascinating! It’s beautiful!” I blurted. “The singing you do,
it’s—but I understand that if it’s, y’know, private.”

Lilith looked at me with hard eyes. She was still holding that
hideous purple dress. I looked around, and noticed a young
boy and his mother watching us. When I looked at them,
she took his hand quickly and marched away.

“Good choice of spot to ask me,” Lilith remarked. “Are we
breaking up, too?”

I covered my face. I was such a fuck-up. “Forget I ever—”

“I’ll do it,” Lilith said. “On the condition that I get to pick what
you wear for the opening.”



“You’ll do it?” I said. “Omigod that’s awesome!” I said,
sounding like my sister.

She held up the dress to my bosom. She had what could
only be described as a wicked grin. “You think that’s
awesome,” she said. “Wait ’til you see your outfit.”

Posted at 11:56am

JANUARY 15, 2004

All that fuss for nothing.

No one came.

“Eh,” Lionel was saying, finishing off another glass of wine.
“It’s no bother, love. S’not like there’s anything much to see,
anyway. Jussa few pictures.”

He was putting up a good face. My own face was tarted up
with a thick layer of makeup to match my velveteen gown,
which not only was as gaudy as hell but was also so tight I
had to move carefully lest it burst at the seams. I was near
tears, but the thought of running mascara kept me in check.

But Lionel knew it, and he gave me a little hug that was as
brief as it was comradely. Just then, someone came in.
Someone in a paper mask.



He waved at us and headed for the untouched snack table.
I didn’t recognize him from the back of his head, thought he
might be a homeless guy or someone from the mental
hospital down the way. Lionel shrugged and refilled his
glass from the box o’ wine, which he had to tip. At the time I
bought it, it had seemed amusingly crass. Now it just
seemed pathetic.

The guy in the mask was eating crackers and celery as he
approached us, in a circuitous, languorous manner. He was
cramming them under his mask, and one cracker fell. His
mask was a photo, but it was so crudely cut out that it took
me a few seconds to realize who the curly haired boy was,
to remember the gap-toothed smile beneath holes that
looked gouged.

The photo was the one of Ron that we’d found with the other
remnants from the photo studio. Ron’s voice confirmed that
he was, indeed, wearing a mask of himself as a 12-year-
old.

“I’m sorry, I’m obviously intruding on a private party,” Ron
said in between gnashes of celery.

“Ron, I asked you not to come,” Lionel said, rubbing his
eyes.

“Obviously, I wasn’t the only one you asked not to come,”
Ron shot back, indicating the empty room with a titter. “But



I’ve obviously interrupted something. Weren’t you just
cuddling up just now?” Ron pushed me, as if he wanted me
back in Lionel’s arms. My arm, where he pushed it, felt like
a slab of meat. “Don’t let me stop you, Lion, cuddle the
cow.”

“Now leave her out of this, Ron,” Lionel said, an edge to it.

The celery he had in his hand fell. I looked at the dollop of
sour cream. “Why not just push her down on the ground,”
Ron said, pushing me with surprising force. “And diddle
her?” I thought I was going to stay up but my heel snapped,
and I fell. I fell down to the fucking ground, and my dress
burst at the seam from the impact. “Cow tipping,” Ron
giggled, his body bouncing with energy.

I was stunned. I started to get angry.

“You shit!” Lionel said. “You little shit.” Ron just stood there
as Lionel ripped the photo-mask off, the string at the back
popping with the force. Underneath was the same goofy
smile that he had when he was 12, made creepy by his
bloodshot and tearing eyes.

Lionel was taken aback by his state, and Ron shook a
finger at me. “If it wasn’t for that bitch we would have had
this place ourselves,” he said hysterically. “We could have
had an opening that was worthy of your photographs,
instead of this . . . this embarrassment.”



All my anger leaked out of me and joined the sour cream on
the floor. I wanted to get up but I could feel that my dress
was likely to fall apart if I moved too much.

Ooop, sounds like people are arriving. Yeah, none of that
stuff happened, I was just in the mood for a little
masochistic fantasizing while I waited for people to get
here. Gotta go!

Posted at 9:10pm

JANUARY 16, 2004

My habit of imagining the very worst might be morbid, but it
means I’m almost always pleasantly surprised. The opening
of the Microgallery was no exception: it went smashingly,
swimmingly, and the rest. Hooray! and whew!

When I came out of my room after having excised my own
demons, Lilith was admiring Bruce’s handiwork in the
storefront window. We had tied the curtain to the side so
people could look at it inside as well as from the street.
“That one with the beard is great,” she said.

“It was an army commander, I think,” Bruce was saying. I
saw what they were looking at—the dolls in the Microgallery
looking at the photographs were done up in the hipster
uniforms of the moment. I laughed at the one with the big



beard, satchel and tiny mesh-backed baseball hat that had
“Flying J” drawn on it.

?Too perfect,” I said.

Lilith turned, then Bruce. I felt deer-in-the-headlights self-
conscious under their scrutiny of my gown and heels. She
smiled and nodded. Bruce looked back and fiddled with
something that didn’t need fiddling. “Wow, you’re . . . fancy,”
he said.

“I am the hostess,” I declared, stalking across the room to
get a cheezy. “I’m supposed to be fancy.” I crunched the
cheezy and stared defiantly at them.

A stranger came in. “Hello,” I said, drawing myself up.
“Welcome to the Microgallery,” I said, tilting my head in a
classy way.

“Well thank you very much,” the small, shaven-headed man
said. “Is Lionel here yet?”

“No, not yet,” I said, quite unconcernedly. I went over to look
at Bruce’s diorama again. “Stop fiddling.”

Bruce stopped. A few seconds later, he looked at me. “If I
had known it was going to be fancy, I would have worn my
suspenders.”

“Me too,” said the shaven-headed man. “I’ve had a pair of



spats I’ve been dying to wear.”

“They knew it was fancy,” I said, pointing to a pair of goth
dolls done up in black, arm in arm. “She brought her frilly
umbrella, and it’s not even rainy.”

“It’s a parasol for the sun,” Bruce said.

“Is that supposed to be Kira and William?” said the shaven-
headed man over my shoulder.

Bruce shrugged. “I don’t know any of their names. I just
have pictures I took at a few openings, I used those as a
starting point.”

“So you didn’t want to go with artsy stereotypes,” I said.

“I’m not a big fan of satire,” Bruce said.

“That guy with the Buddy Holly glasses is classic.”

“Those glasses were a pain,” he shook his head. “Boy dolls
never have glasses, just sunglasses. Never would have
tried to make them had I known what a pain they would turn
out to be.”

The shaven-headed guy was chewing on a carrot, looking
at the door. I almost told him that there might be time to go
home for his spats when Lionel walked in with Ron. Lionel
was hooting at something Ron was saying and waggling a



monster bottle of red. “Got some more, just in case, sorry
I’m late, oh hi Brian!” He rubbed the shaven head.

We were off after that. It’s funny sometimes, how the ball
starts rolling.

“I’m very impressed with what you’ve done with the place,”
Ron said to me a couple hours later, as we jostled for
position near the snack table. It had gotten busy all of a
sudden. “It was a bit of a fixer-upper.”

I shrugged. We had put a new coat of paint on the walls, but
it wasn’t that big a deal.

“And that’s a great look for you,” he said, eyeing me in a
caricature of lasciviousness.

“It’s kind of a joke,” I said, crunching on celery, trying to think
of an excuse to get away. I was still mad at him for pushing
me over in my fantasy.

“Lionel wore a police officer’s uniform once, for Pride,” he
said sotto voce. “It was a joke, too, but it was hot.”

I couldn’t help but smile. “So did you ever see that photo of
you? That we found here.”

“Yeah!” He said, grinning like a 12-year-old. “We just got it
framed! The framer wanted to touch it up, can you believe
that? To improve the colours, he said.” Ron snorted.



Lionel came up, caught the tail end, put an arm around
Ron’s neck. “We tried to explain that we liked how old and
washed out it looked.”

“And I said, ‘It looks more like me now, old and washed
out,’ and nothing—not a smile,” Ron said, folding his arms.

I nodded, wondering what part our photo played in them
getting back together but couldn’t quite bring myself to
probe. “So . . . decent turnout, huh?” I said. I looked around
at our crowded front room, nodding at the new arrivals I
knew.

Lionel grinned. “Did a great job, Kate, thanks. With the
posters and so on.”

“There’s a real buzz about the performance to come,” Ron
said. “Someone said it’s Mick Jagger.”

I looked at Lilith’s door. It was still closed. She’d gone in
there ten minutes ago. I looked around nervously, sipping
white wine (the red was gone) in the futile hope of getting a
buzz to drown out my hum of anxiety. There was Randy, the
flyer guy, talking to Tom. I wanted to know what Tom thought
of the guy with his hat in the diorama, but then the guy with
the shaven head who came early left, and I got anxious. I
wanted to tell him, everyone, to wait, there was a
performance coming . . .



I hoped.

“I think she’s gone to bed,” Bruce said at my elbow, trying a
smile.

“Well, I hope we’re not keeping her up with the noise out
here,” I said through clenched teeth.

Bruce took a sip of water. His other hand gripped an
industrial-strength flashlight. “She’s got me doing some
kind of lighting.”

Tom left.

“Fuck. Fuck. We’re haemorrhaging people here,” I said.

Bruce just took a sip of water. “Yep.” A second later he
said, “Looks like he’s just going out for a smoke.”

I rubbed my face and wondered why I came up with such
moronic ideas. I hated Lilith for making me wear this outfit
and then flaking out like this.

Then she came out. She wasn’t wearing anything special,
had no particular expression, and the small pile of things
she carried might as well have been laundry. But as usual,
she turned heads. I noticed the guy she’d invited from the
café give a wave, but she either ignored him or didn’t
notice.



She walked to the middle of the room, set her materials to
one side, and knelt on the floor. Taking a rock of what
looked like charcoal, she drew a perfect circle around her
on the linoleum, the raucous burble diminishing as if the
drawing was turning a volume knob.

When she filled in the pentagram, a few people chuckled
and laughed in recognition. “Awesome,” someone
murmured. But this died, too, slipped into nothing.

I don’t know when my anxiety died, at what point I stopped
wondering what people would make of it. Maybe I would
place it at the point where everyone held their breath in the
dark to hear the singing, and even the passing streetcar
clang seemed part of it. But even before that, as the
candles were lit, the glow was drawing me out of myself like
a reluctant spirit.

Even an hour after, with the lights on and only the lingering
smell of burned feathers, people were still subdued. Tom,
who had only gone out for a smoke and came back in as
Lilith was drawing the circle, was talking to Bruce about it. ?
At first, because I knew it was her place, I had this weird
impression that she was staking out territory.”

“Like she was pissed?” Bruce said.

“Well I hadn’t seen her for most of the night, so I thought
maybe Kate didn’t tell her about the party and she was



freaking about all the people.” He pulled at his beard as if
he was checking to see if it was fake. “Everyone was so
quiet, I thought she’d yelled at everyone when I was out.”

“Yeah, everything just falls apart when you leave,” I cracked.

He kept pulling at his beard. “It didn’t seem like
aperformance performance, you know what I mean? I’ve
seen plenty of actors-turned-artists performance art kind of
things, and it definitely didn’t have that vibe.”

Bruce nodded emphatically, bit his lip.

“It’s real, is the thing,” I said in a quiet voice. “It’s a ritual she
does. A cleansing ritual, she calls it.”

“So have you seen her do it before?” Bruce asked

“Yeah,” I said, not wanting to give specifics. “Not the whole
thing, though. And it was different. She didn’t use blood.” I
looked over at Lilith, who was talking to That Beautiful Boy
and Ron. Her hands were still stained reddish. “I would
have thought that would have been more disturbing, if you
had described it to me.”

“It was calming,” Bruce said. I noticed he still had the
flashlight in his hand. “I didn’t know where to put it,” he said,
shrugging.

“Give it to me,” I said, taking it from him.



“So you were doing the light stuff, that was good,” Tom
said.

“Did it kind of look like flames?” Bruce said, as I was
leaving to put the flashlight away. “I was trying to make it
work with the candlelight. I’ve done a fair amount of
shadowplay . . .”

In the kitchen there were a few people I didn’t know. “The
singing was pretty rad,” said a young girl with bleached
blond hair and a multicoloured studded bracelet. “Do you
think it was a made up language like Sigur Ros?”

I put the flashlight back in a cupboard and pretended like I
wasn’t listening.

“Maybe, sort of sounded Arabic, though,” her chubby friend
said. “Do you know?”

I was filling a glass with water. “Pardon?”

“What language she was singing in?”

“I’m pretty sure it was the High Tongue,” I said as I left.

Lilith and That Beautiful Boy were talking alone. It was like
they had a subtle charm that repelled everyone else, but as
her roommate I was immune. I marched right up.



“I’m Kate,” I said, thrusting forth my hand to him.

“I’m Michael,” he said, shaking. “Lilith was just saying that
you convinced her to do that.”

“Yup.” I said. Michael had blond hair and very pale blue
eyes that were focused on Lilith. I felt the repel-charm
working on me, so I said quickly, “Lilith, what language is it
that you sang in? These two kids in the kitchen were
wondering.”

“It’s Enochian,” she said.

“Estonian?” Michael said. “Are your parents Estonian?”

“Enochian,” she repeated, patiently. “And yeah, my parents
taught me.” She glanced at me for a second. “I’m not
terribly fluent in it, but I know the nineteen calls really well.”

“Well, I’ve never heard anyone throw their voice like that,”
he said, still staring at her adoringly. “It was coming from
everywhere at once. It was totally unearthly.”

“Thanks,” she said, rubbing her dice bracelet a little
anxiously.

Another tall guy said something to Michael, and they turned
away.

“Still getting nothing on TBB?” I said, tilting my head at



Michael.

“Nothing,” she said, her eyes wide.

“It’s pretty obvious, though,” I said with a grin.

“Is it?” she said, her brows beetling.

I laughed. It was so good to see Lilith unsure. I left them and
rejoined Bruce, who was talking intently with Randy, who
seemed unaware that there was a head attached to my
body.

“This is Kate, she put this together,” Bruce said.

“I know Randy, I brought him the poster,” I said.

“Oh yeah!” he said, blinking. “I didn’t recognize you all
dressed up like that,” he said. “You should dress like this
more often,” he said, looking at my tits again.

“Hey, tell me something, Randy,” I said, focusing my
irritation into something tangible. “What was the deal with
you changing my typeface on the poster?”

“Aaah. I hate that font, it’s so busy!” he said, making
movements with his hands to indicate said busyness. “No
charge.”

“Yeah, no charge,” I said. “But you shouldn’t change the



artwork that people give you!” I looked at Bruce for support,
but he just grinned.

“I know, I know, it just bugged me,” Randy said, scratching
his shoulder. He had a pack of smokes rolled up in there,
and he took it out. “Did you see them around, the posters?”

“Yeah yeah, I saw them around,” I said reluctantly. Since he
was no longer talking to my boobs, I let curiosity get the
best of me. “Why did you put that one in the market so
friggin’ high?”

“It’s my thing,” he shrugged. He was tapping his cigarettes
in their pack, the preliminary move of a smoker feeling out
the crowd.

“But you couldn’t even read it,” I said. “How do you get them
up there anyway?”

He’d pulled out a cigarette, let it hang from his smirk.
“Secret.” He was patting his jeans for his lighter now, the
final act of the little playlet. In his case, it was going to be a
tragedy.

When he got out his zippo, I said “Take that outside,
buster.” He rolled his eyes and slunk outside.

“Buster,” Bruce said with approval, nodding.

“Yep,” I said, surveying the crowd. It was thinning. “I like to



be mean to boys, you know. He can take it, ol’ Mr.
Rockabilly-gonna-stare-atcher-tits guy.”

“Was that his name?” Bruce said, running his hand through
his hair. It was getting really long. “You used to be mean to
me. Meaner.” He made his voice sound forlorn.

“Yeah.” I shrugged. “I guess I got to know you. It isn’t as fun
then.”

“You stopped thinking about me as an object, huh?”

“Something like that.” I went to chat to a few other people. A
few hours later, it was over, and I slept better than I had in
months.

When I finally got up, I went to the front room in my pajamas.
Between the sheets hanging in front of the window a few
shafts of light slipped by, on a mission to turn dust motes
golden. The charcoal pentagram was still there, just slightly
smeared in one place, a sprinkling of wax here and there
around it.

Posted at 11:45am

Things are afoot.

Soon as I wrote the above I ran into Lilith heading for the



bathroom. I was all wired on coffee and was like “That was
so great last night wanna go grab some breakfast?”

She leaned back into her room and said, “D’ya wanna?”

“Breakfast? Sure!” a male voice responded.

When I realized she had company, I shook my head like
crazy, but it was too late. “TBB?” I whispered.

Her grin was a funny animal, hiding and cavorting.

We started out walking not knowing where we were going,
but the cold took care of that quick. Indecisive people don’t
survive Canadian winters; it’s an evolutionary matter. The
two of them walked together arm in arm, he in his greatcoat
and she in her earmuffs. I walked ahead, setting the pace
like an impatient child.

I was going to morning-after breakfast, and I didn’t even get
to have sex.

We chose a table near the window. It was a bit dark, but at
least it didn’t smell like beer. There are two kinds of bar-
restaurants: the ones that smell like beer in the morning and
those that don’t. I personally think that if it does, that you
should have your breakfast-serving license revoked: your
allegiance is as clear as if you were flying a BEER flag.
Unless you figure a way to make it smell like breakfast in
the evening.



“I always forget I like this place for the patio,” Lilith said,
unwinding her scarf.

It was a pretty painless affair, considering. Michael is a very
inquisitive guy, which was good because Lilith was running
on her usual (if group >2 then be silent) programming. She
got more involved when we started talking about the ritual.

“Yeah, you really stole the show,” I said. “Luckily, Lionel isn’t
half as prima donna as the brats I usually put up with at the
gallery.”

“Was he the guy with the wicked accent?” Michael asked,
pointing a piece of toast at me.

“Isn’t it though?” I said. “I swear, that voice does things to
me. I won’t go into detail, but . . .”

Lilith whewed. Michael laughed, a high hooty laugh that’s
totally alarming at first, but that I was already used to.

“A friend of mine has a band called The Dark Arts, they’re a
power metal band?” Michael talked in questions. “He would
totally kill to have you do what you did last night before one
of their shows.”

I looked at Lilith, wondering how she’d react. I admit that
ever since this morning I’d been thinking about whether
she’d do it again.



She tilted her head to one side.

“Is it one of those ironic metal bands?” I said.

“No, that’s the thing!” Michael said. “They have this really
big following of people who just love, like, power metal. I
would say half of them are kind of old? And about half are
these young gothy kinda kids?”

“Huh,” said Lilith.

“How did you feel about it last night?” I said, sopping up my
eggs.

Lilith set her coffee cup down. “It was . . . powerful.” She
looked at me intensely, and then at Michael.

“Like, did you feel . . . weird . . . doing it for people?”

“Um . . . no.” She took a sip, and I thought that was it, but
then she went on. “It felt good. Usually I don’t like people
staring at me, like in the street and stuff? But it was like . . .
that energy wasn’t just going into me, it was going out, too.
Going through.”

“Like you were some kinda channel?” Michael said, leaning
his head on one hand. I noticed he’d already finished his
breakfast, and we were barely half done. “I’ve felt that
before on stage. Like it’s supposed to be all about you?



But it’s just as much about the audience.”

The waitress came by to see if we were OK, and we were.

“It felt good to do it in public,” Lilith said all at once, with a
big smile. “It’s been a big part of my life for a long time, and
I’ve never felt ashamed about it, but I was pretty amazed
that people—liked it.”

“It’s like you can’t take your eyes away!” Michael said,
looking to me.

“It’s very compelling,” I said.

“Compelling, yeah,” Michael said, snapping his fingers.

“And it’s creepy and disturbing, too,” I added tentatively.
Michael nodded, but less vigorously.

She grinned, that flash that was gone as soon as it was
there, a knife quickly sheathed. “I’m glad people see that
part of me. All they see, otherwise, is the surface. When
people are checking me out, and staring and stuff, it’s not
the looking I mind,” she said, looking off somewhere. “It’s
what they’re not seeing that bothers me. That they imagine
I’m just one thing. They’ve written this part for me in their
mind before I’ve even said anything.”

Michael was just looking at her and nodding, rubbing his
chin as if he was trying to assimilate that. I appreciated that



he wasn’t saying anything. Men are always filling perfectly
good silence with their jibber-jabber and wisecracks.

Still, it was a little too quiet, and Lilith seemed a little too
burdened by her own beauty. “Didn’t have to worry about
that last night, darlin’,” I drawled. “They were all lookin’ at
yours truly.”

She perked up. “Didn’t Kate look great?”

“She did! I sort of thought she always dressed that
glamourous.”

“She should,” Lilith said. “She has a nice figure.” She
stopped there, not blabbing that it had all been her idea.

I humphed, but part of me was idiotically pleased that I had
fooled people into thinking I was attractive. I’d forgotten
what it was like to run that swindle—that con both scary and
exhilarating.

Posted at 3:25pm

FEBRUARY 3, 2004

February had turned the laundry line into a deadly weapon.

When I expressed curiosity about it, Bruce opened the



window rather than respond. I leaned out the window a bit,
bracing my knees on the windowsill, and saw that like the
rest of the city the line connecting Bruce with his pal across
the way was now coated with silver treachery. Icicles
dipped from it, at one point even connecting the upper part
to the lower part.

I hate ice. I gave the wheel a petulant little shove and a rain
of icicles fell into the street. I pulled my head back into the
room as the icicles snapped! on the pavement, and I
braced myself for a string of curses that never came. I
looked at Bruce guiltily, and he smiled, pecking at his
computer. “I’ve resisted doing that for days,” he said,
nodding to a slingshot hanging on the wall. “Just use that if
you want to finish them off.”

“I wasn’t trying to hit anyone. The ice just was bugging me . .
. all cool and beautiful and stuff.”

“You hate ice, too?” Bruce said, turning towards me. “I don’t
mind winter, but ice! I can’t walk anywhere without thinking
about walking safely, which defeats the purpose of walking
to zone out.” He started some music on his computer.

He turned to face me, hands on his knees. “Still want to do
it?”

“Yeah, already,” I said. That was like the third time he’d
asked.



He rooted in a drawer that had a staplegun and a few loose
condoms. I was too close to really pretend not to notice, so I
said, “Nice combo.”

He had located the box of hair dye. “Never thought about
that,” he said with a smile. He found the scissors and gave
them a test snip. He closed the condom/sharp objects
drawer. “Haven’t looked at those for a while. I’m kind of
scared they’re past the due date.”

“Condoms have due dates?”

He nodded. “Five years or so.”

“Wow, that’s better than Twinkies.”

He nodded.

“What about the hooker in the high-class hotel?” I said,
determined not to let an embarrassing silence reign.

“It was a six-pack.” He grabbed a towel and put it around
his neck.

I picked up the scissors, adopted a hairdresser tone. “Well,
hon, you better start shopping for the econo-size, ’cause
after we’re done here you’re gonna need it.”

Barely a smile.



I started snipping away, enjoying the poppy music and
trying to decide if I wanted to hear about Bruce’s troubles.
“Did you wash your hair?” I asked, hoping to antagonize
him.

“Yeah. Last night. I got greasy hair.”

“Ah, it’s not bad. I’m the same.” I thought about mentioning
that his face seemed a lot better recently, acne-wise, but I
decided against it.

A few snips later I noticed that there was a popping coming
from somewhere. At first I thought it might be something
cooking in the kitchen, but then I realized what it was.
“Freezing rain,” I said, gritting my teeth and combing out a
knot from his hair. “If there’s anything worse than ice, it’s ice
that flies. Fuck fuck fuck.”

I kept snipping, trying not to think about how I could have
gotten home by now if I hadn’t convinced Bruce to let me
cut his hair before he dyed it.

“You should have gone home,” he said in a monotone.

“Well, you’ll have to entertain me ’til it stops.”

He shrugged.

“You can start any time now,” I said, turning his head
towards the window with a firm twist. When he remained



silent for a few more seconds, I said, “Spill.”

“You don’t want to know, Kate.” He would have put his head
in his hands but I pulled his head straight.

It was my turn to be silent, my hands busy.

“You’ll think I’m an idiot.”

I waited. He sighed and got up, walked over to a bookshelf
and took out a comic book. “When I was a teenager, this
was my favourite comic. I had a crush on her.” On the cover
was a blond vixen in a cross-legged hover above a
pentagram. She was grinning evilly, her t-shirt in tatters—a
succubus if there ever was one.

“I was totally over Lilith. It was dead. And then that thing she
did brought it back, and worse.” He looked me in the eye,
not his usual evasive glance, and I felt pity and irritation
battle it out for control of my face. Pity won; having half his
hair on the towel around his neck tipped the balance.

“Siddown,” I said, and resumed my haircutting. “First of all,
that chick is blond, so it’s totally different.” I carefully clipped
along his hairline. “Secondly, Lilith never hovers in public.” I
wiped the scissors off. “Thirdly, I don’t think you’re an idiot. I
never thought you were an idiot. I mean, I’ve been
harbouring a crush for months for a . . . a guy I could never
have . . .” I stopped short, not wanting to saygay as to give
away who it was.



“Who’s gay,” Bruce said, trying not to smile.

“Maaaybe,” I said, giving it away entirely. “Anyway, I know
from unrequitable, bub. It’s just that being hot for Lilith is so
very normal. Boring, even.”

He looked at the box in his hand. “Dying my hair blond’s
pretty boring, but you were for that.”

That was a good point. I listened to the ice patter for a
second. “Well, I guess it seemed unusual for you.
Regardless: it’s always pretty pointless to pursue Lilith.
Especially futile when she’s boinging a new boy.”

Bruce winced. A few seconds later he recovered. “Do they
actually make a boinging sound?”

“Hon,” I said. “You don’t wanna know what I hear.”

“Is it that blond surfer-lookin’ dude?” he asked. “At the
opening?”

“That’s right. Michael. Ex-snowboarder.” I snipped away for
a bit before he responded by frisbeeing the box of blond
hair dye in the general direction of the dresser.

“Ah, c’mon,” I said.

“Fuck no. I’d seem like some sick parody of him or



something.” He shook his head.

“OK, OK,” I said, “Stop with the shaking already.” I gripped
his hair in my hand.

“Ow,” he said. “You’re really getting into the tough
hairdresser role.”

“Yep, just get into it, and it’s over.” I turned him this way and
that, made sure his sideburns were lined up. “We’re done
here.” I balled up the towel and handed it to him.

“Thanks.” He sat still for a second and then said, “I saw the
two of them talking together at the opening. I wonder if I was
subconsciously trying to be like him . . .” He got up and
headed to the washroom, scratching his head.

I got bored watching the ice pelt after a few seconds, so I
poked around, considered taking the comic out of its
plastic bag, decided against it, and ended up looking at the
monitor. He had some eBay transaction going on, and I
noticed in the favourites bar of the browser there was a
button marked k’s blog.

My heart jumped a little. My respect for his privacy lasted
about ten seconds, but it was long enough. By the time my
anxiety had ratcheted out my hand to the mouse, I heard
him coming back and quickly retracted it.

“Looks great! Thanks,” Bruce said. He saw me looking at



the monitor. “Wanna check your e-mail?”

I shook my head. “What’s the eBay stuff?”

“Oh, I buy board games off the ’net,” he shrugged
sheepishly. “Actually, I should show you . . .”

He turned away and opened a cupboard in his bookshelf.

“So you look at blogs much?” I said, trying to feel out how
much he knew. If he read this blog it would explain how he
knew about Lionel.

He pulled out a box, his back to me so I couldn’t see his
reaction. “Not all that much. There’s one I look at a lot.”

“Oh yeah?” I said.

“My friend Kevin has a blog on obscure Eurotrash movies.”
He turned around and showed me the box, which featured a
castle. “Have you seen this before?”

So the K was for Kevin. I shook my head, smiling. I was
relieved but also a little sheepish to have thought that Bruce
was stalking me on the Internet.

“Let’s play it,” I said. “That shit out there isn’t letting up any
time soon.”

“My older brother had this game when I was a kid,” he said,



pulling out a board and a bag of plastic pieces. “Do you
want to play here or on the kitchen table?”

I was already sitting on the bed, and I was a little worried
about the state of his kitchen, so I patted the futon. He
hunkered down cross-legged and poured out the plastic
moulded castles and cathedrals. The small pile was a
ruined city.

“I saw a wooden version of this at this game store, one of
those fancy, bachelor party kind of game stores?” Bruce
said. “It was like, $50. I checked out eBay when I got home,
and someone was selling the original for $10.”

“Score.”

“Yeah, postage ended up being another $15, though, and
one of the pieces is missing.” He held up a red die. “This is
a house.”

“Gottit.”

We played for an hour. It was kind of like Tetris, but with
castles. And two players. Around the time I’d had enough,
the vicious ice-sleet had stopped.

Bruce walked me to the door. I glared at the winter outside
as I wrapped my fabulous purple scarf around my neck. My
grandma had made it for me as an ungrateful teenager,
and I hadn’t appreciated its handmade glory until my late



twenties.

He rubbed his head. “Wow, I can really feel the cold now.”

“You’re not complaining, are you?” I said, giving him an
ominous look.

He grinned. “No. Just saying.”

“ ’Cause I never woulda suggested a haircut, except that
you said you were gonna dye your hair—”

“Thanks, Kate.”

I nodded and stepped off the porch.

“For putting up with my stupid crush,” he added.

“It wasn’t charity,” I said. I turned around at the gate. “You
should do something with that feeling, you know. It’s better
than twisting in the wind. Make something, you’re an artist.”

I looked back and he was nodding, shrugging.

I hardly ever give people advice. Too much responsibility
and not enough glory. But if he churns out the Great
Canadian Novel or a cinematic masterpiece or something,
blog readers take note: I deserve full credit for it. It’s
documented now.



Posted at 10:15pm

FEBRUARY 15, 2004

Laptops are a fucking scam. Their whole selling point is
their potential mobility, but truth be told, mine stays on my
desk 90% of the time. I can access this blog through the
computer at work, and I can’t be bothered lugging the thing
back and forth—never mind the worry about it getting stolen
or damaged along the way. This is the exception—I’m
typing on it in a café, waiting for Jake to show up.

The waitress just came by and gave me a refill. She made
some comment that it was great that I could work wherever I
wanted. I shrugged and smiled. She told me that Don
McKellar sometimes came there and worked on his scripts.
I told her I was just journaling, nothing important.

She gave my machine one last longing look and left, and I
felt like yelling after her: don’t! Don’t spend a week’s
income on potential mobility, get a desktop machine and
go on a trip and experience real mobility! But I realized that
I’m a living marketing ploy . . . sipping coffee in a café,
looking out the window at the flakes of snow just starting to
fall. I’m being creative and productive, diligent yet leisurely
at the same time.



Jake will make fun of my laptop journaling. He’s the one guy
I miss from my old job at the magazine: he was the second-
in-command graphic designer, still is. I thought I’d see him
a lot, but the time he doesn’t spend fixing the senior
designer’s mistakes at work he spends with his kids at
home.

He has four kids, had the first pair of twins when he was 21.
He’s in his late thirties, so when I was working with him,
they actually became teenagers. It kind of blew my mind at
the time. Someone basically my age with fucking
teenagers! And Jake was—isgoof. Meanwhile, the senior
designer was this super-serious dude with glasses and
cardigans who seemed like a dad despite being 25 at the
time.

Back then I was obsessed with comics (still am, really, just
can’t afford them) and I came up with a script about how
Jake and the senior designer had had their lives switched.
Jake was supposed to draw it, but kept procrastinating—it
irritated the hell out of me that he could work 18 hours
straight for the stupid job but couldn’t do non-job projects to
save his life. Then I got drunk at the Christmas party and
told the senior designer about it, and he got real uptight.
That was pretty much the end of that.

When I think about it, it’s got similarities to this project.
Writing about people’s eccentricities. Making the private
public. Beyond the fascination with the endless oddity of



people, I guess I think there’s something important about
wearing your ugly on the outside. Healing, even.

Jake’s here.

Posted at 1:10pm

The goatee was gone.

“Well, hello there—” I stopped at babyface when I saw the
wrinkles. Jake looked older without his goatee. And his
smile looked different.

“Gum,” he said sitting down as I put my laptop away.
“Janice and I had a bubble blowing contest. She still won.”

“And the goatee lost,” I said, amazed.

“Yeah, I was like an hour, you know, with the razor trying to
just get off the gum. But it ended up all patchy.” He
shrugged. “I’m amazed they even let me in here,” he said
looking around the café. “I don’t have my beatnik goatee, I
don’t have a laptop.” He mocked spastic typing. “I mean,
what am I even doing here?” He started pulling at his
temples, showed me his greys. “When it comes in now it’ll
be a grey grandfatherly flowing beard.”

“It’s like you’re a father of teenagers or something,” I said.



“Do your kids like it?”

He shook his head. “They’re 17. They hate everything.”

“17. My god.” I shook my head. “You’ll need a grandfatherly
beard soon, if your kids are anything like you.”

As he sat there glumly, nodding, I marvelled at how small
his chin was. I had no idea! It was barely there!

“Sorry I didn’t make your Minigallery thing, we were in
production,” he said, waving his hand in the air to indicate
the craziness of getting a new issue out the door. “Sounds
like I missed one hell of a show: literally, ha ha.”

“Hell. That’s good.” I pointed at him. “You haven’t lost your
touch.” I’d sent out a description of the show and the ritual
to my e-mail list, pointing to a few pictures on the web that
Bruce put up.

“Where’d you find this character, anyway?” he said, rapping
out a tune on the table.

“She’s my roommate.”

This got a yelp of laughter from him.

As I was explaining how it came to be, the waitress came
over. Jake held his hand over his chin and said in a deep
quiet voice. “I’d like a frappé latte with organic chocolate



sprinkles, please.”

“He’ll have a cup of joe,” I said to the waitress’s befuddled
look. “Sorry he’s a dick.”

He squeaked indignantly at me as she walked away.

“Do you really never go to cafés?” I asked to shut him up.

“I never have any time. Never. Some of us have the leisure
to open new galleries between plotting the demonic
enslavement of Toronto. Really, what do you get for
collaborating with the devil—a horde of zombies to do your
evil bidding?”

I sipped my coffee and smiled sweetly. “A medium-sized
horde, plus Scarborough.”

“Mistress Kate, sovereign ruler of the domains of
Scarborough. You could send your zombies into Pickering,
and annex that.”

I nodded. “That’s the plan. Then we’ll have the nuclear
power plant. It’ll be a horde of mutant zombies, then.”

He giggled. “There’ll be no stopping you.” The waitress
came by with his coffee. He apologized for being silly
before, and she shrugged it off. “It’s just that I don’t feel
entitled to be here without my goatee,” he said to her back.



“Stop flirting,” I said.

“I wasn’t flirting,” he said. “So the kids like this satanic stuff?
People got into it?”

“Yeah!” I said. There was no point in trying to explain why it
wasn’t satanic, exactly, when I didn’t even know. “She’s
gonna be opening for this band next week.”

He laughed. “That’s crazy. Kids today.”

“I’d say you should go, but I know better.”

He shook his head. “I can’t remember the last time I saw a
band. Pavement, I think, years and years ago. I shouldn’t be
here now, even, I should work through my break and go
home early. You’re stealing time from my children.”

I rolled my eyes at his exaggeration but some guilt must
have shown on my face.

“Naw,” he waved it off. “Naw, they don’t want to spend time
with me any more. I’m their weirdo embarrassing father.
Ah,” he sighed. “They used to like me.”

“They’ll like you again. It’ll be like me and my dad. I used to
hate the crap out of him. Weren’t you like that with your
dad?”

“I still hate him, I guess that’s the problem. But he’s a prick.”



He shrugged.

“My demoness roommate met my parents, actually. That
was kind of funny. Brought her home for Hanukkah.”

“Oh yeah?” he said. He was done with his coffee. “They
didn’t cast her out?”

“Well, they didn’t know about that stuff. I just told them she
wasn’t Jewish.” I remembered her eyes, the fire dancing in
their liquid. “She actually really got into the candle lighting.
It’s the ritual of it. That’s what’s so appealing about her
thing, why people like it. It obviously soothes her, and it’s
contagious.”

“But it’s evil. You’re playing with dark forces.” He looked
earnest, even though he wasn’t.

I grinned and shrugged. “She’s the one doing it.”

“Yeah, but you’re like—her manager. You’re damned, too.”

Ignoring the damned part, I nodded. “I am kind of like her
manager. And that e-mail I sent you? I had two people
respond to that and say we should come and do it in their
town. A gallery in Scranton, Pennsylvania, and this guy who
works at a bar in Montreal. I know people in these galleries
in New York and Chicago as well—just through e-mail—but
I bet I could put together a little tour.”



“A tour?” He laughed. “You’re insane. I love it, Kate.
Spreading your demonic filth across the nation.”

“It’s not filth,” I said. “It’s art. She made it up, I think, so it’s
like folk art.”

“Tell it to St. Peter.”

“I wonder if Lilith would go for it,” I said, half to myself.

He laughed again. “I love when you get all schemey, Kate. It
reminds me of when you were trying to get that tourism-in-
your-own-city issue off the ground.”

I ground my teeth, the rancour as fresh as if it’d happened
yesterday. “If that jackass didn’t want us to do it, why the hell
lead us up the garden path . . .?” We had writers for it, a
cover design, and I’d even convinced marketing it was a
good idea.

Jake had put in a lot of time on it too, but he just barked a
bitter laugh.

“Difference here is,” I said, “is that I don’t have some joker
waiting to pull the plug on it.”

“Other than God Almighty!” said Jake. “Fuck, no boss. I can
only dream of that.”

“My pal Bruce works freelance, makes enough with one



client to get by,” I said. “I didn’t even know what he did for
money the first month I knew him.”

“Why do I think that Bruce doesn’t have four hungry maws to
pour food into?”

I conceded the point and abandoned the debate. Jake was
convinced he needed to be in the job, and even though I felt
he played the kid card too often, I didn’t have the heart to
call him on it.

A while later he had to go back to work. “I’m going to stay
here,” I said, getting out my laptop.

“You’re just going to spend the whole day at the café,” he
said, making the typing mock again.

I nodded. “I work three, four days a week now, not six. I can
do this kind of . . . thing.” I posed with my coffee and stared
out the window.

He looked sad, and I felt bad about rubbing it in. I relented a
bit. “Your kids are almost grown, you freak. When they’re
gone . . .” I shrugged.

“That’s true. That’s true.” He waved and left. I watched him
walk by the windows, his hands in his pockets, head down,
his breath coming out in thin ice-fog tendrils. No more or
less trapped than I ever knew him to be.



Posted at 3:03pm

FEBRUARY 25, 2004

“That was fucking awesome,” a guy with face tattoos said
as we walked out of the bar. He was squatting against the
wall, smoking around a massive grin. “Awesome!” He
punched the air with the devil-horn salute. His friend had a
Fu-Manchu moustache, and bowed his head, his hand at
his breast. “My liege.”

Lilith nodded to them and kept walking, Bruce and I were
close behind.

That display was only the topper on an evening of glory.
“Now you know how rockstars feel,” I said.

“Our blood is yours!” The tattoo guy howled, back at the
club.

Lilith smiled at this, shook her head at me. “It’s kind of
different. Musicians make their own music . . . I’m just a
vessel. Or a conduit.”

I looked at Bruce to see his reaction to this. He looked
blankly back at me, adjusting his green backpack. It was
probably heavy, with all the ritual apparatus.



“I dunno, Lil,” I said. “You make a lot of it up. Those
Hanukkah candles were new this time.”

Her hair whipped around with her head. “Oh, you noticed
that?”

“Sure I noticed. Why did you have them all tied up in a
bunch like that?” We turned off of Spadina and headed into
the Market along a quiet residential street.

“Certain colours had to be together in a certain cluster,” she
said.

“How do you know which colours?” I asked.

She shrugged. “Same way I know the odds. I just know.
Like you know what your name is, or if you’re cold or hot. I
mean, there’s all sorts of things I can do with the ritual, ways
I can make it more powerful, but it has to be integrated into
the whole properly.”

I considered this as we crossed Augusta, the markets all
boarded up. I leapt over a slush puddle and looked back to
see how Bruce would do. But Bruce wasn’t there.

“Where’s our roadie?” I said, and he stood up from behind
a small mountain of produce boxes and trotted over. He
had something in his hand. After he’d joined us I took it. It
was a small piece of cardboard that read T&A Naked
Lettuce. I snorted at it.



Bruce put his exacto-knife away and when I handed him the
cardboard back, that also went into the backpack. “I collect
produce boxes. Uh, the logos, anyway.”

“Why?” asked Lilith.

“The design is really strange,” he said.

I pointed to another stack of boxes left out for the garbage.
“There’s some more.” One of them had a line-drawing of a
kid on it. “Andy Boy,” I read.

“Yeah, I’ve got all of those. I had T&A, too, but I traded it
recently so I wanted to get another one. Anyway, I really like
the design of the logos. They’re kind of trapped in a time
warp, most of them look like they were made in the ’50s or
’60s. It’s kind of weird that they have any logo at all, since
it’s not something the public sees.”

We walked by Laedi Coffee and it reminded me of
Michael. “So did Michael stick around with his friends in the
band?”

“Yeah,” she nodded. “He wanted to help them load their
equipment, but they weren’t ready to go yet.”

The last time I’d seen the viking of a lead singer, he was
wandering around with two beers in each hand,
complaining that he couldn’t get a pitcher. “They were pretty



intense, that band. Eh, Bruce?” I said, trying to draw him in.
He was trailing behind us since there was too much
garbage on the curb to walk three astride.

“Yeah,” he said. “I saw them open for the Deadly Snakes
before, but they were better tonight. They were really sloppy
and jokey then. The lead singer was really straight-up but
the main guitarist smirked through the whole thing. The new
guy is way better.”

“I was worried people wouldn’t shut up, at first,” I said.
“There was this jackass who was like yack yack yacking to
the bartender, trying to pick her up.”

We stopped at the main street, and a car threw up a wash
of dirty gutter slush that missed us by a foot or so. I noticed
that someone had rearranged the Kromer Radio sign
again. NEW ANAL STEROIDS! it proclaimed. The
rearrangements always seemed to have a homoerotic
theme, but it was hard to tell if it was teenage boys or queer
activists behind it.

“People don’t have to listen,” Lilith said. There was a
pause. “It’s nice when they do, though.”

And they certainly did listen, tonight. Beyond the kids out in
front of the bar swearing undying fidelity, a middle-aged guy
in a jean jacket had come up after the set to say, in a
curiously somber way, “I like what I saw tonight.”



After he left, one of the band guys identified him as the
booker. “He usually doesn’t like anything other than big bar
sales, so that’s high praise indeed. A lot of bands in this
city would give their left nut to hear that.”

I looked at Lilith as we crossed Bathurst. She wasn’t giving
anyone her left nut, and in some ways I felt I was more
excited about her success tonight than she was. I guess
because it was seeing that her ritual was fascinating to
more than just me or even a handful of artists—I guess it
was a pride of discovery.

As we passed Balloon King I slowed down. I peered in the
dark window at the masks. “Oooh,” I said. “Look at that
creepy parrot mask.”

As I looked, Lilith said to Bruce, “I really liked the
silhouettes you brought today.” I pretended to look in the
window, but really I was watching the two of them in the
reflection.

“Thanks . . . I’m glad you, I’m glad it didn’t seem—thanks.”
Bruce’s head jerked in a nod.

“They were . . . evocative. Just ominous shapes, not—I
don’t know, devil heads or something.” She tossed her hair.
I was watching them as if they were shadow puppets.

“It was Kate’s idea, mostly.”



I snapped back into the conversation. “Liar.” I marched on
and the others followed me.

“When you told me I should do something, the day you cut
my hair.”

I shrugged, kept walking ahead of them, let them chat. I
thought about how I felt when I saw Bruce’s shadows flit
over Lilith’s body, never her face, first like water and then
like flame. The lighting was so much better than at the
gallery, and I caught a glimpse of Bruce’s face. I was
worried that it would be fraught with the pain of this strange
devotion, but instead there was a focus and a peace that I’d
never seen there before.

“I heard Michael play his synthesizer. I know it sounds
cheesy, but it’s not like ’80s synth stuff. He’s a trained
pianist,” Lilith was saying. “It really surprised me, because
he’s a really upbeat guy, and his music is so melancholy.”

“Does it sound organy?” Bruce was saying, his face
carefully blank.

“Space-organy,” she said. “We’ve been doing some
harmonizing together. I wanted him to play tonight, but he
wouldn’t, he didn’t want to take away from his friend’s
show.”

“Huh,” Bruce said.



“Maybe next time,” she said.

At that, I whirled around. “You know what we should do?”

“Get some food?” said Bruce. I didn’t blame him. Often my
revelations involve food.

“That would be good,” Lilith said.

“OK,” I said. “But you know what else we should do?”

They shook their heads.

“We should take this show on the road!”

They both stared at me as if not sure if I was fish or fowl.

“You saw how well it went tonight. I sent out an e-mail about
the Microgallery show describing how it went, and a couple
of people totally wanted us to come and do it there. Nuance
in New York, another small gallery in Chicago . . . since
Michael might be part of it, all four of us could get into the
car and just do a tour!”

I wasn’t watching where I was going, and I stepped into a
pool of icy, icy slush. “Fuck fuck fuck,” I said, kicking my
sneaker against a building. “This shitty shitty weather will be
gone soon, and then it’ll be spring. A road trip in the spring!
Whattaya say, gang?” I was walking backwards at this
point, my shoe squelching.



“Can we eat first?” Bruce said, pointing at a place.

I frowned. “That wasn’t the answer I was hoping for,” I said
as we went into the small takeout restaurant. Bruce went up
to order, and I sat down at one of the booths with Lilith.

“I . . . like that idea,” she said after a few seconds looking at
me. “But how would we set up a tour—”

I was pointing to myself. “I am the how person. I’ll set it up.
I’ll be the logistics person. I can drive, too, so I won’t be
dead weight on the road either.”

Lilith was nodding.

Bruce had ordered. He stood at the table with a funny look
on his face. “You’re not dead weight—”

“Thank you,” I said, bugged that he had had to say it for
Lilith.

Lilith went to the counter, and Bruce sat down. “Have you
heard the expression ‘ye shall have no truck with demons’?”
he said.

I had, maybe from a fantasy movie of some sort.

“You could call your vehicle Truck with Demons.” He
shrugged, a shamefaced smile flickering.



I grinned. “You mean we could call our vehicle, right?”

He looked at Lilith, and down at the table, and back to me,
his lip twisted. “Dunno. If that’s such a good idea.”

“I’ll have the lamb,” Lilith said to the counterman.

Posted at 1:33pm

MARCH 17, 2004

Ever since I was young, my journals have been dropped
when real life came along. I am a faithless friend to my dear
diary, after pouring into her ear my anxieties and concerns
and the minutiae of my unexciting life. And it’s so sudden,
too—witness the last lines of my final entry in grade 11:

I know for a fact that Chloe is the better candidate. It’s not
just her marks: her ability to mix with all social classes
marks her as a Leader. She can talk to her fellow girls on
the gymnastics team or to lowly yearbook nerds like me.
Boys, even, and not in that fakey, hair-tossing way.

Oh, I hope I don’t let her down. I can’t believe she asked
me to write her speech. I’ve got to go, we’re putting posters
up in the gym this morning. Hopefully I can find out a little
more about her views on the issues today: the vote is two



weeks away.

Wish me luck!

Then, nothing. No entries on the election campaign and the
exam I nearly failed because of it, the victory party and my
first ever kiss. It’s all a hazy (if rosy) undocumented
memory. The following year of relative popularity, where I
ditched the yearbook in favour of being the new social rep’s
defacto aide: undocumented. When I look at the small olive-
covered book, I felt how stupid the lock seemed—as if
anyone would want to read it. Like this blog. I kind of want
people to read it, and I kind of don’t.

Similarly, my first lonely year at university saw a notebook
three-quarters full—a coil-ringed thing that also provided
notepaper for the classes I attended. As soon as I met
people and started contributing to the school paper, I never
wrote in it again.

And like those bitchy people who abandon their real friends
when distracted by something shinier, I’m the one who
loses out. I like reading these things, remembering how
worried I was about something completely inconsequential;
comparing my initial impressions of friends to the ones I
have now; seeing the recurring patterns of my behaviour
that lead to contemplation, if not correction.

Almost a month has passed since my last entry. A lot’s



happened. I’m not going to try to recount it, but I do vow: I
will not abandon you again, dear diary!

Posted at 2:33pm

MARCH 27, 2004

New York scares and worries me but not in the usual ways.
We’ve got a rough sketch of a tour: there’s still a few, ah,
unconfirmed venues. New York, for instance. It seemed silly
not to go there when we were passing through from
Montreal to Cleveland, but I’d yet to have a gallery confirm
for the date I needed. I didn’t know anyone well there, only a
few tangential contacts—curators for kind of boring
galleries that didn’t quite “get it,” artists who were
enthusiastic but organizational wrecks and in the end, too
self-absorbed to really feel my e-mail urgency.

Two nights ago, I lay awake, cycling through a short list of
things still on my to-do list. I would finally soothe my
frustration and anxiety about one thing, and suddenly
another loomed large, impassable, even though it all
seemed doable in the light of day. When I finally did get to
sleep, it was to have dreams like that one that woke me up
for a few more hours of pointless bellyaching.

I got up around six-thirty and went to the kitchen. I sat down
at the table and decided to at least make myself useful. I



at the table and decided to at least make myself useful. I
took the bag of Girl and Boy Scout merit badges and
started drawing inverted pentagrams on them. I drew them
right-side-up in a half-assed effort to protect myself from
evil, not that G-d was likely to be thrown off by that. (As I
write that, I realize that the Jewish spelling with a dash also
would prevent it being found with an Internet search. Just in
case G-d ego surfs.)

I’m less stressed about divine anger than I am with the
holes in our tour schedule. Chicago was easy. Ottawa was
no problem. But the few people I did know in New York
seemed pessimistic, despite my assurances that our
expectations were low, limbo low, underground if that was
possible. “It’s a hard town, lots of people come though, lots
of competition here,” explained
boogerman2000ad@hotmail.com, the most together of my
artists on the ground. Was it hard because people thought
it was hard, and high stakes, and thus were less likely to
help? Whatever the case, the places I e-mailed didn’t e-
mail back. I wasn’t able to get any of them on the phone.
Trying to arrange things through people in the city felt like I
was using those robotic arm contraptions scientists use to
move things in an irradiated room.

The sickly light of the morning crept across the kitchen floor.
I sharpied a bicyling badge and admired it, thinking that I
might keep that one instead of selling it on tour. I set it
aside and drew a pentagram on a tennis one, which also
looked cool. The badges being round really made them



suitable for pentagramming.

I did a dozen or so and set my head down for a second on
the bag of badges. It was soft. A second later, the kitchen
was brighter and Lilith was there. I checked my watch—I’d
fallen asleep. It was almost eight.

Lilith was in her office clothes. “Tell me you didn’t spend the
night slaving away.”

I shook my head, tried to say when I’d gotten up, but a yawn
got in the way. I didn’t want to say what was keeping me up,
anyway.

She lifted the coffee pot inquisitively, and I nodded. Might
as well stay up—I had to open the gallery at 10 anyway. I
ran my hands through my hair, it was greasy and almost
cold. I was pretty chilly in my PJs, but not enough to do
anything about it.

The coffee started, Lilith sifted through the badges I’d done
and smiled. “Do you really think people will buy these
things?”

“You would, right? I know I would. When people see a good
show, they want something to remember it by. How many
times have you bought a CD at a concert?”

She nodded, pouring cereal into a bowl. “But we can’t really
—”



I nodded. “I know, I know. You explained that we can’t
record the music. People will like these. They were cheap,
anyway.” Bruce had a friend who sold them to us for what
he paid for them in some Internet auction. “Can’t go on tour
without any merch.”

“True . . .” she said. “I’ve dated enough guys in bands to
know that.”

I remembered a few years back, after we’d met but before
we were friends, I saw her behind the merch table at a rock
show. She looked bored and glamorous as she sold me a
CD, and threw in her boyfriend’s band’s button, all without
recognizing me. I was just about to say something about the
roti shop when the music blared up.

I’d never told her, and even now, over breakfast, it seemed
too stalky. But when I thought of it, I was kind of proud that
she wouldn’t be on that side of the merch table this tour.
Boys were always hogging the spotlight. Sure, they were
cute, but c’mon.

“They still haven’t told me I can get the time off,” Lilith said,
checking the coffee and sitting down. She folded her arms,
and I realized how formidable she looked in her power suit:
in her normal clothes, her full lips made her irritation look
petulant, kittenish.

“What’re the odds?” I said. I looked at her bracelet, but a



white sleeve hid it completely.

“They were pretty good,” she said. “5. There was only one
guy I had to go through. Never really get higher than that.
But last week we restructured, and now I have to go through
this new woman. I was getting a 3, at first; after we talked, it
was at 4.” She bit into an English muffin. It looked good, so I
threw one for myself in the toaster.

I half thought this power of hers was intuition—intuition can
be so subconscious that it’s hard to differentiate from
magic. But I was kind of interested in its mechanics. “Did
you see it turn over in your head? Can you compliment
someone and watch it change?”

She shook her head. “I kind of have to throw the dice in my
mind,” she said, making the throwing motion with her hand.
Her bracelet popped out, and she tucked it back in. In my
morning daze I noticed that the dice were off-white, the
colour of yellowed teeth against the white of her cotton
sleeve. “Often, during the course of a conversation, I’ll do a
few throws. Sometimes it changes moment to moment, with
desires or feelings, but behaviour is usually pretty stable.”

“Unless you’re dealing with a real flake,” I said, thinking
about the people I was dealing with in New York. “What are
the odds of us getting a show in New York?” I said.

“I have no idea,” she said.



“ ‘Reply Hazy Try Again’?” I mocked. My muffin popped up.

She smiled. “Can’t predict the future. Couldn’t predict that
department shuffle, for instance. I just know things about
people when they’re talking to me.”

I buttered my muffin. I had it half eaten before I sat down
again.

“My parents never let me have a Magic 8 Ball,” she said,
referring to my earlier quote. “They said it was too easy.
They got me a Ouija board instead.”

“Too easy, huh?” Hearing about Lilith’s parents made me a
little uneasy, so I threw in a joke. “They had a Français
version. They should have got you that, then you would have
had to translate the words of the oracle.”

She paused for a second and I’d worried I’d offended her
with my flippancy, but she was just translating. “Essai
Brumeux De Réponse Encore,” she said.

I shook my invisible Magic Huit Ball and made a French
sound of irritation. “Sacre bleu!”

“Tabernac!” Lilith said, pushing back her chair to get to the
coffee.

See, she really is pretty normal. Most of the time. 5 out of 6
times, I’d say.



Posted at 9:23am

APRIL 4, 2004

Lionel showed up at the gallery in a football shirt with a 22
on it. It made me think two things: that he looked like this
boy I had a crush on in high school named Derek Simmons,
this macho jerk who almost ended up losing us the election;
secondly, it gave me another great merch idea!

“Hi,” I said, hoping my cycle of emotions wasn’t making my
face spastic.

“You awlright?”

I was thinking how that boy had asked Chloe if she was a
lesbian after her election speech. How he was kicked out of
the gym for the remainder of the question period, but how it
had caused a wave of controversy to wash over the student
body: and the student body was a sponge for scandal.

Chloe had just smirked at me. I was rigid with the sudden
scrutiny and only managed a sickly smile back. But it didn’t
matter because she was already murmuring into the mike,
looking pointedly at the questioner: geez, you turn a guy
down for a date. . .



Laughter had turned back the tides.

“Kate, you stoned or summat?” Lionel said.

“Your shirt,” I said. “Do they even play football where you’re
from?”

He shrugged over one shoulder. “Ah, god. Ron got this for
me. Says it makes me look—he likes how I look in it.”

“He probably had a crush on the quarterback in high
school,” I said, waving him back into the office.

He looked at the photos on the walls—we had an exhibit of
black and whites, farmhouses and rural shit.

“Boring, eh?” I said. “It’s our CanCon. The grants, they love
rural subjects. I was saying we should all dress up like
farmers for the opening and have an apple bob.”

Lionel snickered. “They go for it?”

“They actually didn’t even respond. It was like I was 16
again with my parents, when my sarcastic remarks at the
dinner table went mysteriously unheard. But I’d also
dropped the bomb about leaving for the tour in a few
weeks.”

“Yeah, I ran into Bruce and he told me about it. Sounds
dead cool!”



“Should be fun if I ever get all the dates confirmed.” I rooted
through my bag. Not there. I started looking through the
mound of paper on my desk. “My friend has an awesome
gallery in Chicago. I’m really looking forward to that. The
others . . . well, it’ll be an experience, at the least. Here it
is.” I handed him the envelope, very conscious that I wasn’t
handing him a cheque as well. Even crappy shows at this
gallery usually had one sale.

“Thanks.”

“I’m sorry we didn’t sell any of them,” I blurted. “I think they’re
really good. And actually, you’d better take a look at them.”

He pulled them out of the envelope.

“They got faded by the sun,” I said, feeling like a heel. “I can
pay for new prints if you like.”

He shook his head and flipped through them. “Oooh,” he
said, pointing at the one where the snow in the parking lot
looked like Martian sand dunes. “This one looks much
better.”

I looked at it, and the fade had indeed given it something
special. “You could burn the edges and say you found them
at the site of a rocket crash or something.”

“Ron will love these. He kept going on and on about how he



loved the fade on that picture of him you let me have.” He
smiled, and I smiled, too, realizing that his mentioning Ron
didn’t bother me at all.

Well, hardly at all. When he held up another one to admire
it, I admired his hands: long fingered yet strong with an
inexplicably attractive fringe of hair. I looked away and
fiddled with my e-mail to distract myself. A new message
was there, with the subject line: GOTTIT.

“Oh!” I said, clicking it.

Hey kate sorry it took so long, but the collective had its
meeting yesterday and they were into the hellfire thing.
The only issue was the fire regs but I told them it was just
candles and we have them all the time. Just remember
that it’s a small space and we can’t really have any music
past midnight . . .

“Yay Boogerman!” I looked at Lionel, bouncing in my seat.
“NYC is on!”

“Just now?” he said, pointing at my computer.

I nodded, wrote back. Subject: Yay!

“How long you going to be away?”

“A few weeks,” I said absently, typing away. “We were
thinking about getting someone to sublet, but it’ll be a



hassle getting someone who just wants that short a time.”

“Maybe,” he said. After a pause, he asked, “Are you ever
uncomfortable with what Lilith does?”

I stopped typing. “It doesn’t strike me as wrong. Not wrong
in the way that I know that eating meat is wrong.”

“You’re a vegetarian?” Lionel was looking through the
bookshelves, fiddling with the knick knacks.

I made a noise with my mouth. “Not even close. But I still
know it’s kind of wrong to kill animals because they taste
good. But I don’t feel the same way about Lilith’s ritual. I feel
like it’s her art, in a way. Why do you ask?”

“Ah, I had a friend who was a bit offended. She’s churchy. I
think she was offended with the way people reacted more
than anything else. That people liked it.” He shrugged and
sat down in a chair.

I tried to remember a churchy-looking woman with Lionel at
the opening, but failed. “That’s too bad.”

He swivelled. “Eh, she still hasn’t gotten used to me being
queer. That offends her, too. I think she thinks the two things
are connected. She knew me from before. When I first got
here.”

Fifteen minutes ago I would have been salivating for a



conversational opening like that. But since I’d realized who
he reminded me of—that he was a kinder, gentler Derek
Simmons—his allure had lessened. It was a little like
seeing someone flying and then noticing the wires—still
impressive, but not spellbinding.

He looked at his nails, which were filthy. “She had a bit of a
thing for me, yeah?” He looked at me and shrugged. “Hate
when that kind of thing happens.”

I could feel those dark eyes on me and couldn’t quite tell if
that last bit was a kind of acknowledgement or not. “Can’t
be helped,” I said breezily, giving him a big smile. “Um,” I
made a show of looking at my watch.

“Oh, I should go!” he said, springing up.

“Thing is, I have a meeting that starts any minute now, and I
have to get some shit together.” I tilted my head
apologetically.

Anna walked in. She looked startled that there was
someone else in the office.

Lionel held up his envelope and nodded to me. “Thanks.
See you later.”

“Bye Lionel.” I turned to Anna. “Next!” I chirped.

Anna gave me a thin-lipped smile. She glanced at the door



as if she was half expecting Lionel to burst in again.

“Just confirmed our New York City stop,” I said boldly,
clicking my mouse to look busy. I felt power surging through
me: neither Lionel or Cruella had their usual hypnotizing
effects today.

“Well,” she said, rapping a knuckle on the desk. “That’s
what I wanted to talk to you about. This request you’ve put in
has really put the rest of us in a bind.”

“Take a load off, Anna,” I said magnanimously, waving at a
chair.

She remained standing. “I’ve talked to the rest of the staff. It
was understood that when you moved from volunteer to
part-time—at your request—that it would be more stable
than managing the volunteer pool.”

That might have been true, but it was also true that my
opinion had mattered more when I had been a wildly
unpredictable volunteer than when I was an employee. I just
shrugged.

“The rest of us will end up having to . . . come in to cover for
you,” she said, my indifference flustering her. “We have
long-term projects that we’ll have to neglect because of
this.”

I’d had enough of this shit. “Look, Anna,” I said, deigning to



turn away from my computer. “I told you almost a month in
advance. I really don’t want this to turn into a my project is
more importantscreaming match here.”

I looked at her and felt it. I felt the odds, and they were
good. I called her bluff. “So—if you and the staff find this so
unreasonable, fire me and find a replacement. Find a
replacement that has the skill set and experience, and while
you’re at it find someone who’ll put up with the hourly wage
you pay out while you and the staff draw salaries for
‘managing’ the gallery.” I wrote the grant proposals, so I
knew: the lazy fucks didn’t even bother doing that.

Anna tried on a smile. “Darling, we’re not about to try and
replace you. That would be pretty much impossible. We’re
just worried that you’re losing your passion for the gallery.
This gallery, that is. The other things you’re doing are
simply fabulous, from what I hear. We just wanted to get a
feel for where you’re at.”

“Well, now you know,” I said. The New York guy had e-
mailed back, said that he could find us places to crash as
well.

When she saw my attention was elsewhere, she said,
“Well, I’ll be off.”

“Ta ta,” I said.



Posted at 5:11pm

APRIL 10, 2004

“It was amazing, I just knew.” After I let Bruce in I left the
door open. It was a little brisk, but the wet smell of spring
was too good to shut out.

“So you think her demonic charms have rubbed off on you?”
Bruce said. He had a big sack with him.

“Not really, but kind of, in a way . . .” I struggled with it. “I
guess it’s like . . . working on getting this tour ready has
made me indifferent to the concerns of mere mortals. Mere
mortals and their petty concerns.”

He lifted his eyebrows and set his sack down with a clunk.
“Pride cometh—”

“Whatever, Godboy,” I cut him off. “Oh hey, check this out.” I
went into my room and got one out of the big cardboard
box. In the kitchen I laid it across my chest.

“Sixty Six,” he read off the newly minted football shirt.
“Aren’t you missing a—”

I flipped it over to reveal the third six.



“Whoop, there it is,” Bruce said.

“They couldn’t do triple digits, but I like this better anyway.
More subtle.”

He sat down at the kitchen table. “And it’s the anarchist,
anti-Christ colours, too.”

“Is it?” I said. It was red with black sleeves. “Bonus. I just
thought it looked cute. It doesn’t really look footbally enough
in all black.”

“I’d wear that,” he said.

I threw it at him. “Hopefully 250 people feel the same.
Wanna take some chairs and sit out back?” I said, the
smell winning me over completely.

He nodded, lifted his sack and followed me out.

“What’s in the sack, Jack?” I said, patting it. It didn’t feel
soft enough to be holding the basmati rice that the printing
claimed.

“A shadow machine,” he mumbled.

I was formulating an acerbic retort when the new buds on
the trees and the faint hint of warmth in the wind hit me like
a sedative, and I sat down instead. I made a happy sound.



“Getting pretty nice out,” Bruce said, in an
uncharacteristically chatty way.

“Sure is. Last week I was like, are we going to have to keep
our snow tires on for this fucking tour? Spring. Ah, spring.” I
stretched out my legs, knocking my heels on the black
pavement.

“I saw a ton of dog shit on my way here. When the snow
melts, all you see is dog shit and garbage.” He rubbed his
feet on the ground, making me think that he might have
done more than “seen” the shit.

“Evidence of the winter’s misdeeds. Who wants to poop ’n’
scoop when it’s minus forty?” I was feeling good, and
forgiving, and then Bruce dropped a bombshell.

“I’m not going to go on tour.” He was twisting the burlap of
his sack.

“Oh,” I said. “Really?”

He nodded.

I had never genuinely considered that possibility. Lilith I’d
worried about, at times. Bruce I assumed would be
powerless to resist. “Shitty.”

He opened the sack and revealed a duct-taped metal box
with a circle cut in the top. “It’s OK, because this will do



what I was going to do.” He pulled three antennae up from
the top of the box and then used clips to attach the odd
silhouettes he’d used to cast shadows on Lilith. Then he
reached down to the base of the box and clicked
something. The antennae started moving in a circle.

I watched it spin for a few seconds, not sure of what to say.
One of the shapes got caught on the burlap and it stopped,
but Bruce was able to free it. He saw me staring at it. “Once
you have a light source behind it, you’ll see how it works. It’s
an old record player I’ve modified. You can change the
speed,” he switched it from 45 to 33, “and the height of the
shapes ’til you get the effect you want.”

“This is . . . great, Bruce,” I said, “but fuck, it’s not because
of the shadows that we want you to come.”

The poor dude was looking down the alley, his brow
furrowed. “I didn’t want to let you down.”

The shadow machine was still spinning. “How do you turn
this thing off?”

He pulled the burlap aside to show me a switch secured
there with electrical tape alongside one of those big-ass
industrial batteries. When it slowed to a stop he unclipped
the shapes.

“Why don’t you want to go?” I said, bewildered and
annoyed, running my hand through my hair.



He shrugged. “Ah, it’s stupid.” He sighed.

“Don’t tell me you’re still hung up on Lilith,” I said. “C’mon.”

“I don’t know if I can be in a car with . . . the two of them,” he
said, pushing the antennae down carefully. “It just makes
me so lonely. Looking at them.”

“Oh, come on.” I shoved his shoulder. “Snap out of it!”

He let me, frowning, said nothing.

“OK, I’ll tell you an inspiring story.” I got up and walked over
to the fence and leaned there so I was facing him. “My
impossible crush, remember him?”

“I remember Lionel,” he said, a grin flashing like the tail of a
deer disappearing into the bush.

“Let’s call him IC,” I said.

“Irish Cutie?”

There it was again, that flash! I drew a bead on my prey. “IC
came into my work one day and he happened to be
wearing a certain article of clothing that I’d never seen on
him before. It doesn’t matter what the article of clothing was
—”



“A shillelagh?” asked Bruce.

“That’s a weapon, dork.”

A car came by, and I made way for it. By the time it’d
passed, Bruce’s moroseness had descended again. But I
resumed pursuit.

“So, this piece of clothing. It made me realize that he
looked very much like another guy in my past that I was also
kind of hot for. And from then on, I realized that my
attraction for him was not some kind of mystical bullshit, it
was just a bunch of synapses firing along familiar paths.
Like when you really like a dish, and you find out it has
coriander? And you love coriander? Do you know what I’m
saying here, Bruce?”

He nodded. He clasped his hands together, elbows on
knees.

“Stop grinding your teeth,” I said.

He did. He looked up. “Well, you know about that
demoness character in the comic,” he said. “I know where it
comes from, but it doesn’t make it go away.”

I’d forgotten about that. “It’s not like I’m saying that it will be
exactly like that,” I said, kicking at a bottle cap that was
wedged into the pavement. “It’s just that one moment it’s
there, and you’re a pig on a spit and it feels like the agony



will never stop, and then the next, you’re free.”

He looked at me. He stared at me, actually. I went back to
kicking at the bottle cap.

“If you stay here, you’ll just think about her all the time and
keep some idealized version of her enshrined in your head.
If you go, you might have that moment that sets you free.
Plus you’ll get to see Chicago and New York! And weird
little hick towns and truck stops! Come on! Don’t make me
go all Anthony Robbins on your ass.”

He smiled. “I was about to ask you if I could borrow the
tapes, cause you’ve obviously been listening to them.”

I thought about what it would be like without him; me and a
couple. Eeew! “You get lonely when you look at them, well,
it doesn’t make me all warm and fuzzy either.”

His eyebrows shot up, and he nodded. “That’s true.”

“I never try to convince people of stuff or give advice or
anything, but it’d just be silly for you to miss this.”

“Don’t miss it,” he said in a radio announcer’s voice.
“Hipster Hellspawn. Coming soon to a gallery near you.”

I knew by the way he was joking and meeting my eyes that
he was back in.



He nodded. “OK. Where do I sign?”

I flumped down in the chair. “Convincing people is hard
fucking work.”

“You’re pretty good,” he said. “I thought I was pretty
determined.”

I pushed the shadow machine with my foot. “And this—you
just wanted to make this. If you could have, you would have
made a life-sized robot to replace yourself.”



“Can we bring it anyway?” he said.

“Sure,” I said. “But you have to explain what it is to the
border guards.”

Posted at 10:10pm

APRIL 14, 2004

Michael’s honk was a trumpet blast, short and high.

“It begins,” I said in an ominous, tremulous voice. Lilith was
already out the door with her first two bags.

I humped on my backpack and followed her. Outside, the
sun was glinting off Michael’s car, a green mid-sized family
car. He was sitting on the door, tapping out a rhythm on the
roof with a big grin on his face. He reminded me of Bo
Duke like that. “Can you believe this spot?” he said. “Guy
was just pulling out.”

“We were wondering what kind of car it would be,” I said.
“Lilith thought you had some big boat.”

He looked confused. “I used to have a Monte Carlo when I
lived in Whistler. Do you guys need any help?” He snaked
an arm into the car and popped the trunk.



“That’s all we needed,” I said, rolling my backpack into the
trunk. I realized that it still had its Canadian flag on it from
when I was backpacking in Europe—I had meant to take
that off. The main reason you put that thing on was to
deflect anti-American sentiment, but over the years I came
to feel that it was a bit of a cheap trick.

I left Lilith wedging her other cases in, headed back inside.

Lionel was there with my sleeping bag.

“Thanks,” I said. I grabbed my smaller backpack as well.
“Sorry to leave you with the dishes.” Lionel and Ron had
come over for breakfast so we could give them the keys
and discuss the sublet arrangements.

“You made breakfast,” he shrugged. “Least we can do.
Make us feel at home. Although,” he said, looking over his
shoulder, “hope he doesn’t feel too at home.”

I laughed conspiratorially.

Lionel wanted the place so he could spread out a bit more
than he could at home, do his product shots as well as a
new project that he wouldn’t tell me the details of. He’d
never had a separate studio, and a few weeks would give
him a feel for it. I also wondered if he needed a little space
from Ron—but in an abstracted, indifferent way.



“And please—do whatever you want with the storefront
window. I didn’t get a chance to put anything in it,” I said,
looking towards the window kind of guiltily, like a child I had
neglected.

He pulled aside the sheet and looked at it. “The thing I like
about it is how small it is. I think I might like to put one
photograph,” he said, “One photograph every day I’m here.”

“Fantastic, yes!” I said, happy at the thought. I left him there,
contemplating the space and felt quite good about it all. I
felt a little like Jenny Appleseed, moving from one project to
the next, sowing seeds of inspiration in her path.

Outside, Lilith and Michael were leaning together. They
looked like a Gap ad that would appear in 2007, if you
cropped out the car. Maybe 2006, the way things were
going. Fucking buttsters.

“I got a few more things,” she said, and headed back in.

“Shotgun,” I said, opening the door and sitting in the seat,
laying claim with my bum.

Lilith shot a faux-glare at me but respected the code.

“So this car in good shape?” I said to Michael’s legs.

He slid in lithely. “I think so. My dad had it tuned up before I
drove it here. Should get us there and back. I hope.”



“Drove it here from Whistler?” I asked.

“Yeah. Well, Nelson, actually, my dad lives there?”

I resisted answering, yes, your dad does live thereto his
question. I didn’t know him well enough to make fun of his
uptalk. “That where you grew up?” I asked instead.

“Kinda. My parents split up when I was 13? So I spent my
summers in Vancouver, the rest of the time in Nelson. It was
kinda good. I’d skate in the summers with the Coquitlam
kids, snowboard in the winter.”

“Sounds pretty radical, dude,” I mocked.

He smiled, played it up. “Totally.”

I was about to ask him about why he left such a utopia when
Lilith got in. I left it for later. That was the great thing about
road trips: there was a lot of later. Fifteen days of later, in
our case.

“Hit it,” she said.

We eased our way out of the parking spot. I looked at the
empty storefront and Lionel was holding a piece of paper to
the window: Good Luck!

I waved. Ron stuck his head in between the sheets at the



last second, his head looking like a grinning balloon.

“Those two,” I said. Michael hooted as he pulled us into
traffic.

“They should have their own TV show,” said Lilith.

“Their own cable access show, maybe,” I humphed.

“They’re hi-lar-ious.” Michael said, shaking his head.

I had no idea why I was being so bitchy about them. Their
breakfast banter would have delighted me if I didn’t know
them; maybe it was just being around so many happy
couples. Thank god Bruce was coming. I decided to be
positive. “Isn’t it cool that they didn’t get the apartment, and
then they did?”

“It’s wonderful that Lionel wanted to sublet for such a short
time.” Lilith said. “Bit of a relief. Things are going to be tight
when I get back until I get a new job.”

I was nodding all through this until the “new job” part. “Hah?”
I looked back so fast my neck pulled. She was smiling, kind
of sadly.

“The numbers went the other way,” she said. “S’all right.
This is more important.”

I looked at Michael. He was nodding, watching the road. I



felt anxiety scrabbling in my belly, trying to get out.

“We’re turning here,” Lilith told Michael. There was brief
discussion about one-way streets and circling around that I
didn’t hear. My neck throbbed, maybe with guilt. I thought
about how the owners had finally given in to my
unreasonable demands. I just assumed that it would be the
same for Lilith.

The honk brought me out of it. We were stopped in front of
Bruce’s. “I’ll get him,” I said, hoping movement would jolt me
out of it. I didn’t even nod to the cook out back having a
smoke, just ran up the stairs and pushed into Bruce’s
apartment.

He was putting stuff up on the laundry line. “Hey,” he said,
leaning out the window.

“Lilith just told me she quit her job to go on this tour,” I
blurted, not sure what to do with my hands.

“Yeah?”

I looked around the room. There was an orange plastic
shell suitcase and his rice sack. That at least was a relief.
He hadn’t flip-flopped.

“It’s just made this whole thing so serious. The stakes are
so high now.”



He looked at me for the first time. “No, they’re not. Pass me
that fire truck?”

He was pointing at the shelf above his desk, where there
were dinky cars lined up. I took it and handed it over. “Why
aren’t they?” Holding onto the fire truck so he had to tug it
out of my hand.

“She wants to do it. It’s important to her.” He bagged the
truck and pinned it on the line.

“But what if it’s not like what she thinks—”

“Not your problem,” Bruce said, cutting me off—something
he never did. He pulled his head in and looked at me. “It’s
not. What do you think she thinks? That this is going to be
the launch of her career as a professional demoness?”

I shrugged. It was unusual to have Mr. Anxiety telling me not
to fret, so I didn’t argue.

He shut the window. “Arright.”

I lifted the shadow-machine sack, and Bruce hefted his
orange monster.

We left the apartment, Bruce kicking the door twice before
it shut behind him.

I know my entries have been few and far between recently.



I’m hoping to make it up to you, dear blog, by posting daily.
The first day is not reflective, of course. Look at the notes
on your first day of school: Neat. Doodle-less. Copious.

Before we left, dear blog, I even got a doohickey that would
let me keep in touch with you: a thing that uses a cell phone
as a modem. As soon as Lilith said that she’d liberated
one from her work for the tour, the geek part of my brain—a
subsection of the reptilian part, but dedicated to acquiring
and rationalizing gadgets—kicked into action.

I’m still gonna try to keep it under control. I’ve limited myself
to one call a day. I’m going to say that I need to check for
last-minute e-mails from people on the road. Any more than
that and I’ll seem like a junkie, or it’ll seem suspicious.
Can’t risk that.

Posted at 12:59pm

APRIL 15, 2004

Ottawa. We got to the bar about ten minutes before
showtime, and there was no one there but the bartender
and two girls playing tabletop Galaga.

Cara went to talk to the stocky fella and we stood there:
Bruce with his sack, Michael with his synth, Lilith with her
Beetlejuice lunchbox and me, empty-handed. I stuck my



useless appendages in my pocket.

“Oooh, foosball,” Michael said, walking over to the little
soccer game. He set the synth down on the floor gently and
started flicking the knobs.

I whistled tunelessly, rocking my hips back and forth.

“So is this one of Cara’s hangouts?” Lilith said.

I tilted my head and smirked. “No.”

“Didn’t seem quite her style.”

I stared at her through slit-eyes. “Her style, huh?”

“What?” she said, blinking at me. The truth is, I couldn’t tell if
she was being bitchy or not. It was quite clear from the
moment that Cara saw Lilith, Cara saw her as competition.
We’d just come from dinner, and Cara had peppered the
conversation with little in-jokes and references to our long
friendship—using the wedge of nostalgia as a way to pry us
apart.

But even if she’d somehow missed that, there were Cara’s
questions at dinner. Where’d she go to school? Where’d
she work? How did we know each other? If they hadn’t all
been directed at her, they might have appeared casual,
even interested: but it came off as an interrogation.



“I guess that’s the stage,” Bruce said, nodding towards the
corner. “Maybe I’ll get set up.”

I would have apologized for Cara’s competitive behaviour,
but Bruce didn’t even know that it was weird. I figured it had
something to do with her being around another alpha
female. Chloe and Cara had always had friction in high
school, too, but I’d assumed it was a personality thing. I was
wondering about my string of friendships with alpha
females when the gal herself returned.

“Apparently the band is ‘on their way,’ ” Cara said, doing
the quotes in the air. “They live about a ten minute walk
from here. I don’t know why you guys can get here on time
from Toronto and they can’t. Fucking drunks.”

I shrugged. She was mad, insulted and outraged. As we
stood there she started raining verbal abuse on the band
members—this one was a racist, that one had a thing for
underaged girls—I wished to god I hadn’t asked her to set
this up.

“Lil, do you have a quarter?” Michael called from the
foosball table.

“Yeah,” she said, a smile lighting her face as she walked
away from us. She was noticeably delighted to have a
reason to get away from our circle of hell. Cara watched her
walk away and then turned her attention to me. As if I had



just magically appeared.

I looked away from her, took a big breath of beery air and
sighed.

“What?” she said. “People will show up. Don’t worry.”

“I’m not—”

“Then what’re all the theatrics for?” she snapped. “You
know no one shows up for these things on time. Oh, finally!”
A few bedraggled-looking boys came in. Cara went up to
the one with the mirrored sunglasses and guitar case and
started mock-real-mock chastising him.

I went over to watch Bruce set up, a sick feeling in my
stomach.

“Are more of your high school friends coming tonight?” he
asked as he kicked the extension cord out of sight along
the edge of the stage.

“Fuck, I hope not. Man, I’m starting to think we should have
stayed both nights at my parents. They’re crazy, but not
psychotic.”

“They’re wonderful folk,” Bruce said. “Salt of the earth.” My
mom had lavished extra attention on him, once she’d
realized Michael and Lilith were an item. My dad had been
almost entirely silent, but he could get like that in bigger



groups. Abby was away on some long-planned trip to
Toronto, of all places. Boy, was she mad.

“What’s so funny?” Bruce asked.

I guess I’d been smiling. “Oh, just thinking about how pissed
my sister was that we were here when she was there. She
accused me of planning it.”

“Did you tell her what we’re doing?” He tested the switch,
and the antenna whirled.

“No, I told her what I told my folks, that we’re on a trip to
New York. I mighta told her if she was going to be in town.
Maybe not, though.” I was grateful for the coincidence on
the level that it made that decision for me.

He nodded, eyeing the approaching band apprehensively.
The one guy that Cara had mock-real-mock chastised was
now talking to Lilith. She still had one hand on the foosball
handle. Michael smiled his usual, easy smile. I didn’t bother
looking at Cara.

“What the fuck is all this?” muttered a band member,
looking at the floodlight and machine and then at us.

“Who are you?” I said. Bruce adjusted an antenna that
didn’t need adjusting.

“Uh, I play bass for the Roundabouts.” He looked like a



shorter, fatter version of the guitarist.

I nodded. Waited a few seconds as he stood there. He
pointed a chubby finger at the machine. “So what—”

“It’s for the opening act,” I cut him off.

“Ah,” he said. A few seconds later, he went back to his
pals.

“You rock,” Bruce said, grinning from ear-to-ear.

I shrugged modestly. “If I had real guts, I would have told him
it was a shadow machine,” I said. “I hate little rude trolls like
that.”

A guy with a beer and a cigarette dangling from his lips
moseyed on over to the soundboard. He made a gesture
with his hands and the band members headed to the stage.

“The Power of the Sound Man,” I whispered to Bruce.

“He holds their musical fate in his gnarled, knob-twisting
hand,” he said.

I watched the boys go to set up. We moved the shadow
machine and the lights off to the side, and we went over to
the foosball table.

“I like this, all this band stuff, being behind the scenes and



stuff,” I said.

“I feel like an interloper,” Bruce said.

“Wow, we’ve got a real fantasy theme going,” I said.

Lilith looked up from the table, lost control of the ball. “How
so?”

I recounted interloper, Sound Man power, musical fates,
little trolls.

Lilith got one in.

“What’s the score?” I asked, after her victory dance was
over. She was wearing the 666 t-shirt, and her bouncing up
and down had momentarily stopped sound check.

“Demon 3, Angel 2,” she said, going back to it. Her black
hair framed a study in focus.

Angel, now. I looked over at Michael with a smirk, but he
was also intent.

Bruce didn’t seem to even register this new wrinkle, but
then he said, “The forces of light and darkness battle for
possession of the foosball . . . and humanity itself.”

“Oooh,” I said, impressed, but then Michael scored and
they both dutifully made the noises of victory and defeat.



They looked at each other, and then Michael said, “You
know, maybe I should get some batteries. These guys . . .”
he chinned at the band’s lack of readiness.

Lilith nodded, “I could go for a walk.”

Bruce and I stayed behind, looking at the little foosball
players hanging there.

“They didn’t finish the game,” I said. “They left it at a tie.
That’s so gross and coupley.”

Bruce nodded, bringing a player to life to gently tap the ball.
It rolled all over the field of its own accord, thanks to a
wonky leg. “Have you seen Shaolin Soccer?”

I shook my head. The band started playing in earnest. A
few people coming in looked a little confused at the band
playing to an empty bar and then realized it was sound
check.

“It’s amazing. It’s this movie about a ragtag team of
washed-up Shaolin kung fu masters. They have this coach,
kind of a tragic figure, when he was a player he took a
bribe and ruined his own career.”

“And they end up winning the big game?” I watched the ball
roll into the goal. “Looks like God won this round.”

Bruce either didn’t hear me over the music or chose to stay



on the movie. “Of course they do, but that’s not the point. It
starts with the coach, who’s kind of a bum, running into this
guy who wants to convince the world that Shaolin kung fu is
great, beautiful, not just for beating the shit out of people.
That it’s an art.”

The band finished up. The lead singer immediately
thumped down his guitar and reeled towards the bar, as if
he’d been put through the wringer.

I laughed. “These guys are jokers.” I watched the singer
lean his tall frame against the bar. “They’ve got to have a
good show.” I looked at Bruce. “Sorry. kung fu is an art . .
.?”

“OK, I’ll just tell you my favorite moment.”

I nodded, but I guess in a distracted way. I noticed a bunch
more kids coming in, looking kind of rockabilly.

“Never mind, I’ll never do it justice. It’s the most amazing . . .
it’s my favorite moment in any movie.”

Now he had my interest. “Well, c’mon . . . I’ll never see it,
odds are. I’m not a big kung fu fan.”

“I should just show you.”

“Show me with words.”



He started fiddling with the soccer players. “OK. So. The
players—they’re all brothers, all with different abilities. The
coach teaches them how to play, and then pits them
against the toughest, meanest neighbourhood team to test
them. They get creamed. It’s a comedy, and the camera
angles and stuff make it like a battlefield where they’re
getting slaughtered, calling for backup and all that.”

“Even with their kung fu they’re getting slaughtered?” I
asked.

“That’s the thing. They’re not really tapped into it. So the
eldest brother, who’s been the most beaten down by life,
he’s begging for mercy. And the captain of the other team,
this really nerdy-looking but really sadistic guy, takes off his
own shorts and underpants and makes the eldest brother
put them on his head. And the bad guys laugh and laugh.”

“Wait, let me get this straight—the captain’s standing there
with his business showing, and he’s the one laughing?”

Bruce smiled and nodded. “I know, kind of weird. But the
main thing is how ultimately humiliating this is for first big
brother. He’s middle-aged with this squat head, which
makes sense because his power is Iron Head.”

“What other powers are there?” I expected less subtle ones
than Lilith had.

“You know, what you’d expect, super-strong legs and all



that, one guy can make the ball stick to his stomach
somehow, it just sticks there spinning. OK. So the bad guys
are laughing, and then everything goes quiet. Then there’s
a close up on the eyes of the main brother, the optimistic
one who convinced them all to do it. Then there’s a shot of
the sky, the clouds going by really fast. The coach asks him
what’s happening, and he says: first big brother is coming
back.”

“Oooh . . .” I said, feeling it.

“Yeah!” he says. “And then it starts. The soccer field is
completely still. Everyone’s frozen. But instead of being
down on the ground and bleeding like they were a second
ago, they’re all in these meditative poses. These poses that
look physically impossible but incredibly serene at the
same time. And the camera winds through all the frozen
bodies,” he traced the route above the foosball table. “First
big brother is like this—” He flips a foosball player so it’s
upside down. “Standing on his head, being as his thing is
Iron Head, with his hands pressed together. And then they
all explode into motion.”

“And kung fu the bad guys,” I said.

“Yeah. Amazing, absurd but also supercool kung fu. And
the neighbourhood team ends up asking them if they can
join them.”



“Does the captain have his pants on at that point?” I asked.

“I love walking in on conversations like this,” a voice from
behind me said.

It was my friend Greg who I hadn’t seen since university.
And behind him was Jeff, who I hadn’t seen since high
school. “What the hell?” I said. “You guys live here?”

Greg nodded. He’d put on a few pounds. “Cara told us
about it,” Jeff said. He had this pencil moustache. “She
didn’t tell us what it was about.”

“Huh,” I said. I looked around for Cara. “I guess you’ll find
out soon enough.”

I’ve decided there’s a direct correlation between crowd
density and time. The seconds tick by one by one when
you’re waiting for something to start, but as soon as there’s
a bunch of people and conversations happening it changes
—as if the vibrating molecule clusters of people condense
time.

I felt like Greg and Jeff had just arrived when Cara had one
of the band guys introduce Pentagraphic, which was the
name I’d sold everyone on in the car on the way here. It was
the only thing I could think of with a little zip. Unfortunately
the guy introduced it in such a sleazy way that it killed it for
me.



Lilith was great, as usual, but for me this performance was
all about Michael. It was the first time I’d heard them play
together, and it sent chills down my spine. He played off to
the side, facing Lilith in the centre, in such an unshowy way
that he looked more technician than musician. But it added
a layer to the performance, and I felt two ways about that
layer—I was happy she was insulated a little more, but I
also missed the rawness of Lilith on her own.

By the time the Sloppy Jokers (oh, sorry, The Roundabouts)
took the stage, I was almost exhausted by relief. Cara
hadn’t done anything stupid, neither had the crowd, and
Michael didn’t suck. I hadn’t been conscious of it, but part of
my brain had been worried about that last one most of all. I
wasn’t spending two weeks in a car with Cara, after all.

Posted at 1:01pm

APRIL 16, 2004

We rolled into Montreal around six. It was kind of rainy and
shitty out, and the traffic was grindingly slow. We found
ourselves stopped in front of all manner of sex shoppes and
strip clubs, their marquee bulbs dark and grimy.

One sign offered Peepyshow for 25 cents. “Anyone got a
quarter?” I asked.



Bruce, also in the back seat, saw where I was looking and
smiled. Michael offered me one from his supply he had
prepared for the American tolls. I took it and made as if I
was gonna leave. “Back in five minutes.”

Michael noticed the sign and hooted. “This is really
skankville, eh?” he said.

“It’s Rue St. Catherine’s,” stated Bruce.

“Never come in this way before,” Michael said. “Nasty.”

“First time I was here was on a school trip when I was
sixteen,” Bruce said. “We came on a bus at night, and this
whole street was lit up. I remember this one neon lady
kicking her legs.”

“How long did it take you to go visit that lady?” I asked.

“Pretty much ’til the end of the trip. I was able to go to the
washroom at one museum and slip away. I was too scared
to risk it earlier, but the French teacher never really even
counted heads.”

“So you came back here . . .?” Michael said, a little curl to
his lip.

“Yeah, found a 25 cent booth like those ones . . .”

“Aw, dude!” Michael exclaimed. “Those things are



disgusting!”

“Eh,” Bruce said, looking out the window. “Wasn’t that bad.
Some Kleenex on the floor, that was about it.”

Michael made a grossed-out sound. “You know what that’s
for.”

“Yeah, I know what that’s for,” Bruce said, a little edge
creeping into his balanced voice.

Michael dropped it. I was kind of relieved: Michael was
being uncharacteristically judgmental, and Bruce was being
uncharacteristically adamant. I actually felt a little defensive
of Bruce and his right to be a pervert. I might have
suspected Michael of playing at being anti-porn to impress
Lilith, but I think he was more likely to be a puritan than a
fraud.

When Bruce spoke again, I thought it was to continue the
argument, but it wasn’t. “You’re going to want to make a
right at the next lights.”

When we found parking near his friend’s loft on Parc, we all
piled out. It had been a short drive from Ottawa, but the
stop-and-go traffic at the end had been draining.

After we got our stuff out I said, “We got everything?”

Bruce hauled his big orange suitcase out. “Won’t need



that,” he said as he closed the trunk with the shadow
machine sack in there.

“Your pal doesn’t expect us to bring mood lighting?”

He shook his head.

“Who is this guy we’re staying with, anyway?” said Lilith.

“Yeah,” I said. “Brief us.”

“An ex-roommate. He’s a really good host. He’s a
cartoonist.”

We walked down the street. It was pretty dark now, but I
could still make out the shape of the front staircases that
Montreal was known for. There was a cigarette ember
glowing at the top of the one we stopped at, and the
smoker ran down the steps.

“Hey Dirk!” Bruce said. Dirk rushed up and embraced him.

The others put down their luggage, but I just stood there
with my front- and backpacks sandwiching me. My hands
were free, which was good because Dirk was intent on
pumping one of them. He held his cigarette far away as he
did so, as if worried that I’d catch fire. “Welcome! Welcome
to la belle province.” He was a stick with curly brown hair
and a narrow, long face. He took one of Lilith’s bags and
led us up the stairs. He had really tight pants on, I couldn’t



help but notice.

He took about six quick puffs of his cig as he bounced up
the stairs, and smushed it out in a saucer at the top of the
stairs. “Do you like veggie chili? I’ve just made some
veggie chili.”

“Yum,” I said for us.

“We haven’t eaten since . . . well, we had those Timbits,”
Bruce said.

“Yeah, that was lunch.” The metal stairwell rang pleasantly
under our feet as we ascended and followed Dirk into his
house.

Dirk’s hallway had an endless number of doors. I peeked in
one and saw a guitar and some other instruments leaning
against walls covered with egg cartons—the studio, I
gathered. Another had a drawing table set up. He led us to
a huge open room with a bunch of couches and big
windows that looked out to buildings like this one. There
was a kitchen, too, with a solid L of a wooden counter.

He turned on a couple of lamps. One had a nice red fringe
that I liked.

“There’s usually enough natural light in here, but it’s been
dreary today. OK!” He clapped. “Here’s the chili I was
telling you about.”



On the oven was a huge silver cauldron. Dirk grabbed a
ladle from the utensils hanging overhead and gave it a
quick stir.

I took off my backpack and frontpack and put them in a
corner. Everyone else’s luggage followed. I rolled my
shoulders in relief and enjoyed the chili smell. “Thank you
so much,” I said. “We were just planning to go to a
restaurant.”

“You’ll eat out a lot when you’re on the road,” Dirk said,
doling out healthy portions in bowls and putting them on the
counter. “It was my turn to make dinner for my roommates
today, anyway.”

“Do you go on rotation?” I asked.

“Yeah,” he said, handing out the bowls. Mine was a white
bowl with a handle. “There’re five of us.”

“Five!” I said, sitting down on one of the fluffy couches.
“Wow. It’s like a commune.”

“Pretty much,” he called, rooting for enough spoons. “Each
of us cooks once a week, and there’s plenty of leftovers for
the other days.”

Everyone was sitting now, holding their bowls. “Smells
good,” said Bruce.



“Try it with these,” he said, handing us spoons. “Tell me if
it’s too spicy or not spicy enough.”

“One of the other roommates is a cook,” Bruce said.

“Yeah, it makes it really competitive. He’s always making
some exquisitely spiced daal or curry.” He was doling out a
bowl of his own. “Up until him, Bruce’s Pad Thai was the
meal to beat.”

“Oh yeah?” I said.

Bruce shrugged.

“Shit, I forgot!” Dirk said, slapping his head. He went to the
oven and opened it.

“Did you live here?” Lilith asked Bruce.

Bruce nodded. “Yeah, for a year, before I dropped out of
McGill. Did you see the room with the guitar on the way in?
That was my room.”

Dirk was sawing away at a big loaf of bread. “Yeah, we had
six people here at the time. But when Bruce left, we
decided it would be foolish to try to replace him . . .”

“They have rent control here,” Bruce explained.

“Ah ha,” I said. “So you can afford to be sentimental.”



Dirk offered me some bread, still hot.

“Thanks. This is really good, by the way. Perfect for a drizzly
day,” I said. Everyone made agreeing noises.

“Help yourself to more,” Dirk said to Michael, who had
inhaled his portion.

“Thanks, this will top it off,” Michael said, sopping up his
sauce with the bread he was offered.

Dirk finished handing out the bread and put his hands on
his hips, surveying us. “Anyone want something to drink?”

“Sit down and eat, Dirk!” Bruce entreated, patting a space
beside him.

“There’s juice and beer in the fridge, help yourself,” he said,
and sat down.

“Nice crust on this bread,” Michael said.

“So your show tomorrow is at 7?” Dirk said, looking at me
for some reason.

“It’s not my show,” I said, nodding at Lilith.

“Well, everyone kind of gets in on the act,” she said.
“Michael plays music and Bruce does lighting.”



Dirk nodded vigorously.

“I stand there and worry,” I said. “That’s what I contribute.”

Everyone made negating sounds.

“And so you did a show in Ottawa, was it? How’d that go?”

For some reason, Ottawa seemed long ago.

“Really good,” said Michael. “We were on before this
garage rock band, and we didn’t go on ’til pretty late. Like
midnight?”

“Quarter to,” said Bruce.

“I kinda fucked up my bit,” Michael said.

“He’s been saying that all day,” I said. “I thought it sounded
great. It’s kind of a warbly, dying church organ thing.”

“The crowd wasn’t too responsive, though,” Lilith said.

“They ended up buying three shirts and five badges,
though, if that counts.”

“Might not be a performance that inspires great waves of
applause,” said Bruce. Down the hall a door shut.

Dirk nodded. “I’m looking forward to it. The comic jam’s at
the Casa right after, so I’ve been telling people to meet me



at your thing. What should I call it, anyway?”

“Um . . . it doesn’t really have a name,” Lilith said, smiling
apologetically at me.

“Fine,” I said, admitting Pentagraphic’s defeat as I spooned
in the last of my chili. Stupid sleazy band guy.

A girl with dreads and a bike appeared, her yellow shell
jacket spattered with rain. “Brucey!” she said.

“Hey Genevieve,” Bruce said.

After we were introduced, we broke up into different
conversations. Later in the evening, Genevieve took Bruce
to her workshop to see her latest puppets, and Dirk took
Lilith and Michael to a nearby bar. I told everyone I was
tired and stayed in the living room, writing this entry and
listening to the rain patter against the window.

Posted at 11:09pm

APRIL 17, 2004

Lilith’s voice fills the room. Her lips are slightly parted but
motionless, her eyes slightly sleepy. The ten or fifteen
people around the room watch her silently. Tonight she’s
wearing a prom dress that we found on St. Denis for $10, a



pink birthday cake of an outfit.

We hadn’t intended to pick up more stuff, but it had the
most intriguing stain. “What’dya figure the story is here?” I
asked and showed it to Lilith.

She looked at it for about a second and disappeared into
the change room.

The proprietor had come over. She was an older woman
with black hair in a severe bun and crooked teeth. She
showed the teeth to me in a polite but not warm smile.

“The mark will come off, if you wash,” she said with a
French accent.

I nodded.

Lilith pushed open the door. The dress was so poofy it took
up most of the stall. The stain started at the neckline and
went down into the belly.

“Stabbed in the eye during the Prom Queen dance,” I
decided. “By a guy she laughed at once in grade nine.”

Lilith took it.

It was a lot more theatrical than her other outfits, but it
covered the pentagram entirely and you couldn’t see that
she was kneeling. It was kind of nice how she looked like



she was emerging from a pink pond. But I realized a fatal
flaw when she was coming to the burning part of the ritual,
and her ceremonial tools were too far away.

I started to wonder if I should do something, but didn’t want
to leave the cashbox unattended (after all, there was a
king’s ransom of $43 in there), when Bruce stepped out of
the shadows.

He sat down beside Lilith and handed the items to her with
two-handed solemnity, eyes downcast. A minion, an altar
boy, and a slave all at once. I glanced at Michael to see
how he was reacting to this, but he wasn’t reacting visibly at
all. When he performed, he was quite low-key. No smile,
and a smile was the basic Michael expression, and only an
occasional furrow of the brow under his shaggy blond locks.
When he drove, he had more facial action. Yesterday, I’d
noticed him carrying on a bit of an internal monologue right
before we crossed the border into Quebec, words half-
formed on his lips. It was endearing.

I smelled something dank and realized that it was coming
from whatever Lilith was burning. She turned them slightly
as they smoked, and I recognized the shape: feathers. I
self-consciously put my hand on the hat box Bruce had
given me earlier today.

I opened it up. The bird’s hollow eyes stared back at me,
creepy even in the low light. “It’s a raven’s mask,” Bruce



had explained. “In case you want to do something during
the ritual.”

“Do something?” I’d said.

“Yeah,” he shrugged. “When you were saying you just did
the merch table, you sounded . . .” he shrugged again.

I’d taken it out and pulled it over my head. It smelled like
glue. “Where the hell did you get this thing?”

“Genevieve helped me.”

It took me a second to remember that she was the puppet-
making ex-roomie. So that’s what they’d been doing so
secretively in her workshop all day. I thought he might have
been getting lucky or something.

Lilith was rubbing the ash from the feathers on her hands,
pushing the sleeves of the prom dress up so she could go
to the spot halfway up her arm that she always went. While
she gave herself what I thought of as the black gauntlets, I
took the ravenshead out of the box and held it between my
hands.

It wasn’t a cartoony raven—it had convincing plumage, and
the beak looked ready to peck out some eyes. I put it on,
but casually, with the same compulsion I have when
someone hands me a hat—no matter how ludicrous.



As I adjusted to looking through the eyeholes, everything
became quiet, and I thought that the ravenshead had
blocked out the sound. But then the applause came, and I
realized that the ritual was over. I left the head on for some
reason, leaning back in my chair and crossing my arms.

Through the eyeholes I could see people milling around.
They had left the lights down, but there were little spotlights
for the gallery’s current show of paintings, and people were
looking at them. Well, most of them. I’d hijacked one of the
lights for my little merchandise display, but at least I did de-
light the crappiest painting.

I didn’t recognize the woman from the vintage store until
she spoke, asking me about the 666 shirt. “ ’ow much?”

I flashed five fingers three times.

She nodded, handing me a twenty. As I made change, she
said, “Very interesting.”

I nodded. I wanted to congratulate her for being
adventurous enough to take us up on our invitation, but
ravens don’t speak. English, at any rate. I heard someone
else at the table and I turned my head with avian
abruptness.

“Hey, these are cool,” said a guy with a page-boy cut,
sifting through the defiled Boy and Girl Scout badges. I
recognized him as one of Dirk’s pals who met up with us



before the show. “You guys hitting the Casa after this?”

I looked around for the others. I saw Bruce and Michael in
the midst of putting away their stuff, talking to people.
Couldn’t see Lilith: she was probably de-promming herself.

I jerked back to Page-Boy, who was grinning at my bird
antics, and gave him a shrug.

He bought two of the badges, and one of them was the
merit badge for (ahem) birdwatching.

We ended up tagging along with the cartoonists to their
jam. It was a bit of a walk, so Page-Boy popped into the
dep for some supplies.

“Short for depanneur,” Dirk explained to Michael, who had
asked. “They’re like variety stores, except you can buy beer
there and practice your Français.”

“Ah,” Michael said.

“Thought you said you’d been here before,” Bruce lightly
mocked.

“I was here for a band thing,” Michael said. “Didn’t quite get
to explore it like you have.”

Michael got a dark look from his dark mistress for this half-
joke.



Page-Boy came out with a beer named Fin de Monde and
a cigarette already lit. I strode ahead with Bruce to avoid
the smoke and noticed his flaring nostrils.

We marched in silence for a while. “You started it,” I said,
hitting him with the hat box. It had a neat strap on it.

“Yeah.” He had a London Fog overcoat on, and he pulled it
closer. “It’s not that, really. It just reminded me of how
disgusted he was.”

“Oh, you mean on the way in here? The Peepyshow?”

He smiled a little at the word, then frowned. “Yeah, I mean . .
. some guys don’t have to think about stuff like that. They
have girls throwing themselves at them from before they
even care about sex.” His face twisted a little. “And don’t tell
me he’s never—”

I patted his shoulder. “I’m not the one who thinks he’s
angelic,” I said, looking back at our little procession. Lilith
and Michael arm in arm, the cartoonists circling them with
their beer and smokes, gesticulating.

“He probably hasn’t whacked off in a seedy peepshow
closet, though,” Bruce said, looking back.

“His loss,” I said, keeping my cringe on the inside. My
curiosity got the better of me. “Closet?”



“Booth, I guess, but they’re small enough to feel closety. I
kind of liked it. The smell of plywood does it for me for
some reason.” He glanced at me, shrugged.

Bruce shrugs a lot. Sometimes I wonder if it’s given him
really taut shrug muscles on an otherwise scrawny bod. I try
not to picture it, however.

“Wow, 99 cent falafels,” Bruce remarked as we passed by
a tiny Middle Eastern place. “I might have to move back.”

A place across the road had dollar slices of pizza. “I guess
they’re trying to undercut those guys.”

“Yeah, they’ve had those for a while. I had my share.” He
winced. “There was a place called Gooey Looney right
under us. The name should have been a good indication . .
. Not so good, after a while.”

The occasional à louer rental sign strapped to an elegant
balcony had started me thinking about Montreal. “Pizza
aside, did you like it here?”

The guys behind us started yelling, and we stopped.
Michael waved at us and pointed into the falafel place.

We stopped. “Yeah, obviously my roommates were
interesting . . .” Bruce said, looking back. “Not really
ambitious or anything, but a nice bunch of weirdoes.”



I smirked. “This from Mr. Ambition. All I can say is that
anyone who has chili waiting for guests impresses me.”

“Oh yeah, oh yeah. No, you’re right.” He rubbed the black
dockman’s toque he wore. “They’re really big into meals,
and sort of living a . . . decadent, beautiful life. And this is a
good place for it.”

We were on a narrow street, and the European vibe of the
city was in full effect. It was Canada’s secret version of
Paris in the spring. Crumbling brick buildings and well-
dressed couples lined dark streets illuminated by window
displays and streetlights. The air smelled different than
Toronto, but that might have been the bagel bakery down
the way.

I noticed Michael emerging from the falafel place, head
tilted in a bite. We started off again. “So: the problems with
a beautiful, decadent life . . .?” I prompted.

“It’s really a small town. Anglos pretty much end up hanging
out with Anglos, and that’s OK, except it feels like self-
imposed exile. So you have the security of a small town
with the illusion of a big city’s potential. I like anonymity. I
like going to a party and not knowing anyone except the
person who invited me. It’s harder, but it’s more exciting.”

“I like to have a solid base of people, myself. Maybe 30% of
people at a party being people I know?” I said. “ ’Cause



otherwise after I talk to the one person I know I have no one
to talk to.”

“But that’s it!” Bruce said, making a gesture that dislodged
his satchel. He pulled it back onto his shoulder. “It makes
you talk to other people.”

I shook my head. “Naw. Not for me. I like to think that I
could, given a life or death situation, but . . . no, my modus
operandi as of late is to use Lilith as bait. The guys that
come for her and start talking, and then generally I talk to
their friends. A lot of the times the guys who are forward
enough to talk to Lilith aren’t that interesting, but their
friends are.”

“See, now I never would have met you if I hadn’t gone to
parties where I didn’t know anyone. Or Lilith either.”

A part of me was flattered that Lilith was thrown in there as
an afterthought. “That’s true, I suppose.”

A pair of girls in evening wear and high heels giggled by,
their French words like perfume that drew Bruce’s gaze. “I
miss that, too, how glamorous and done up everyone is.
You don’t see it nearly as much in Toronto.”

I gave his corduroy jacket and t-shirt a once-over. “So when
you were here, what, you wore tuxes and evening tails? I
mean, you’re underdressed by Toronto standards.” I felt
self-conscious, so I pulled at my overall straps. “I’m going



with farm-chic, myself.”

Bruce laughed. “I mean, well, you look good in that. But
those women . . . they’re such a fantasy. So unachievable. I
can’t talk to them. Something liberating about that.”

“Because you feel like you can’t talk to them?”

“Well, in their case I literally can’t. That was the other reason
I left. I gave myself a year to learn the language, and I
failed.”

I raised an eyebrow. “Really? I would think it would be easy
to learn in a French city. Immersion and all that.”

“Yeah, well, welcome to the curious mind of the Exile
Montrealer. A guy comes here ready to speak only French,
but finds when he goes to the dep for a simple transaction
that when the counterman hears his accent he switches up
to English. ’Cause most Montrealers speak English as well
as French. And there is an antagonism towards Anglos
here, so the guy loses his inclination to try his French on
someone he worries will sneer at him. And everyone he
deals with speaks English anyway. This is it.”

We entered a high-ceilinged bar. My eyes adjusted. “Is that
what happened to you?”

“Um, kinda. So eventually the Exile Montrealer forgets that
his exile is self-imposed and starts to feel oppressed. It’s



the only place in Canada where a white straight male can
go and feel that way, and for people who are, y’know, rebel
artist types, it can actually be comfortable. So it was a little
too comfortable for me.”

We were standing at the doorway. I felt a hand on my
shoulder and turned around to see Dirk smiling at me. He
had his other hand on Bruce’s shoulder, and he pulled us
together. “Ready to draw?” The rest of our crew were there,
too—Page-Boy was shoving his beer bottle in a garbage
can.

The place was half-full, and I heard the lush pop of the New
Pornographers playing. I squinted at the blackboard above
the bar. Dirk staked out a couple of tables for us and I
ordered a glass of red. When the punk rock chick bartender
came back with it, I wound my way around tables of quietly
drawing boys.

Lilith patted a chair next to her, and I saw that Michael and
Bruce were on her other side, chatting away. I sat down and
looked at Dirk’s white board, where he was quickly
sketching in a panel. The previous panel showed a
pierced-lipped woman on a skateboard, her hair flowing
out behind her in nice lines.

“Did you draw that?” I asked.

“No, that was Matt’s,” he said, nodding to a guy a few



tables away. “I gotta come up with something next. I’m
thinking maybe a polar bear battle scene. That’ll give the
person who does the finishing panel a challenge.”

“And be a good use of white space,” I said.

“Exactly.”

I looked over at Lilith and thought to myself she was
probably being sketched by three different guys right now,
all working hard to get the streaks in her hair just right.

“Can’t get a word in edgewise here,” Lilith said.

Michael and Bruce were chatting, with Bruce doing a lot of
the talking. That was a good sign, since Bruce didn’t have
much to say to people he didn’t like. He wasn’t much good
at small talk.

“Good,” I said.

Page-Boy came around, smiling and smoking. As if the
smoking wasn’t bad enough, he had a really pretentious
way of doing it: holding it flat-palmed between two fingers.
“It looks like you’re directing traffic,” I said.

“Pardon?” he said.

“Nothing,” I said, relieved.



He turned to Lilith. “So about that spell you were casting . .
.”

She frowned. “It’s not a spell. It’s a call.”

“It’s a cleansing ritual in the Enochian high tongue,” I added
knowledgeably.

“Not tonight it wasn’t,” Lilith said, taking a sip of her beer.

“Really?” I said.

Page-Boy took a victorious puff at my stumble.

“Bruce noticed that it was different . . .” she said.

I rolled my eyes and refrained from pointing out that Bruce
noticed when she changed her f-in’ shampoo. Someone
came by and shoved a panel and marker into Page-Boy’s
hands, and he followed them to give it back.

While he was distracted, I asked “What was it tonight,
then?”

“A charming incantation,” she said, with a flicker of a smile.

“It certainly was charming, dear,” I said, patting her hand.

“That’s a bad translation,” she said.

I noticed Bruce and Michael were still chatting, so I asked,



I noticed Bruce and Michael were still chatting, so I asked,
“You and TBB doing well, it seems?”

She looked over at Michael. “At first—because I couldn’t
read him? I thought he was like me. I think that was why I
was scared of getting to know him. But he’s not like me.
He’s just as different as I am, but in a completely different
way.”

When she’d mentioned reading Michael, my eyes went to
her wrist. “Hey! Where’s your dice bracelet?”

“I left it behind,” she said. “It was my father’s. I should have
left it behind a long time ago.” She rubbed her bare wrist
and smiled.

Hours later, on our way home, I got the boy’s half of the
conversation. Bruce was telling me about how Michael had
apologized about the Peepyshow thing, and that he had a
hard time controlling “dark” feelings because he was mostly
“light,” but Lilith was teaching him how to deal with them. I
was trying to listen, but I had a pretty nice buzz on and was
also blissed out on the fresh bagels we had just bought.

“The light and the dark, eh?” I said, picking a poppy seed
bagel from the bag this time. “Sorta like the sesame and
the poppy seed?” As I said, I was kinda drunk.

Bruce’s faculties were working the same as always, though.
“He says because she’s mostly dark, she has a harder time



expressing the light. He helps her with that.”

“There’s some things couples shouldn’t tell other people,
don’tcha think?”

He chewed on a bagel thoughtfully. “I guess. And apparently
they have a song,” he said. “The lyrics go something like:
I’m an angel and I’m bored as hell, You’re a devil but you
mean well.”

“Hey!” I said, mouth full. “That’s a Cardigans song. I got her
into them.” I put my hand back into the paper bag. “Geez,
we’ve totally eaten half the bag. Let’s wait for the other
guys.”

They were a ways back. Dirk had taken one of Lilith’s bags
and was waving his arm to illustrate a point. Michael had
his synth suitcase and was moving slow. “Maybe next time
we should bring the car, otherwise we’re lugging all the
gear . . .”

Bruce’s mind was on other things. “Don’t you think it’s kind
of nice, though, that they see themselves in a mythic way?
Angels and devils.”

“Yeeeah,” I stretched out the word. “Kinda. Part of me likes
it, part of me thinks it’s flaky. Like Lilith seemed offended
that I didn’t know the ritual tonight was different from last
night.”



“Well, the words were different,” Bruce said.

“This from the guy who couldn’t learn French! How can you
tell?” I said. “Doesn’t she just make them up?”

Bruce shook his head. “I don’t know. Although I was
listening pretty hard, because she said something about it
earlier today.”

I dug into the bag, scrabbled at the bottom and came up
with a lil scoop of sesame/poppy seeds. “What’d she say?”
I said quietly, since they were within earshot by this point.

“When Genevieve and I were making your mask, she came
in and asked if she could have a few feathers. She was
planning to try something new, she said.”

When the others arrived I handed them the bag. “Take this
away from us,” I commanded.

As we walked on, I thought about how Bruce was doing
shadows, masks, gallery dioramas—but I’d yet to see him
shooting anything. I asked him if he brought his camera.

“Yeah, I’ve got a Hi8 analog guy in my luggage, but I just
haven’t been feeling it lately.” He watched the sidewalk for
a bit. “Drawing tonight was good, though. Pretty inspiring.”

I’m actually writing this the next day. I’m a little muddy-
headed, but something is clear to me now after recounting



it that was only nibbling at my consciousness last night: that
charming incantation was for me.

Did burning the feathers really invoke the raven? When I
think back on my compulsion to pull it on, I wonder. I think
back on Lilith’s sliver of a smile when she told me. The
strange thing is, I’m more flattered than scared. I’m no
stranger to benign machinations.

When I think about Bruce’s lack of feeling about videotape,
it reminds me of how his VHS tape was ritually
disemboweled. It didn’t kill the crush, but maybe it killed his
video muse.

Dirk’s just come out, in a Hugh Hefner-esque robe that
reveals a shock of chest hair I never would have suspected.
He’s just asked me if I want coffee. I think I’ll see if I can use
their phone line to post this, and I won’t have to ask Lilith for
her cell today.

I feel more compulsion than usual to get this online. For all I
know, the next time I do this it might be much more difficult: I
might have to peck out the letters and claw the mouse.

Claw the mouse! Oh, that’s a keeper.

Posted at 11:01pm



APRIL 18, 2004

Today was border day. We decided to have Lilith drive,
Michael beside her, and us two like their unlikely spawn in
the back seat.

“Can’t you do it like Obi-Wan?” I said to Lilith. “You know,
that part in Star Wars where their Landspeeder or whatever
is stopped and he uses the Force? Do some demonic
voodoo on his Yankee ass?”

Everybody laughed. “Ass” is such a great laugh-getter. I
don’t know why I felt so chipper about it, it wasn’t like I was
super-confident about getting across. In fact, I think I had
the most to be worried about, having been told by
boogerman2000ad@hotmail.com that the last two
Canadian bands he’d booked had had border hassles—
and the last one had actually been turned away.

“Never seen it, actually,” Lilith said. She was chewing on a
straw, which I hoped she would stop doing before we hit the
border.

“You’ve never seen Star Wars?” said Michael, whose face
had this hilariously inappropriate tragic look on it.

“Uh oh,” I said to Bruce. “Trouble in paradise.”

“I feel like I’ve seen it. I’ve seen clips.”



Michael was shaking his head.

“I mean, the angel/demon thing they could work through, but
this . . .” I mumbled to Bruce.

“It’s been dead to me since the sequels,” Bruce mumbled
back. “Otherwise, I might be able to relate.”

“So since we can’t do any Jedi mind-tricks, let’s go over
our stories,” I said loud enough for everyone to hear. “The
thing I’m worried about the most is that they think we should
be searched. Then they’ll find all the ritual stuff and we’ll be
busted.”

“Well, why don’t I throw it out?” Lilith said.

“I’m not saying you should do that,” I said, wondering if she
could read minds now.

She pulled into the next rest stop turnoff. “Does anyone
have to pee or anything?” she asked. We all shook our
heads. She pulled into a parking spot beside a garbage
can, popped the trunk and got out.

“What’s she doing?” Bruce said, even though we all kind of
knew.

She opened up her Beetlejuice lunchbox and dumped it all
unceremoniously in the garbage can. Whether intentionally
or not, we were at an angle where we saw the candles, the



charcoal, the feathers tumbling into a can I imagined to be
full of soda cups and napkins. She looked at the box itself
and I guess it was ashy, because she threw it away too.
She did it all apparently without rancor.

“You didn’t have to throw away the box,” I said.

She shut the door. “I could have washed it, but I’m going to
have to shop for the other stuff anyway so . . .”

“Plus, the dogs might sniff something funny,” Bruce said. “
‘We’re getting traces of burned feathers and blood . . . and .
. . brimstone . . .’ ”

We all chuckled, but there was something about the way
she’d thrown out the stuff that was a little cold-blooded and .
. . alien. It brought to mind that time in the men’s washroom
where she’d cracked a man’s skull against the tiles without
pause or regret.

I was thinking that I was probably overreacting when Lilith
threw me another loop. “I’m glad you mentioned it. If we’d
been turned back because of it, I would have felt awful.
Especially since you went to the trouble of sending the
other stuff ahead and everything.”

Sure, I had mentioned mailing the merch ahead so we
didn’t get it confiscated at the border, but at times it
seemed like Lilith didn’t know what city we were going to
next so I was surprised she remembered. At first I tried to



keep her up-to-date, but since she doesn’t have e-mail I
had to tell her about all the arrangements I was making
rather than just CCing her. That my border preparations
didn’t disappear into her oblivious indifference like the
dozens of other things I’d told her was strange.

So: all this is the backdrop for our story so far. This may,
indeed, be the ending of the story. Because I’m writing this
in the border guard’s office, while the assholes interrogate
Lilith. Beside me on the plastic molded seats sits Bruce,
who looks like he’s asleep but is probably resting his eyes
from the harsh fluorescent lighting these kind of places
favour. Beside him, hollow-eyed and restless, is Michael.
We’ve been here for more than an hour since Lilith went in.
That’s enough to test the patience of even an angel.

Sometimes you just get an asshole. A border guard is a
great thing for an asshole to be. Hassling people is their
job. They can attribute racist, sexist, or random acts of
harassment to homeland security. There doesn’t seem to
be any recourse—if they want to turn you away, they can
just claim that they had a bad feeling about you.

Which appears to be what is going to happen to us. What
makes me angry is that it isn’t just a simpleno. It’s: well,
let’s pull you off to the side, let’s go through all your stuff,
let’s isolate you from your friends and question you for an
hour and then say no. We all had the proper ID. They didn’t
turn up anything noteworthy in the search. But after the



computer check on our passports they asked to see Lilith
for “a moment.”

We’ve been waiting for an hour and ten minutes now, that’s
the longest fucking moment I’ve—there she is.

Posted at 12:31pm

Lilith came out of the office and looked at me, then pushed
through the exit doors. The young guy who’d called her in
trailed after her, went back behind the counter and looked
very intently at some paperwork.

I shoved my laptop in my bag, gave Michael a little push to
wake him up and headed after her. I saw her unlocking the
passenger side of the car and getting in, so I trotted over
and got in the driver’s side.

She was crying. Her face was a red streaming mess.

I just sat there, stunned, as she flicked away tears. She
pressed the heels of her hands to her eyes and left them
there. I put a hand on her shoulder and then an arm. “It’s
OK,” I said. “Take big breaths.”

The guys got into the back seat of the car. “What
happened, Lil?” Michael said, his face radiating concern so
strongly that his blue eyes almost glowed. Bruce was



chewing the inside of his cheek.

She dropped the keys in my lap and I started the car. “Let’s
just go, we’re cleared,? Lilith said, the mucous thickening
her voice.

“Aw, Lil,” Michael said, hugging the whole seat. “What—
were they—” He shut up and intertwined his hand in hers,
which she allowed.

A minute later, we were on the highway in the United
States. I had Bruce get some Kleenex out of my backpack
for Lilith. She dried her face a bit, then she said: “When I
was a kid, my parents went down to this big convention
thing every year. It was allegedly an academic conference
to discuss Enochian and demonology as a religion, but that
was just a front. When I was younger, I used to love it. Big
trip, got to run around with a bunch of wild kids for a couple
of days. . . . but when I got older I started not to want to go.”
She blew her nose. “Partly because when I was 11, 12, the
boys started getting weird . . . but also because I didn’t
want to do anything my parents did. By that age I realized
that something was wrong with my parents.”

I wished I could look at Lilith instead of at the road.

“Something was wrong with them, and that was why we
moved from a small town to the Vancouver suburbs—Dad
was always calling the town ‘provincial, small-minded’



things like that. And why teachers were always asking me
about my parents’ rituals, even though they were boring and
I said so. No one asked the Indian kid about her holidays,
not with the same worried looks. When she described what
happened in her temple, the teachers looked happy, proud
almost.”

I remembered that—kind of a smug self-satisfaction that my
grade two teacher got when I described Jewish stuff. I
suppose they don’t realize that they’re marking the kid for
ridicule by giving them undue attention for difference—
doesn’t really matter if it’s positive or negative attention.

“Anyway, I decided when I was twelve I wasn’t going to do
the rituals any more. My dad sneered and ridiculed me for a
while, something he always did, while my mom just
pretended that she was really disappointed in me. It had
always worked in the past to get me to obey, but for some
reason it just made me more determined that year. I told
them about a week before we were supposed to leave that
I wasn’t gonna come. And if I thought—”

“Toll,” I broke in. The booths had suddenly appeared, and
there were only a few cars ahead. “Sorry, what do I have to
do?”

Michael dug 50 cents out of the change receptacle and
handed it to me. “Just toss it in the big basin thing.”



I unrolled my window and gingerly lobbed it into the thing. A
second later, the arm went up. “Ha!” I said.

“Nice work,” Bruce said.

“Sorry to interrupt,” I said.

“I just remembered that you hate driving,” Lilith said to me,
and I glanced over at her remorseful smile. “Sorry to make
you.”

“S’OK. Go on.”

“OK. So, I tell them, I’m not going this year. And basically,
they make my life hell. If I thought it was bad before, it’s
twice as bad now. My mom, too, gets in on it, and she’s got
all sorts of tricks. It takes them two days to get me to break
down and agree to go. To apologize and apologize and
ask them to forgive me.”

“Did they . . . physically . . .” Michael couldn’t finish what we
all were thinking.

“No, no, no. Everyone always thinks that. No beatings, no
sexual stuff. Nothing like that, ever. Just cruel, vicious,
emotional attacks. As I said, I changed my tune two days in.
I was determined. But I couldn’t go on. And I believed that
I’d go. The night before I was even preparing what I’d say to
this one country hick when he teased me about my chest. I
was up all night running through the variants. But at 3am I



realized: I could leave now. I could just dress and sneak out
of the house.”

I felt a dread at this, thinking about my own childhood
schemes. Kids always try to run away even when their
parents are normal. But Lilith’s parents didn’t sound normal.

“So I got dressed, threw a couple of things in my schoolbag
and the money I’d saved from babysitting, and crept down
the stairs. As I shut the door behind me, it made the loudest
squeak and click, and I was sure I was sunk. I heard a noise
and threw my bag in the bushes, trying to come up with a
better excuse than fresh air. I’d decided I’d confess to
smoking when I realized that they hadn’t woken up. I
grabbed my bag and split.”

“I tried to lose my parents in Disneyland,” Michael said. “I
was 9. Security found me, of course.”

“Where’d you go after that?” Bruce said.

“I went to the ravine and found a place to hide. Eventually I
fell asleep. I only woke up because my face and hair were
hot from the sun. It was almost ten. I went to the strip mall
and called a friend of mine who lived on my street, got her
to go look and see if the car was there. It wasn’t. I guess
they left as early as planned. It was a long trip to Arizona, I
should know.”

“How did you feel?” I said, amazed at the idea of her



parents leaving anyway.

“Happy. Relieved. They’d locked the door and taken away
the spare key from where we hid it, so it was lucky I’d
brought my keys with me. I remember walking around the
house wondering if they’d come back all of a sudden, but
feeling that they wouldn’t. I looked in all the rooms, I guess
for a note even though I hadn’t left one, so why should they?
And then to my room and bed. I slept for another couple of
hours.”

“What happened when your parents got back from the
States?” Bruce said.

“They never did.”

I saw a rest area and I pulled over. I parked. There was
complete silence in the car. I was able to look at Lilith for
the first time since she’d started talking; it was easily the
longest I’d ever heard her talk at once. She looked
composed. We’d left the red-faced blubbering Lilith miles
back.

“My parents were arrested at the border, when a search of
their car turned up several kilos of drugs. Psychedelic
mushrooms and speed mostly. They went to jail, and I went
to stay with my aunt in Toronto.”

“Oh my god,” I said, and the others chimed in similarly.



“I guess it turned out that my dad supplied most of the
Arizona gathering with stuff he got cheap in BC. He’d been
doing it for years. He would have me sit up front when they
crossed the border. I’d forgotten all this until you had me
drive, then it came back to me.”

I remembered how quickly she’d thrown out her ritual kit.
“So that’s why they interrogated you,” I said.

“Yeah, any other times I’ve gone across they’ve just waved
me by. But it turns out my name’s been flagged because
my mom mentioned that I’d been with them on previous
trips. No wonder she was pissed that I didn’t want to go,
she figured I was good cover. And I guess she was right
because without me . . .” She shrugged.

Michael squeezed her shoulder. “It’s not—”

“I don’t feel guilty!” she said. “I might have at first, but I didn’t
like them. What bothered me was when the border guard
said—”

She came to a full stop. Her nose flared, and her teeth
clicked together. Bruce couldn’t see her from where he was
sitting and said, “Said what?”

“The apple doesn’t fall far from the tree,” she said, and
burst out crying again. This time it hit me like a bursting
balloon does: a shock to the heart. I found a part of her arm
not being hugged by Michael and squeezed it.



“It’s kind of true, you know.” She thumped her head against
the window. “Here I am, performing the calls they taught me,
calls I thought I’d never . . . maybe I should find out where
that fucking gathering is this summer and go. They’d love
me. Prodigal daughter.”

I looked at Bruce. His brow was furrowed, his eyes glazed.
Michael looked agonized. There wasn’t any more room for
trauma or sympathy. “Listen, sister,” I said. “Everyone fears
becoming their parents. It sounds like you definitely should
be scared more than most. They sound psycho. But those
calls aren’t theirs any more. They’re yours.”

Her eyes flicked at me.

“Am I right?” I said, shaking her arm.

She nodded.

I looked at my watch. I wanted to get back on the road—the
show tonight was looming. I got out of the car and opened
Michael’s side. “Do you mind driving?” I asked. He shook
his head no and got out of the car. I slumped into the back
seat.

Lilith looked back at me. “They would never have done
them in public. For the inner circle only, my dad always
said. He was so fucking arrogant! He thought a psychology
degree made him some kind of puppet master.”



“Do you want to do the show tonight? It’s been a pretty
fucked-up day. We can turn around . . .” I said. It pained me
to even offer, but I meant it.

She raised an eyebrow. “Fuck that. After all that? Hit it,
baby.”

Michael, happy to be useful, backed out with a gravel
crunch.

“Oh good,” I said collapsing onto the seat. “I’d hate to let
Boogerman2000ad and his five friends down.”

Posted at 6:22pm

APRIL 19, 2004

Happily, it was more like Boogerman and fifty or so friends.
And Boogerman was actually his nickname, not just the
most ludicrous hotmail address he could think of.

I was telling my mom about him on the phone. “Yeah, we’re
staying with this guy Eric who set it up.”

“Have you called Brooke? She’d be happy to put you up,
I’m sure.”



“Just got in this second, Ma. I called you instead.” Iwas
curious about my mom’s cousin, though. I’d heard about her
growing up and imagined her to be fabulously glamourous,
just on the basis on the fact that her name was Brooke and
she lived in Manhattan.

“I’m glad you did,” Mom said. “Still, if you can . . .”

I would have usually been irritated by this, but Lilith’s
harrowing story had reminded me of how good I had it. “The
show is starting soon, so I can’t talk long.” I looked down the
hallway. It was a renovated warehouse in Brooklyn, a
community centre/art space. “I should actually probably go. I
just wanted to say hi.”

“Well, it just sounds great. Lilith singing in a new city every
day, meeting new people . . .”

“Yep, it’s quite an adventure . . .”

“Hopefully your dad will be home next time you call.”

“Yeah. Gotta go, Ma. Love you.”

“I love you too, dear. Call when you can.”

I hung up. I had made the call at the community centre
counter—using a calling card, of course—and halfway
through the lady had disappeared into the back. “Thank you
for the phone,” I called in the direction of where she had



gone. Maybe she’d gone up top.

I headed down the hallway to the stairwell. Booger had
done us proud with this venue—it was a rooftop. It was a
nice night, too, which was lucky; spring was treacherous
that way. I headed up the stairs and noticed a straw-haired
kid in an ironic Esso jacket over a torn-up shirt coming in
from the roof. “Has it started yet?” I asked as we passed.

“Yes,” he said, and his tone made me look at him. “It’s
begun.” His eyes were the shiny black of buttons.

I smiled and nodded back, a little shocked—I’d never seen
that kind of novelty contact lenses. I’d only ever seen the
cat’s-eye type, and then only on Halloween. Maybe they
were really cheap here or something.

I could hear Lilith’s voice as soon as I got out onto the roof. I
was happy because I didn’t know how it would carry out
here—there was a PA but Lilith had opted not to use it. I
went to my station and sat on the stool Booger had found
for the merch table. Chairs were in short supply, so I
appreciated it. Apparently there had been a
misunderstanding with the centre re: chairs. When Booger
had been here before it was for this indie film series and
they had chairs, but apparently they cost extra to rent.

It seemed to work out OK, though. The crowd were the
hunkering down types, and were sitting on the floor in a



circle around her. She was raised, on some kind of
pedestal they’d found, and Bruce’s shadow play alternately
lit up and concealed her placid features.

Michael’s synth was faint, almost a hum, and I became
aware of another hum; kind of an electrical feel in the air,
right before a storm. I started to look around for my box in
case I had to sweep everything into it and run for the door.
Luckily the badges and t-shirts wouldn’t be ruined by a few
drops, so I wasn’t too stressed.

A jet flew by overhead, heading for that famous Manhattan
skyline. The wind blew a bit and I pulled my jacket a little
tighter. I was glad the outside location wasn’t bothering
many people—only that weirdo on the stairs had left so far.
Hopefully Lilith wouldn’t do her extendamix version.

Someone in the crowd stood up and walked up to Lilith.
Immediately, I thought, Oh great—someone’s fucking with
the formula. She knelt in front of Lilith, away from me. And
as if it was part of the ritual, Lil held the girl’s hair in her
hand and did something to her face. Then the girl stood,
turned around and walked back. But instead of stopping at
her spot, she kept on going, left the circle and headed for
me.

She came up to the table and took a shirt and a badge. I
told her how much it was, but my attention was on the ritual
—another person had gotten up and approached Lilith. We



had actually talked apprehensively about New York
audiences in the car, wondering if they’d heckle or
something. Or something, it turned out. I made change
without looking back, noticing in the low light that the girl
had a pentagram drawn on her forehead before she walked
off with her merch.

I had to hand it to Lilith: pretty good improv!

The other guy had gotten the same treatment and similarly
headed over to me. It was annoying that they were leaving
early, but at least they were buying something. I noticed
someone else rising from the crowd. There was something
in the way they were approaching her that reminded me of
the way Catholics have Holy Communion, but instead of a
wafer they got a pentagram.

This guy got a shirt and a badge, too. “You can look through
those badges, they’re all different,” I said, since he seemed
to pick one without looking. He handed me the money. As I
took it, I noticed he had those same pitch-black eye contact
things the kid in the stairwell had. They were either real
popular in NYC or these bunch were a variety of goth kids
I’d never run into before. He walked away when I gave him
change.

Both that guy and the previous customer had been so silent
I started to worry that Boogerman had got a bunch of real
satanist freaks to come to the show. That wouldn’t be good



for Lilith: not with her feeling too much like her parents with
all that border stuff. There was another person getting
pentagrammed. After he started towards me I noticed a
pitch change from Lilith—I hoped that meant she was going
to wrap it up, since the air really felt like it was about to
thunderstorm.

Lilith was rising, slowly, even though she hadn’t seemed to
change her original kneeling position. Her arms were
winding, too, and even stranger: there was a smile on her
face. She’d never smiled before during a ritual. I was happy
she was feeling good about it, when suddenly she brought
her arms down and thunder boomed.

It was fucking awesome.

“Wow!” I said to the guy, who hadn’t even been looking.
“She just—wow!”

I shook my head, making change for him while keeping one
eye on Lilith. Her arms were snaking around again. She
brought her arms down and, again, thunder rocked the
rooftop.

Wind was picking up now. Her hair was flicking about as
intensely as her arms. The guy still wasn’t looking, still
waiting for his change. “You gotta check this out, man,” I
said. “Her timing is unreal.” I was thinking it was weird that
the audience wasnlaughing or cheering or anything,



because it was an amazing thing to see. Then a tiny
movement attracted my eye, and I looked down at the shirt
he was holding to see a tiny red drop appear on the white
number.

I looked up, expecting to see a bleeding nose, but instead I
realized that the pentagram wasn’t drawn in their
foreheads: it’d been carved. “Uh . . .” I said, looking into his
black button eyes. I thrust his change back at him, and he
smiled.

I looked away from that smile, and saw Lilith bring the
thunder down a third time. The audience leapt to their feet
as if one. Lightning flashed as they headed for the stairwell,
ready to do their mistress’s bidding.

Posted at 8:45pm

APRIL 20, 2004

OK, OK. It didn’t quite happen like that. We did sell a lot of
merch, but not because Lilith turned the audience into a
demonic horde by carving pentagrams in their heads or
controlling the weather. I actually banged out the above
while the performance was going on, I was too far off to
really feel part of it. Unlike me, the audience was attentive
and although I heard a few comments that were dismissive
of it—“It’s a little kitschy,” for instance—people seemed to



of it—“It’s a little kitschy,” for instance—people seemed to
think it was well done enough to buy a piece of it while we
were around.

I deciding kvetching about that would seem a little
ungrateful as we hauled our stuff up the stairs to
Boogerman’s studio in the Lower East Village. So instead I
said, “Hey, what would you do if someone came up to you
during the ritual and kneeled in front of you?”

She shrugged. “Ask them to go back to their spot? I don’t
know.”

“You wouldn’t . . . try to involve them in the ritual somehow?”

“No, it’s not some kind of open mike,” she said, frowning.

“Ah. But say—”

“This is where it almost took place,” Boogerman said,
showing us the studio he had originally thought would be
good. It was a pretty big place: concrete floors and
exposed wooden supports with little clusters of paintings,
chairs, an occasional drawing table here and there. “It
would have been easier getting people to come since it’s in
Manhattan, but the other space is cooler.”

“It’s neat, but it’s no rooftop,” I said.

“We also would have had to move all our stuff out of the
way, some people are real fussy . . . there’s almost a dozen



people, I would have had to call them all . . .” He threw up
his hand at the imagined hassle.

“Yeah, well, it worked out real well. Thanks for putting it
together.”

He slid a hand through his curls. Mr. 2000ad was a skinny
aging scenester with a leather jacket and kind of looked
like Jon Bon Jovi in this light. “You know, it was fun. I was a
little worried it was kind of stressful but . . . I was thinking
when it was happening that it would have been kinda cool
to have another act. It’s weird because I also have some
other friends in town who are playing at a bar tonight. Two
of the guys came to your thing and were really into it, and I
was like, damn, I should have combined the two. Get a bit
more of a crowd out for you both.”

“It was a good crowd, I think our best so far, numbers-wise.”
I was scanning the room for anything bedlike. It was only 11,
but I was pretty pooped. I hoped there was something to put
between my sleeping bag and the concrete floor: it didn’t
feel like there was an excess of heating in the building. I
had a vivid image of Cousin Brooke sipping tea in her bed,
curled up all toasty in a huge apartment with plenty of guest
rooms.

“Do you think those guys will find parking nearby?” Lilith
asked Booger.



“Yeah, I mean, they’ll have to pay,” he said. “Very little street
parking. There’s two garages within a block, though.” He
seemed distracted, seemed to decide on something. “OK,
now there’s a chance that someone will come here tonight.
Usually it’s totally dead, but there’s a chance someone will
come and decide they want to work, y’know, after a couple
drinks.” He shrugged. “It’s this one guy in particular. I left a
message that you’d be staying, so he should know. Paul is
his name. So if this guy wakes you up in the middle of the
night—”

“We’ll just say, ‘Hey Paul, we’re trying to sleep.’ ”

Booger nodded. “I’d say you should stay with us, but space
is so tight—”

I shook my head. “No, this is probably fine,” I said, adding in
my head: as long as there’s something other than that
papier mâché sculpture to sleep on. Lilith nodded, too.

We heard the guys calling, and we directed them up.

“Maybe I can show you where the futons are now,” Booger
said.

I smiled big. “I like that you used the plural there.”

Bruce and Michael dropped their luggage with ours.
Together, it looked like one of the many clumps of artistic
activity through the studio, maybe belonging to an artist who



worked in the medium of travel sculpture. We walked
through the studio, Bruce trailing behind as he looked at
everything. I was too drowsy to really pay attention.

Booger hauled the futons out of the bathroom, where they
were jammed in the spot where a bathtub might have
originally been. It was a bit of a challenge to know if the
space had been abandoned mid-build, or mid-teardown.
He handed them off to us, and we wrestled them into spots
on the floor.

“They’re not pretty, but . . .” He got on his hands and knees
and started wiping off the dust and splinters of wood with
his hand.

“Hey, don’t worry about that,” Michael said, looking
concerned at his frantic cleaning.

“We got our sleeping bags,” I said. “We’re all set.”

“OK,” Booger said, digging in his black jeans and coming
out with a key. “So you can come and go tonight. Maybe we
can meet for brunch tomorrow, and I can get this back?”

“Yeah, that sounds good,” I said, taking it. “I’m not going
anywhere tonight, though. You guys?”

Lilith and Michael shook their heads in unison.

“You said those guys were playing tonight?” Bruce said to



Booger.

“Yeah, you wanna come?” he said. “I’ll probably just go
there from here.”

Bruce nodded. I worried that I might be missing out on
something cool on our only night in New York, but who
knows? Maybe Bruce wanted to get away.

I tossed the key at him, and he caught it on his chest.

Posted at 3:23pm

APRIL 21, 2004

When I woke up the next morning, I had no idea where I
was. “What the?” I said, lifting my head.

I saw Bruce sitting at a drafting table and gradually put it
together. “Oh yeah.”

Bruce stared at me for a second and then went back to his
drawing.

I shucked off my sleeping bag and walked over to see what
he was at. He’d drawn a mummy in an aviator helmet in a
hot-air balloon. “I hate you,” I said, scowling at him as I
walked around looking for Lilith and Michael. “I hate people



who can draw.”

“Oh. That.” Bruce said to my back.

“When’d you get in last night?” I said, splashing some water
on my face. “You better not tell me you had some fabulous
adventure. Tell me you had a boring time.” I wandered back
to the drawing table and took the fine-tip from him and
started drawing a Trans-Am, the only thing I could draw.

“You don’t remember when I came in?” Bruce said. “You
totally sat up and said ‘Whatthefuck!’ ”

I laughed. “I don’t remember that at all.” I finished the Trans-
am off with a gun turret on top. I pointed the turret at the
cloud of birds that were ominously approaching the
mummy’s balloon. “Do you think this person will mind us
using their drawing board?”

“So you don’t remember anything from last night?” He was
still perched on the stool, his hands clasping together
uneasily.

“No, I slept like a—” I stopped, handed him the pen. “Wait a
second, there was—”

“Yeah?” He prompted. He was capping and uncapping the
pen.

“I woke up, and you were sleeping on the floor beside the



futon, and I told you to not be an idiot and sleep on the
futon.”

“Right . . .” he said, expecting more.

“Why would you be sleeping on the floor? Even in your
sleeping bag it must have been fucking freezing!”

“Yeah, but . . .” He shrugged. “I’m not just going to crawl in
beside you, that’s creepy . . .”

“Very gallant, but it would have been creepier to wake up
next to a frozen corpse,” I said. “So back to my original
question, when’d you get in? How was the band?”

“I liked them,” Bruce said. “They were nice guys, too. Do
you remember the guy with the short buzz cut and flannel
shirt at our thing? Glasses?”

I shook my head.

“Davey is the guy’s name. He’s the singer in the band. He
said he was obsessed with the occult when he was
younger. We talked about mummies a lot. And fetishes.”

“Oh ho?” I raised my eyebrow.

“Not that kind,” he said. “The kind that ward off demons.
Amulets and whatnot. The old meaning of fetish, a thing you
worship.”



I raised my other eyebrow.

He smiled, realizing he was just digging himself in deeper.
“OK, the talk about fetishes got so hot that eventually we
fucked like wild animals,” he said in a monotone. “It was
sooooo great.”

I nodded happily.

“That’s a lie, you know,” Bruce said.

“I know. Let’s go to brunch.”

I called Booger and arranged to meet him in Williamsburg,
and while I was on the phone Michael and Lilith returned
from their jaunt. I led everyone across on the train and
caught sight of Booger within a few seconds of surfacing
from the subway.

Naturally, once I felt safely in the care of a native we got
lost. It felt like we were in the middle of nowhere on an
industrial stretch of road, despite Booger’s claims that
Williamsburg was a hep part of town.

Since I hadn’t gotten us lost, I felt entirely calm and
contented to check out a dockside sugar factory through
the chain link fence.

“I think I got confused when we met. I usually go to that
restaurant we passed a while back so I think I was half



restaurant we passed a while back so I think I was half
heading that way,” Booger was saying to Michael and Lilith.

The place we had passed looked like a wall of corrugated
iron with a door cut in it. It had had a nice mural, though.
“Don’t sweat it man, we’ve got a couple hours,” I said.

“You guys planning to see anything else?” Booger asked.

I shrugged. There was something about the hype around
New York that made me want to ignore it, that made me
anti-curious.

“I just wanted to check out the Alice in Wonderland statues
in the park, so we got up early and walked over,” Lilith said.

“Really? I didn’t know about that.” I said.

“You were asleep, so . . .” Lilith shrugged.

I kicked a flattened can. Great, Bruce goes and talks about
mummy fetishes all night, and these two go sneak out and
check out my childhood hero. Fuckers.

“Oh, OK, I think we’re back on track now,” Booger said.
And he was right—a few minutes later we were crammed
into a diner on Broadway and waiting for someone to clear
the table next to the musicians.

“Oh hey,” said a guy with glasses when he noticed us. He
put down his toast with eggs mid-bite and shook our hands.



“We were told we really couldn’t wait, they get a lot of
people in here. I’m Davey.”

Just by chance of how we’d wound our way through the
restaurant, I ended up next to Davey. He had a square head
and a bum-chin. I was about to tease him about his mummy
fetish, but in an attempt to give me more room, his arms
joggled mine and I realized what big arms Davey had.

In some ways, my thing for buff guys is more embarrassing
than a fetish. Even though I know it has something to do
with that moronic jock Derek Simmons being in my
homeroom class the year I discovered masturbation, I can’t
deny that a nice set of biceps makes me a little weak-
kneed.

I sat quietly until the waiter came, a slacker moptop with an
easy manner and confidence. Then the band all the kids
are crazy about came on the stereo. Then I noticed the
great classic dishware they had. This wasn’t a diner, it was
some kind of hipster theme park. And I was sitting beside
this hunky rockstar with—it appeared—nothing, nothing,
nothing cool to say.

I stared at the menu. So, heard you guys rocked out last
night. God no. I guess I shook my head visibly.

“Nothing for you here?” Davey inquired.

I hadn’t focused enough to take in anything. I wondered how



I hadn’t focused enough to take in anything. I wondered how
much time I had. A glass was set in front of me, and I threw
it at my cotton mouth.
“Uh . . .” I quipped.

“I would have had a tough time here when I was vegan,”
Davey said.

The intimidating cool waiter came back and casually jotted
down our choices. I picked something mostly at random.

I could see Davey’s attention was wandering to his band
mates. One of them, in one of those almost Amish-looking
indie rock beards, was talking about the guy they’d stayed
with last night.

“Heard you . . . heard you saw our . . . thing last night,” I
managed. “From Bruce,” I said, pointing at him. He was
chatting with Michael and Lilith, blind to my flailing.

“Yeah yeah, it was really cool. It was really refreshing after
seeing a million bands and the usual BS,” he said. “Bruce
was saying you’re like, the brains of the operation.”

I blushed. Blushed! “Ha ha.” I said, sipping. Rubbed my
hand over my face so that my blushing might have been
from that. “I just, y’know, sell the merch and stuff.”

“I know you do that too. I saw you yesterday at your table,
typing away.”



He saw me? Someone saw me when Lilith was on stage?

“Are you a writer?”

I glanced around to see if anyone was listening to the
conversation, but no one was. “Not really. I keep a journal.”

He was sopping up the yolk, kind of sweeping it back and
forth almost contemplatively. “Me too. It’s really good to do
that. It kind of carves out a mental space for yourself.”

“Yeah, actually, I find I get into a rhythm with it, I do it every
day on tour. Everything flies by so quick it’s good to put it
down, it makes you think about it.” I smiled, happy with
myself that I’d gotten a coherent sentence out.

“Our label is trying to get us to do a tour diary online, but I’m
the only one who ever does it. The other guys are always
writing to their girlfriends or whatever.”

The temptation to tell him about my blog washed over me,
but I stood strong against it. “So did the label set up the tour
for you guys?”

“Yeah, they did. It’s been pretty good, a couple of rough
spots but good over all.” He pulled out his wallet (I forgave
him the chain) and then a card out of the wallet that had, in
very tiny type, the tour information. “They even made these
for us, in case we got separated.”



“A cheat sheet!” I said. I took it and shoved it in Bruce, Lilith
and Michael’s faces. “See, I’m not crazy. Even record
labels make them for people.” They had stopped their
conversation and a few seconds later, just when I was sure
I’d made an ass of myself, Bruce saved me.

He took his own cheat sheet out of his wallet and handed it
to Davey. “We thought she was a bit nuts at first, but I’ve
found it pretty useful.”

I grinned triumphantly.

“I haven’t,” said Lilith.

I stuck my tongue out at her.

“Hey!” said Davey, who’d been comparing them. “We’re
gonna be in Chicago the same time, too!”

“Dude, we gotta jet,” said bearded band mate. He tapped
the bill, covered in cash.

Our meals arrived at the same time, and I had a moment of
confusion until I realized that I actually had ordered the
salmon.

“You said you’d take the special,” the waiter said.

“Ah,” I said, nodding to his logic. “My mistake.”



By the time that was over, Davey was getting up. His band
mates were practically out the door. He was writing
something down on my cheat sheet. “So here’s my e-mail.
Drop me a line, and we can figure out where we’re each
playing in Chicago.”

“Yeah!” I said.

“It’d be cool to see you guys again,” Bruce said, and I felt
like such a knob that I hadn’t seen them last night.

“Catch you on the flipside, Booger!”

Booger winked at him.

He started to leave, then turned. He licked his lips anxiously
and glanced at his band mates retreating backs. “I’d love to
have you guys play with us.” He stage-whispered. “I’m
gonna have to work on those guys, though. Keep in touch,”
he said with a wave.

I watched Davey’s big-shouldered black t-shirt quickly leave
the restaurant.

“Cool dude,” Bruce said.

“The coolest,” Booger said.

I started in on my salmon.



Posted at 3:25pm

APRIL 22, 2004

New York to Cleveland was a long haul. Long enough to
write the entire previous entry and still get bored. I was
antsy, too, because the only thing I could think about was
missing a chance with that Davey character. I could have
gone out last night, why didn’t I?

We were in the state that doesn’t allow you to fill your own
gas tank, and they were quietly discussing if we should tip
the gas guy when I decided to go to the washroom, just for
something to do.

Gas station washrooms don’t invite much contemplation.
Squeezed out a little pee, checked my hair wasn’t too
fucked up, and I was out of there. The day was brightening
up a bit, we’d left the drizzle behind a while back, and I got
a nice whiff of the green rolling hills we were driving through
on my way back into the car—but I was in no mood to be
cheered up.

“I’m bored,” I told Bruce, slamming the door.

“Only the boring are bored,” he said, looking out the
window.



I made a disgusted moan.

“What?” Bruce said, seeing my determinedly sour mood.

“What what?” I responded. “Nothing. I’m bored.”

Bruce blinked. “I was just thinking about how well this was
turning out. Against all reasonable expectations.”

I shrugged, thinking, sure, you’re out having great times in
New York City with cool hunky musicians—

“Are you guys bored?” Bruce asked, loud enough for the
two in front to hear.

“No!” Michael said, looking surprised. Lilith shook her head
and looked back at us. After a second of looking at me, she
said. “You should do something more during the ritual.
Make it more interesting for yourself.”

Michael said something quietly, with a grin.

“That’s right,” Lilith said. “We don’t have any go-go
dancers.”

“I’m not really talking about the tour. I’m just borednow.”

“Oh.”

“Wanna check your e-mail?”Lilith suggested, waggling the



phone.

I almost gave in to the temptress. “No!”I said after a
struggle. “Once a day.”

“Does it come at a certain time each day?” Michael said, a
little confused. “I thought it came all the time.”

“It does,” I said. “So you don’t have e-mail either?”

“Naw. When Imoved I had it for a week or two, but . . .” he
shrugged, rubbed a spot on the windshield. “Never really
took. I forgot my password.”

How strange that the last two people in the world without e-
mail would find each other without the advantage of higher
technology. “So Lil,”I leaned forward. “If you don’t mindcell
phones, what do you have against the Internet?”

“I had it for a while, too, when everyone got one at
work,”she said. “People just act strangely on it. Like, stuff
they would never say in person, they send on e-mail. Even
stuff they’d never send in a letter . . . it just got to be a bit
much.”

“Seriously!”Michael chimed in. “There was this one girl
when I left . . . and phew! What a letter she sent. People just
click send and then forget about it. I don’t even know how
she got my e-mail.”



“Searches!” Lilith said, pointing to him. “They have these
sites where people can just track you down, it’s creepy!”

They went on like this for a while. Most of what they said
was uninformed and paranoid, but I’d realized why they
didn’t have e-mail—they got enough crush letters and bitter
screeds thrown at them through the conventional methods.
Beautiful people needed to be less accessible, not more.

“Looks like someone needs a game of TravelScrabble,”
Bruce said, pulling the damned game out of his knapsack.

I sighed.

He put the game back. I relented. “Sorry. I’m being a brat.”

He nodded.

I pointed to Lilith and Michael. “It’s having them up front.
Mom and Dad. I’m regressing.” I said quietly. “Are we there
yet?” I mock-whined.

“I’m an only child, so this is better than it used to be,” Bruce
said. “At least there’s the chance that someone will play
TravelScrabble with me . . .”

He sighed, but really it was the way he habitually said
TravelScrabble all in one word that won me over—as if it
was somehow different from the normal version.



“All right,” I said, and he started setting the board up.

Two games and several hours later, I realized that it was
almost too dark to play. Luckily, we were there, or almost.
We found Cleveland Heights and rolled along the street the
bookstore was supposed to be on until Lilith spotted it.

We found parking close by and I got out to find a pay
phone, since the cell was out of juice. As it rang and rang, I
started to get worried, trying to remember when I e-mailed
Jane last. A week ago? Two? When her machine picked
up I put on a fake-cheery tone.

“Hey Jane, it’s Kate. Well, we’ve just rolled into Cleveland,
there’s about an hour before the show, and I’m wondering
—”

“Kate!” Jane picked up the phone.

“Oh good,” I said.

“I’m sorry about that, we just got back from the copy shop.”

“No problem no problem,” I said. Bruce was watching from
the car so I gave him a thumbs-up. “We’re right across from
the place.”

“Right. OK. Well. Huh.” Jane cycled through all the delaying
syllables and finally said. “I still have to staple these books .
. . but you know, maybe we can meet at Tommy’s. Just a



sec . . .” She consulted, and it was approved.

A half hour later, we were all at the restaurant beside the
bookstore. Jane was a gothy type with a mischievous look
about her. I didn’t know if she was dressed in a lacy poofy
antique for the occasion of her book launch, or if it was her
normal outing wear. She’d brought a long-armed stapler
and was stapling together a booklet. She’d also brought
along a bald moustachioed man who collated the pages for
her. “It’s an S/M sex magik detective story. Holmes and
Watson slash.”

“Ah,” I said, pointing to the cover illustration, which featured
Sherlock’s deerstalker on a bedpost. “I thought that hat
looked familiar.”

She opened it up so that I could see that the other bedpost
had manacles twisted around it.

“I love Sherlock Holmes. What’s slash?” asked Michael.
Our angel.

“A kind of porn writing that puts two characters, usually
guys, together: Spock slash Kirk, for instance,” Jane said in
a pedantic manner, slashing with her hand.

“There’s Harry Potter and Draco slash, where the whole
schoolboy discipline thing is big,” I offered to a wide-eyed
Michael.



“There’s Murdock and Face slash, too,” Bruce said, again
one-upping me on the pervert front.

“There’s A-Team slash?”

“Ooooh!” said Jane.

“Of course, think about it,” Bruce said, smirking.

“Oh, I am,” said Jane. Everyone laughed at her dreamy
look. Her bald boyfriend gave her a pinch and she went
back to stapling. “It has been such a week getting ready for
the launch. The fucking phone company cut off our phone
for three days, can you believe that?”

We couldn’t.

“Everyone bounces cheques once in a while, right? Things
have been tight, I had to pay a bundle to fucking Staples to
reprint these. It’s not like I won’t be making it back tonight
—” She showed us that the sixty page booklet had a $20
price tag.

“Whoa!” I said.

“That reminds me actually,” Jane said, leaning in in a
confidential way. I smiled involuntarily: she was so
dramatic, I knew we were in for quite a performance
tonight. “Whatever you’re usually charging, double it for this
crowd.”



Her boyfriend nodded agreement.

I looked at Lilith. She shrugged.

The wine I’d ordered came, and we listened to Jane’s
exhausting week. Apparently, she’dcompletely misjudged
the demand for her book—after she’d sent out the mail
orders she was sold out before her launch! And then there
was the media, who are so fascinated by slash these days,
it was a little much but flattering naturally . . .

I drank steadily as she regaled us with this plaintive
bragging, and it was testament to her charm that she didn’t
annoy me. Or it might have been that I was happy to hear
other people’s stories, after a couple days straight of telling
people about us all the time, where we were going and
what we were doing.

“I’ll just have the sweet potato fries and another glass of
red,” I told the waiter unabashedly when other people were
ordering dinner. It was all for a specific purpose. I’d
decided that I’d done too much regretting what I hadn’t
done on this tour—it was time to regret what I had done. It
was only fair that I balanced it out.

“So Nancy is so upset that she couldn’t be here for this—
her gallery is always sending her hither and thither,” Jane
was saying to me.



“Oh, well . . . it was good of her to introduce us,” I said,
although at the time it had seemed like Nancy had pawned
us off and I had been annoyed. I had been looking forward
to meeting Nancy as we’d corresponded a bit—she had
curated a show featuring portraits of basketball players,
and I was curious about how the players had liked it. I’d
even told her about my own university poetry debacle.

“She’s been such a huge supporter of my work,” Jane said.
“Ever since I left the academy to write porn, she’s always
been there for me.”

“What did you do in the academy?” Bruce said, drawing out
the last word.

“Suffered, mostly.” She burst out laughing at her own joke.
She seemed to notice Bruce’s dissatisfaction with that and
continued in a more sombre tone, passing the long-armed
stapler to her mute boyfriend. “I was TAing a second-year
class in the Victorian novel, and it was torture. And not the
good kind.” She took a pair of gloves out of her purse and
pulled them on. “When they did read the books, they hated
them. People who liked them liked them for the wrong
reasons. I just felt stupid explaining the seething sexual
undercurrents, making the subtle obvious so they could
titter about it.” She looked older for a second, and I realized
that she was probably in her thirties, not her twenties. But
she threw it off with a gesture.



After we finished eating, we unloaded the stuff at the
bookstore. Mac’s Backs had a small basement, and we
went about setting up: me with my merch, Michael with his
synth, and Bruce with his shadow machine and spotlight.
The boyfriend had helped us carry stuff, and once his
hulking frame had gone back up the stairs I said in a
confidential tone to Michael, “I think Bruce has a crush on
Jane.”

Bruce made a gagging sound. “So annoying,” he said.

“Oh yeah?” said Michael. “I thought she was OK.”

“Me too,” I said for spite, sitting on a stair. “What’s your
problem, dude?”

Bruce went back to his machine.

“I’m going to the store. Do you guys want anything?” I said,
going up the stairs.

“No thanks,” Michael said, playing a few keys.

Bruce looked up and said, “I’ll go with you.”

There were more people upstairs than before, a guy with
one of those classic leather hats stood out. Jane and the
owner were chatting, and Lilith was browsing in the vicinity,
half listening to the conversation. I told her where we were
going, and we left.



We passed a group of heavy-set leather types, and sure
enough they were on their way into the bookstore. “Looks
like Jane’s got quite a following,” I said. “They’ll probably
like our thing,” I said, realizing I said our with a shock.

Walking along the street, I was thinking to myself, so this is
Cleveland, Ohio.

Bruce wasn’t thinking that. “OK, last night,” he said, and
stopped. He twisted his hands. Opened his mouth and
closed it.

I spent the time he was agonizing trying to remember what
night was last night—it was all a blur, really. Ah yes, New
York. Was that really only last night?

“Last night, I woke up and I realized I was dry humping you.”

I pushed into a store, trying to process this. I looked sternly
back at Bruce to make sure this wasn’t some new and
bizarre humorous tack, but the washed out, desperate look
on his face made it obvious that he was stating facts.

Beer or wine? Beer got me drunker, but took longer, and it
would be a race against the clock, so I picked a cheap red
that I didn’t recognize. That decision made, I went back to
the conversation. “Really? I don’t remember it.”

“You told me to stop. You said, ‘Quit it,’ and I realized what I



was doing.”

I went around him to the counter and threw a couple of bills
down. I didn’t really know what to make of this. When the
guy was making change, I looked at Bruce. After about a
second he covered his face with his hands. “I felt like a
fucking werewolf or something. I couldn’t believe I was
doing that. I should have stayed on the floor.”

I shoved my handful of change into my pocket, and we left
the store.

“That’s why you were asking me if I woke up at all this
morning.”

He nodded. Bruce took off his jean jacket. “It’s hot tonight.”

It was unseasonably warm. We stood outside the
bookstore, watching people go in. Part of me wanted to
unscrew the bottle and take a swig, but I knew Bruce would
probably take that the wrong way.

“I kept going back and forth today. If she doesn’t know,
maybe I shouldn’t tell her . . . I almost told you in the car
when we were playing TravelScrabble, I thought I could
make it kind of funny. But then you got the word ABUSE,
and I thought, oh fuck, am I an abuser, am I a rapist? Is that
what she’s saying?”

I half-wanted to ask him what he thought I was saying to him



when I spelled POOP, but he was clearly serious. Two
normal-looking girls went into the bookstore. I only realized
at the last second, and because I was looking for
something, that one had the other on a leash. I looked at
Bruce and sighed. The truth was that I was going to have to
talk him down.

“And now you’re drinking like crazy,” he said, motioning at
the bag.

“OK.” I said, stopping him. “First of all, this has nothing to
do with that. I have my own agenda for the night.
Understood?”

He nodded. “But subconsciously—”

“Stop. You’re not a rapist, first of all. Don’t use that term
lightly, it’s insulting.” I looked at him sternly. “It’s like when
people call their bosses Nazis. Abuser, maybe. But I
believe you weren’t consciously doing it. You were on the
floor, for crying out loud. It’s not like you snuck into my bed.”
I stopped short of saying that I invited him into my bed,
’cause that sounded weird.

“I’m just kind of horrified . . . at myself. At my lack of control.”
He was shaking his head and blinking a lot, shifting his
jacket from one arm to the other.

“Well, get over yourself. You can’t control what your body
does when you’re asleep. You snore, too.”



“Yeah but—”

I pushed him towards the door. “You were probably just
having a sex dream about Lilith.”

“Fuck off,” he said, eyes wide at my outrageousness.

“Michael, then,” I said.

He laughed then.

“ ‘Tell me about your snowboarding days, Michael,’ ” I
mimicked as we walked by the strangers in the store, now
quite full.

I made a mental note to try writing Michael/Bruce slash next
time I’m bored on the road.

We headed for the basement. Jane and Lilith and Michael
were there, and a couple of Jane’s acolytes, sitting cross-
legged on the floor. One of the bookcases had been moved
aside, making it much roomier. I twisted open the bottle
and started drinking.

“Jane said we could wait another half hour and start,” Lilith
came over to say. I passed her the bottle and she gamely
took a swig. “Quite a crowd, huh?” she said, meaning the
S/M-lite crowd upstairs. “Hope they’re not expecting any
nudity.”



I was struck by an idea and started drinking faster.

I’ve been lucky with screw-top wine in the past. Not so
tonight: it was gritty and a wee bit off. I watched the perverts
of Cleveland filter down into the basement. The lights had
been dimmed and a few candles lit; people giggled as they
carefully descended the stairs. Lilith and Michael stood
around the synth and talked to each other, their force field
of coupledom keeping even this inquisitive crowd at bay.
Jane was fluttering from clump to clump, but it was obvious
that the lines of attention curved in on the demon and her
angel.

A few people were looking at Bruce’s shadow machine. I
gathered that its inventor was upstairs, probably browsing.
As I took slugs from the bottle, I thought about last night’s
dry humping incident. Something about it bothered me,
brought a curl to my lip. It wasn’t the act itself; I believed it
wasn’t intentional. It was kind of what I’d joked about: the
idea of him having a sex dream about Lilith. I had said it
because it brought it back to the normal teasing tone of
things, sidestepped the idea of attraction, but it left a bad
taste in my mouth. The idea of being a sex surrogate for
Lilith grossed me out on a deep level.

I’d seen a feature on television about some guy who had
bought this nextgen blow-up doll, some kind of silicon thing.
How he said he loved her, how he dressed her up and
watched TV with her, even took photographs of her. One of



his friends was interviewed about how she felt about this,
and as supportive as she seemed (she even helped him
with his photo shoots) I couldn’t help but notice how much
the girl resembled the fuckdoll.

“How much are these?” said someone, pointing a red nail
at the Girl Scout badges.

“Ten bucks,” I said, doubling the price before I even looked
at who it was. It turned out to be the girl with the dog collar.
She had slipped her leash, apparently. She dropped her
eyes as I looked at her. The hand that wasn’t looking
through the badges was playing with the handle of her
leash.

I realized I wanted to hold it.

If she had given me the leash handle, right then, I would
have taken it.

That wasn’t a welcome feeling. It hit me like a gust of wind,
hot and sandpeppered. I looked away, ignored her, took
another slug. She was looking at the shirt now. Her keeper
(or dom, or mistress, or whatever) came over and they had
a short conversation. Keeper ended up dropping a ten on
the table and giving me a rude stare with her little piggy
eyes. Kept showed me her choice and then was pulled
away by her leash.

I stared back at Keeper, who was keeping her jealous eye



on me.

I wondered if jealousy played a part in my revulsion of being
a Lilith-surrogate. Maybe, but I’ve been friends with alpha
females all my life—I appreciate the power they have, but I
also saw the burden of it. The kind of attention she got was
a kind that she couldn’t turn off. As I thought about that I saw
Lilith looking around and then give Michael the Nod.

My heart jumped a little, and my belly did an answering flip. I
put the half-empty bottle against the wall, emptied the bills
out of the cashbox, and grabbed a shirt on my way up the
now-crowded stairs.

I smiled at the woman at the counter as if this was all going
according to plan, and headed outside. I had a moment of
panic until I remembered where we parked, and then used
the spare key to unlock the car. I got the hat box out of the
trunk and got into the back seat.

I checked my watch, wondering how much time I had. Then,
making sure all the doors were locked, checking the
streets, and steeling myself, I switched shirts. I pulled on the
666 shirt, realizing as I did that I had grabbed a small. Shit
shit shit. It fit OK, but it looked bad with the bra underneath.
So. I took off my bra without removing my outside shirt (I
had a boyfriend once who was amazed by this manoeuvre,
but it’s really not as Houdini-like as it sounds).



With all this exposure, I was sure a slathering maniac would
have his face pressed up against the window as soon as I
looked. But no, nothing. The streets of Cleveland were
quiet, and soon, my heartbeat quietened too. I thumped my
chest theatrically. I opened up the hat box, removing the
ravenshead and set it beside me. I wound up my bra in my
other shirt and stuffed them both into the hat box—it was my
beige granny bra, didn’t want anyone seeing that if I could
help it.

Then I sat there for a few seconds with the ravenshead in
my lap, thinking, you don’t have to do this, Kate. Then I
thought: OK, I’ll probably regret this, but it’ll make a better
story than not doing it.

As I walked across the road, the bookstore’s front window
a rectangle of light, I thought about you, dear reader. I
thought about giving you a better show. I wasn’t gonna
repeat the descriptions of Lilith’s ritual, as it looked from
behind the merch table, or lie to you about fantastical
happenings. I was going to get a different perspective
tonight. A bird’s-eye view.

I walked into the bookstore with the ravenshead under my
arm like a helmet, appropriate given the football shirt I was
wearing. I stood at the top of the stairs, pulled on the
ravenshead and made my way down the stairs.

I had to go slow, because of the darkness and the people,



so I used that, taking a step every couple seconds. I
breathed in the slightly gluey interior of the mask. I could
hear Lilith and her voice seemed to greet me. The eyeholes
made it tricky to see more than a few feet in front of me.

I inched towards the circle in the middle of the room. I could
feel people’s eyes on me. It had gotten so crowded that the
circle was closing in on Lilith, sphincter-tight: someone was
even close enough to run his fingers over a candle’s flame.
It was time to open it up a little.

I started doing circles around Lilith, gradually increasing
them until people got the idea and backed off. The guy who
had been fucking around with the candle naturally needed
more of a hint—I shoved my beak in his face until he
backed off. I walked the perimeter some more, moving my
head with the sharp movements and angles of a bird.

Then, just as I was wondering what I should do next,
Michael introduced a little breakbeat into the synthwashes
he was creating around Lilith’s vocals, and I started to
dance. Lilith’s voice rose in pitch, possibly to compete with
the breakbeat, but it felt like a welcome. Similarly, the
lighting subtly switched its focus until it was mostly me that
had shadows writhing across her . . . and I hoped to god
that I wasn’t looking as silly as I felt.

I never need to come back to Cleveland, I told myself.



The breakbeats faded out and I went back to doing the
perimeter, holding my arms in a way that felt winglike. After
a bit, I left the circle and picked my way back to my seat
behind the merch table, pulling off the ravenshead and
setting it carefully under the stool.

I could feel people’s eyes still on me. I’d originally planned
to go back to the car and change back into my other shirt,
but it was so crowded that it’d be obvious either way. So I
pushed my sweat-matted hair back and kept my eyes on
Lilith, not wanting to look around. I felt silly. I felt jubilant. I
realized for the first time how fast my heart was beating.

Lilith pricked three fingers, and the crowd’s attention was
again riveted. I could see people actually leaning forward to
catch a glimpse of the beading red. I leaned down and felt
for my brown bag, realizing my mild buzz had been silenced
by all the excitement. I started to work on getting it back,
swallow by foul swallow.

I’ll have to get to the rest of the night later. Bruce just woke
up—we’re in a hotel room a couple miles outside of
Cleveland. I better post this before we hit the road.

Posted at 11:25am

APRIL 23, 2004



Just checked my e-mail—Davey wrote back to say that the
band wants us to come with them to their dates after
Chicago!

Have to think about how to tell everyone about this. They’re
going to Cincinnati, North Carolina, Florida! Bruce has
gone to get coffee. We have another hour before we have
to check out, and we figure it’s only right to let Lilith and
Michael have their alone time seeing as we’ve been in such
close quarters these last couple days. Lilith had frugally
suggested we get one room with two double beds, but
Bruce put a stop to that, quick. “I’d just as soon have my
own bed for the night.”

And it wasn’t like we were hurting for cash: we had sold
sixteen fucking shirts, and I don’t know how many badges.
And I’m not just saying that, I really don’t know: it was kind
of a problem, actually, near the end of the night last night at
the bookstore.

“So how many booklets did you give me to begin with?” I
said to Jane once everyone had cleared out of the
basement and the lights were on again.

“I’m just surprised that I only sold fourteen books,” she said.
“How much money do you have there?”

I felt bad, with my wad of cash there and my poor
accounting. “Well, you see, there’s also a float, and I didn’t



really keep track of the badges . . .”

“Fine, just give me the money for the books,” she snapped.
She hadn’t really been arguing it until I had told Lilith how
many shirts we’d sold. But truth be told, she’d had a hard
time following our act. She was a good reader, but she
wasn’t exactly drawing blood or invoking ravens.

As I counted out her money, my foot knocked over my bottle
and its empty clink was an accusation. I added another
twenty. “Can I get a copy of your book?” I asked, stopping
myself before it turned intobooklet.

She nodded, grimly.

“Signed?”

She huffed and took out a special fountain pen, scribbled
quickly on it, and shoved it at me. I took it, deciding I
wouldn’t bother asking if we could crash.

Success had its price, it seemed; tonight it would be the
price of two hotel rooms.

I threw my cashbox and ravenshead in the merch crate and
put my stool and table back where I’d found them, glancing
back at the basement as I went up the stairs—I was
paranoid we’d leave something behind.

It was still pretty busy upstairs, but I just pushed through the



people, hearing Jane’s boyfriend being suddenly articulate
and verbose with Lilith: “. . . charismatic practitioners like
yourself are very rare, and consequently people have an
entirely misguided notion of the Dark Arts—”

I let the door cut him off, and went to put the stuff in the car.
Bruce was sitting in the back seat with the door open, trying
to read a book by the streetlight. “That was fantastic
tonight,” he said. As I put the stuff back into the trunk, I saw
something that wiped the smile off my face.

About a block off Jane waited on the corner, every inch of
her body enraged impatience. Away from the streetlights,
her cigarette glowing angrily. I felt awful just seeing her
there, waiting for her boyfriend to finish talking to that bitch
of a show-stealer. Her butt sparked as she threw it to the
ground with a vindictive jerk.

I crossed the road but before I went in I noticed the little
greasy man on the periphery of their conversation. As he
purchased a badge earlier tonight, the troll had asked me,
“Did you know your nipples were erect during your
performance?”

I didn’t want to give him another chance to gross me out. I
rapped on the bookstore window. I got Lilith’s attention right
away and gave her a no-fucking-around-time-to-go!
gesture. It was the excuse she needed, and they joined us
in the car a few seconds later.



As we pulled off I noticed that Jane had disappeared from
her corner. I sighed. “What a bunch of freaks!” I yelled.

“Quoth the raven,” said Bruce.

“Oh!” I exclaimed, punching him in the shoulder.

“That was beautiful,” Lilith said, looking back at me. “Thank
you.”

I was touched by her formality. “I was drunk,” I lied. “Thanks
for the beats, there, Mikey. I was flying blind until then.”

Bruce smiled at my joke. “It’s a full moon, didja notice that?”

“I’m telling you! The psychodrama!” I told them about the
mess with Jane, leaving out the image of her at the corner
for some reason. So after an hour or so, we ended up at
this hotel, kind of a classic two-storey strip of rooms that
haven’t been redecorated since the ’60s. In a good way.

I’ve had my coffee. Bruce is reading again, this book called
The Scar that he says is about a pirate city. It’s dauntingly
big and literary looking, but he’s certainly engrossed by it.
There’s something about the name that makes me think
about Bruce’s wounds, and I hope he finds something in the
book to . . . if not heal them, then understand them?

I don’t know. I’m getting too analytical, I suppose. Bruce
said that the others are up, maybe I’ll go see if they’re about



ready.

Posted at 10:45am

APRIL 24, 2004

It was a nice day to be stranded.

“I don’t even know,” I said to Lionel on the phone.
“Somewhere between Cleveland and Chicago. We were
on the I-90 when the transmission blew, or whatever.”

“Oooh. Transmission, eh? That’s bad,” Lionel said.

“Yeah, it’s bad.” If I hadn’t known it myself, from my own
times with a piece-of-shit car, I would have known it from
the mechanic’s sombre demeanour when he told us. He
was compassionate about it to the point where I felt he
missed his calling: he could have been a great funeral
director. “It can be fixed, but it’s gonna take a few hours. No
one’s said anything about how much it’ll cost.”

“Well, with all the money you’re pulling in, you’ll be fine,
yeah?” Lionel said.

I’d told him about the sales last night. “It’s not craven to be
talking about money like that, is it?” I said, questioning
myself. “I’m not a money-obsessed idiot, am I?”



He just laughed.

?Well, I guess I think about it because it’s my role in this
endeavour. It’s a way to judge our success.”

“Our success, hmm?” Lionel teased.

“Yeah!” I said, looking over at the others, sitting on the
grass beside the parking lot. “Everyone’s doing something,
Michael with the music, Bruce with the lights . . .” I decided
not to go into my developing role as an avian go-go dancer.
“. . .it really feels like a combined effort.”

“That’s great. Ron had Lilith pegged as a top-from-the-
bottom type.”

I scowled. I thought of her crying at the border, eyes red as
open sores. “Ron’s wrong.”

“Ron . . .” Lionel called. “Lilith’s not a prima donna.”

“She isn’t?” Ron called. “Not even a prima demona?”

“Haw haw haw,” I fake-laughed. Across the way, Michael
was getting up, stretching. A kid with a skateboard came
by.

“Ron wants to know how are the groupies? That’s why
people go on tour, right?”



I rolled my eyes, but he couldn’t hear that.

“Kate? You there?”

“Did I mention how many shirts we sold?” I said.

“Ah well. They’re disease-ridden, anyway, those groupies.
How many more shows ya got?”

Across the way, I saw Michael push off on a skateboard.
“That’s one of the reasons I called you. We’ve been invited
to join this really cool band on a leg of their tour . . .” I looked
at my tour mates, willing them to say yes. Michael did a
hop. I could see Bruce had his camcorder out, tracking him.
“It’s not for sure yet . . . just so you don’t think we’ve been
carved up on the side of the road.”

“No, suits us fine. I’ve actually been getting a lot of work
done. Thanks for asking.”

“How’s your work going, Lionel? What’s new in your life?” I
said faux-brightly, vrai-guilty.

“Well,” he started, and immediately the phone card woman
came on and told me I had thirty seconds left. We laughed
for about fifteen seconds and made our goodbyes quick.

“Next time, just call collect,” Lionel said. “We tell all our
friends that now—”



He was cut off. I left the spent card on top of the phone.

I wandered back to everyone. Lilith was talking to one of the
skater girls and Michael was still hogging the board. The
three boys weren’t complaining, though. I tugged on
Bruce’s sleeve, and he stopped filming for a millisecond.

“What’s the diagnosis?” I said, nodding at the repair shop.

“Two hours and a few hundred bucks.”

“Two hours?!” I said.

“And a couple hundred bucks.”

I looked at my watch, did the math. “We’re not going to get
there in time!”

He stopped filming, shrugged.

I was in shock. I went over to Michael, completely
unconscious of the boys around him. “Is it really gonna be
two hours?”

He ollied up onto the curb. “Yeah. I went in about ten
minutes ago.” He saw the look on my face, and passed the
board back to the kid without looking at him. “You OK,
Kate?”

“I . . . I am, but we’re definitely going to miss the Chicago



show.”

He shrugged. “That’s too bad, but . . . what can you do?”

I was deep in thought on that very question as I headed
down the road a bit to the gas station variety store. I
realized Bruce was walking a bit behind me, and I slowed
down. “I have to buy another phone card,” I said. “I have to
call the people who organized the show for us.”

Bruce nodded.

Everyone’s indifference at the catastrophe started to get
me angry. “No Chicago because of a fucking car part. I
can’t believe all this planning was fucking pointless.
Shouldn’t she have some kind of flaming chariot?”

Bruce shrugged, concern for me in his eyes.

That didn’t fuel my rage. I bought the damn card, made the
damn call, and left the damn message. Then I got over it.

I was still grumpy, though. Michael and Lilith were having a
good old time with the neighbourhood kids, but we found a
patch of grass to sit on. “Why am I more upset than Lilith?” I
asked Bruce.

“You just wanted to dance again,” he said, a small smile on
his face. He’d gotten bored of taping and had his
sketchbook out, drawing the Big Boy across the road with



his fine-tip.

I threw some grass at him. “It’s a pretty good mask,” I
admitted. “I like ravens.”

He gave the restaurant mascot a gigantic schlong. For
some reason I found the pubic hair hilarious, and I
snickered.

“Of course you do,” he said, lifting his pen. “You’re kind of
raveny. You’re a trickster.”

“Huh,” I said. “Aren’t they the ones attracted to shiny stuff,
too?” That would explain my tendency to keep ahead of the
buttsters.

“Those are magpies, I think. Both in the Corvidaefamily,
though.”

“Wow,” I said, secretly impressed. “Are you the same guy
who tried to convince me that BRRAAAP was a legitimate
Scrabble word?”

“I always play with onomatopoeia with TravelScrabble.”

“Or FARTIST?”

By the time we joined the others, I’d gotten over the
grumps.



Posted at 7:21pm

APRIL 25, 2004

We were driving around the streets of Chicago, trying to
find the bar, when I thought to myself: I love these guys.
And that wasn’t just the mushrooms talking—they hadn’t
had time to kick in yet. I looked at the beautiful arched
bridges they have there, catching glimpses of the raised
platforms for the elevated train. I saw a tiny figure far above
us waiting for it, just a silhouette.

I love these guys. At first, it bugged me that they would be
so blasé about missing the show. While I was pacing and
pulling at my hair, they were having a great old time with the
kids in the autoshop parking lot. Michael trying out his
snowboard tricks on a skateboard. Lilith chatting with the
girl about how she got into skating.

When we were on the road again, I’d told them about
Davey’s invitation to join the band on tour.

“So it’d be three extra shows?” Lilith said. I couldn’t see her
face, she was in the front.

“Yeah,” I said. “Cincinnati, Ohio. Charlotte, North Carolina.
And Gainesville, Florida.” I felt listless and sure they’d not
be into it.



There was silence for a beat. “Gainesville has a good
music scene, I’ve heard,” said Michael.

“Yeah, they’re from there. Hometown crowd . . .” I said,
trying not to wheedle.

Lilith held up the atlas she was looking at and traced the
route. “Takes us through South Carolina.”

“The South, huh?” Bruce said with a smile. “I’d be into that.”

“Me too,” said Michael. “Never been there. Never been to
any of these places, though,” he said with a laugh. “Hell,
‘Albuquerque? Sure . . .’ ”

We laughed, me a little nervously. I thought I was going to
have to ask her, but then she shrugged, closed the map,
and said, “Suits me fine. Not like I have to be back at work.”

“Yeah, I can call in that I had car trouble or something,”
Michael said.

“And it’d be true. You’d have a receipt and everything,”
Bruce said.

I looked out the window, wondering if the conversation was
going to continue. But they’d actually just casually,
offhandedly, agreed to join the band on tour! I was
delighted.



“Man, those kids were rad!” Michael said. Slapped his
hand on the wheel. “It’s been so long since I hung out with
kids that age. Too long. One of them reminded me totally of
this bud of mine, Les. That one with the swoopy hair?”

“The one with the NOFX shirt?” Bruce said.

“Yeah yeah, that kid. He’s a spitting image . . .”

“I bought a whack of mushrooms from him,” Bruce said,
producing a little baggie.

“What?” I said. “How did you know he had drugs?”

Bruce shrugged.

Michael was laughing his big hoots. “Les was totally a
dealer, too! That’s so funny!” He laughed a bit more and
then sobered up a bit. “Oh though, there was a time in
grade eleven when they found a garbage bag of his uncle’s
pot in his locker, the cops got called in . . . Man, that was
bad.”

“A garbage bag, huh? You say it happened in BC?” I
mocked.

“Anyone need to stop?” Michael said, as we sailed by a
rest stop exit. This was a recurring phrase in our
conversations, as regular as guardrail posts. A few



seconds later, Bruce proposed we all ingest the product of
said swoopy skater, since if we werenperforming we might
as well enjoy ourselves. We all amenably agreed.

“Hey, isn’t that the street the gallery’s on?” Michael said.

“We’re two hours late,” Lilith said.

“Yeah, but go there anyway,” I said. “Just in case people
are hanging around. They might know how to get to the bar,
Davey said it was close.”

It was a small, wedged-in place, completely dark inside.
The door had a schedule of the night’s events, though, and
in red marker someone had scrawled across our listing:
CANCELLED DUE TO BORDER TROUBLE. Well, at least
they got the message, I thought, heading back to the car. I
thought it was kind of funny that they said it was border
trouble. It was understood that the border was a force of
nature, unpredictable and all-powerful, and so there was a
kind of lack of blame.

It would have been a bit of a letdown if it was the last show,
but it wasn’t going to be! We were going with Davey’s
band! It occurred to me that how annoyingly placid they
were about missing the show was a flipside to how casually
they agreed to continue. My hand on the car door handle, I
noticed how intensely pretty the lights were.

Eventually we find the bar. Davey’s there. Leaning against



a pole, talking to some guy. Looking hot. He’s got a white
polka dot shirt on and it fascinates me, how it shifts and
how the dots seem to be breathing. I’m standing there,
looking at him and just enjoying the tricks my mind is
playing on me, and I realize that the others are breathing
down my neck.

“What?” I said. “Hasn’t it hit you guys yet?”

“I’m too nervous,” Bruce said. “Are you going to go talk to
him?” I was about to but when I look back at him, some girl
is there chatting him up. “Uh . . . maybe we should get a
beer first . . .” I said, not wanting to bust in on that scene.

Then he noticed us and waved us over, happily.

“How was your show earlier?” he asked.

We explained the whole sad story.

“Shit, well, why don’t you go on here?” he said.

I grinned and grinned. He was obviously drunk. The others
thought it was a great idea, and said that they’d go get the
stuff. I offered to go but they said it’d be faster without me. I
agreed and let Davey buy me a beer. I decided not to ask
for wine—it didn’t seem like that kind of joint.

Talking about joints . . . one of the band members asked us
if we wanted to split a J, and so we headed out the back



door. I stared at the stars as Davey told him that we’d be
opening.

“Is that such a good idea?” said the bassist. “The A & R guy
is here.”

“What does that matter?” Davey said.

I looked away from the stars. “A & R?” I said.

The bassist snickered and coughed as he passed the J to
Davey.

“The guy who signs acts for major labels,” Davey said after
he exhaled. “Artist and Repertoire,” he added as he offered
it to me.

I passed. I knew it would overwhelm my mushroom buzz,
which I really preferred to the sticky stretched out taffy feel I
got from pot. The bassist took another hit, and said, “Would
have been better if we could have talked about it . . .”

“We have talked about it,” Davey said, suddenly vehement,
“Months ago. We said that we wouldn’t let it change how we
did things.”

“I’ll let you guys talk,” I said, backing out of the conversation
and back into the bar. Inside the light and noise was much
more intense, and I wanted something to do with my hands.
I went to the bar and got a beer. I found the green glass



made my palms tingle.

“I wonder when they’re going to go on?” said a girl behind
me.

“I dunno. It’s almost midnight,” said a guy’s voice. “Could be
soon. But I remember when Modest Mouse played? They
didn’t go on until one.”

“I swear there’s some kind of science to it. How long you
can make people wait before they get really irritated.
Maximizing bar profits.”

“But you wait too long, the band gets too drunk to play.”

For a moment or two, I felt a little anxious that people would
be pissed at us for opening, but then I was distracted by the
wooden texture on the bar’s surface. I enjoyed the way it
pulsed and made my chest lighter for quite a while. When I
looked up, I realized that the others were pretty much set
up. I looked over at the merch table and saw that they had
brought out my box and such, and so I pulled myself
together.

There was a sleepy-eyed straw-blond guy at the table, and I
approached him. “Did Davey tell you that our act is going
on . . .?” I said.

“You’re with the devil act thing, right?” he said. “I was
wondering what was going on. We knew you were opening



for the other nights, but that’s cool. I actually saw the show
in New York with Davey. I’m Max.” We shook hands. “Do
you have stuff you wanna . . .?”

I showed him the badges and shirts.

“Let me know how much they are and I can just put them
here,” he said, giving us a decent amount of space on the
end. I looked at the array of CDs, patches and buttons and
felt a little merch envy. They were a real operation.
Someone came and bought a CD, asking if they had any of
the British import there. They didn’t.

Judging by the names on the CDs, Davey’s band was
called the Everenders. I looked around the crammed and
buzzing place and said, “Chicago likes the Everenders, it
seems.”

“Yeah,” he said. “I didn’t come on tour last time but evidently
they killed. They were on the same bill as GBV.”

I nodded and drank faster. Somehow all this made me
nervous and anxious, for them and for us. Someone came
by. “Do you have Love is the New Hate?”

“Sold out of that two cities back,” said Max, shaking his
head. “If you want the older stuff, we still have the first
seven-inch.” He held up a small record with a picture of girls
skipping on the cover. The guy bought it.



“Are you sure you don’t need any help?” I said.

“Naw, don’t worry about it. You just do whatcha do,” he said,
making a note of the sale on a complicated chart.

It looked like they were ready to go up there. I looked
around and found the hat box. I breathed deep, pulled on
the ravenshead, and felt the mushroom lightness course
through me.

Showtime.

Like before, Michael dropped a beat for me over his synth
wash and my appearance on the stage got a cheer, which
was amazing and strange. Lilith motioned Michael over and
slit one of his fingers for the blood. It was pretty dramatic—
without his synth over top the rhythm section, it was just
Lilith’s voice over the pounding beat beat beat. Each ruby
drop fell into her hand like the beginning of a storm.

Michael, his face as utterly complacent as if he’d adjusted
the mike for her, returned to his synth and played one
handed.

At first, I thought it was someone from the audience making
fun of me, and my stomach flipped. But Bruce’s lights hit the
other dancer on stage for a second and I realized it was a
mummy—someone had twisted a whole bunch of white
bandage around his naked body and head. The audience
let out another cheer. I kept dancing, trying my hardest to



make out my go-go partner through the eyeholes of my
raven mask.

In the flashes of light I saw that the white bandage was
wrapped around his limbs and torso really tight, making his
flailing moves almost stick-man-like. I wondered what
Bruce was making of this from behind the lights, this vision
of Lilith flanked by two eerie spirits. I stared at the mummy,
and when the light flicked over him I saw the glint of his eye
beneath the gauze.

The moment our eyes locked he bolted.

I could hear people laughing, as he parted the crowd, but
with the lights in my eyes I couldn’t see where he went. I
was stunned. My heart was beating like crazy, and my
dancing arms and legs were on automatic.

It was such a strange thing to happen after someone had
just mentioned something about mummies . . . what was it?
I racked my brain, but it wasn’t until the ritual ended that I
remembered: Bruce had talked about how Davey was
fascinated by mummies.

I walked back to the merch table, pulling off my ravenshead
on the way. Even the bar’s smoky air was fresh, and as I
smoothed out my hair a flash went off in my face. In my tired
and mushroomed state, the burst of light nearly knocked
me off my feet, but I managed to find my hat box and shove



in the mask.

Once I had my eyes back, I started looking around for
Davey. Up on stage, the other members of the band were
tuning up. I imagined Davey in a washroom stall, unwinding
the bandage like crazy, naked underneath. I had a hot and
liquid urge to go find him and continue the dance, but then I
remembered how he’d bolted when our eyes had met.

“Hey, maybe I should put that back here,” Max was saying.
“People might want a souvenir, you know? We’ve had a
couple things nicked before.”

Under normal circumstances I might have teased him for
the word nicked, but it was all I could do in my dazed state
to hand him the hat box and say, “Where’s Davey?”

“He’ll be up there,” Max said. “He likes building up the
anticipation.”

The other members of the band were up on stage, jamming
a little, their demeanour like a couple of teenagers playing
for their relatives. The bass player who had snickered at
me had a smoke hanging from one side of his mouth. I
could feel people looking at me, and eventually, the tension
of waiting for Davey to show up got to be too much and I
headed out of the bar.

I headed back behind the stage to the door where we had
gone to smoke a joint, figuring that he might have gone



here to shed his mummy skin. It felt like I was being
expelled, squeezed out like a splinter, and the cool night air
was a relief. There was no one there, but I couldn’t take my
eyes away from the moon and the stars. It was calming, and
looking up I felt my moorings loosen.

Inside I heard the band begin, with a swell of noise. Too
much too much. Rather than draw me in, I found it washed
me down the alley and away from the bar. I found our car,
and crawled into the back seat.

“Too much too much,” I muttered to myself, feeling the
slightly burnt-out feeling that comes at the end of a
mushroom trip, a few loose wires in my brain shooting off
sparks. I knew that seeing Davey sing would not calm my
nerves. I could see Davey sing some other time.

I kept falling asleep and waking up, imagining I saw those
skater kids from earlier that day at the window. They were
friendly, but confused. Isn’t this what you wanted? The girl
said, her silhouette pulsing. For something, anything to
happen?

But I definitely didn’t dream the trunk slamming closed. I
pushed myself up on one elbow and looked out the window.
I could hear two voices, a man and a woman’s, and
realized more from her hair than anything else that the
woman was Lilith. I couldn’t hear what they were saying, but
they were arguing, that was obvious. I was just about to



open my door when Lilith opened the front door to throw
something on her seat.

She was in mid-sentence, saying something in a language
I’d never heard her speak. I had, however, heard her sing
that language. It froze me for a second, that realization, but
then I opened up the window by my side just a crack.
Enough to hear that the man was also speaking the same
guttural tongue.

It was too dark to see if their mouths were moving, but I
could see that the man was slightly shorter than Lilith. I’d
created a rational structure of how this could be happening:
Lilith’s “demonic tongue” was actually an obscure
European language, and this random dude at the show
also spoke it and was giving Lilith a hard time.

I was at the point where I was considering opening the door
and going to Lilith’s aid when something stopped me dead.
In the stream of incomprehensibility that was coming from
the man’s mouth, I heard a word I knew. Internet.

She seemed to lose all patience, and with a final word that
sounded like a curse, she strode back into the bar.

The man watched her for a few seconds, and then looked
at the car. I froze. In my mushroom-addled terror I mumbled
robotsnofollow, robotsnofollowunder my breath until he
looked away. Then he strode off down the street.



On wobbly legs I walked down into the bar, now nearly
empty. The bassist walked by with his amp, giving me a
dirty look for some reason. Bruce was talking to Max, and
they were putting stuff back into boxes.

“Max was saying we could have one of their milk crates,
since our box is looking so sad,” Bruce said, nodding to the
cardboard wreck the shirts had come in.

“Uh huh,” I said, rubbing my face.

“I didn’t see you during the Everenders set,” he said,
handing me my hat box while he took the crate.

“Yeah,” I said. “I went and took a nap. The mushrooms hit
me kind of hard,” I lied. Everything else in my life hit me
hard: the ’shrooms just softened me up. “How was their
show?”

He looked back as we went up the stairs. “It was a little
sloppy compared to their NYC show. Davey was a little out
of it.”

Well, yeah, it was his second show of the evening.“Well,
glad I didn’t see it. I’ll see ’em tomorrow. At their best.”

We piled the stuff in the back. Lilith and Michael were just
coming out of the club with their stuff, Davey talking
animatedly with them.



I put my head on the roof, feeling the cold metal on my
cheek.

Bruce smiled at me. “It’s good that you had more energy
earlier. You were great. Whattaya think of the mummy?”

I looked at him, wondering if Davey had told him what he
was going to do before. Maybe they had even talked about
it in New York. “I don’t know what to think,” I said.

“I think the audience liked it,” he said. “We sold twenty
shirts.”

“Oh yeah?” I said, pressing my forehead on the roof to cool
it down. It was amazing how little I cared. What would have
excited me no end two days ago didn’t even hit my radar
tonight.

I could tell Bruce sensed my indifference about it, and it hurt
and confused him. I didn’t know what to say: that when
you’re doing lighting, or selling merch, you’re just along for
the ride. The stakes are lower, more human, than when
you’re performing. I’d crossed over, and now I was paying
the price.

I stared at Davey, Michael and Lilith at the doorway, willing
them to break it up, goddamnit. The other band mates were
going back and forth like worker ants. I knew I should go
over and be convivial, but I couldn’t bear to. Lilith with her
sinister rendezvous. Davey with his tweaked,



archaeological flirting.

I just wanted the night to be over.

And eventually it was. Thankfully, the morning after was
considerably more sane—I was able to call Davey and talk
to him in a straightforward way about when the Cincinnati
show was and all that. As it turned out, we had a day off.
Which was good, because everyone was keen to see
Chicago. I told the others I needed some alone time (Bruce
nodded at this) and they let me off at an L station. I took it to
the downtown looking district and wandered around. After a
week straight of bohemian neighbourhoods, it was nice to
see some people shopping unironically and some big,
awe-inspiring buildings. It was nice to be anonymous in a
mall and realize that the little pond of a scene that we invest
with all our dreams—and all our fears—is one that means
nothing to the vast sea of humanity.

Still, I had to get all this down. Crazy shit like this has a way
of being conveniently forgotten. If it doesn’t fit into any
groove in your brain, it tends to slip off unseen and fall
behind something, never to be found again.

Probably more importantly, I got some privacy to search-
proof roommatefromhell.com. Ever since I heard the
Enochian-speaking guy say “Internet,” I’ve regretted not
putting the <ROBOTSNOFOLLOW> tag into my code as
soon as I knew about its power to ward off the nosy spider-



bots. Not that it’s terribly likely he found Lilith through my
blog, but still, if I had done it earlier I wouldn’t have that
niggling doubt.

Posted at 4:35pm

APRIL 26, 2004

“I’m so sorry I’m late,” the reporter said.

Our stuff was all over the booth, and our food had just
come, so there was an awkward shuffling as we made
room for her. She wore glasses and had her black hair
back in a pigtail, but it seemed like most of it had gotten
loose. Finally, coat off, big bag sorted, she sighed and
smiled at us nervously.

“I’m sorry, I got held up. I had a big fight with my editor. I told
him I was going to focus on you guys instead of the
Everenders, and he went spastic. I was like, you weren’t
there last night. They were good, but you guys stole the
show.”

I focused on my fancy eggs, feeling bad and jubilant at the
same time. The reporter ordered a coffee.

“I thought they were great,” Michael said. “Bruce said that
they were better in New York, but everyone has, y’know,” he



obviously pulled back atbad shows. “Not every show can be
your best.”

“I thought they were really good, and I like the record,” the
reporter said, fiddling with her machine. “It’s kind of a
fucked-up situation with the editor. He’s always saying I
should follow my instincts on stuff and then complaining
when I do.” She pointed at her little MiniDisc recorder. “You
mind?”

We shook our heads.

“So, let me get the names right—you’re Lilith, right, and
you’re . . .”

“Kate.”

“I’m Michael.”

She dutifully wrote our names in a notebook.

“And so the three of you have been touring with Everenders
since New York? Before then?”

“No, we’re just starting to tour with them now,” Michael said.

“Plus, there’s another member of our . . . group,” I said.
“He’s not here. Bruce. He does lighting.”

The reporter nodded. “I noticed you had really distinctive



lighting.”

“Yeah, it’s really a group effort,” I said, looking at Lilith to
see how she reacted to this. “It started with just Lilith, but on
this tour it’s really . . . everyone’s been pitching in
something.” I felt relief to see Lilith nodding. I mean, it was
one thing to say it when we were together, but another thing
when it was gonna be written up . . .

It was at this point that I felt acutely how unprepared we
were to present any kind of image. Maybe we should have
worn sunglasses and spoken only in couplets! Maybe we
should have ordered our meat raw! I dug into my sausages
with a little more gusto than usual, but it’s unlikely that the
reporter noticed.

“Yeah, Michael’s been in bands before so he’s a big help
with the performance,” Lilith said, looking fondly at him as
he took a big bite out of his sandwich.

“What bands were you in, Michael?” the reporter said,
jotting something down on her pad, probablyeats like a
teenage boy.

He made a dismissive noise as he struggled to clear his
cakehole. “Ur, nothing you’d have heard of, just some
snowboarding buddies and me fooling around.”

“Snowboarding, huh,” the reporter said. “Not the most
demonic of activities.”



demonic of activities.”

We laughed at this, and then Lilith said, as if it would clear
things up: “He’s an angel. I’m the demon.”

“Ah,” the reporter said, sneaking a glance over her glasses
at the happy couple. Then she looked over at me. “And
yourself?”

I looked at Lilith. I didn’t want to ruin it for her. I felt being flip
would be a betrayal of sorts.

Lilith smiled back at me. “Kate’s animal spirit comes out
when she dances.”

“Right—the bird,” the reporter took her coffee from the
waitress.

“It’s a ravenshead,” I said, surprisingly particular. “All one
word,” I said as she wrote it down.

“Huh,” she said.

“Bruce made it for me in Montreal,” I said. “He’s extremely
good at stuff like that, crafty stuff.”

“So is he the mummy?” the reporter asked.

I laughed. “No, no. He’s got his hands full doing the lights.”
But, I thought, he might have something to do with it—
thinking about him making the mask had reminded me that



it was Bruce, after all, who’d been talking with Davey.
Maybe they’d decided, even back then, that the raven
needed a mummy . . .?

It was sort-of-annoying, sort-of-sweet to think of Bruce
setting me up like that.

“So the mummy would be . . .”

“I have my suspicions,” I said. I didn’t want to say Davey—
who knows how the reporter would take that?

Lilith shrugged. “The rituals are charming incantations,
when they’re not cleansings.” She chewed on a crust. “Last
night’s was the second incantation I’ve performed. For an
assemblage, anyway.”

It was fascinating hearing her speak this plainly about it.
Part of me was worried that she was going to say crazy
things; half of me wanted her to say those things.

“So you don’t just do them in front of an audience?” the
reporter said, chewing her thoroughly masticated pen.

“Yeah,” Lilith said. “In private, all the time. They’re just
wishes. An incantation in front of an assemblage, however,
is a more powerful thing.” She squeezed Michael’s hand,
the one with the bandaged finger. He smiled back, although
a little uncertainly, I thought. The reporter missed the
exchange, she was writing so fast. “Doing them in public, of



course, is forbidden by the Law.”

“Uh huh. OK.” Instead of inquiring about the Law, which was
what I would have done, the reporter went back to her list of
questions. “When did you first start doing these rituals?”

“Well, as far back as I can remember, really. My parents
spoke to me in the high tongue and English when I was a
baby, and I remember getting in trouble in grade one for
speaking in what the teacher considered to be a made-up
language. I was furious and in tears. My parents laughed.
They probably could have made an excuse for me, but they
weren’t those kind of people.”

“And you did the rituals back then?”

“Yeah.” Lilith shrugged. “Mostly to please them. I stopped
doing them to rebel. In my teens, I joined the Roman
Catholic Church.”

The reporter ventured a timid smile. “How did they feel
about that?”

“They weren’t around,” Lilith said. “But I enjoyed thinking
about how pissed off they would be. Then . . .” She seemed
pensive. “I guess I was around 25 when I started doing it
again.”

The table next to us was getting bussed, the waitress
clinking the plates with intent. But we were all hanging on



Lilith’s words.

“25 was the age I went back to the church, too,” the reporter
said. “There’s something comforting about it, even if it is
clichéd.”

Lilith rubbed an eyebrow. “Comforting and . . . well, I always
knew that my . . . power comes from a dark place. I knew
that from a young age.” She blinked, focused on a spot on
the table. “A very young age.”

I felt a little twist in my gut at the way she said this. The
reporter nodded, jotted.

“How did you know?” asked Michael, his voice so soft it
was almost inaudible.

The answer was more to Michael. “Men were always drawn
to me. Even good ones who shouldn’t have . . . I . . . pulled
at them.” She tilted her head to one side. “It was especially
bad when I was young, and I didn’t understand, but even
when I got older the draw was still destructive, chaotic, to
the men.”

My brain flashed on Lilith at the heart of a cyclone, her hair
flying twisted, cows and fences whipping around her. Eyes
as calm, as dead, as they were now.

“It didn’t make sense that all these men were evil. I seemed
to be the source of it, so it made more sense that I was



demonic. It wasn’t something I was doing, it was something
Iwas.” She shrugged. “I never really believed that my
parents were my real . . . I mean, they were proud of me . . .
but as something they created, not someone they loved.”

We sat and stared at her. Even Michael had stopped
eating.

“I have to go pee,” Lilith said. I got up, and she slid out of
the booth.

The reporter watched Lilith walk away. When she turned
back to us, there was no condescension in her voice. “So . .
. sex appeal. Charisma. That’s what we’re talking about,
right? There’s nothing really magical about that, is there?”

She looked around at us and we looked back. Wasn’t
there?

After a few seconds, Michael leaned forward, fiddled with
his finger bandage. “On our way here, our car broke down,
right? We met these kids with skateboards, just these kids
killing time in a suburban parking lot? And they looked at us
like we had just come out of a swirling portal that appeared
out of thin air! And the way they were talking to us, asking
us questions and our opinions . . .” He stared at the reporter
directly and she looked down at her notebook again. “I
don’t know, it was like we were like, them, but from the
future. Now, they can’t do anything, they can’t go anywhere,



everything sucks: they’re teenagers. But when we
appeared we were like a glimpse of them in ten years, you
know? Just because we were from somewhere else, we
had this aura . . .” Michael traced a silhouette with his
scooped hands. “Y’know?”

I nodded. Even though his experience of it was quite
different than mine I knew what he was talking about.
“Travel magic.”

The reporter looked at me, her eyes searching. I felt like I
had to go on. “Just because we’re on tour, people do stuff
for us, help us.”

Michael nodded. “They let us stay at their houses, feed us
good food . . .”

“The normal laws of reality are suspended,” I said. “People
pay attention to us, even, even to me,” I stuttered, feeling
naked and vulnerable. “I mean, I’m not noteworthy. I’m not a
great dancer. But the ritual is, well, it’s more than the sum of
its parts.”



“Huh,” the reporter said, smoothing back a stray hair and
taking more notes.

I was encouraged by her note-taking. “It’s a cliché, but the
idea of something being more than a sum of its parts? It’s
magic! Alchemy, at the least.”

“Alchemy, even . . .” said Lilith. I slid in so she could sit. “As
soon as I leave, the conversation gets good.”

I laughed, not sure of what to make of our little outbursts. I
looked over at Michael, and it looked like he was feeling
the same confusion: had we been explaining Lilith, or
explaining her away?

Bruce appeared, just standing there. When the reporter
realized he was there, she said, “Oh!”, and started to put
her stuff away. “You can sit here, I was just about to leave.
This has been fascinating, but I’m late for my next
appointment now, too.” She looked at her watch in an
anguished way.

“Could you let us know when this shows up?” I said, writing
down my e-mail address.

“Sure,” she said, taking the scrap and rummaging through
her wallet for money. “Thanks. Good luck with stuff.”

Bruce sat down as she left. “This is a neat place.”



“Let’s check the movies out,” Lilith said. Lilith and Michael
got up and went over to browse the videos. The restaurant
the reporter had arranged to meet us at had a caged-in
alcove of cult flicks.

“Are you hungry?” I said.

“I had a thing of chips,” Bruce said, setting down his bag.

I went through it: a bunch of comics and a small compact
handwritten novel named Double Duce. “No porn?”

Bruce shrugged. “How’d it go?”

I kept flipping through the different stuff Bruce had. “Good.
Weird. I don’t know. Lilith told her that she was a demon
and Michael was an angel.” I glanced over guiltily at the two
of them, laughing at some video cover. “I’ve never heard
her just say it outright. It sounded a little crazy out loud. But .
. .”

“But . . .?”

I exhaled. “Parts of it made sense.”

“And the reporter wrote it down?” Bruce said.

“Yeah, she was pretty interested in stuff I didn’t think she’d
be interested in. I thought she’d be more asking questions



about the black metal connection, rock and roll, that kind of
stuff. I don’t know if she’ll get an article out of it.”

“She’s got plenty of pictures,” Bruce said. “I recognized her
from last night.”

I had a vague memory of flashes as I danced. “Ah, so she
was the shutterbug.” I felt a little silly that I hadn’t noticed,
and it drew attention to Bruce’s role in the show. “You didn’t
leave for the interview just because you don’t perform, did
you?”

He shook his head. “No, it’s not that . . .” He flipped through
a comic, but I could tell he wasn’t looking at it. “It’s the way
interviews can strip stuff bare. Any director or artist or
whatever that I like, I never read interviews with them. I don’t
want to see the seams and the stitches of what they’ve put
together, especially if it’s beautiful. I don’t really want to
hear Lilith say she’s a demon, that there are dark forces
within her, when I can just see it.”

“Huh,” I said.

Lilith and Michael came back, holding hands—they
seemed to hold hands more, now that Michael’s finger was
bandaged up. We headed out.

Now I’m in the car as we hurtle towards another city. My
typing, not quite silent, is a constant in the lulls between our
car conversations. The others don’t even remark on my



“journaling” any more.

If Lilith and Michael hadn’t come back, I would have told
Bruce that I felt a little uneasy about the nakedness of the
interview, too, but not quite in the same way. It was that
while Lilith had been content with just saying it as she saw
it, both Michael and I had created little semi-rational
explanations to cover her up with. Or not created so much
as produced—produced the half-conscious understanding
of Lilith that we both used.

I guess I thought that Michael was like her, just believing in
the impossible. But when I remember his voice saying
softly, “How did you know?” I know that he’s just as
uncomprehending as I am.

I think Michael and I should talk. But to do that I’d have to
solve the mystery of how to separate the two-headed
couple-beast.

Posted at 4:39pm

APRIL 27, 2004

Cincinnati, rather unexpectedly, gave me the opportunity I
was looking for.

We got to the club a little earlier than the Everenders, and I



suggested Lilith and Bruce wait for them while Michael and
I picked up some stuff. They went without a fight.

We pulled away from the curb. It felt weird to be alone in the
car with Michael. He said, kind of to himself, “Yeah, I gotta
pick up some batteries anyway.”

“Again? What’s with you and batteries?” I said.

“I like to fall asleep listening to music,” he said, changing
into another lane. “What else do we need?”

“We’re running short on badges. Maybe a thrift store?” I
looked at the stores we were passing, it was a bit of a
sketchy area and I didn’t know where the alterna-street in
Cincinnati was. “Doesn’t that bug Lilith? Can’t she hear the
music?”

“She’s never said anything.” He smiled, tapped the top of
the steering wheel with his bandaged hand. “But she’s got
a few strange habits of her own, so maybe she lets it slide.”

Amidst the dollar stores and boarded up storefronts was a
Goodwill. I got Michael to stop, and he was inordinately
pleased at getting parking right in front of the store. We
headed to the entrance, and I pointed at his bandages.

“Like that kind of strange habit?”

He laughed, his hooty laugh. “Yeah. They’re tiny cuts,



though. But it’s funny how they can hurt worse than bigger
ones.”

“It’s like paper cuts,” I said. I saw an old lady in a store
uniform. “Excuse me, do you have any badges or crests or
anything?”

She gave me a perturbed look.

“Like from uniforms?” I continued.

She pressed her lips together, slowly shook her head.
“Nothing like that.”

I smiled and thanked her. When we got out of earshot, I told
Michael that we’d just look around.

He nodded. “It’s like a test.”

At first, I thought he meant a test for finding the badges, but
when I noticed him flexing his bandaged hand I knew he
meant the cuts. I felt a flash of anger at Lilith. “You’re not
supposed to test people you love,” I said.

He rolled his eyes. “It’s really not a big deal. It’s this thing
she needs to do. She has trust issues, y’know, and this
makes her feel . . . I mean, fuck, I was a snowboarder—you
don’t want to know what I’ve done to my body. I’ve fucked
up my knees so bad—” He shook his head. “I won’t go into
the details, but it involves plastic cartilage. I’ve bruised



kidneys, I’ve had concussions . . .”

I noticed this boy in a cardigan and realized he worked
there. I asked him the same thing I asked the old lady, and
he took me wordlessly to the jacket section and showed me
a large flowerpot.

“Thanks!” I said as he walked away. “Yeah, but those are
things you did to yourself,” I said, going through the small
stash.

“Well, she does it to herself, too,” Michael said. “It’s not like
I’m crazy about it, but . . .” he shrugged. “Look,” he licked
his lips. “I know this sounds weird, ’cause I haven’t known
her for that long? But I’m in this for the long run.”

I looked at him. It was nice to hear something from him that
ended on such a definitive statement.

He looked away. “Like, just a few days ago? I was telling
her about Nelson, where I grew up, ’cause I really miss it.
Toronto’s great but there’s no outdoors like there is there,
not real outdoors? And she said that she could imagine
living there.”

It was pretty rare for me to hear someone talk in such a
touching and naïve manner, and I didn’t know how to
respond. I gathered up the badges I thought I could use.
There weren’t any Scout badges, but there were plenty of
football and baseball patches that I thought would do nearly



as well. We went to the cash and waited in line.

“How do you think a demoness will fit in in small-town
British Columbia?” I asked him.

He smiled at me. “The demoness thing, it’s not literally . . .”
He shrugged. “It’s like she said at the interview. All her life,
she’s known there was a darkness inside of her. She thinks
it’s something about her that made guys so . . . dirty around
her.”

His voice dropped for this last bit, but it still got a glance
from the cashier as she punched our stuff in. I took the small
bag she offered and we left.

I thought back to the Peepyshow incident, and I wondered if
Michael’s uptightness—or purity, I guess—was yet another
reason Lilith felt comfortable around him. It could have been
nice for her to get a break from that kind of hunger once in
a while. “So, you’re not Archangel Michael.”

He hooted and got back into the car. “Not quite. It’s just
pillow talk.”

If he wasn’t so wrong about Lilith moving to Nelson, I might
have wholeheartedly believed him. But Lilith, someone I’d
known for the past five years to be a thoroughly urban
creature of the night? I decided he must have been
smoking some celestial crack.



But I kept it to myself, and we chatted harmlessly until we
got back to the bar. The Everenders were there and almost
immediately I forgot about Michael, busying myself with
markering on the pentagrams and definitely not looking at
Davey carry his gear in.

After he was finished, the man himself came up and asked
me if I wanted to grab something to eat. Fifteen minutes
later, Davey and I were sitting on a ledge watching people
walk by. It was kind of a college strip, lots of young folk. I
was nibbling at a samosa, and Davey was wolfing down a
falafel, leaning so he didn’t drip tahini sauce on his jeans.
He was wearing a white t-shirt much the same as the black
shirt that he was wearing the first day—knowing that he
looked good in them. It undercut my attraction, but he still
looked fucking hot. How could he not know?

I looked away from him, but it didn’t do much good. There
was a cute black dude with nice eyes; there was a girly
looking punk boy with a great sneer. My horniness was kind
of getting out of control. My slightly nauseated hangover,
instead of nullifying my randy feelings, just made me less
able to push them off—I felt buffeted on them, as if they
were waves on an ocean of—

I’m going to stop there.

“Are you humming the theme song for WKRP?”



I was indeed. I nodded contritely.

Davey pulled the wax paper out of the way for another bite.
“The first show I did here, I asked if Johnny Fever was in the
house. I got dead silence. If I had been sober I would have
stopped there. ‘Venus Flytrap?’ I said. I thought I was really
funny.” He took a bite.

“And?”

“ ‘Less talk more rock!’ someone yelled. So we just played.
It’s funny how the times when I’m the least capable of stage
patter is when I decide to get chatty.” He sighed.

“It’s weird when a city is known for one thing,” I said. “I
wonder if it’s better to be known for one thing, even
something that’s not really reflective of the city’s character,
than not to be known at all.”

“I guess it depends who you ask . . . some people would
probably say it’s better to be on the map, who cares what
for? I’m kind of happy that no one has much of an idea of
what Gainesville is like.”

My mouth was dry. I regretted not getting a drink. “Yeah. I
like that about Toronto too. I’d rather start with a clean slate
than be a New Yorker and have people disappointed if I
don’t live up to, I dunno, the tough-talking image they have
in their mind.”



“Well, in Toronto you guys got SARS,” Davey said, smiling
the first smile I’d see on him since he asked if I wanted to
find some food.

I coughed on him. “And now you got it,” I said. “Let’s get a
drink somewhere.”

Davey checked his watch. “We better not, let’s just get one
at the club . . .”

“Not that kind of drink, just a juice or something, that
samosa was hot.” I waved cooling air on my open mouth.

“OK, let’s head back, there’s bound to be a variety store on
the way.”

“All right, all right, Mr. Schedule, let’s go!” We started
walking back. There was something in his impatient tone
that bugged me. “I mean, it was you who asked me to come
look for food, it’s not like I’ve been keeping you out.” I’d
been thrilled and surprised he’d singled me out to kill time
with before the show, but it was going all wrong—instead of
telling him what a yummy mummy he made, we ended up
talking about SARS and sitcoms.

“Oh, totally, I’m sorry I’m in such a . . . blue mood.” He
adjusted his glasses, and his contrite look and calling his
mood blue made me forgive him.

“Bad drive up or something?” I tried to think about what the



other band members had been like, but I couldn’t
remember if they were any less friendly than usual.

“Hammond is my best friend and everything, but when he
hears us called the next Grandaddy and Guided By Voices,
it gets him thinking we should be . . .” He shoved his hands
in his pockets. “Anyway, I wasn’t at my best last night, for
sure. If I keep getting that hammered before the show I’ll
start deserving the GBV comparisons.”

I chuckled knowingly and thought to myself—how strange
that gossiping about indie rock musicians can make a
Toronto girl and a Gainesville boy walk around Cincinnati
feeling like old friends.

“Well,” he stopped to look at some books in a bookstore
window. “OK, since I don’t want you finding out another way
. . .” He looked like his shirt itched. “Hammond thinks you—
well, thinks Lilith—screwed up our chances with the A & R
guy.”

The road we were crossing was switching to red, so we
jogged a little to get to the other side. “What guy? When?” I
said, baffled.

“There was this rumour that a rep from DreamWorks was
coming to our show in Chicago. To sign us. Our booking
agent told Hammond that he’d heard good things about the
last show.” He shrugged. “Anyway, he saw the guy leaving



with Lilith, and the guy never came back to see us play.
Anyway, he’s accusing me of sabotaging it by letting you
guys do your thing, blah blah blah . . .” He looked at me with
a rueful expression. “So, it was an awkward ride up.”

I thought about the reporter saying we stole the show. “Huh.”
And then I realized: the guy she left with was the guy I heard
outside the car. The guy speaking Enochian was a record
label guy? Was he trying to do a deal with Lilith? I mean,
I’ve heard the rhetoric that signing to a major label is doing
a deal with the devil, but could it actually be literally true? My
head was spinning. “Geez,” I said, just to say something.

“Do you have any idea where we are?” Davey looked
around him wildly. “Shit, they’re gonna fucking shit on me.”
He looked at his watch again. “I mean, I had to fucking eat.
The only places they stopped were fucking McDonald’s.”

I looked around, saw the club a block or two down, and
pointed it out to Davey. His agonized expression turned
sheepish. “At least one of us has her head on straight.”

I pushed him towards the bar. He pretended to be a
brainless automaton, and I herded him down the street with
gentle shoves and body checks. I had a lusty moment
where I almost got him down the alley beside the club, but
he swerved off at the last moment.

It would have been a perfect opportunity to ask him about



his other brainless incarnation, the mummy, and so naturally
I didn’t.

Posted at 9:32am

APRIL 28, 2004

Boys in bands suck.

So when we talked on the phone in the morning, Davey was
all like, “Do you want to mix it up a little? Like, Max goes in
your car and you come with us?” And I was happy, of
course, because I figured it was ’cause Davey wanted to
spend more time with me. To say sorry for the show last
night, when he didn’t dance with me.

I deliberately danced off to one side, waiting for Mummy to
appear. I tilted my head up so I could see through the
eyeholes. At first all I could see was the indifferent crossed
arms of indie rock kids, but eventually as people moved
and shifted I caught a glance of Davey chatting with a girl.
Somehow it was worse that he was half-paying attention to
me between pulls on his longneck beer.

I stuck it out, but I guess I seemed a little out of sorts
because afterwards Bruce asked me what was up.

I thought about how Bruce and Davey talked, and decided



to tell him. “I miss my mummy.”

Bruce smiled at this, I guess at what it sounded like. “Not
my mommy mommy, my—”

“I know, I know,” he said, still grinning.

“It feels like I’m all alone up there. It’s weird, ’cause I didn’t
feel like that before. Could I get a red wine?” I asked the
bartender.

“So . . .” he said, when I turned back.

I couldn’t quite bring myself to ask him to tell Davey—felt
soooo grade four. “So.”

He was about to say something else when the Everenders
went on, and I left him to head closer to the stage.

Writing about it, I find myself at a loss. I know that I was glad
that I hadn’t seen them in Chicago, because I got to see
them burst into life on stage like a newly popped match. I
could feel the indifference of the kids around me falling from
them like winter jackets, the gentle sway of their excitement.

Being angry at each other makes some bands tighter, I’ve
heard. Maybe this was the case with them, because there
was none of the smiley camaraderie and back-and-forth
kind of stuff. There was just melodic gentle music with
Davey’s voice, like his speaking voice but more so.



Melancholy and sincere. I felt my heart being drawn into the
undertow.

I walked back to the bar to save myself.

There were more people chatting back there, and I felt the
current’s pull weaken. There was some old rock dude
chatting up Lilith, and I went to rescue her. Dude had a big
beard and pirate teeth to go with the breath. He shook my
hand in his bear’s mitt and then excused himself to see a
man about a horse.

“Where’s the guys?” I asked her.

“Bruce said he was going to go read in the car. Michael’s
calling his dad, it’s his birthday. He just remembered.”

I thought Bruce had finished that huge book he’d been
reading, but I guess he’d started on one of the comic
books.

“We know where we’re going to sleep tonight?” Lilith said.

I decided to check in with Max. He was doing a brisk trade
over near the door. “You want me to spell you for a while?”

“No, no, don’t spell me, witch-lady,” Max said, pretending to
cower, hands palms out. “I been selling the shirts, see?” He
pointed to the tally, where he had marked our column with
the pentagram.



“All right, minion,” I said, drawing myself up. “But seriously,
let me know if you have to pee.”

He nodded, telling someone the price of a CD.

“So Davey was saying that the place you’re staying might
have room for us . . .? Was he being his usual lying self?” I
said this with more vehemence than I intended.

Max was already shaking his head. “We went there to drop
shit off. There’s a futon and a couch, and the floor sitch . . .
kind of a good news/bad news thing. You could sleep on
the floor, it’d be soft. But it’d be soft because of all the cat
hair.”

“Yow . . .” I winced. “Motel 6 it is.”

On stage the band was taking requests. Someone yelled
out “Everenders,” and Davey smiled a crooked smile.
Hammond shrugged and started laying down the bass line.

“I envy you,” Max was saying, counting out change. “I don’t
know how much longer I can take these punk houses. I’m
almost thirty, forfucksake. Still, the one thing I’ve learned is
that there’s often a direct inverse relation at work.” He held
his hand high. “Between how willing someone is to let
people crash,” he dropped his hand low, “and how nice
their house is.”



I missed the rest of this, because Davey was singing. I
stared at him, and he seemed to stare back, and although I
missed most of the lyrics I heard enough.Just to be near
you . . . I’ll be your everender. I remembered where I knew
the word, so long ago that even seeing the record cover
with girls skipping hadn’t reminded me.

I had been an everender. The low girl on the totem pole,
never getting a turn to skip, always holding the end for other
prettier, luckier, and more popular girls. Can I play? I’ll be
everender. And I was happy to be an everender, since it
meant I wasn’t alone. The chills up my spine were
threatening to overwhelm me, and I couldn’t cry in front of
Max.

I went to the bathroom, splashed water on my face, pulled
myself together. I was really glad I hadn’t seen them play
that song on mushrooms; I would have been a puddle. By
the time I came out the song was over.

Man, even thinking about it now is choking me up, here in
this freaky cybercafé a day later. Fucking music. Fucking
boys in bands.

The kids next to me are playing a war game, I don’t know
which one. They’re screaming profanity at each other, ten-
year-old nerdy-looking boys who are undoubtedly the
everender types. There’s an old Asian man who sits here,
deaf to the profanity—even if he knows what “I’m going to



fucking rape you, bitch” means, it doesn’t have the same
gut-punch it has for a native speaker like me. Oy, from the
mouths of babes.

This is Charlotte, North Carolina. I’m kind of tired of touring,
I know because it doesn’t excite me as much to think about
being in a state I’ve never been in. I would have been happy
to hang out at Kevin’s all day, except that I decided I
needed to post about last night and Michael and Lilith had
taken the car with my laptop in it.

Kevin’s a guy that Bruce has previously only known through
the Internet: he’s the guy with the Eurotrash film blog.
Despite this being the first time they met, they hit it off right
away and now they’re transferring some of the footage
Bruce has shot of our tour so far. I felt like a third wheel, and
Kevin had a way of talking only to Bruce. Partially because
he’s mostly paralyzed and can only aim his chair one way at
a time, but mostly it was the references to movies I’d never
seen. Bruce kind of let me be left out of the conversation,
too, but maybe it’s because it’s the first time he’s actually
met this guy in person.

Anyway, I’ve had enough of the ten-year-old killing machine
beside me, I’m going to post this and see if I can find some
Southern food.

Posted at 4:55pm



APRIL 29, 2004

When I woke up this morning it took me a few seconds to
realize where I was again. My first thought was that I was at
my aunt’s, but the wallpaper was wrong, spinning wheels
when it should have been floral.

I sat on the edge of the single bed, remembering that I was
at Bruce’s pal’s place. In North Carolina, for crying out loud.
I looked around the room, noticing a plate hanging on the
wall with a family picture screened on it—a mom, a dad,
and a young boy. I presumed it was Kevin, just by process
of elimination, though the boy wasn’t in a wheelchair.

I found I couldn’t leave the room without making the bed—
even knowing that the sheets would be stripped and
washed wasn’t enough to make me feel good about leaving
it in a mess. The satin coverlet replaced, I started to think
about having a shower.

I left the guest room and followed the voices. It was kind of
a condo apartment for disabled people it seemed, based
on the other tenants I’d seen around. Good lighting, though,
and pretty new and clean.

I passed the bathroom and went into the computer room to
ask about showering. There was a sleeping bag where
Bruce had crashed out on the floor, and Bruce himself was



sitting with Kevin in front of the computer.

Kevin used his mouth-joystick to turn his chair around to
face me. “Well, how was the guest room?” he said, in his
cute, slow drawl. “Did ya sleep all right in that single bed?”

Bruce was still looking at the computer, intently.

I nodded. “Yup. I’m always amazed when I don’t roll out of
those things. Nice wallpaper in there, by the way.”

Kevin laughed. “My mom decorated it. I said we should
paint the walls black, you know, so people don’t get that
comfortable. And never leave, you know.”

We laughed, but not without a slightly nervous edge.

His hospitality expended, Kevin joysticked back to the
computer before I could ask him about the shower.

“. . . so I don’t know man, might have been, you know, some
funky Hi8 tape or something. Past the due date or
something, making the darks real dark and the lights really
light. I use digital video myself, so I don’t know how to fix it.”

“What’re you guys up to?” I asked, shading my eyes so I
could see the computer screen.

“Just transferring some of the tape that I took so far,” Bruce
said. “Take a look.”



There was an editing window, and I recognized the parking
lot that we’d been stranded at while the car was being
fixed. Bruce clicked play, and a figure slid onto the screen,
so bright that I didn’t recognize it was Michael at first. I
heard the grinding of the skateboard wheels, a few
straggling hairs emanating from a white glow. After a few
moments, parts of his moving body, his head, his feet,
became visible.

“He was wearing a white shirt that day,” I mumbled, stricken
at the angelic countenance.

Bruce wordlessly played the clip again, at half time, with the
white figure gliding in.

“Oh, come on,” I teased, pushing his shoulder. He hadn’t
turned around, and I wanted to see his face—I wanted to
see him shrug.

Then he put on another clip, of the ritual. “You better not
have taped me,” I said, immediately worried. The camera
panned around the audience, to Michael (looking normal)
and I was struck with how cheesy it looked videotaped.
Then it focused on Lilith, or rather, Lilith’s silhouette.
Bruce’s shadows played around her outline, which was
entirely black. Not even the streaks in her hair were to be
seen.

It was creepy, I’ll admit that. But right now I had other



priorities.

“Do you mind if I use the shower?” I said, thumbing back at
it.

“Of course not, don’t even ask!”

“No special tricks, like the hot water’s cold and the cold
water’s hot or anything like that?” I said backing towards it.

His big laugh again. “Nothing special. Well, there’s gimp
handles, not that they do me much good. Feel free to use
them if you like.”

I nodded and smiled and left.

“I joke with my nurse those handles are for the poser gimps,
not for hardcore gimps like me . . .” I heard Kevin say to
Bruce as I walked down the hall.

Showers on tour aren’t that hard to come by if you know
where to look and if you take them as soon as the option
presents itself. Boys in bands complain about how they
never have time to shower on tour, but somehow find the
time to eat, drink and fuck their way across the country.

Jesus, I’m going to have to turn this weblog into
groupieslament.com.

I fucking hate how I’ve fallen under Davey’s sway. It’s so



stupid and predictable. I started off this tour with the idea
that we would be doing something different than the boys-
in-bands thing, but it feels like our raven of an enterprise
has been sucked into rock’s jet-plane slipstream.

When I got out of the shower and got dressed, I went back
to the computer room with the intention of telling Bruce not
to show Lilith and Michael the tape. They didn’t need any
more encouragement. So naturally, they were all watching
it.

“Have you seen this, Kate?” Lilith said.

“Yeah yeah. It’ll be great for your music video,” I said,
toweling my hair. “Hear from Davey?”

“Yeah,” Lilith said, somewhat dreamily as she watched the
tape. “He suggested we switch up some passengers,
maybe you go with them and Max come with us. For variety,
he said.”

“Huh,” I said, feeling excitement grow in me. I wondered if I
could mention that that song of his had made me cry? But
make it sound cool and casual? But when he did come to
pick me up, I ended up sitting in the back of the van with
Hammond.

I sat for a while on the bench seat, looking out the window
and fuming. I could hear the happy chatter of the two in the
front seat, but not enough to make out what they were



saying. The scenery was pretty interesting, luckily; peaches
and fireworks billboards were as bizarrely proliferate as the
leafy vines clinging to everything.

Just so I could say I tried, I asked Hammond what they
were.

“Kudzu,” he grunted, looking up from his boring-looking
music zine. And just so he could say he tried, he
elaborated. “From Japan. They brought it here to stabilize
the soil but haven’t been able to get rid of it since.” He
flipped the page. Noisily, I thought.

That was the extent of it. After a while I got bored enough to
open this up and start typing. I bet old Hammond there in
his hoody and scruff thinks I’m a yuppie bitch, but fuck him.

Every so often I look out the back window and see
something interesting like a water tower painted like a giant
peach. But there’s something inherently lonely about
looking out the back window, watching the world slide
away.

Posted at 3:45pm

OK, now I’m just pissed.

We got off at an agreed-to spot, a Waffle House off I-95.



We arrived before the others.

“We’ve seen a couple of these, but never at the right time.
They’re like the Tim Hortons of the South!” I said excitedly
as we walked across the parking lot towards the little diner.

Davey looked at me blankly. Mitch, the drummer, sneered
at Davey. “It’s a coffee chain, Davey,” he said, pulling his
hair back into a ponytail. “You’ll have to forgive Davey. He’s
never been to Canada.”

“Really?” I said.

“I was at Niagara Falls once,” Davey mumbled.

“Which side?” Mitch said.

“Aw dude, you’re making me feel all American and
uncultured and shit,” Davey said. “What’re you putting your
hair back for, anyway? Worried the Waffle House waitress
will sass you?”

“Get out of my kitchin yew fuckin’ longhair!” Hammond said
in a falsetto. It annoyed me, but everything he did annoyed
me. Even the way he stayed outside to smoke after we
went in annoyed me.

We went to sit at a table. “Maybe we should sit at that one,
too, save it for the others,” Davey said. “There’s nothing we
can all sit at in here.”



I wondered why he was so concerned, and then got
distracted by something on the menu. “Oooh! Grits!”

“Sure, they got your grits here,” Mitch said.

“So, did you guys chat at all?” Davey said out of the blue.

“Chat with who?” I said.

“You and Hammond,” he said, nodding to his surly friend
who was finishing his cigarette with impatiently jerky drags.

“No,” I said, surprised. “He was reading, mostly. He told me
about the kudzu, though.”

An old man with a newspaper lumbered in, and Davey
watched to make sure he didn’t sit at the table next to us.

“Oh well,” Davey said. “We’ll talk when everyone gets here, I
guess.” He tapped out a rhythm on the table.

I looked up at Davey, a half-smile on his face as he looked
towards the door. “Talk about what?” I said.

He didn’t reply. A few seconds later, Hammond slipped in
beside me with the rawhide cigarette reek on him. “You
guys order yet?” he said.

As we shook our heads I started to put it together. The
waitress came and everyone ordered. Davey ordered his



hashbrowns scattered, smothered, covered, chunked,
topped, and diced. If he hadn’t been so distracted while he
did it I would have assumed he was joking, but then I saw
on the menu that those were only a few of the hashbrown
options.

“. . . And do y’all want coffee?” the waitress finished.

We all said yes, and Mitch asked how old it was.

She raised her eyebrow at this. “I dunno. Ten minutes.”

“Sure,” he said, and she walked away. I looked at him with
the question in my eyes, and he said in a hushed voice, “I
was trying to get some sass out of her. For your sake,” he
said to me.

“Here they are,” Davey said before I had a chance to say
that we had completely serviceable sass in Canada.

They approached the table. Max was shaking his head.
“We got a speeding ticket in Spartanburg,” he said.

“Spartanburg?” Mitch said. “It’s Max’s Bermuda Triangle.”

I waved at everyone, happy to see them but feeling a little
like I was at the cool kid’s table in high school.

Everyone sat down and started looking at the menu.



I was hungry. It reminded me of the meal I’d had in
Charlotte. “I had an amazing piece of sweet potato pie
yesterday. My god, I’m salivating just thinking about it. I
wanted grits, too, but they didn’t have any that day. It was
kind of a cafeteria kind of place, but good food.”

Mitch was nodding knowingly. “Lots of good food in the
South.”

“I ordered the grits,” I reported to Lilith, leaning over and
poking her menu. “Check out the crazy hashbrown options.”

She nodded.

“New Orleans is where I really go to eat though,” Mitch was
saying. “I had a friend who got married out there in the
bayou, and man, what a spread.”

“There was a church in the bayou?” Lilith said. “Isn’t it all
swampland?”

“They had some travelling preacher type do it. It was legal
and everything.” Mitch leaned back and adjusted his
ponytail elastic. “Thing was, the dude she was marrying
was from the Midwest, and he was the one who was, like,
adamant about having it N’Awlins style. But still, he did it up
right.”

Davey was patting the table, obviously biding his time until
Mitch ran out of steam. He’d opened his mouth when Mitch



continued.

“It was a little creepy, when I think of it, he kept referring to
her as his Louisiana bride.”

“OK, so,” Davey got out.

“They’re still together, though,” he said to no one in
particular.

“Uh huh,” Davey said, his back stiff as a board.

“Three years. I was saying they wouldn’t last a year!”

Davey watched Mitch’s mouth.

“What can I getcha?” the waitress said to the other table.

I smiled, but just looked down at the table. The mean part of
me was glad he was having trouble.

“Yeah. Me and her went out in college. Just for a while,”
Mitch continued.

Davey forked through his hair with his hand.

“I got pretty drunk at that wedding. I probably said some
stuff I shouldn’t have.”

Hammond was flipping through his magazine. Davey
watched as the waitress walked away.



“I’ve never seen a state trooper outside of the movies,”
Bruce was saying. “It was kind of neat.”

“Spooky having those mirror glasses appear at the window,
though,” Michael said. “Are those mandatory or
something?”

“Kind of like moustaches, practically mandatory,” Max said.
“Well, we had a pretty easy time. You weren’t wearing
leather pants.”

My table chuckled knowingly. Davey, who was smiling,
said: “Wait, wait, before you start telling the leather pants
story, there’s an issue we should deal with.” Davey had
everyone’s attention. “OK, so last night Hammond
suggested that you guys not do your performance at the
Gainesville show.”

There was silence. My sinking feeling was buoyed up by my
grim rage. The only person to make a sound was
Hammond, who shut his magazine with a slap. I looked
over at his screwed-up face. He leaned back, folded his
arms. “What the hell, man?”

“Now look, Hammond, we’ve got to resolve this issue—”

“What the fuck, are we at your uncle’s intervention?” His
face was petulant. “ ‘Resolve this issue,’ fuck.”



“Call it whatever you want, you put me into a very awkward
position after inviting them with your approval—”

“If we weren’t halfway there already?” I said, still stunned. “I
guess we could turn around . . .”

Hammond slumped down. “I’m not saying you shouldn’t
come to Gainesville, it’s just, well, we always have a really
good hometown show.”

I looked at Lilith. If anything, she looked slightly bored.
Michael’s eyes were wide.

“And, well,” Hammond said. “It’s like, why fuck with the
formula?”

Davey made a disgusted noise just as our food came. The
waitress gave Davey a that sound better not have been for
me, honey look but he missed it. It looked like we might get
a side of sass after all.

Hammond counted them out on his fingers. “New York was
kinda blah, DC bit, Chicago, of course, was a total fuckin’
disaster—the only half-decent show has been Cincinnati.
I’d just like to go out on an up note, y’know?” His eyes were
hooded when he said this, the longest thing I’d ever heard
him say.

“Chicago wasn’t that bad,” Max said. “We sold a bunch of
CDs.”



“Probably mostly because of our last show there,”
Hammond said. “We didn’t impress anyone this show, least
of all the A & R rep. He ended up leaving with her,” he said,
nodding at Lilith.

“Why are you being such a dick about this, man?” Davey
said, pointing a piece of toast at him.

“What do you care? I’m going back to my fucking dishpig
job on Monday. You might go to your U of F office to hang
out with some co-eds, if you feel like it—”

“Who are you talking about?” Lilith said. “That old guy at the
Chicago show?”

Hammond just smirked and shook his head.

“He was someone who knew my parents,” Lilith said. “He
came out to see me. He’d read about it on the Internet.”
She faltered here, looked a little confused. “I don’t know
who was writing about us, I don’t know much about the
Internet, but . . . he definitely didn’t work for a record
company.”

Hammond’s smirk had wilted. I felt a sudden chill as I
realized that the person who had written the most about
Lilith on the Internet was me.

But this discussion wasn’t about me, thank god.



“Hammond,” Davey said, his reasonable talk-this-through
voice back. “Why did you think that guy was the A & R
guy?”

“I think he might have made an ass out of you and me,”
Mitch said.

Hammond started to eat. “I guess it’s just one more show.”

A couple uncomfortable minutes passed. The old guy with
the newspaper looked over at Lilith about a thousand
times.

“These grits are just like, porridge or something,” I said to
say something, flapping the bottom of my spoon into them.

“Try some salt on them,” said Mitch.

I did. “A little less bland!” I remarked.

Mitch launched into a story about his brother-in-law and
grits. After a couple of minutes the other table started
talking about something. I nodded enough to keep Mitch
going and wondered about what Lilith and the old guy at the
show had talked about. It had sounded like an argument,
but anything in that harsh tongue tended to.

I got directions on how to get to the Gainesville venue, and
as soon as I was back in the car I unloaded. “I was
basically, like, supposed to be our diplomat or some shit,” I



told Lilith. She was driving, and it was the ladies in the front.
Michael and Bruce had a TravelScrabble game going in
the back. “He just invited me hoping that Hammond and I
would sort it out. But he never said anything about it
beforehand, how was I supposed to know?”

“You were lucky you missed us getting pulled over,” Michael
said. “That trooper made me frickin’ nervous!”

Bruce leaned down and felt for something. He handed me a
package wrapped in a tan cloth. “He found this.” I
unwrapped it, thinking by its weight that it would be a
candlestick holder. It turned out to be a dagger of dark
silver, one of those ones with the squiggly blade.

Lilith turned on her indicator and changed lanes to get
around an eighteen-wheeler. “Yeah, that was bad timing.”

“What did you tell him?” I said pressing my thumb into the
polished surface and leaving a smudge.

“Watch you don’t cut yourself,” Lilith said, not looking away
from the road. “I told him we bought it in Charlotte, offered
to show him the receipt. I would have told him it was for a
religious ceremony, but he seemed more concerned with
seeing our passports and stuff.”

“You all from the prov-i-dence of Ontario?” Michael mocked
in a terrible Southern accent.



“Did you correct him?” I asked, wrapping up the dagger.

“Uh, we let it go,” Bruce said, taking the package back.
“Wasn’t exactly the ideal time for a lesson in Canadian
terms.”

I watched the game going on in the back. Michael picked
up the pieces awkwardly with his bandaged hand, and I
wondered what part the dagger would play in tonight’s
ceremony. I didn’t want to ask such a direct question, so I
asked another. “So what was the old dude in Chicago
talking to you about?” I asked.

“Well, he wasn’t offering me a record deal, that’s for sure.”

I looked back at Bruce, who was looking back at me. I
silently willed him to ask something, so I wouldn’t seem like
a Nosy Parker.

“Doing that interview was a mistake,” Lilith said. “They have
researchers who keep tabs on those kinds of things.”

“They? Like, your parents?”

She shook her head and sighed. “No. Remember I was
telling you that they belonged to this circle? Anyway, this
guy in Chicago is a part of their circle, and he was asked to
check up on me on their behalf. Apparently they didn’t feel it
warranted a trip from Arizona.”



“Aren’t they in jail?” I said.

“Nope. My mom’s been out for two years, and my dad got
parole last year. Or so this guy said in between whining
about my ritual.”

“Really?” I felt a little chill. “They’re out?”

“I was kind of glad he was pissed. I think I remember him
from the summers when I was a kid. He would hang around
the pool and chat up all the moms. He’s gotten fat.” She
smiled. “I told him that. I couldn’t remember the word for fat,
but I said his belly was gargantuan.” She said it in
Enochian, a gargly epithet.

We laughed.

“So are Mom and Dad going to be at the show tonight?” I
said with a little chuckle that didn’t quite come off. After all,
for all I know this blog was leading them to the show.

“Doubt it. Jesus, there’s a lot of trucks on this highway,” she
said. She sped up to pass one, and the sudden burst of
speed made me more nervous. “The little toad was telling
me that Dad rose in the ranks, because of the prison time.
So it would be beneath him to come check up on me
himself.”

“It’s like the mafia,” Bruce offered.



“Kinda,” said Lilith.

“So is messing with the satanic mob such a good idea . .
.?” I fished.

Lilith’s lip curled. “Not satanic.” She sighed. “The hordes of
demons are legion. Lucifer is only one of them. His
worshippers give us all a bad name.”

Hate the fans, not the man, ran through my head. “So he’s
a little overhyped. Still. The whole fallen angel thing’s pretty
good.”

“Yeah,” Lilith said, adjusting the rear view. “But frankly, I
don’t think it was as much of a fall as it was made out to be.
And it’s annoying that the only demon people know is
Lucifer.”

I found it funny the way she used his first name, like people
sometimes do with celebrities.

“Or the way people think satanist when they see a
pentagram,” she added.

Bruce was leaning forward from the back seat, as
fascinated as I was. “They co-opted the pentagram?” He
thought for a second, shaking a couple of Scrabble pieces
in his hand like they were dice. “Wow,” he said, eventually.
“So Satan is the Green Day of the demon scene.”



Posted at 6:11pm

APRIL 30, 2004

We were coming back to the Gainesville venue with pizza
that I was dying to break into. I contented myself with
inhaling the greasy wisps escaping from the box.

“Well, one more show to go,” I said as we walked past a
warehouse with a faded shingle announcing it used to be
Kesper Shoes. There were still a few remaining panes of
glass not smashed, but I was sure someone would get
around to those eventually.

“Yeah, I was meaning to talk to you about that,” Lilith said,
sweeping her hair back. “I’ve been talking to Mitch . . .”

“Mitch let you say something? That’s a first,” I said.

“Yeah, well, he said that he could get us a gig in New
Orleans. He felt bad about the Hammond thing. Not with
Everender, though.”

“Huh,” I said, not knowing how I felt about it. Part of me was
looking forward to sleeping in my own bed, but . . . New
Orleans! I kept a lid on the excitement, though. “How far are
we?”



“It’s like, a day’s drive.”

“I mean, we’re doing OK for cash, but this means we might
run out on the way back.” I saw the other guys on the
loading dock entrance to the warehouse, and raised the
pizza box.

“But you’d be into it?” she said.

I was surprised with how concerned she was.

“Yeah, I think so.”

She smiled her quick smile. “Cool.”

I set the pizza on the raised concrete and opened it up.
Hands flew in from all sides, but I managed to get a slice
with lots of olives on it.

I made a gesture that Max should have some too, but he
shook his head. “I just had a huge bowl of stew. My wife
made it. So good.”

“Homemade cookin’,” I said, a little jealous that the band
was home tonight. My mom made a great chili that made
my mouth water just to think of it. I was starting to miss her.
She’s annoying at times, but I’d gotten a good perspective
on this trip—at least she hadn’t raised me demonic.
“Where are the rockers?”



“I think they’re napping, mostly,” Max said, yawning. “I
should have joined them, but I knew you guys would be
coming here.”

“Thanks man,” Michael said, in a rare moment when his
mouth wasn’t full of pizza.

“I’m sorry about that weirdness with Hammond,” Max said
with a regretful look. “It was more really about Davey and
him than you guys. It always gets a little hairy between them
at the end of the tour. They get on each other’s nerves.”

“So you don’t think we’ll be heckled?” I said, brushing off a
section of concrete with a napkin and sitting down. “Even
when we’re fucking with the formula?”

Max waved his hands. “The kids’ll love ya.”

Posted at 6:56pm

MAY 1, 2004

As it happens, the kids did love us. And they were kids—it
was an all-ages show, and the old guard were college
freshmen.

We were heckled, however.



I was dancing at the height of the ritual, my head light from
the foamy keg beer and my vision clearer thanks to a little
eyehole widening, and a whooooo! went up from the crowd.

When I could do so casually, I turned a little so that I could
see what was happening on the little wooden stage in the
middle of the warehouse. It was a pretty cool stage, for
something just thrown together—basically a bunch of
wooden slats with a ton of cardboard boxes piled high
behind it. At first I thought it might have been my mummy,
returned from the dead, getting the whoo! But then I aimed
my eyeholes at the synthesizer and saw the reason—
Michael was shirtless.

I couldn’t see his face, but he was probably blushing. He
continued to play, his hair hanging down as he hunched. It
wasn’t hot enough to warrant a move like that, so I was a
little confused. I saw Lilith lift something from in front of her,
bigger than the feathers or small items she burned for
sacrifices, and start to unwrap it.

It was, I knew before she even lifted it from the oilcloth, the
silver dagger. She rose with perfect fluidity, her eyes on the
blade, and walked over to Michael. His pale skin, when lit
by Bruce’s play of light and shadow, had a chicken breast
tenderness, and I felt my heart skip a beat as Lilith moved
her blade.

Michael’s music stopped, and there was only Lilith’s trilling



voice that even unamplified kept the crowd silent. I moved
slowly to her voice, hoping, fearing, waiting. Her blade cut
into his skin and he started playing, keeping his back still,
very still, as Lilith made an incision a few inches long along
his shoulder blade. His music became louder and slightly
more discordant as she did so, and as I couldn’t watch as
the lines of blood slid down his back, I danced. I swayed
and I clenched my fists, looking out onto the stunned and
rapt mass of trucker hats and chunky homemade haircuts,
just as scared and sick and excited as they were to see
what happened next.

“Hallreeeeeech!” called someone from the crowd. I wouldn’t
have noticed it, particularly, but Lilith’s voice stopped dead.
I saw him then, about halfway in. With the light he was just a
big hulking silhouette.

“Hallreech? Hallreech?” Lilith said, her tone unbelieving.

The big man, a bald biker type with a leather vest and a
Miller shirt barely covering his big gut, pointed at me and at
Michael and barked out a few more things in Enochian.

Bruce had Lilith spotlit: either by design or just where he
stopped the light, I didn’t know. Her hands were stained
with Michael’s blood, and she held her dagger like she
knew what to do with it. She exploded at him, her words
coming out in a torrent. It came with a violence curiously
drained of rage: I’d only ever seen it before when she’d



dispatched the guy in the club washroom.

It seemed to push the biker away—he said a few more
things, with less of an insulting feel to them. Lilith stood and
walked towards him with the dagger, her eyes
disappearing in the shadows as she moved. The biker
quickly pushed his way through the crowd, glancing behind
him nervously.

Lilith passed me with gritted teeth, and I followed her. The
crowd gave us plenty of room. By the time I got out the biker
was on his Harley and saying a few last words to Lilith who
stood on the loading dock above him. As she opened her
mouth to respond, he slammed down and the bike roar
drowned her out. He shot her a sickly-satisfied smile and
sped off.

I pulled off my mask and held it by the eyeholes. I put my
hand on Lilith’s shoulder, and she was shaking.

“That fat fuck,” she said. She was holding the dagger less
purposefully now. Tears slid down her face and she wiped
them with her hand, leaving a red smudge.

“More friends of your parents?” I asked.

She nodded. She looked at the crowded door to the
warehouse and turned her face away. “Oh my god,” she
said.



I looked back at the doors and saw a bunch of inquisitive
eyes, no one we knew but no less mortifying for the fact.
“Let’s go for a walk,” I said, taking her shoulder and walking
down the stairs of the loading dock. “We don’t have to go
back in for a while.”

“What about Michael, he won’t know,” she said.

“Hey, c’mere,” I said to one of the kids who was watching
us, locking eyes. He pulled his head back in, but I said, “No
really, come here.”

He came out, looking contrite and belligerent, a kid with a
shaved head and a little blue tuft.

“Can you tell the guy on the synthesizer that we’re all right,
we’re just going for a walk and haven’t been killed by that
psycho dude?”

“The guy she cut?” he said.

“That’s the one,” I called back over my shoulder.

“Arright.”

We walked down the warehouse road together in silence,
except when our shoes crunched over broken glass. I
looked at Lilith’s face, which had resolved into its normal
impassive state, as much a mask as the one I wore on
stage. She was wearing a burgundy dress that matched her



hands, and she’d shoved the dagger into her belt.

“You know, no one else has seen me cry twice?” Lilith said.

“I feel bad about that,” I said. “You haven’t seen me cry at
all. And it’s not all that rare or anything.”

“Well, next time you cry,” she said, wagging her finger at
me, “you make sure I get to see it.”

I nodded solemnly.

We passed Kesper Shoes. I felt like saying something
about it to fill the space but resisted.

“I was already almost crying when I cut Michael. I couldn’t
believe he was letting me do it. My hand was shaking. It
wasn’t that fat fuck that did it, I was already . . . there. He
just kicked me over the edge, the fucking bastard. Fucked
up a beautiful moment.”

“He didn’t fuck it up,” I said. “I’ll bet the whole place is
buzzing with it.”

“There’s still one more,” Lilith said. “I can finish it then. Hey,
do you think that place is open?”

The variety store was open, and I followed Lilith in thinking
about what she meant by finish it. The variety store guy was
keeping one eye on us and one on the news. She got me to



buy her a water, because she didn’t have any money in her
dress. Just the dagger, which didn’t seem to faze the guy at
the counter.

Outside, in the neon of the store lotto sign, she took a few
long gulps. I could see a few red smears on the bottle label.
“I’m parched. I don’t trust keg beer.”

I smiled weakly. I was feeling a little nauseous, maybe
because of the foamy brew.

“Wanna head back?” she said, sounding stronger already.

“Sure.” I decided to broach the subject. “So the biker, what
was his problem?”

Lilith’s lip curled. “The same shit the Chicago guy was on
about. They want me to Ascend. I told them both that if I
Ascend, I’d do it when I want to, in the way that I want to.
They say that what I’m doing aren’t regulation calls, that they
won’t qualify, yadda yadda.”

I looked at the streetlights we were walking under until my
eyes hurt. “What’s Ascending about?”

She shrugged, took a swig of water. “Demonic rite of
passage. Coming of age.”

We got back from the variety store, and the band was just
tuning up. There was something infuriating about the way



they casually twiddled their instruments and pretended they
weren’t being watched. I couldn’t even catch Davey’s eye. It
seemed like the whole evening he was walled in by
teenage nubile flesh.

I cast around for somewhere to escape to. My feet were
sore, and the concrete floor was not inviting. The stage was
surrounded by a crowd of a good two hundred kids, but
there was still a huge amount of space in the warehouse.
Off to one side, there was a section of the warehouse that
had been fenced off, and there was a desk there. When
Lilith was occupied by a man with face piercings who
started up effusively about how moved he was, I headed for
it like the port in a storm.

It had a nice old wooden chair that swivelled and leaned,
with padding even. By the looks of the stuff on the desk it
was the shipping and receiving clerk’s desk. I opened my
laptop and wrote yesterday’s entry, conscious that the
laptop’s light was revealing me as the anti-social twerp I
was.

“I knew it.”

I turned. There was a pair of teenage girls there, one smiley
one with purple hair and one unimpressed one with a kilt. I
nodded hello, but I was really thinking sourly, shouldn’t you
be lining up to have Davey sign your breasts? “What, ah,
what did you know?” I said, once my brain was out of



writing mode. Sitting at the desk made me feel like I was
receiving two truants in my office.

“You’re Kate, right?” said the one with the purple hair.

“Yeah . . .” I said, trying to get a better look at them in the
dim light of the warehouse.

She slapped her kilted friend, who was now just as smiley.
“Told you.”

“OMG,” the kilted one said. “I read roommatefromhell.com
every day.” She stuck her hand out, and I shook it.

“You—” My brain wasn’t working.

“OMG,” the purple-haired girl mocked her friend. Then stuck
out her hand. “I’m Vixxin. Or, you know, that’s the name I
use on my blog.”

“Omigod,” I said. “Holy fuck.” My brain overloaded with all
the information I knew about Vixxin from reading her blog
back in the day.

“Jelly here was able to track down the show when we read
you were coming.” She looked around. “This isn’t really my
scene, but Gainesville isn’t that big.”

The only thing I could think of to say was this is Florida. I
forgot you lived here. But instead I just goggled at them.



Luckily, they were teenagers, and thus no strangers to
awkwardness. Vixxin dropped her eyes, fiddled with the
latch on the doctor’s bag she carried.

“You get me every time,” Jelly said suddenly, jabbing in my
direction with her finger, “With those fake-outs you do.”

“Fake-outs?”I said.

“Yeah, you know, oh, these guys are having sex in my
gallery right in front of me—psyche!”

“Oh, those fake-outs . . .”

Vixxin’s face crunched up. “Those are so annoying.”

“No they’re great! They’re so creative!” Jelly said. “You
haven’t done them in a while, though.”

“I guess Ihaven’t,”Isaid. “I guess there’s been a lot of weird
shit going on already.”

They both nodded. They knew all about it, Isupposed.

Jelly broke another awkward silence. “Give it to her,” she
urged.

Vixxin’s face lit in a smile. “Oh yeah.” She opened the
doctor’s bag and handed me a ring, dropping it into my
hand as if she was afraid to touch me. It was a big chunky



silver ring with a raven carved in it.

“Wow. That’s really nice, guys.”

They laughed, shuffled their feet. “Is the ravenshead in
there?” Jelly asked, pointing at the hat box that was with my
stuff. “Can I see?”

“Sure?” I said, pushing it over.

“So the mummy didn’t show up tonight,” said Vixxin. “That’s
too bad.”

I laughed when I saw her sympathetic expression. I was
about to tell her she knew too much, when I noticed Bruce
approaching. I had a sudden fear that one of these two
would blurt out something to him. Bruce was looking at the
shadowy shelves beyond the fence, his back to us.

Jelly put the hat box lid back and stood up. Vixxin pointed to
him and mouthed, Bruce?

I nodded, frozen.

Vixxin was grinning like crazy, and the two of them started
backing away. “Well, nice to meet you,” Jelly managed
before they exploded into giggles and ran back into the
crowd.

I slipped the ring into my pocket, trying to think of something



normal to say. “What’s that, their third encore?” I said,
nodding to the band.

“Second. Max said that this place is an orthopaedic
storehouse.”

“Uh huh,” I said.

He rattled the fence a little. “He also said he’s out of shirts.
Should I get some more?”

I pretended to be looking at my laptop. “Eh. Just tell him
we’re out.”

“I could go get some more . . .” he said.

“Whatever.”

Bruce sighed. “You’ve been acting weird ever since the
mummy thing. Are you mad at me?”

So he did put Davey up to it. “I’m not mad, exactly. Maybe
I’m just road tired.” I typed MAYBE I’M JUST ROAD TIRED
into the computer. “It’s just weird that it was a one time
thing. Forget it.” I closed my laptop.

Bruce licked his lips. “Michael said he wants to split.”

“Twist my rubber arm.” I leapt up. “Is Michael still bleeding?”
Bruce had had to put pretty thick gauze on Michael’s back



and tape it down.

“No, he’s OK.”

We walked towards the exit, where people were funnelling
out in a slow dribble. “Remind me next time I go online to
look up scarification care, just in case we have another
occasion in New Orleans to use it.”

“Is she planning—” Bruce started, and then Max appeared.

“Haven’t separated the cash yet,” he said. “But you guys will
be around tomorrow, right? Maybe go for some breakfast,
give it to you then? I know Davey will want to say goodbye
but I don’t know where he is now . . .”

I forced myself to smile and nod.

Part of me had been hoping that this would be it. As we
filtered out the exit with excruciating slowness, I reflected
that that fucking mummy had resurrected the long-dead
longing I had for an appropriate dance partner. My crush on
Lionel had been a safe, harmless indulgence I allowed
myself because he was gay, like fat-free cookies. But now, I
was fully off the wagon. I looked at the boy ahead, with a
neat brushcut and red cheeks, and thought to myself dully
that I could fall in love with him next, or that one, or that one .
. .

But as we got out into the night air, I felt the lump of a ring in



my pocket and found myself remembering the way Vixxin
had waved goodbye and ran off. Before I knew it I was
grinning as madly as she had been.

“That’s better,” Bruce said.

“I do it for the fans, you know. They’re who I do it for.”

Bruce nodded somberly. “I know it.”

Hello, Vixxin!

Posted at 10:59am

MAY 2, 2004

We did end up going to breakfast at this Hungarian place
not yet discovered by the cool kids, so unhip in fact it was
closed when we got there at ten to 12.

Max and Davey showed up apologizing for Mitch, who sent
his goodbyes. We ate a hearty and cheap (if resentfully
prepared) breakfast, and I wondered why vegetarian Davey
suggested this place when it was so meaty. Maybe he
didn’t want to be seen with us in any of their normal
breakfast haunts, a spiteful little whisper said. I didn’t talk
much, and truth be told I didn’t listen much either. The
others were quite talkative, especially Lilith, who was



picking their brains for all things New Orleans. She was
even jotting things down on the back of a receipt. They
chatted about our heckler, too, although they didn’t seem to
connect him to the old guy Hammond had mistook for an A
& R guy.

Two things were not mentioned and were conspicuous in
their absence: Hammond and Michael’s back. I looked at
the stocky man behind the counter, with his big eyebrows
that he used to good effect, and thought to myself that he
was right to be suspicious of us. That girl with the pink
monkey on her shirt, brightly taking notes and smiling?
She carved up her boyfriend’s back last night, yeah, the
guy next to her that’s having problems sitting . . . I wouldn’t
even have to mention that it was a demonic ritual, just the
bare facts would be enough to make him wish he’d never
left the old country.

Y’know, I wonder what I would have done if she had been
slicing someone up when I’d walked in on her that first time,
back at our apartment. Probably not suggested that she do
it at the opening. It’s been a gradual thing. I watched Lilith
ask about venues and a variety of other things she knew
nothing about before this tour and wondered what I’d had a
hand in creating. I looked at Michael, and other than the
fidgeting, he seemed like his normal self. Maybe to him
what happened was like getting a tattoo in front of an
audience.



“You’re not talking much,” said Davey.

He was smiling, being decent and considerate, and I hated
him for not letting me vilify him. I turned it into something
funny. “That fucking keg beer made me nauseous, dude,” I
said. “Maybe younger stomachs can deal with that swill, but
not mine.”

“Next time you come to Gainesville we’ll rock the red wine,”
he said.

Of course he remembered my drink, the bastard. Killing me
with kindness. I didn’t respond to him, instead riffed off
something I’d been thinking about. “Talking about younger
stomachs, not that mine ever looked like that, but how
about the girls at the show last night in the Daisy Duke
getups? I know it’s all redneck chic and shit, but the bare
bellies man, it’s as ostentatious as a diamond ring—check
it out yo, I won the genetic lottery and I want everyone to
know it.”

Everyone laughed, even Lilith who has been known to show
off thusly. Well, so what. I felt a little better. I could get into
this cranky old lady thing, it made me think of Uncle Will
suddenly.

I think I have his work number somewhere. I’ll give him a call
when we stop for gas.

Posted at 2:31pm



MAY 3, 2004

He wasn’t at his desk, and by the time we got to Pensacola
it was past business hours and I didn’t have his home
number. I didn’t want to call home—I was feeling too fragile
to run the gauntlet of well-meaning questions.

The lady at the desk was fondling her cross as she
suggested we get separate rooms, and I agreed. Bruce
didn’t seem terribly happy about it, but I was glad to pay the
extra cash. (And it was still cash: our cashbox seems to be
endlessly replenished.) When I got back into my room, I felt
a tangible relief as the door locked. I hadn’t been aware of
how much I’d needed to be alone, and I vowed to take more
walks by myself when we got to New Orleans.

But at the moment I was happy to let my fingers do the
walking, in a bath that was long overdue. In the none-too-
clean tub I had none-too-clean thoughts about the mummy. I
guess it was because I couldn’t think about Davey without
feeling sad, and because there was something so fucking
kinky about the dressup aspect of it. I got a washcloth and
pretended it was the tightly bound bandages of a mummy’s
hand, a mummy with the endless patience and whisper
touch of the ancient dead. And as Vixxin is wont to say, I
probably shouldn’t be writing this on the Internet.



I slept well.

Too well, because by the time I woke up there nearly wasn’t
enough time to do laundry. I’d held out thinking that
Gainesville was the end of the road and slept in when the
others had done laundry in Cincinnati. I pulled on my
Peaches t-shirt, the smoky smell making me nauseous—all
my clothes smelled like that, olfactory souvenirs of the bars
and clubs we’d been frequenting.

I grabbed my backpack and knocked on Lilith’s door to see
if they had any laundry they wanted to do. The lime green
doors were quite brilliant in the sun, I hadn’t noticed them
last night. There was no answer, so I tried the door and it
swung open.

A hairdryer went off, and I realized they were in the
bathroom. I was about to say hello (really I was) when I
heard Lilith’s voice.

“You’re quite a bleeder.”

That stopped me. Iheard Michael say something but I
couldn’t make out the words, his voice didn’t carry as well.

“No, it’s good, it makes it easier to seal the signs this way.”

I was still in the doorway. I hadn’t actually stepped in the
room. From the angle I was at I could see Lilith’s hair. What
were they doing in there?



“Well, I know because being with you makes me relaxed,”
she said. “The odds aren’t constantly whispering at me, and
I can be with you without hearing that. It makes me feel
normal. It makes me feel good. Also, cherub blood has a
certain taste.”

She laughed. “I know it sounds funny. But it’s true. When we
have the ceremony, I’ll let you do a taste test.”

I leaned into the room and tried to snag the handle without
stepping on the carpet. I could see a little bit into the
bathroom, catching a flash of a straight razor in Lilith’s hand
as I pulled the door closed.

Fuck it. Let the freaks do their own fucking laundry.

I put it out of my mind as best I could as I went down the
stairs to the manager’s office. It smelled like Florida. Well,
my impression of Florida, anyhow, culled from my
childhood trips to Tampa: chlorine on a warm breeze.

The woman pointed at my shirt. “Oh, peaches, they’re my
very favourite,” said the woman who worked in the office
when I walked in. She was all smiles, I expect because her
cross-rubbing last night had prevented sin. “We have some
really good peaches here in Pensacola.”

There was something about her look and her nod that
made me think she might be a little mentally challenged, so



I decided not to tell her it referred to the electroclash
rapper, not the fruit. “Uh huh. Do you know if there’s a
laundromat around here?” I patted my backpack.

She pulled out a tourist map and gave me directions,
starting to tell me where the nearest fruit market was in
relation to that. “Don’t let them pick them out, though,
they’re a little funny to out-of-towners there.”

I nodded, thanked her, and turned to leave. The manager
made a little strangled, oh! sound, and I remembered that
the back of the shirt had a Peaches lyric on it: Fuck the
pain away.

I schlepped my backpack on and got out of there, not
bothering to look back. I was sure I’d see the worried,
stressed face and cross-rubbing that defeated me last
night. I crossed the parking lot, willing myself not to feel
guilty, telling myself that she’d hate me for being a Jew if
she knew that. It occurred to me that I wasn’t used to
encountering intolerance. Indifference, yeah, but not
intolerance. And we’d coasted through that famous bastion
of intolerance, the South, with nary a scowl in our demonic
direction. Sure, we’d been travelling in our little bohemian
bubble, hopping from bar to club and surrounding ourselves
with like-minded people—but still. The only evidence we’d
seen of the mythic redneck culture were a few porches with
Old Glory flying and a stop sign that’d been shotgunned. To
tell you the truth, I was a bit disappointed.



I was the only one in the laundromat. Miraculously, the
change machine, the soap machine, and the phone all
worked. Fate was throwing me a hat trick, and I couldn’t
quite believe my luck.

Uncle Will’s secretary, Marna, put me through. “Kate?
Where are you? Are you OK?”

“Yeah, yeah, I’m fine. I’m in Florida. I just called to say hello.
Did you get my postcard?” I pulled over a chair.

“I did, thanks very much. Just yesterday—no, you called
yesterday, it must have been the day before. When Marna
told me you called I thought something bad had happened
in Alabama or something . . . your parents told me you were
headed down South. Hold on a second.” I listened hard,
smiling at the idea of Will’s dingy comfortable office, the
same one he’d had when I was a kid. He shut the door, put
me on speakerphone.

“Kate? Kate, can you hear me?” he said, slightly echoey.

“Yeah, yeah,” I said, waiting for it.

“So, Florida, huh?” Ching! There it was—the zippo
opening. Will was sneaking a cigar in the middle of the day,
even though there would be hell to pay from Marna later.
She would lecture him, so I didn’t have to. “You in
Clearwater?”



I grinned. “Ooooh yeah, I headed down there right away.”

He laughed at my mean-spiritedness. “Why not? It’s a nice
place.”

“Booooring,” I said in my best imitation of me at fourteen,
when our Clearwater vacations had become an endless
purgatory. Worse than that, everyone was acting like it was
heaven. I nearly had sex with one boy just for something to
do, but in the end he had been so heinous that I couldn’t go
through with it. A by-product was that for a year or two after
that I had felt pretty mature and sexy, though. “Hey, do you
remember that tall guy that was always wearing those
Miami Vice sunglasses, you called him Crockashit?”

He laughed and coughed and coughed and laughed. “Your
mom was so mad.”

“That was like the height of Uncle Will humour. You were on
that day.”

“Even after I explained to her, Crockett’s the guy’s name on
the show, she didn’t like it.” He sighed. “Ah well. He was a
Crockashit, I could smell that guy fifteen feet away.”

“Yep,” I said, hooking another chair with my foot and pulling
it over as a footstool. As soon as I got comfortable,
someone else came in and made me feel foolish. It was a
young black woman with a little girl in tow.



“So is it nice there?” Will said.

“Ahyuh,” I said. “Perfect.”

“It’s rainy and miserable here. It’s been hell on my knees.”

“Well, get it into shape before I get back, all right?”

“When’s that?”

“New Orleans is our last stop,” I said, yawning. “I’m glad. I’m
kind of pooped.”

“You should be! Your mom and dad and me went on a road
trip in the States, Jesus, must have been the late ’60s. We
were gone for a week and I thought I’d lose my mind.”

“Kinda cool that you got the postcard, though. I think this is
the first trip I’ve been on that the postcards got home before
me.” The black girl was reading a tattered library book,
swinging her legs energetically. Her mom was staring at
her cell phone, in the way that always makes me imagine
them thinking: why don’t you call? Even though I know she’s
just looking at her messages or the time.

“It was a great trip. We should show you the slides
sometime, now that you’ll have been there. New Orleans,
Vegas . . . good times.”

“You guys should go again when Dad’s retired. The three



musketeers on the road again.”

“Yeah. Maybe,” he said.

I wondered if Will had ever walked in on my parents like
Ihad on Lilith and Michael, heard something he’d rather he
hadn’t. “Anyway, I should go, I gotta put the laundry in the
dryer. You finish your cigar yet?”

“Pretty much. OK, Kate. Take care. New Orleans is a wild
city.”

“OK. Let my folks know I’ll be back in a week, will ya?”

“Will do.”

I hung up and moved my laundry to the dryer in the wicker
basket they had. It seemed like an old laundromat, an ad
from the ’70s up on the wall advertising Tab looking
relatively new.

I realized Will hadn’t asked about the stuff that was going
on—he never probed. I had vague anxieties about Lilith, but
I didn’t really know what was going on, if anything. So why
dump the big confused mess in his lap? This is what I
thought as I stuffed my big confused mess of laundry into
the dryer.

I sat down and sighed, wishing I had just asked Will to hold
on. It was funny to think about the three of them travelling



around the States together forty years ago. I wondered if
they’d called home, too. I wondered if my sister’s kid would
grow up and travel in the 2040s, call me to chat. Where
would she be calling from? The forbidden sector of the
moon? Nah. If that kind of stuff was going to happen, it
would have happened by now. It feels like the year 2000
was an expiry date for those kind of fantasies. We’re on
this hunk of rock for good.

A tinny pop melody brought me back to earth, and I’d just
about recognized the ringtone when the older girl answered
it. I noticed how nice her blue nails looked against the white
phone as she walked outside, either for reception or
privacy.

The little girl looked at me and then back to her book. It was
one of those Goosebumps books. I’d read Nancy Drew
when I was her age, thrilling to the suspenseful and
dangerous situations that were so different from my life.

I admired the red bobbles around her pigtails. “So is that a
scary book?”

She shrugged. “Naw. They’re funny.”

“Do they still have choose-your-own-adventure books?”

“Chews are what?” she said.

I repeated myself slower.



“Naw.” She went back to her book. “Are choose-adventures
scary?”

“Sometimes. You get to pick what you want the character to
do next.”

“Oh, like a videogame. My brother likes those.” The older
girl came in, her face impassive. “I play sometimes,” she
continued. “He’s a hog, though. He hogs everything.”

“Don’t bother the lady,” said the older girl, putting her phone
into her Gucci purse.

The girl picked up her book again.

“She wasn’t bothering me,” I said, trying a pleasant-
stranger smile. It collided with her you-a-freak?stare.
Fatally.

I spent the rest of the time wishing I had a book with me. I
used to be a real book nerd when I was this kid’s age. It
was in grade nine when I stopped: I remember the moment
distinctly. I was readingBlubber for the third time between
classes, and Paula Nelson turned around in her seat and
asked, not meanly, “Why are you reading when you could
be talking with us?”

I found I didn’t have a good answer, and I put the book
down and entered the real world. I’d always been proud of



that moment as a social flowering, but as I sat there waiting
for the dryer to buzz I started to characterize it differently:
maybe it was the moment when I turned off my whimsy.
Maybe I’ve repressed myself so much that I find mystery
and adventure and fantasy everywhere. Certainly, if you
look back on the blog—when I’m not obsessing about a
mummy I’m aiding and abetting a demoness.

And now, as I type this, we’re on the highway heading to a
place steeped in legend, where the streets fairly crackle
with magic. N’Awlins.

I feel a little like a gambling addict whose plane’s been
rerouted to Vegas.

Posted at 4:44pm

MAY 4, 2004

Bruce’s running a fever, so he gets the guest room.

I’m up early, well, nine o’clock early, typing softly so that
Lilith and Michael don’t wake up. They?re a few feet away
on a futon wedged between the couch and the wall. Jillian
and Sam’s place is one of the oddest I’ve ever seen: it’s
called a shotgun house. Apparently because all the rooms
are lined up in a row and one could fire through them all
with one shot. We arrived yesterday just in time to see the



sun set behind its yellow, ramshackle planks and to have
bowls of gumbo thrust into our willing paws.

Speaking of paws, our hosts have this amazing spazz of a
dog, some kind of terrier. It shakes and jumps and is so
totally nervous and totally pathetic and totally adorable! I
have never taken to a dog like I have to Shaky, which is,
rather appropriately, his name.

Jillian just stuck her head out of the kitchen and asked me if
I wanted coffee. For a second I didn’t recognize her
because she didn’t have her glasses on, but when she
smiled I did. When she shut the door, I could hear Shaky
scrabbling on it.

Oh, I can’t wait ’til he comes out! I’m going to go into the
kitchen.

Posted at 9:32am

They’re still sleeping. Michael’s rolled over, and I can see
the scar running down his back. It’s puckered and rimmed
with raw pink, but looks OK.

When I went in Shaky had been moved to another room, but
I couldn’t very well say I came to see him. Jillian and I had a
good chat. She spoke so fondly of Lilith that I had to be
careful not to give away that the first I’d heard of her and



Sam was in the car a few hours outside of the city. I mean,
I’d been happy we weren’t going to have to spend the rest
of our dough on some hotel but also a little irked that she’d
waited until then to tell me where we were crashing.

“I knew she’d had some hard times with her folks, and that
was why she’d moved to Toronto, but it wasn’t until she was
drawing with charcoal that she really started to
communicate.” Jillian had an apron over her housecoat,
chopping potatoes.

“Charcoal, huh?” I said, thinking about Lilith drawing the
pentagram.

“Nothing before that. We’d gone through oil-based paints,
pencils . . . it was a grade nine art class I was teaching, so
it was a little bit of everything.”

“Can I give you a hand with that?” I said to be polite, sipping
my coffee.

She passed me a small cutting board and a big onion.
“Sam usually does those, they make me tear up.”

Me too, I responded silently, cursing my good breeding as I
started to peel the faintly purple skin. “What’d she draw?”

“These really bleak landscapes, almost apocalyptic.
Deserts, mesas. She had a flare for getting across the
wind. Lines of motion, ruffled feathers . . .”



“Feathers?” I chopped the big onion in half.

“Yeah. For a while, there was never anything living in them. I
took it as a good sign when the raven showed up in them.”

I felt my eyes start to sting. “Was the raven . . .” I stopped
short of saying, dancing?

That sounded strange. “What was the raven doing in the
pictures?”

She put the chopped potatoes into the pot. “Nothing. I didn’t
even notice it at first. But then I saw it off to the side, on top
of a telephone pole. The next picture it was closer, on a
fence rail. The next one, you could see its eye, she got even
the glint of it right. That kind of detail is hard with charcoal.”

I was crying freely now, my tears dropping on the cutting
board. “And then?”

“Then we stopped for the holidays, and when we came
back we moved on to pastels. It’s a shame really, the units
are so short you barely get to . . . It wasn’t until I was doing
our end-of-year assessment that I realized that the raven
was in every charcoal sketch, it was just so far away that I
didn’t notice. Gradually getting closer in each one.”

It was creepy, the way she said it. I twisted my raven ring
nervously.



“I ended up giving her a B. Those sketches brought her
mark up, but nothing else showed that kind of talent or even
focus. I told her that she should do more of them, to see
where she went with it, and she said she didn’t want to
know. I felt so sorry for her then. I almost thought I should
show the school psychologist the sketches, but he was an
arrogant little . . . pinhead!” She laughed self-consciously
and looked at me, noticed that I was crying. “Oh my gosh,
you’re just as bad as me! I could have given you a match to
chew on, dear. The sulphur stops the stinging, at least a
bit.”

She grabbed a tea towel and as she was handing it to me,
Lilith came in. I dried my eyes and saw how shocked Lilith
looked. She looked at me and at Jillian, an almost scared
look on her face. “What’s wrong?” she said.

“I just cut a bunch of onions, nothing, nothing,” I said,
amazed at her reaction. Then I remembered the discussion
we’d had about how I’d seen her cry. “Well there you go,
you’ve seen me cry, too.”

“That doesn’t count,” she said, heading to the washroom.

I snuffled and turned to Jillian. “So you didn’t show the
pinhead the drawings . . .”

“Right, yes. I didn’t, but I still felt like I should . . . anyway, I
invited her to our place for the holidays. And ever since



then, she’s sent a Christmas card, and we’ve kept in touch.
Even after we moved down here. Sam’s from here, you
see.”

Lilith came out then and we got the menfolk up and had
ourselves a big old breakfast. Lilith decided to hang out
with Sam and Jillian for the day, and Bruce is still laid up,
which leaves Michael and me to see the sights of Bourbon
Street.

Here he is now.

Posted at 1:08pm

MAY 5, 2004

“So the show is actually in the swamp?” I said. “I thought it
was in a bar.”

“Originally, yeah,” Michael said. “But the guy Max put us in
touch with was also friends with the organizer of this techno
festival, and they got Lilith in last minute. The Wiccan
stream was kind of low on performances. I guess they had
a bunch of workshops but not a lot of music or whatnot?”

We were on a trolley, and I watched the row of beautiful,
decaying mansions, each one more unbelievable than the
next, and tried not to sulk. “I guess.”



“It sounded pretty cool. There were thousands of people
there last time, I read on the website? There’s also a riot
grrrl stream, an Earth First! one . . .”

“Hmm.” I focused on a house with ivy curling around its
pillars.

“What’s up, Kate?”

I looked at Michael. I wondered how much to say, assuming
it would all go back to Lilith. I hated that about couples. “It
sounds great, but it would have been nice if she had told
me.”

“Well, it was only confirmed yesterday,” Michael said,
swooping his hair. “But . . . yeah, Lilith is pretty bad about
that stuff.”

I felt like I had a foothold. “It feels like she’s sneaking
around, and she doesn’t even have to.”

“It’s not like that. It’s just that . . .” he frowned, winced, a
physical hardship to say something critical. “She lives
inside her own head. A lot. You know?”

“I know. I respect that she’s a private person. But when it
involves me, I’d like to know. Even that research stuff before
we left was strange.” About a minute before we were
leaving, Lilith asked to use my laptop. I left it, hoping that



she wouldn’t decide to poke through my documents. Or surf
my bookmarks. “She’s never even looked at my computer
before today, I don’t even know if she knows how to use it!”
I said.

“I barely can use a word processor, and I don’t think she’s
much better,” Michael said. “I know she’s been meaning to
look at the Internet ever since that freak in Chicago said he
heard about her on it, even though I think that might be
bullshit.”

I sighed. That was my worst fear. I stared out the window as
he continued.

A trumpet interrupted us. The trolley slowed to a stop as a
parade of black folk strolled by. There were a couple of
horns, a couple of drummers, all willy-nilly making merry for
no apparent reason. One 10- or 11-year-old kid had a
piece of cardboard that he did a couple of break-dancing
moves on every ten feet or so, and then ran to catch up with
his pals. The only hint at what was going on was a big
medieval banner that I read out.

“St. James Social Club,” I said, raising my eyebrows to
Michael. “Sign me up.”

A minute or two later the street was clear and the trolley
rolled on. I went back to my rant about Lilith. “It was bad
enough that she didn’t tell us until the last minute that we



were going to be staying at Jillian and Sam’s, who are
great, and I think I’m in love with that dog, but . . .” I
shrugged.

Michael nodded sympathetically. “It’s not that she didn’t
want to ask you, or decided not to, she’s just out of
practice. And I think she’s really focused on this show.”

“Has she told you what she plans to do?” I said, leaving out
to you this time?

But it must have been on my face, because he answered.
“No . . . but she asked me before the last time. So . . .” He
shrugged.

“How is your back?” I said.

“It’s fine,” he said. “I think it looks pretty cool. I knew this guy
at Whistler who had a brand? It looks way better than that.”

There was a look on his face that I don’t remember ever
having seen there before: a hard look, a defensive look.

I let him alone. After a while, we got out and wandered
around. We saw a robot-boy: his face was painted silver
and when you put money in the beer case in front of him, he
moved with convincing mechanicalness. There was another
kid with bottle caps on the bottoms of his shoes, tap
dancing and hating every minute of it. I found it depressing
that they both had beer cases in front of them for the



change, because they were too young to even want to drink
beer. In a story, they would be rags-to-riches entrepreneurs:
in real life, they had some mean old bastard coming by
every couple of hours for more beer money.

We found a bench by the murky river. “So this swamp thing
will be our last performance, huh?”

“It’s been pretty amazing,” Michael said, looking at me. “It’s
been great getting to know you, Kate. I can’t believe we all
got along as well as we did. I figured me and Lilith would
get along, but . . .”

I looked up at the grey sky. “Hope we don’t get any more
hecklers, though, that’s kind of stressful.”

He hooted. “Totally.” He shook his head. “Lilith was saying
that she thinks we’re in the clear. That last guy was really
low-tier, she said. She was actually kind of insulted.”

“Oh yeah?”

“Yeah. ‘What if I was Ascending! He couldn’t even witness
it!’ ” He laughed and then noticed my slightly queasy look.
He looked off, realized he’d said too much. “Well, it doesn’t
matter, she’s leaving all that behind her. This is going to be
her last ritual. Ever.”

“Did she say that?”



He nodded. “Don’t tell her I told you. She wants it to be a
surprise. But Saturday, she says it’s all over.”

Posted at 8:11pm

MAY 6, 2004

Fucking e-mail.

I swear. Back in the day, when geography meant
something, if you left a place you were disconnected from
it. Writing an embarrassing letter required an envelope,
stamps, a mailbox—intent. Several steps. Even phoning a
person required you to be in the moment, ready to talk to
that person and deal with the looming possibility of
awkward silences—guts.

Hey Davey,

New Orleans is creepy-cool. Bruce is sick, laid up with
some fever, but we’re staying with these friends of Lilith’s
so it’s not that dire. The show’s on Saturday, it’s at some
kind of techno-rave thing in the swamp, Bayou 2004 or
something like that. Hope it goes well. It’ll be my last
dance.

Miss you,



Kate.

It’s not as if the e-mail itself isn’t embarrassing enough, with
its “what I’m up to” tone jarring with the formality of the
excruciating ending. It’s also kind of half-assed. Do I expect
him to decode my desire for the Return of the Mummy? As
if the guy is going to drive eight hours for a show to be my
dance partner.

Now, naturally, I’m checking my e-mail every ten minutes.
Jillian has an Internet connection, so I alternate clicking
SEND/RECEIVE with scratching Shaky’s triangular head
and watching his antics.

I try not to talk to Shaky. Partially because I like the idea of
communicating on another level than verbal, and partially
because it always seems ridiculous when people talk to
their pets as if they were babies.

I understand a little more now. When I hold the little guy it’s
like he’s on vibrate. I swear he likes me best of all of us
except Sam. When he comes in Shaky’s all over him. But
Sam’s always pulling some treat from a pocket, so that’s
kind of cheating.

Every couple of days I get an e-mail from Anna at the
gallery with desperate questions and veiled threats about
replacing me, blah blah blah. I shoot off a breezy e-mail
ignoring the threats, even more so now that they’re more



explicit with deadline dates and so forth, detailing some
interesting little tidbit about our travels. Calculated to make
Anna jealous, I’m kind of ashamed to say, but really—she
has some nerve with the “how do you update the events on
the website” in one paragraph and “we were shocked at
your continuing” kind of BS in the next. And I do answer
their questions.

Ever since I’ve met Shaky and realized I can have an affinity
for dogs, Anna’s resemblance to Cruella loses her even
more points in my book.

Posted at 2:55pm

MAY 7, 2004

Still nothing from Davey. I tell myself that the compulsive
way he checked e-mail was an on-the-road kind of thing,
but I’m not very convincing.

Luckily, Sam saw how pathetic I was and invited me to
come walk Shaky with him. I agreed. Jillian had left a bunch
of travel books on the living room table, but I found myself
unusually indifferent to the prospect of exploring the city.
The idea that I am wasting my precious time in New
Orleans, of all places, checking my e-mail and sleeping, is
proof to me that the tour is over. Travel fatigue has set in.



“I miss fall the most,” Sam said. He had big, loping steps, in
contrast with Shaky’s stubby fast ones. He was a big,
broad-shouldered black man who looked 30 but for the
greying temples.

“Especially after the summer, nice and cool.”

Sam exhaled. “Man, you don’t know heat. It gets brutal here.
The place where I work, it’s like an oven, and we have AC.”

“Where do you work?” I said, glad the opportunity had
presented itself. I’d been curious. Sam and Jillian were so
folksy, she in her flowerprint dresses and he in his blue
overalls, it was hard to imagine them in the real world.

“Accountant,” he said. “Figure that’s why we don’t get better
air conditioning. Someone’s figured out that every year we
put off replacing it we save X amount of dollars.”

“Until people start quitting.”

“Not bad enough yet. They’ve probably got that graphed
somewhere, too.”

“And Jillian teaches.”

“No, she couldn’t get a green card here. But she’s always
wanted to paint and make arts and crafts, so we just
decided to live cheaper. My grandpa left me the house, so
there’s no mortgage to worry about. Talking about my



grandpa . . .”

We stopped in front of a graveyard that I’d not even noticed
before, so focused was I on sneaking looks at Shaky
between paying attention to Sam. It was surrounded by a
battered iron fence with nasty spikes, but there was a half-
open gate that, naturally, Shaky was sniffing around.

“My family is happy that Jillian stays at home. I find it a little
strange to be so normal. It’s about the only way we are
conventional.”

“No kids, huh?”

“Just this guy,” he said, lifting him with one hand and
scratching his head with the other.

“Huh,” I said, realizing my plans of dognapping were even
more evil than I’d originally imagined.

“He wants to get in there,” he said, nodding at the
graveyard. “Last time he found a delicious human bone
sticking up out of the ground, didn’t ya Shakester?”

“Ewww.” I looked at the graveyard, and there was
something different about it from most graveyards I’d seen,
beyond the ramshackle and rundown quality that seemed to
be a Louisiana thang. I realized what it was. “There’re a lot
of crypts.” I looked at the figure of an angel on a tomb, as
faceless and worn down as the inhabitants it guarded, and



thought to myself that gargoyles aged better.

“Groundwater doesn’t make burying easy,” Sam said.
“That’s why Shaky got lucky.” He looked at me. “You
hungry?”

I laughed. “I could eat, sure.”

We walked on, leaving the graveyard behind us, but not
before Sam added one more historical fact. “Before they’d
figured out about the groundwater, when the city was just
getting started, there were a couple of floods that shot
corpses right down the road,” he made a swoosh with his
hand down the road. I could see the bloated bodies.

“Now I’m famished,” I said.

He chuckled. “Yeah, well, luckily I know a place that serves
po’ boys.”

“Po’ girls too, I hope?”

He gave me a sly smile. “You’re joking, right?”

I shook my head, and deadpanned. “No, I’m really a girl.”

It turns out po’ boys are a variety of big-ass sandwiches
native to New Orleans, and there was a lineup. Sam
explained that it was ’cause they made them fresh.



Feeling bratty, I said, “Sure yeah, we got that, too. It’s called
Mr. Sub.”

He gave me the look that remark deserved.

Back out on the sidewalk, Sam fed some of his to Shaky
while I learned the joys of french fries not on the side—
they’re right in there. Sam had some kind of seafood in his.

“So this is your first po’ boy,” Sam said.

I nodded. “For the record, I knew they were something else,
just not what.”

“I couldn’t tell if you were playing dumb, or playing at playing
dumb,” Sam said, his eyes squinting with the effort of it.

“I was playing at playing at playing dumb,” I rattled off, tilting
the sandwich as I took a bite so the gravy dripped on the
ground.

“Wow,” he said.

“Yeah. I work in the art world. Doublespeak is my native
tongue. Irony, my armour.”

Posted at 12:55pm



When I told Bruce about that line, a few hours later, it did
not have the desired effect.

“C’mon, it’s one of the best lines so far this tour! Don’t you
think?” I said, slapping my knee. “Sam laughed his head
off.”

“I’m smiling,” he said, pointing to his face where a sad
specimen sat on his gaunt and feverish face.

“You’re supposed to be healed with the medicine of
laughter!”

He coughed and spat some phlegm in a mug.

“Ew,” I said.

“Sorry.” Bruce was shivering in a white t-shirt under the
covers.

You couldn’t ask for a nicer place to be sick, really. It looked
like a comfy little bed, and the shades blocked out 99% of
the light. I’d pulled them up when I’d come in with some tea
for the sicko. He hadn’t touched it yet.

“It’s ginger healing energy tea,” I quoted from the box.

He dutifully took a sip. “Thanks.”

“Doesn’t look like you’re going to be whole for the show



tomorrow night,” I said.

“Oh,” he said. “I’m going.” He took a few more sips, as if
that would speed his recovery.

“Really?” I said, unsure whether to be appalled or
impressed by his dedication. “We can probably do it
without you, you know. They’ll probably have a whole other
lighting set-up at the rave thing.”

He leaned over and grabbed his black sketchbook from the
chest of drawers. He occasionally drew or wrote stuff in it
but not nearly as compulsively as I did in my laptop. He
turned to one page that had a map on it—our map, to be
specific. He’d sketched in everywhere we’d been with his
black fine-tip, labelling the blank area north of Montreal
HERE BE DRAGONS.

“Nice,” I said, pointing to a compass made of a skull with a
spear pointing due north. Each of the cities we’d been were
marked with a swirl. I wondered if he’d done it bit by bit or
all at once. I was impressed with the details of the
coastline, though of course I had no way of knowing how
accurate it was.

With the capped fine-tip, Bruce traced a line from New
Orleans to New York, from New York to Chicago, from
Chicago to Gainesville, from Gainesville to Toronto, and
from Toronto to New Orleans. Then he looked at me.



“A pentagram?” I said.

Bruce was looking past me to the open door, his neck
straining with the lift.

I felt a chill, imagining Lilith standing there. But she wasn’t,
no one was, but I went and shut the door. I went back to his
bed. He’d closed his book and was shivering.

“Didn’t you think it was weird . . . how insistent she was
about coming here?” he said in a croaky whisper.

“I think . . . that you’re probably delirious.” But itwas a little
odd. I took the pen and traced another shape with the cities
we’ve been to. “My theory is that she’s a secret agent for
the Pentagon.”

He coughed, shrugged. “I’ve been having dreams. Where
she does something big at the show tomorrow.”

I went and sat on a cushy stool beside a table dominated
by a huge sewing machine. “What exactly?”

Bruce turned over on his side. “Too bright in here,” he
groused.

I pushed the foot pedal and the sewing machine needle
pumped a bit. “Bruce?”

“So it’s a big rave, kids dancing all over. You’re there,



dancing with the mummy.”

I snorted, but secretly liked hearing that.

“Lilith is doing her thing. When it comes time for the blood,
she cuts Michael. Gives him a mirror version of the last one,
along his left shoulder blade.”

It made me queasy, and I heard Lilith’s voice in my head,
you’re quite a bleeder. But I said, “Yeah, sounds about
right. It’s not—”

Bruce’s hacking shut me up. He horked again in the mug.
“Michael sinks to his knees. Lilith stands there, the dagger
in her hand, like she’s waiting. She’s not collecting the
blood from his back, like she usually does. She’s letting it
run down his back and after a moment I notice the other
one is starting to bleed, too. In sympathy.”

“And what am I doing?” I said.

“You and the mummy are dancing like it’s business as
usual.”

“OK.”

“So . . .” He rolled onto his back again, propped himself up
on his elbows. “Could you pull the shade down just a bit?
I’ve got a pounding headache.”



I got up and did just that. I thought about cracking the
window to let a little air in too, but couldn’t really imagine
how to do it diplomatically.

“Thanks.” Bruce put his arm on his forehead and, in the half-
light, looked all distressed and romantic.

“You look all swoony.”

He put his arm down, and it flopped like a dead fish. Licked
his lips.

“So his other cut opens up,” I said. “Big whoop—”

“Something pushes out of them.” Closed his eyes.

“The cuts?” I said.

“Something wet, like a baby chick. Slick and mucousy.
They’re obviously hurting him, but he’s also smiling, his face
glowing. They stretch out like sticky insect legs. When he
spreads his wings, Lilith brings the dagger down.”

I stared at Bruce, almost mad at him for thinking such things
about Lilith. His eyes were closed; he could be sleeping.

“When he looks up at her, she buries the dagger in his eye.”

“Oh stop,” I said, feeling kind of scared and sad. “And I
suppose I’m just dancing through all this,” I said, making my



voice mocking. “Dirty dancing with the mummy?”

“You don’t see what’s going on,” he said, his voice
sounding far away. “Until the light makes you look.”

“What light?” I said.

“As soon as she stabs down, there’s this light that spills
from him. Like from his eyes and mouth and cuts and—”
cough, hork. “And when it fades, Lilith is gone. Michael’s
death opened a portal.”

“Cheeeeeesy,” I said. “Is Stephen King writing your
dreams?” But in my head, the conversation I had with Lilith
after the motorcycle guy heckled us was playing out. They
want me to Ascend. I remembered the red smears on her
water bottle as she swigged from it, the glint in her eye. If I
do it, I’ll do it my way.

I pushed the sewing machine pedal in a nervous twitch, and
the noise made Bruce sit stock upright. A second later he
fell back.

“Shit. I fell asleep,” he croaked.

I went and lowered the blinds the rest of the way and let the
poor bastard rest.

Posted at 6:55pm



MAY 8, 2004

We’re on some crazy fucking school bus to get to this rave
thing. I’d rather have taken our car since I’m a little worried
about feeling trapped there, but Lilith said that Michael
didn’t want to have to drive. I didn’t want to drive either, and
as we get jolted by yet another Louisiana pothole I’m pretty
glad I didn’t—the roads around here terrify me.

Bruce is sitting beside me, head against the window, trying
fruitlessly to sleep. He’s a little better than yesterday:
apparently he slept almost a full twenty-four hours. Still
weak, though. He hasn’t said anything about if he really
expects anything serious to go down, or if it was all a crazy
fever dream.

I’ve got to get him to give me a copy of the map—it’d be so
cool to have it on the blog!

I look back at Lilith and Michael. There’s some white guy
with nappy dreads leaning over the seat behind them to
chat her up, and Michael’s reading a snowboarding
magazine. They were out most of the day today, looking for
stuff for the show tonight. Lilith was smiley and coy and
secretive about it.

I didn’t tell Bruce about that, of course, any more than I
would tell him about the Ascension. I don’t want to give him



fodder for his paranoid fantasies.

We’re passing over some kind of long bridge now, heading
away from the city. I look back at Lilith. The guy with dreads
has wisely given up. She’s just looking out the window now,
but she looks at me and she gives me a quick smile.
There’s an excited gleam in her eye.

Better post this before the cell reception gets sketchy.

Posted at 5:11pm

MAY 10, 2004

We’re back at Sam and Jillian’s. Part of me wants to end it
here. This isn’t a story, after all. I don’t have a responsibility
to tie this up neatly. If I end it here, people can decide what
happened themselves. I’ve been logging these entries
faithfully, every day, for the last two weeks, and I’m not even
sure why.

But I am sure that it’s over, however. It’s done. And it was
quite a finale. I remember vividly the moment, the smell of
the swamp and the thump of the bass, when I realized Lilith
had made her sacrifice: at the time I had the mummy
pinned on the ground, my half-naked body slick with the
chase. Only the giant glowing spiders saw what I did to him.



This just sounds like another fake-out, doesn’t it?

I’m going to take Shaky for a walk.

Posted at 12:01pm

I picked Shaky up to get him away from another dog, a
nasty-looking doberman, and he started licking my raven
ring. It made me think of Vixxin and Jelly and how they’re
probably dying to know what happened. So I’ve decided to
get it down, and hopefully if the truth is in the details you’ll
believe me. I might as well tell it as well as I can, since it’s
the final chapter of roommatefromhell.com.

It was a pretty long bus ride, maybe an hour or so out of the
city. Not long by our standards, but squished up in the kid-
sized seats it seemed that way. Also, there was a pair of
chicks in the seat ahead that would not fucking shut up. I
hoped to god that these vapid screechy morons were not
an example of the kind of people that would be at this thing.

It drove me to sociability. A girl and a boy were sitting next
to us, and I liked her cool gelled blue short hair and bag
with an LP cover sewn into it. They were French from
France, and I asked them how they found themselves
headed for the swamp.

“It’s a big festival? For techno. So I—we—think we should



come. Plus, it has some French history here, no? The
Cajun.”

A synapse fired in my head. “We’re from Canada,” I said.
“But unfortunately I don’t parlez vous.”

She laughed and said, “Well, you should know. That’s
where they come from, the Acadians in Canada came
down ’ere after the war.”

“Oh yeah . . .” I said. But the truth was that I’d never
connected the Acadians in Nova Scotia with Cajuns in New
Orleans. I savoured this new bit of culture. The French girl
was looking at me a little askance, but before she could
question my ignorance, I asked her another question.

“So have you been to many techno festivals?”

She nodded. “But only in Europe. UK, Germany, France, of
course. This is the first one here. He is a DJ, so he get
many invitations.”

“So are you spinning tonight?” I pointed at the boyfriend.

He blinked back at me.

“He doesn’t speak English,” she said. “I have to be a
translator. He is a total English idiot.” She grinned at him
and translated that for him.



He poked her, and looked at me with a look of regret.
“Yes,” he managed, nodding and pointing at the girl.

“So do they fly you in or something?” I said.

“No, just a free admission.” She shrugged. “They are very
poor? Everything is organize by people who work for no
money, you know—”

“Volunteers.”

“Right. And there’s no big companies with the ad
everywhere,” she said.

“That’s cool. Kind of indie techno?” I said, trying to relate it
to my world without giving away that I knew nothing at all
about techno.

“Kind of . . . hippie? Hippie techno?”

That kind of jived with the style of the people in the bus, and
the smell of ganja and patchouli oil.

“Do you know if they have any medical facilities?” Lilith said
to the girl, her black hair draping down as she leaned
forward to enter our conversation.

“Facilities?” the French girl said.

“Like a hospital, or doctors,” Lilith said.



She didn’t know.

I don’t know if it was the line of questioning, or if I was
getting bus-sick with all the jostling, but I leaned back as
they chatted about different things. I looked over at Bruce.
His eyes were open now. He used them to give me a
meaningful look.

Part of me wanted to tell him that if she was concerned
about medical facilities, she wasn’t planning some kind of
supernatural Ascension. Instead, I just closed my eyes and
tried to block out all the voices around me.

When we got there, it was nearly dark. We passed by at
least seven school buses, each with a similar payload of
techno-hippies ready to infest the swamp. I was a bit awed
by the organizational power of whoever it was putting this
thing together, remembering how I’d sweated stringing
together a couple of tour dates.

I stood outside the bus with Bruce and Michael as Lilith and
the Frenchies got registered. They’d chattered easily
through the whole trip—the French girl was fascinated by
Lilith’s show and was much friendlier to her than to me. It
irked me, as I stood there, arms folded against the bus,
feeling stupidly jealous of them both as they laughed
together waiting to be registered.

“It feels like we’re at some school trip to the country,” I said.



“Yeah!” Michael said, taking it positively. “Can you smell the
swamp?”

I sniffed. “I smell something green.” I gave Bruce a little
push. “How you doin’, sport?”

Bruce nodded. “Good. This is exciting. There’s a ton of
people here.”

“5000 people are expected, apparently,” said Michael.

“Wow,” I said, thinking about the logistics of feeding and
cleaning up after a town of techno-hippies.

“Lilith’s demon masters will be pleased,” Bruce said.

Michael’s laugh was a little forced.

“So you brought the shadow machine after all,” I said,
kicking at it in the equipment box. I noticed there was a box
of bandages in there as well—Lilith probably put them in
there to deal with the blood. At least she was prepared.

There were a couple of goofs with a hacky sack in the road,
and they had to move every couple of seconds. “Car!”

Ah. Gotta go. Jillian’s here now, and she’s got an onion and
a match for me. More tomorrow.

Posted at 5:23pm



MAY 11, 2004

Jillian told me Bruce’s on the mend. I haven’t been in to see
him since the night we got back from the swamp, he’s been
in the sickroom.

I’m glad to hear he’s getting better.

So, back to the swamp. I’m going to skip ahead to the
show. There was just a lot of waiting in between us getting
there at 8 and us going on at 1. Nothing much even started
until about 10, at which point the steady and unremitting
beat drew us across the field and down into a valley.

Nestled at the foot of the valley was the stage, and off to
one side was a family of giant fluorescent spiders. We
ignored the stage and went to look at the spiders, an
installation that someone had obviously optimized for
psychedelic nighttime enjoyment. All around us people
were strolling to and fro.

“I wish I had some drugs,” Bruce said.

Lilith said, “Claire said that she had a line on some E.”

Bruce looked interested in this.



“Dude, what you need is fucking antibiotics,” I retorted.

Michael nodded his agreement. “Seriously, you gotta take it
easy.”

“Holy fuck, I think that’s the most beautiful thing I’ve ever
seen,” some guy in a baseball cap said, looking at the
spider family. He waved his hand in front of it, slowly,
playing a visual Theremin that only he could see.

“It’s like the trails . . . are webs . . .”

His girlfriend pulled him away. “Let’s go see the Smurf
village over by the Hollows stage,” she said excitedly.

“So if we get separated, let’s meet here, by the spiders,
OK?” Lilith said.

It was just a matter of time once she’d said it, the nervous
tension binding us together dissolved by this familiar safe
strategy. And sure enough, we got separated amidst the
sprawling amusements. Part of me thought that we wanted
to get lost, lose each other for the first time in weeks.

I found myself wandering alone amongst people looking
better than I was used to seeing, eavesdropping on
conversations that were stupider than I was used to
hearing. It was a correlation that was reassuring somehow,
an attraction-repulsion that kept me in equilibrium.



The swamp was only swamp in name . . . it was forest, dry
for the most part, although a few places had fluorescent
straps keeping the merrymakers on wooden trails where
the ground was judged too soggy. I wandered from stage to
stage, hoping to chance upon an alligator attack to break
up the monotony of the writhing bodies and the techno. The
music didn’t do anything for me, although I saw so many
people around me reacting to it with excitement and
intensity that I started to think of it as a language I didn’t
understand.

The babble thumping in the background was pretty easy to
ignore, but the heat wasn’t. I’d tied my cardigan around my
waist when we got here, but even my t-shirt was hot and felt
conspicuous amidst this stripped down crowd. And I was
wearing my best black bra . . . There was no shortage of
shirtless men, and even a couple of chicks were topless
without raising much of a commotion. Plus, while there
were plenty o’ flat stomachs and ripply muscles, the hippie
vibe meant that there were more than a few girls in bras
flaunting their rounded bellies and curly pits.

I decided to do it. I was strolling between stages in a less
busy area, and I put my hands to my collar. They froze there
for a second, my stomach stricken with the rollercoaster
drop feeling. I rode it out, grimly ignoring my idiot fear, and
took off my shirt. I was still walking, and the air on my shiny
shoulders and back felt nice. If I gave in to the bacchanal
mood, I might even say it felt delicious.



That physical need attended to, I started to think about how
I was going to get a beer. I knew for sure that I wanted to
have my mind fairly sharp for the show, but the few times I’d
seen people with beers they’d looked real good. I guess I
assumed that there would be people selling beer here, but
there wasn’t—pot and E were definitely the drugs of choice.

I passed one or two clusters of guys drinking beers until I
found a circle that had a few chicks in it.

“Any way I could buy a beer off of you?” I asked of a dude
with a bandanna holding down his black forest of hair.

He handed me a Pabst from the six hanging off his right
hand and said in a Southern drawl, “Doan worry ’bout it.”

“Thanks!” I said, popping it and taking a healthy sip.

He gave me a languorous grin. “Yer not from ’round here.”

I admitted it, and I admitted to myself that I found his eyes
and smile appealing, especially as he managed to direct
his questions to me and not my boobs. We chatted for quite
a while. He was generous with his beer and I was generous
with my definition of what I found engaging conversation. I
told myself that I was fitting in, as I had in high school,
reverting to my chameleon past.

It passed the time, but I never got drunk enough to enjoy it.



At about five to one I made my way to where the performers
stored their stuff, a little tented-off area to one side of the
stage. There was a moment where I almost put on my shirt,
more modest before my friends, but that was just lame. As
it turned out, I was the only one in there. I opened my hat
box and looked at the ravenshead. It was a little worse for
wear, it lost feathers every time. In some ways it had lost its
magic, too, until eventually it was little more than a perverse
uniform.

I say it had lost its magic, but the truth is that it started out
ridiculous, and was once again ridiculous. The only time it
had made sense, really, was when the mummy was there.
Alone, we were freaks. Together, we were a force to be
reckoned with. It goes without saying that Davey hadn’t
replied . . .

“There she is!” Lilith’s voice made me turn.

“Holy fuck!” tumbled out of my mouth. She was dressed in a
slinky, sleeveless dress, her black hair brushing the bright
red silken material.

“We were waiting at the spiders,” she said, her quick grin
there and gone. Behind her, Michael pushed his way in
wearing an immaculately white suit and a big smile.

“Omigod!” I said, making as if he was blinding me.



“Someone’s gotten into the raving spirit,” Lilith said,
nodding at my bra. Michael kept a carefully neutral face. I
resisted an urge to cover myself.

“I was planning to dance like this,” I said. “But now I think I
might be tarting up the act, with you two looking like that.”

Lilith shook her head. “It’s not like it’s a thong or
something.”

“Oh you wait,” I said, making like I was undoing my black
jeans. “This shit’s fluorescent.”

Everyone laughed. It was like that. I was overwhelmed by
dread, wondering why in fuck they were dressed up like
they were going to a funeral, but the banter never stopped.

“I guess you haven’t seen Bruce?” Lilith said, opening a
water from the snacks that were laid out.

“Not for a few hours.” I picked up a square bottle of green
wheatgrass juice, shook it and watched it settle to the
bottom, then put it back down. I didn’t need a nutrient boost
that bad.

“We saw him like an hour or so ago,” Michael said. “He
found some E.”

“Found it, eh?” I said, giving them the evil eye.



“Not through us,” Lilith said, holding up her hand.

“Fuck.” It exhausted me to think about his fever-ravaged
body being dealt a chemical hand like that. “Well, at least it
wasn’t acid.”

A middle-aged man came into the tent. Lilith seemed to
recognize him so I thought for a second that he might be the
guy telling us it’s showtime. But then he stood quietly, and
Lilith introduced him as “a friend.”

“A friend, huh?” I said, looking at him sharply. He was also
in a suit, but a black one, more casual. He nodded, tapping
nervously on a small book. “Just happen to be in the
swamp?”

Lilith laughed—giggled even, which was very strange for
her. Michael tried to smile but failed. He looked worried,
pale even.

I looked back at the “friend,” who I was pretty sure was
there to witness or verify Lilith’s rite of Ascension. It made
sense that they didn’t all look like that motorcycle thug. This
one, balding with round glasses, could have played the
priest in the horror movie who turns out to worship at the
Church of Satan. “So . . .” I started.

Then a mellow guy with a goatee and a clipboard arrived.
“Hey, the DJ is gonna tear down in a few minutes, just
checkin’ if y’all are about ready?”



He started herding us towards the stage with his passive-
aggressiveness, and I missed my chance.

Because Michael’s synth had nothing that sounded close to
the techno sound, the transition from the DJ to Lilith wasn’t
seamless. But instead of hollering and booing, the kids just
stopped and listened.

The uncanniness of Lilith’s lip-frozen singing was lost—
even though she was well-lit, she was too far back from the
audience to see. But the sound was the best we’d ever
had, and her voice rolled out amongst the small trails and
valleys and spider families, drawing kids to us.

I stayed off to the left side, in front of the stage, holding the
ravenshead like an astronaut helmet. I looked at the people
watching that I could see, revealed by the stage light, and
the ones I couldn’t see, silhouettes scattered up the hill.
They seemed rapt, and I wondered if they’d blink when the
blood ran. In audiences in the past, I could see the
realization growing in their eyes, almost flowering.

Michael’s beats began, and what I thought of as the second
act started. I pulled on my ravenshead and spun out in front
of the stage, dancing more outrageously than ever before,
knowing that I had to up the ante. This wasn’t the basement
of a bookstore. There was a little self-flagellation in my
flailing, too, because I didn’t know what was going to



happen to Michael behind me.

On one spin I saw Michael taking off his white jacket. Lilith
was patiently waiting before him, the dagger dug into a tip
of the pentagram. No synth this time: this time it was just the
thumping in a rhythm that sounded childish and naïve
before the dark techno from other parts of the forest. I saw
a girl’s face light up and knew that Michael had taken off his
shirt.

I kept dancing, scared to look.

I watched the same girl’s face, expressive enough to act as
a mirror. I could see when Lilith made the cut; I could also
see from the wince and not recoil that it was just a cut.
Behind her, I noticed a flash of white.

I was watching my mirror so intently that it took a second
flash to make me look. It was the mummy. It was the
mummy. He waved back at me as he danced, danced,
danced. I was stunned, and it took me a few seconds to
wave back. As I did, I noticed a second wince on my
mirror’s face, and I turned to see that Lilith had cut her own
skin. There was an inverted cross high on her left arm,
beading the same colour as her sleeveless dress.

Even more alarming was the balding little man from the tent
being up there. I stopped dancing. There was a pause as
they discussed something amicably. Even if he was part of



Lilith’s family’s circle, or whatever, couldn’t he verify what
she was doing from down here, like the rest of us?

When the little man got the microphone working, he said to
the couple: “Please join your hands.”

Lilith rubbed some of her blood onto her hand. Michael did
the same, kind of looking like he was scratching his back
when he did it. Then they held hands and looked at each
other. At that moment, the look they had and the pose they
struck gave it all away. When the words came, they were
just a confirmation of what I already knew.

“By the power vested in me, by the Humanist Association
and the State of Louisiana, I now pronounce you husband
and wife.”

A few seconds later, the cheering broke out. I looked at the
laughing and delighted crowd, feeling nothing but the
numbness after a slap. That’s when I saw the mummy
making a run for it.

“No fucking way!” I yelled, sprinting after the elusive figure, a
fading white stick figure in the distance. Running in the
mask was not terribly easy, but I had adrenaline on my side:
there was fear. For some stupid reason, I was terrified of
losing my mummy in the crowd again.

And rage. The shit that was going through my head! Why
would Davey not e-mail back and then just show up? I’d



show that mind-fucker, I’d throw him to the ground and . . .

Jillian’s just gotten home, I’m going to go be social.

Posted at 7:11pm

MAY 12, 2004

Sorry about that. It’s a little awkward here, at Jillian and
Sam’s place, now that Lilith’s gone. Especially since we
didn’t exactly part on the best of terms. Hopefully Bruce’s
well enough to travel tomorrow.

The day after we got back from the show, I rolled off the
couch and looked out the window. It was a nice day. There
was a pot of coffee in the kitchen, even nicer. I wandered
from room to room to room until I came to the backyard.

Through the screen door I could see Lilith burying
something.

It was always kind of funny to see Lilith with a shovel or a
mop or anything work-related. Her face attractively flushed,
one or two stray hairs out of place with her exertion, it
evoked how Snow White must have looked. But where was
her Prince Charming?

I pushed through the door and let it slap shut behind me.



Lilith jumped. “Shit,” she said, frowning at me. “Scared me.
I thought you were Jillian.”

“She wouldn’t want you digging up her garden?”

“Probably not.” She used the shovel to slide the oilcloth
package into the ground and started piling the dirt on top.

“Why are you burying a perfectly good sacrificial dagger?” I
asked.

“We don’t need it anymore. Michael’s proven himself
sincere.” She smiled at me. “I can leave all this behind.”

“I see,” I said, not sure how I felt about that. I looked around.
It really was a tiny little jungle, the fence overgrown with
vines, the trees drooping down to brush your head. There
was a small stone nymph holding aloft a shell for the birds
to drink from and a love seat that had seen better days. I
breathed it in.

“I thought you’d be happy for me.”

“Well, it was a bit of a shock. You could have told us what
was going to happen.”

“I wanted it to be a surprise,” she said while she stamped
down the earth with her shoe, so thatsurprise came out like
a grunt. “It wasn’t like I had it planned all along. It was pretty



recent. Remember the Waffle House? When that guy in
Everenders mentioned how his friend got married here,
that’s when I got the idea. Then I was able to find someone
on the Internet to do the ceremony.”

“Yeah, yeah,” I said. “It was neat. It was just that . . . me and
Bruce thought you had something bigplanned, so . . .”

Lilith flashed me an angry look. “Bigger than my wedding?”

I shrugged, but what I meant was, yeah, bigger than a
wedding. Since when have you cared about weddings?
But I let it simmer there. I was still in my PJs, I wasn’t ready
for battle.

She put the shovel back into an exceedingly neat tool shed,
tapping the blade so it was clear of dirt.

“Where’s Michael?”

“He’s taking a shower,” Lilith said. “We’re going to be
taking off afterwards. He told his dad about the wedding
and he’s furious. He’s promised to bring me to Nelson so
we can meet.”

“Huh,” I said, finishing off my coffee. “Well. Long drive.” I
figured I’d be big about it and wait for my apology, rather
than accuse her of ditching us right away.

“Yeah. We’ll be going through the desert, too, so it’ll be hot.”



“Not exactly going our way, then, I guess.” I stared at the
empty mug. It had someone’s initials carved in the bottom, I
assumed it was Jillian’s handiwork.

“No, I mean . . .” She licked her lips. “I’m sorry about that.
There’s enough in the cashbox to get you guys home,
right?”

I allowed myself a grimace. “In all the comfort that
Greyhound provides.”

“At least you won’t have to meet your father-in-law at the
end of the trip,” she said, rolling her eyes.

I laughed. It seemed like the storm had passed, and I was
glad. But then something else occurred to me. “Do you . . .
want to give me money for rent?”

Her brow furrowed. “Well, it’s just . . .”

Great, no roommate. I had to get another fucking
roommate.

“. . .we want to leave our options open . . .”

I knew what I’d be doing. I saw myself putting up street
posters, calling in classifieds, interviewing irritating
potential roommates.



“. . .we might even stay in Nelson, if I can get a job . . .”

And my job, my job’s probably gone, where am I going to
get the money? “Fuck. Fuck fuck fuck.” I put my hands on
my head.

“. . . maybe even start a family there . . .”

I took a big breath. “So, let me get this straight. I lose my
job and my apartment because I let you drag me across
the country to be your fuckingbridesmaid for your fucking
alterna-wedding?”

That angry flash was back again, but this time it had mine
to contend with. I felt betrayed. We burned each other down
with our stares. I felt like smashing the mug against the
stair, but I just threw it into the grass instead.

Lilith blinked. “Were you not fed?”

“What?” I snapped.

She said each word slow and loud. “Emotionally.
Physically. Mentally. Were you not fed?”

The girl looked good in melodrama. I couldn’t even mock
her. And she had a point. “But . . . start afamily? Weren’t
you always saying you’d never spawn?”

Her nostrils flared and she looked away. “That was before.



Now that my blood has co-mingled with cherub blood, my
children won’t be damned,” she explained. Her tone
changed then. “I . . . I thought you’d be happy for us.”

Michael came out then, his hair wet and feathered. He
looked at me gawking at Lilith, sensing the tension.
“What?”

“Nothing, nothing. I’m gonna go walk Shaky,” I said,
needing to get away. “You guys have a good trip . . . and . . .
yeah. Travel safe.” I headed for the door, not looking at
Lilith.

Michael intercepted me with a hug, pulling my face into his
soft cotton sweatshirt. He smelled of shower and Michael.
My resentment made me stiff, but I felt my body softening
against my will. A second later Lilith got in on the hug at an
awkward sideways angle. I thought it would be one of the
quick clasps I’d seen her give when required, but she held
it, and feeling her breath on the back of my neck melted me
completely.

Neither of them had betrayed me. They were my friends.
They were my dear friends, and they were leaving.

I turned around to Lilith, my face shiny and wet. “We’re
even.” I snuffled. “There you go. Now you’ve seen me
crying. Happy?”

The look in her eyes told me she was.



I wiped off my face. “Well, that’s your wedding gift.”

Posted at 9:11pm

MAY 13, 2004

She left the kitchen and eventually so did I, heading back to
my laptop after procrastinating for another ten minutes to
play with Shaky. I’m kind of reluctant to describe this last
dramatic twist of the swamp show, mostly because it
makes me look so dumb.

The mummy wasn’t talking.

I had him pinned down by his shoulders, sitting on his belly.
I had tackled him on the wooden trail, knocking him through
the fluorescent guide and into a soft landing of spongy
marsh weeds.

“Where—where—do you think—” I was huffing and puffing
from the sprint. “You’re going.”

The mummy reached up and touched the places where my
feathers had worn thin.

“You go, bird!” called a girl from the walkway who’d seen
the attack.



The mummy giggled.

I was hypnotized by the glint of eye just beneath the
bandages. I wondered if he could see me looking at him. I
still had his shoulders pinned, but he wasn’t struggling. It
was the shoulders that made me positive. These were not
Davey’s shoulders. I let go of them.

I tried to remember why I’d thought it was Davey in the first
place. Bruce had told me about their conversation about
mummies. But hell, it could have been Bruce that started
the conversation. And yeah, the lights were on us that night,
but Bruce didn’t need to be there for the shadow machine
to run.

“Wow,” I said. It really made more sense. Davey really
never led me on at all. I felt a little sadness that the man who
sang “I’ll Be Your Everender” hadn’t felt something, but
more relief that he wasn’t a callous jerk after all. Just
clueless. Like me.

The mummy pushed himself up on his elbows. Back on the
wooden trail people danced by, no one noticing us despite
the moon infusing the mummy’s tatters with a glow. The
mummy touched my bare shoulder and the rough texture
made me shudder.

I pulled Bruce to me. I heard a noise I couldn’t identify
coming from him, somewhere between a moan and the cry



of a wounded animal. I pulled off my mask and lay down
with him, me in my bra and he in his bandages, and we lay
there for a long time. We didn’t talk. As it turned out, my bra
wasn’t very effective in keeping my boobs in because they
somehow kept falling out and into Bruce’s hands. The
bandages proved similarly ineffective in keeping his dick
covered, and once it had accidentally popped out . . .

When we did sleep, we slept as soundly as Moses in the
bulrushes.

Posted at 12:45am

MAY 14, 2004

Today I timed my return for after dinner, but Jillian was still
cooking, this time baking muffins of some sort. “So you got
out and about,” she said cheerfully.

I sat down on the wooden chair and put my brown bag
between my legs. “Yeah. That’s a great old library you
have.” Shaky was alternately sniffing the bag and pushing
his head into my palm for a scratch.

Jillian noticed the bag. “Got a bit of shopping done, too?”

“Uh, yeah,” I said, realizing it must look like we’re moving in.
“Y’know, Bruce will probably be fine by tomorrow, and you’ll



have your sewing room back—”

She shook her head. “I hope you know you can stay as long
as you like,” she said, pouring the batter.

“Thanks, I really appreciate that.”

“You can put those in the fridge if you like,” she said,
nodding to my brown bag.

“No, they’re not really for eating—uh, thanks anyway,” I said,
and because I didn’t really want to get into what they were
for, I said the first thing that popped into my head. “Do you
know much about mummies? Egyptian mummies?”

“I know that they used to scrape out the brains through the
nose,” she said, with a little laugh. “That stuck with me. I
remember seeing the instrument they used, or a replica, at
a museum.”

“I read a bunch about them today. They removed most of
the organs, but left the heart in. Apparently, the Egyptians
believed that to enter into the afterlife, the heart had to be
weighed against a feather. If it was too heavy, it was thrown
away to be eaten by a monster.” I held Shaky’s paws and
asked him in my head, Would you like a big juicy heavy
heart to eat, Shaky? Betcha would!

“Talking about eating,” Jillian said, “Bruce ate everything I
gave him today. I was going to bring him some dinner.”



“Let me do that,” I said. I had only been in to see Bruce
once or twice since we’d gotten back, and the morning-
after awkwardness was intensified by his general
weakness and misery. But I’d come across something in
my reading today that I expected would remedy the
situation. A ritual the Egyptians did so that the dead person
could eat the food they were buried with in the afterlife. It
was called the Opening of the Lips.

I went into the sick room, trying not to crinkle the brown bag
as I set it down. I donned the ravenshead mask, close
enough to the jackal mask the Egyptians wore. I put the
grapes by his shoulders, the pomegranates by his elbows,
the cuke between his legs. I watched him carefully, listened
to the sound of his breathing to make sure his new
bedmates weren’t causing him stress. I scattered figs by
his feet, and placed two cans of beer on either side of his
head so it kind of looked like a beer hat. I took a picture
with my brain.

My ravenshead mask would be in the way for the next part,
so I took it off. I put Anubis on the sewing table. There was
a special, kind of dildo-shaped thing the Egyptians used to
touch the lips of the body, and as kinky as that sounded I
didn’t have one on me.

So I kissed him.



His lips were dry and cracked and unresponsive, and it
took two to wake him. His lips still didn’t open, so I had to
use my tongue. When he moved, the beer can rolled into
his head, and he knocked the pomegranate off the bed. He
looked dazed and happy. And that’s kinda how I felt, too.

“I’m gonna sleep with you tonight,” I said.

“OK,” he said.

I got under the sheets, fed him a fig.

“Mmm,” he said, his voice still croaky. “You’re not going to
dry hump me when I fall asleep, are you?”

“No promises,” I whispered in his ear.

Posted at 12:45am

MAY 15, 2004

I see it everywhere, now. This bus feels like a sarcophagus
as it rushes us through the night that may as well be the
land of the dead. The chemicals from the washroom are the
ones they used to pickle our organs. But not our hearts:
these must be weighed against a feather. Our heavy hearts.

But it feels like they’re getting lighter.



Bruce has his small light on, one of two people who do. It’s
trained on his sketchbook, where he’s drawing a small
raven perched on a telephone pole in the middle of the
desert. I imagined Lilith and Michael speeding through the
desert to their new life right now, the other fork of the path.
She would probably be driving, Michael’s back still tender.
Maybe Lilith would see a bird in the distance, feel a pang
when she thought of me.

Bruce just smiled at me. He hasn’t been talking much, but
he smiles more. And we’ll be back to our chatty selves
soon, one word at a time.

“You know what it is?” I said to Bruce.

He stopped drawing. I took his pen and drew an arrow. “I’m
going from a conventional life, by quitting the magazine,
and am headed towards an unconventional one. In the most
general of terms.” Bruce nodded me on.

I drew an arrow going the opposite direction so it made an
X with the other arrow. “Lilith is going from an
unconventional life, what with her childhood and all, and is
heading towards a conventional life.” I was getting a little
loud with my enthusiasm, and a withered old lady across
the way gave me a look. I dropped it down a notch. I circled
the point in the centre of the X where the arrows crossed.
“That’s where we connected, but we were bound to
separate before long. In some ways, the things I liked about



her are what she was trying to get away from.” I handed him
back his pen.

“That’s interesting.”

I looked out the window at the blackness. “Michael even
told me at one point that she was interested in moving to
Nelson, I sort of thought, oh fuck, she’s leading him on. But
she does want all that: a nice house, a nice guy, a nice job.
Babies.”

“The banality of evil?” he said.

“I don’t really see it like that. Like even the yuppie thing, I
didn’t leave it behind because it was evil, it was just boring
for me. Because when you have all this money, you’re
insulated—against hunger, cold, inconvenience—but you’re
also insulated against the interesting, weird, stimulating
things. And Lilith wants less contact with the world, ’cause
the world’s always hitting on her in one way or another, and
so the insulation is a useful thing for her when it’s not for me
. . .”

A voice suddenly came from a few seats back. “I’d like
some insulation right now against yacky smart-ass college
kids.”

Bruce smiled at me and wrote. SHOULD I GO KICK HIS
ASS?



I made a show of thinking about it. LET’S LET HIM LIVE.
AM I FULL OF SHIT?

YOU’RE FUCKING WISE, IS WHAT YOU ARE. WISE
BEYOND YOUR COLLEGE YEARS.

MY HINDSIGHT IS PRETTY GOOD, BUT MY RIGHT-IN-
FRONT-OF-MY-NOSESIGHT IS PRETTY SHIT.

He shrugged. More than not realizing how our trajectories
put an expiry date on my and Lilith’s friendship, I regret how
Bruce’s obsession with Lilith had made him repulsive to
me. Blinded me to his subtle charms as surely as a strip of
cloth wrapped around my head a hundred times.

Posted at 2:44am

On a stop in some podunk town, I found myself alone on the
bus in the middle of the night, flipping through Bruce’s
sketchbook under a narrow cone of light. After the third
picture of Lilith, I shut the book and got up.

I made my way to the back of the bus, thinking that, really, it
wasn’t that different from my crush on Davey. It was just as
stupid and superficial. I thought that, rationally, but I felt quite
differently.

When I got to the bathroom door I checked to make sure no



one had come back from the break yet, but everyone was
making the most of it. I almost knocked, but c’mon, that’s
not my style.

I pushed the door open. Bruce, mid-pee, looked back
alarmed until he saw it was me. I squeezed in behind him
and let the door close. I locked it with a snap.

A few seconds later his pee resumed. I watched. I pushed
down his pants a bit until I could work my foot between his
legs and push them down the rest of the way to the ground. I
pinned them there with my shoe and leaned back. His bum
was white beneath the shirt-tails, and I squeezed a cheek,
soft. Then I hugged him, hard.

“You’re mine,” I said, my voice a little croaky. I looked over
at his cock, which was suddenly extremely erect. “You’re
mine, right?”

He nodded so hard his dick bobbed in agreement.

Posted at 5:24am

MAY 16, 2004

When we stopped in Chicago, we got out of the bus with
everyone else. We stood a little away from the group.
Between a couple of smokers sucking down their



chemicals and the reek of cement and exhaust fumes, it
smelled as bad inside the bus as out.

“I hope Creepoid’s going somewhere else,”I said to Bruce,
nodding at the man with the waxy moustache. Naturally
when we’d come out of the washroom together there was a
substantial audience.

I sighed. “I mean the thing that sucks is that we didn’t even
get to have washroom sex. But everyone assumes we did.”

“I don’t mind people knowing we’re pervs. Cuts down on the
chit chat.”

That was true. Even Creepoid had limited himself to
meaningful looks.

“What does that guy think? That we’re going to invite him
into the washroom with us if he stares long enough? He’d
have to have some tantric sex moves because you know
there’s not nearly enough room for two to go at it in there.”

Bruce snorted.

There was an unrelated burst of laughter from the smokers,
and a few glances over at us. “Fuck, this is like high school.
When we do have washroom sex, Bruce, we gotta make
sure we can leave the vicinity afterwards.”

“Got it. And hey, while we’re being picky, let’s say no



chemical toilets as well.”

“Check.”

They started unloading the bus. Looked like we were
switching buses after all. As we schlepped our stuff, I
noticed something was missing.

“Whoa!Where’s the shadow machine?” I asked Bruce.

“I trashed it. Kept the shapes, though, I figure I’ll send them
across the laundry line.” He pointed at a bag where the
metal shapes on rods were poking out.

“Oh, cool,” I said.

“Yeah, I figure I’ll do it at night. The streetlights throw some
interesting light. I can sort of see them there, hanging
upside down like bats.”

I was happy remembering the line and all the interesting
stuff that waited for us back home. “I wonder how Lionel
made out with the storefront window? Maybe he’d be into
keeping the studio for an extra month while I looked for a
roommate.”

Bruce chuckled.

I was a little nervous he thought that was a hint to move in
himself, which would have been moving a bit too fast for



me. I wasn’t ready to start
allwrappedupinmyroommate.com. “What?”

“You’re working the angles already. Lilith said you would.”

“Lilith said,”Iscoffed, making my eyes narrow. “Stiffing me
for the rent. You know what that is.”

“Oh, it’s evil with a capital E,”Bruce said. “No argument
there.” He leaned over and looked to see if the mask had
gotten bashed up.

“That old hat box is holding out better than my suitcase,”
Bruce said.

“I almost buried it in Jillian and Sam’s backyard,” I said,
passing my stuff to a porter.

“Hate it that much, huh?” Bruce asked.

“I saw Lilith burying her dagger, so I thought it might be a
good way to break with it. And the great thing about burying
something is that you always know where to find it.”

Bruce smirked. “Assuming no one digs it up.”

That made me think. “Imagine if Jillian and Sam’s kids—if
they have kids some day—imagine themfinding the
dagger? Ornate, blotchy with old blood—”



Bruce nodded, looked wistful. “The find of the century.”

“Damn, I almost wish I did bury the ravenshead now.”

“Why didn’t you? It’s a piece of shit.”

I gave him a shove. He had been doing nice things for me
all along. I’d just assumed it was for Lilith’s sake. But I stuck
to the story. “Well, first of all when I went out there Jillian
was painting. She had an easel set up and was in the
middle of a watercolour.”

“She’s always doing something, isn’t she?” Bruce said,
admiring. “I got up in the middle of the night, and she was
canning preserves. She said she had insomnia. But she
was perky as ever.”

His admiring tone bugged me. I decided not to mention that
she made me feel lazy. I thought about the plastic bag full of
yarn and knitting needles that I trucked around with me from
apartment to apartment, telling myself that I’d learn one day.

“And secondly . . .?” he prompted.

“Right,” I said. I’d almost forgotten my point, and I had one.
“I had this urge to dig up the dagger.”

“Was it drawing you to it with its eldritch power?” he said
sarcastically. He’d become rather cynical about that kind of
stuff since the New Orleans show ended up as a wedding



and not the apocalypse.

“Partially because I knew it would freak out Jillian,” I said.
“But it was more that having the dagger, burying the mask
—it was all about Lilith. Those were Lilith’s rituals, not
mine.”

“We got our own rituals, now,” Bruce said, head down,
hands in his pockets, and I felt a sudden elated chill go
down my back. I almost smooched him right there, but I
didn’t want to give Creepoid any more fantasy-fuel, so I
mussed up his hair instead. It was so greasy it stayed in
place—we’d been on the bus for over twenty hours at this
point. I mussed it until it looked like an anime cartoon
character, and he left it like that.

One of my favourite things about being with someone is
that their body is your plaything. A few seconds later, I
tugged at the mummy bandage he wore around his wrist.
When it came untied, I quickly tied it to my wrist. I held it out
in front of myself, wordlessly admiring it. Bruce retaliated by
taking my raven ring and finding a finger of his it fit.

“When I was reading at the library, when you were sick?” I
started. “One of the most bizarre things I found out was that
there was a brown paint called mummy that was actually
made from mummies.”

“Fuck off,” Bruce exclaimed.



“Really! They were so common a hundred years ago that
they just ground them up for paint.”

When he realized I was serious he shook his head. “That’s
appalling. The poor mummies!” A few seconds later, he
tilted his head. “An interesting metaphor, though. For the
nature of art.”

“For how fucked artists are, you mean,” I jabbed. “You’re
willing to use ground-up corpses to express your vision.”

“What’s this ‘you’ stuff?” he said. “You’re not an artist?”

“Fartist, maybe,” I said. I stepped up on the curb, slapped
my face to keep myself alert.

“What is it you’re doing on your laptop all the time, then?”
he said, making like he was typing. “Spreadsheets?”

“Nooooo,” I said. I looked at him through slitted eyes and
considered telling him the whole thing. But then I thought
about how unflatteringly I’d portrayed him and how my
feelings had changed, and I just figured it was too
complicated. “Just a journal.”

“So you said.” He gave me a look that said he didn’t buy it.

I shrugged.

“You’re not planning to grind me up, are you?” Bruce said



suddenly.

I shook my head, but untied the bandage, tied it back on his
wrist. “I’m not planning on it. But if I run out of paint, it’s good
to know you’re around.”

He frowned at me, took off the raven ring. “Hey,” he said
just before he gave it back. “I thought it was kind of big. This
is a poison ring.” The face opened, and there was a tiny
slip of paper crammed inside. “That’s not a cyanide pill,” he
said disapprovingly. I grabbed it from him and turned away
to read it.

It said, You are my hero!!!

“Aw,” I said, thinking of Jelly and Vixxin. On the other side,
in a different pen colour, it read: P.S. the mummy is Bruce.
And then I laughed and laughed, at the wisdom of
teenagers, at my folly, and at fate.

“What?” said Bruce. I could have popped it into my mouth,
but too much secrecy could be as lethal as a poison pill to
our relationship. I handed it to him.

He raised an eyebrow, scratched his anime-hair head, and
looked at me for an answer. So, in the Chicago bus station,
half-drunk on the bus fumes and loopy from lack of sleep, I
started at the beginning and told him the story of
roommatefromhell.com.



Posted at 11:11am

It started when Bruce drew a mummy with a raven on his
shoulder. I asked him to draw Shaky, too. It was like magic,
seeing him appear with sure strokes of his fine-tip, nipping
at the mummy’s bandages.

Seeing the three of them there made me think of a group of
adventurers. I got Bruce to draw in a forest behind them, a
lake, a mountain—man, it was better than TV! He did
whatever I asked, barely lifting the pen from the page. Then
I got him to draw the face of an angel and a devil in the
clouds, watching over them.

He did, and they weren’t malevolent, or angry, they were
just on a different plane entirely. When he finished, he
looked at me a little nervously. “The whole time I was sick,
after the show, I felt like I was being punished.”

“Really?”

“For what I thought Lilith was going to do.”

“Oh.” It was there, between us, black and sticky: we had not
trusted our friend. “Well. You can’t prevent yourself from
thinking thoughts.”

Bruce grimaced. “It’s more than that, though. I don’t think it’s



so bad with you. But I really believed it. I was pretty messed
up from the fever, but I actually thought something insane
was going to happen. And part of me wanted it to happen.”

“More insane than being tackled by a raven-woman in her
bra?” I said, putting my head on his shoulder.

He smiled, squeezed my hand, and nodded apologetically.
“Even more.”

I sighed. My comment had just been a cheap diversionary
tactic. “I know. I know. Even though I didn’t think it would
happen, I let part of my heart wonder about it. And if
something had happened—”

Bruce nodded.

“Our friend Michael . . .” I let it trail off. “Damn.” I sighed.
“We’re worse than those kids in books with the overactive
imaginations who become convinced their neighbour’s a
pirate because he’s got a limp.”

“Maybe.”Bruce went back to the clouds.

“They’re perfect like that,” I art-directed. “Don’t make them
any more solid. I like them where they are, background
characters. These three are the interesting ones,” I said,
poking the mummy, the raven, and Shaky. “The bold
explorers.”



He sketched in The Bold Explorers in explosive style
across the top of the picture, making it look totally like a
comic book. He turned the page of the sketchbook, drew in
nine panels.

He looked at me, pen poised at the first. “What happens
next?”

Posted at 8:11pm

***

You can read The Bold Explorers, a 24 page comic book,
over here.

It serves as a prelude to Therefore Repent!, the full length
post-Rapture graphic novel that is sort of a sideways
sequel to this book. You can buy it and my other books
here.


